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The 1997 Summer Session of the
International Space University took place at
Rice University, Houston, Texas for ten
weeks between June and August.
The students would like to thank Greg Marshall and
colleagues from Rice University for their hospitality.
Description of the Cover:
On the back one can see Earth and its Moon as pictured by the Galileo
spacecraft. Originating from Earth, doing a swing-by at the Moon , a
trajectory line consisting of the names of our team members reaches towards
Mars on the front. The position of the names indicates that our group believes
that the exploration of Mars should be a continuous effort.
In the background one can identify Orion with its nebula (M42, M43), some
globular clusters, the constellation of Taurus together with the Hyades and the
Pleiades ("Seven Sisters").
The trail of our names is going through the Golden Gate of the ecliptic
spawned by Taurus/Hyades and the Pleiades, symbolyzing the dawning of a
new era of international space exploration.
Norbi et Orbi and the Punisher
The Earth, Mars and Moon images are courtesy of NASA-JPL and the US
Geological Survey.
Additional copies of the Design Project Executive Summary or the FuU Report, Strategies for the Exploration of Mars, may be
ordered through the ISU Headquarters in Strasbourg. The report may be obtained as a hard copy, on CO-Rom or on-line using
the ISU website.
International Space University
Strasbourg Central Campus
Pare d'lnnovation
Boulevard Gonthier d' Andemach
67400 ILLKIRCH-GRAFFENSTADEN
FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)3 88 65 54 30
Fax : + 33 (0)3 88 65 54 47
See the ISU website at http://www .isunet.edu/
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"They stood and watched the sun set. Their shadows went right out to the eastern
horizon. The sky was a dark red, murky and opaque, only slightly lighter in the west over the
sun. The clouds Ann had mentioned were bright yellow streaks, very high in the sky.
Something in the sand caught at the light, and the dunes were distinctly purplish. The sun
was a little gold button, and above it shone two evening stars: Venus, and the Earth"

"RED MARS" by Kim Stanley Robinson

Editors Poetic Justice
Read and be amazed. We poured forth our ideas, sweated blood and shed tears.
This report typifies the suffering we endured throughout its genesis. See you on
Mars in the 21st Century ...

The Sundance Kid
They tried to take us from all sides, the Scoons, the Burkes, the Marovs
(although this tribe didn 't last very long)... We made our stand on that little hill.
By the end, only a few of us were left standing... Sundance, me, Chief, Captain
Smokescreen, Shades, the rest of the Renegades, the mad Austrians. I never thought
these two would make it, but they were there by my side, pushing Captain Holland's
lifeless corpse out of my way. They came again ... we didn 't have anything left to
blow them out of this world. We stood ready to spit in their faces and fight with our
teeth. That's when the ship finally came ...take us back to Earth. We looked at
each other and knew none of us would ever come back to this hellish place.

Butch Cassidy
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Student Preface
The International Space University (ISU) was founded in April 1987 as a nonprofit, non-governmental institution. It was created with the objective of becoming
the world's leading centre for educating and training tomorrow' s space professionals.
The ISU Summer Session Program brings together international space experts from
academia, industry, and government to educate students in multidisciplinary and
advanced issues in space development in a ten week format. The design projects
carried out by the students during the session have two purposes: first, to provide
learning in international teamwork on problems requiring a multidisciplinary and
multicultural approach, and second, to yield published results that can be influential
in the world-wide space community.
This year's summer session was held in Houston, Texas, and this report
outlines the effort of one of its two groups of students. The team, composed of 49
professionals and graduate students from 16 countries, brought to the project a
variety of experiences, educations, and interests, from the societal through to the
scientific, from the theoretical through to the applied. The members of our group
used varied styles of problem solving, ranging from the ambitious and unconstrained
to the more limited and immediately achievable.
Our mandate was to use an international perspective to examine present and
planned activities in Mars exploration and science, critically review current goals and
rationales, investigate new organisational schemes, develop innovative mission
concepts and identify an organized, coherent framework to encompass all branches of
Mars exploration for the next decade and beyond. · Many approaches were tried,
many dead ends encountered before we agreed on our objectives. The nature of our
group ensured decision making was an interesting process, but was an integral factor
in the international solutions we eventually proposed.

l r\ "TBNATJONAL STRATEGIES FOR THE EXPLORATION OF M!·E<.S
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Faculty Preface
As part of the I 997 ISU Summer Session, the year of the tenth anniversary of ISU, students were
invited to participate in the following two design projects: Strategies for the Exploration of Mars and
Technology Transfer: Bridging Space and Society. The intent of the design projects is to provide the students
with experience in team work in an intercultural and multidisciplinary environment and to generate results that
can be influential beyond ISU and beneficial to the students in their later careers. 49 young professionals from
I 6 countries, representing all 9 of ISU's academic disciplines, chose to work on the Mars project.
The team members were charged with producing a coherent strategy in a framework of international
robotic and human missions to Mars. They were invited to adopt a viewpoint independent of existing policies
and national constraints, and to seek innovative solutions that could be implemented in a logical sequence,
beginning with small, immediate steps and continuing toward more ambitious goals.
They began with information-gathering and a critique of existing Mars programs and plans. Then they
analysed possible programs in the areas of science, extraterrestrial resource development, human missions and
public policy, under various assumptions about the external world in which those programs would operate.
The results of this process are documented in this report. The decisions as to what to investigate, what to treat
by reference, and what to exclude from the scope of the project were entirely their own; the report is thus a one
hundred per cent student product.
We, the faculty and Teaching Assistants for the Mars project, are honored and proud to have been
associated with this team of energetic and talented young people. We commend their results to the reader, and
we intend to do what we can to see that their recommendations are considered and, where appropriate, acted
upon by decision makers concerned with the international exploration of Mars.
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INTERNATIONAL STRATEGIES
FOR THE EXPLORATION OF MARS

Executive Summary
Introduction
Mars has recaptured the interest of the world. The excitement sparked by potential
evidence for life in a Martian meteorite has grown with the tremendous success of the
Pathfinder lander and Sojourner rover. With the first pictures of the Martian surface in
over twenty years circulating around the globe, the world is now looking towards Mars
and the future With renewed anticipation.
For members of the space community, these events highlight not only the triumphs, but
also the challenges that lie ahead for the exploration of Mars. In today's environment,
agencies, governments, and industries are being asked to do more for less. This requires
the most effective use of the available resources. A comprehensive global strategy will be
key to success.
International Strategies for the Exploration , of Mars presents the ideas and
recommendations formulated by, the 1997 Mars· Design Project Team at the International
Space University (ISU). Its goal is to make a significant and timely contribution to the
global exploration of the planet Mars.

The 1997 ISU Summer Session Program featured a team of 49 professionals and graduate
students from 17 countries, who developed a framework of international strategies for
robotic and human Mars exploration. The cooperative effort of the multidisciplinary
team within a unique, international working environment, resulted in the development of
strategies which reach beyond the traditional space community to encompass the whole
of society.
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The outcome of this project is a coherent set of strategies designed to coordinate the
numerous activities related to Mars. In addition to the technical program phases of
scientific knowledge, resource utilization, and human presence, this report addresses the
political, economic, and social aspects. The report is centered around a strategic roadmap
which defines the critical factors, the necessary timelines, and the international framework
required for a comprehensive Mars program.
Such a roadmap presents three main mission goals to validate our scientific knowledge, to
search for evidence of life, and to undertake human missions to Mars. The analysis of
contextual dependent elements, the boundaries of such an approach, and the resources
needed are examined in order to identify the potential returns of such missions in terms of
social, technological and industrial benefits for our societies.
Strong international
cooperation is envisioned, encompassing a wider number of nations, even including
countries which until now have limited or no significant space activities.
The economic returns are potentially very high. The advanced training required produces
a highly skilled workforce. Our economic activities on Earth can spread to diverse and
new domains. These are strong and compelling reasons to justify significant investment
in human and monetary resources.
By incorporating the key elements of a successful strategy in each of three possible
rationales, namely planetary science, the search for evidence of life and human missions to
Mars, we have attempted to address decision makers ' immediate concerns in formulating
Mars programs. Recommendations for technology development and public support
strategies are also inCluded: This report is aimed at providing the reader with clearly
defined requirements and a practical approach that, when implemented, would
successfully achieve the desired Mars exploration goal.

Strategies and Timelines
Within the space community planetary science, ,search for life, and human presence on
Mars are the current Mars priorities. Hence, ·th~y were chosen as probable program
objectives. We recognize that , there will be significant overlap between them and believe
that all three strategies may be employed simultaneously. Additionally, umbrella
strategies for technology development and public support were formulated to emphasize
the importance of the~e elements in any Mars program.
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The strategies illustrate actions that can be taken to prepare for and to accomplish Mars
projects. The purpose is to ,A how the reader how his/her organization can better
contribute to global Mars e~q:~1oration. The choice of strategy and the rationales for a
Mars program, which may change with time, are left up to the reader. Instead, we
provide the sequence o£actions that will lead to achieving the desired goal(s).
/

The five strategies are suminarized below. For each strategy, key issues are highlighted
and recommendations proposed.
Science
The main emphasis in the scientific exploration of Mars is on comparative planetology,
understanding Mars in its Solar System context and gaining insights into the Earth's
history and possible future. The understanding of large-scale global processes on Mars
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requires systematic and long-term investigation using a combination of orbiters, landers
and rovers carrying a suite of high-resolution multi-spectral, meteorological and seismic
experiments.
The science strategy is distinct from the other strategies in that its primary focus is the
scientific understanding of Mars. In this strategy, the motivations and overriding
priorities are scientific rather than political or humanistic. Goals not directly related to
science are included only where they enhance the achievability of the science goals
themselves, for example the establishment of human presence on Mars.
The strategy comprises several mission phases, commencing with orbital remote sensing,
progressing through surface stations and vehicles, atmospheric vehicles, sample return and
ending with human presence. We conclude that in the absence of driving factors
extraneous to the goal of scientific exploration of Mars, human presence is unlikely before
the end of the second decade of the new millennium.
In the scientific strategy, the earliest in situ use of Martian resources is the production of
oxygen as propellant for a sample return mission. It is therefore recommended that NASA
continue with current plans to demonstrate this production capability early in the next
decade.
Adequate communications infrastructure is absolutely critical for robotic endeavors on
Mars. In 1994, the International Mars Exploration Working Group (IMEWG) published
the Communications Standards (COST) Report, outlining the communications
infrastructure needed for the planetary missions planned until 2005. We recommend that
the IMEWG or a similar organization carry out a similar exercise for missions beyond
2005.
·.

'

We recommend that the IMEWG assist spac.e.-a encies in coordinating the science that is
carried out in their various proposed missions but also address the gaps that exist
between missions. This coordination should at least include combining payloads from
different agencies and sharing of common resources, such as a dedicated communications
network.
/
We recommend the establishment of an International Martian Geological Information
System to ensure data' distribution as soon as possible, not only to the scientists but also
to the public.
Search for Life

The non-conclusive results of Viking missions and the recent investigation of the
ALH84001 meteorite have greatly increased the general interest for detecting life on Mars.
The possibility of life on Mars has wide-ranging implications for comparative
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planetology. The search for extinct or extant life is directly linked to the localization of
sites where favorable conditions for life as we know it are present.
The site selection process should examine the Martian topography to localize cliffs where
layering is easily found and accessible. Ages of the surfaces of rocks and the mineralogy
must be examined. Care should also be taken to find internal heat sources, water (both
past and present) and trace gases, since such evidence points to places where life-forms
similar to those on Earth might have evolved. Promising locations for finding water are
ancient lakes and river beds, hydrothermal spring deposits and the permafrost below the
surface around the poles.
Localization of the sites will be performed by different means, such as remote sensing
satellites. Multi-spectral scanners and radars can detect various geological features on the
surface. Orbital and rover-based spectroscopy are other means to find suitable locations,
whereas sample return missions could be used to bring Martian material back to Earth for
detailed examination.

Human Presence on Mars
One of the most intriguing aspects of Mars exploration is sending humans to Mars with
the ultimate goal of establishing a permanently inhabited outpost that would need little
resupply -from Earth. The following requirements are recommended for the establishment
of a human presence on Mars:
1.

The quantity, quality and location of exploitable Mars resources must be assessed.

2. Crew selection - In the past, astronauts were selected on the basis of individual
performance. A long mission requires that individuals interact and function effectively
within a team setting. Therefore the main focus must be on training the team together
and determining which inter-crew cornmunieafions improvements can be made.
3. We need to develop training programs in remote-duty environments to learn about
interpersonal conflicts and psychological disorders, such as psychosomatic problems.
It is also important to identify the appropriate equipment and motivational
framework to encourage regular physical exercise since this has been proven to
decrease the incidence of psychological disorders.
4. The deconditioning experienced by crew during long duration spaceflight must be
countered. Current research suggests that exercise combined with pharmacological and
mechanical countermeasures are the most effective approach.
5. Radiation exposure - Passive shielding may not be suitable because of its high mass.
Instead, active shielding using high temperature superconductors to create a protective
magnetic field has been proposed. Other countermeasures include intake of
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radioprotective drugs and antioxidants, cryogenically preserved ova and sperm to
avoid possible birth defects in astronauts' future children, genetic screening to identify
predisposition for developing cancer. Early warning for solar flares could be given by
satellites, allowing crew sufficient time to take refuge in a specially shielded spacecraft
compartment.
The duration of the first human mission will be limited by the human response to partial
gravity. Currently, there is little or no experience in such an environment. If no serious
problems arise, then fast-transfer conjunction class missions offer the safest and cheapest
approach to human Mars exploration. If the question of the effect of partial gravity on
humans cannot be answered satisfactorily, then opposition class missions with short stay
times on Mars are preferred.
This issue can be investigated in two different ways:
1. By using a Moon Base. However, the findings may be inconclusive since the 1/6 g
data could not be extrapolated to the 3/8 g environment of the Mars; and
2. Using a Variable Gravity Research Facility to simulate the 3/8 g environment.
The Mars exploration strategy includes follow-on missions to continue scientific research
and establisb a permanently inhabited outpost whose autonomy is provided for by a
closed-loop bioregenerative life support system. These missions would use fast-transfer
conjunction class missions with long surface stays. This would result in lower missions
cost with more oppoifunities ·for scientific exploration on Mars.
These missions would have the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Develop systems for food production;
Increase in situ resource utilization;
Develop habitat infrastructur~;
Perform scientific investigations.
..
/

'
. '

'
'

/

This strategy is designe~ to·' confine human Mars exploration to a single area until an
outpost is built. The _.outpost is intended as a base camp and safe haven for wider
geographic exploration of Mars.
The life support system will be based on a combination of two regenerative methods:
physio-chemical and bioregenerative. The main strengths of the bioregenerative system
are its flexibility, its use of expendable local resources, and the significant psychological
and physiological benefits for the crew. As time goes on other lifeforms such as fish and
insects (bees for honey production) can be included. The main weaknesses of a
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bioregenerative system are its relatively high initial mass to orbit, as well as its high
maintenance and cost.
Habitats can be erected using inflatable structures that provide for large volumes on the
surface while reducing weight volume during the voyage.
Building political support for a human mission to Mars will require all space agencies to
pool their efforts. Such collaboration will create new international relationships at all
levels. Space activities have always captivated the people's in1agination and have changed
their values and the way they look at things.
One day it might be possible to establish a permanent base on Mars. This will lead to the
creation of a space community that will give us an opportunity to establish a living
laboratory to promote peaceful international relations. We can imagine that the main
behavioral characteristics of such a community would be collaboration and cooperation,
and the first inhabitants will be chosen because they exhibit a high level of synergy.
In the long run this community will probably differentiate greatly from the community on
the Earth and develop unique social, political and even psychological and biological traits.

Technology Development
Technology development is a key aspect that must be addressed when planning space
missions. In addition to the political environment and the economics/resources,
technology enables us ~o fly specific space missions.
We recommend that IMEWG coordinate the efforts of international R&D towards
enhanced robotic and human Mars missions by promoting development of the following:
1.

An efficient telecommunication Infra's ructure between Earth and Mars
R&D should start as soon as possible.

2.

R&D of Solar cells with an efficiency o'f 50%, using concentrators and/or
Infrared technology ,
R&D should start as soon as possible, especially if nuclear devices continue to be
political unaccep!able.

3.

Micro/nanotechnology
R& D should start immediately and be coordinated with private industry research.

4.

Smal1 scale propulsion engines and thrusters
R&D shouJd be synchronized with progress in micro/nanotechnology.

5.

Solar sailing

~

1

'

'
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R&D should be synchronized with progress in micro/nanotechnology.
6.

Power storage systems
R&D should start immediately and be coordinated with private industry research.

7.

Advanced materials for spacecraft structure and radiation shielding
Begin R&D depending on engine upgrades of current launcher systems; phase with
private industry research.

8.

A Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV) in the Saturn VI Energia class as a joint
undertaking of the major space faring nations
Start of R&D: within ten years for the cargo version, human-rated within fifteen
years

9.

R&D of solar-electric and nuclear-electric propulsion systems with a high Isp
and sufficient thrust level
Start of R&D: phase with the development of a human-rated HLLV.

10. R&D of Microwave transponder systems for power transmission
Start ofR&D: within 15 years.

Public Support Development
A clear link must exist between the space agencies and the general public in order to
establish and mainm.in public and governmental approval for the international Mars
exploration strategies outlined in this .report. This link must be two-way, interactive, and
provide accountability to those supplying the supporting tax funding.
We need a paradigm shift from the past A pro · e view is nef(ded whenever_the public
feels that they are the source of inspiration at drives the exploration programs of the
world and the agencies that implement these programs are seen as the servants of the
/
public.
/

I

I

We recommend that the International Mars Exploration Working Group set up a Mars
Millennia! Project, in partnership with organizations-such as the Planetary Society, that
engages the general public in an inspirational and innovative way, and disseminates
mission data for global'access through the Internet. Coordinated educational activities that
focus on Mars exploration should be promoted. The general public must be provided with
information allowing them to evaluate the true benefits and return on investment of space
missions.
Public support will faCilitate the planning process in which politicians could allocate
multi-year funding to cover the strategic plan and programs for the global exploration of
Mars.
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Support for Mars Strategies
To enable the successful completion of any of the above strategies, support must be
provided in the following areas: resources, political and economic.

Resources Support
Investigation of Martian resources will lay the critical groundwork for eventual human
missions and settlement of Mars. Building on the knowledge gained from scientific
missions, we can identify key resources and technologies required for utilizing these
resources, which will assist in human activities on Mars. As an example, a basic necessity
for human existence is water. Launch mass limitations make transportation of all the
water necessary for any but the shortest human mission impractical. Therefore, extracting
water from the Martian environment will be essential in sustaining any long-term human
mission on Mars. Martian resources could also be used for:
•
•
•
•

Shielding against solar and cosmic radiation,
Production of propellant,
Construction of in situ infrastructure, and
Operation of power systems, electronics, and life support systems

These resources could also be beneficial for exploration of the outer solar system which
uses Mars as a base. Humans will ultimately launch missions to study the solar system,
using Mars as a refueling station and utilizing resources mined and materials produced on
Mars. In this way, resource utilization contributes to the expansion of knowledge of our
immediate neighborhood in the Solar System.
Recycling of resources will be a key concept at all levels of implementation for permanent
settlement. The strategic planning of. resource u · · tion on_Mars .must be performed at
the very earliest stages in order to guid decisia
akers to plan and execute the correct
science missions that are needed to survey and locate these resources.
The report examines the availab~Jity, accessibility: ,~d application of various resources on
the Moon, Mars, Phobos and 'Deimos and th'e Near Earth Asteroids. A variety of
resources, such as water, metal ores and carbonaceous materials, could be utilized on these
bodies. Possible applicC~;tions include:
/

•
•
•
•

Water and various'gases for propellant and life support systems,
Metal ores to be used for various further fabrication and infrastructure,
Silicates for power systems and electronics, and
Carbonaceous materials for fuel and life support systems
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In order to initiate, establish and maintain a sustained presence on Mars, the use of in situ
resources will be required. Therefore, it is necessary to develop effective techniques, for
extracting, processing and transportation of these resources.
Most of the techniques stated above require large amount of energy, especially for
processing and refining. At the beginning, when a demonstration of the technique is made,
solar power will be used as the main energy source. For an intensive use in a full-scale
facility, nuclear energy seems to be the simplest option. However, the political
implications of using nuclear energy will have to be dealt with before these facilities can
be realized.
Political Support

We recommend the expansion of current programmatic organizations for the coordination
of science missions and the creation of a policy board to oversee the development of
resource utilization and human missions to Mars.
Most scientific Mars missions in the 1996-2005 timeframe are being coordinated by the
IMEWG, which comprises a number of space agencies. It is not now a political entity,
but rather provides a programmatic framework. For science missions beyond 2005, we
have not identified a coordinated approach. The approach adopted by the IMEWG for
coordinating science missions should be extended beyond 2005. In addition, the IMEWG
should start cataloguing the already existing technologies and identify which technologies
will have to be developed for further Mars exploration. The IMEWG could make
suggestions for the coordination of the required technology development.
For resources and human missions, we evaluated national and international approaches.
Due to the high risks and associated costs of such missions, we recommend broad
international cooperation. Shortly after 2000, e IMEWG or another appropriate
working group should start studying
ibility of human missions to Mars,
emphasizing synergy and participation from n<:m-traditional partners. The conclusions
reached by this working group would lay the groundwork for international negotiations.
Among others, we recommend the Internationa I Space Station framework as a starting
model for evaluating issu~s . of international cooperation.
The outcome of these
negotiations, along with the results of the preparatory programs and the lessons learnt
from the International Space Station cooperation would allow for well-founded decisions,
to be taken around 2010. These decisions would consolidate the financial, programmatic
and technological efforts ·in the 2010-2020 timeframe, geared toward initial human
missions at the end of this period.
Economic Support

What economic benefi,ts will an international Mars exploration program bring to the
participating nations? The stimulus such an undertaking can provide to a nation 's society
and economy can result in a significant knowledge gain and improvement of education.
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New technologies will be developed in the space industry and in research institutions
(universities, space agencies, private research and development organizations). These have
economic potential and value, since similar technologies and methodologies can also be
used outside the space field. The technological know-how created is a major investment in
long-term technological progress of humankind and will create solutions to treat pollution
problems; push miniaturization, develop software, virtual reality, light-weight structures
and clean energy sources; and enhance medical capabilities.
The objective from the economic point of view, besides maximizing the benefits to
societies and economies, is to minimize the cost of a Mars exploration program. This can
be accomplished by using spin-ins (available technology) and by creating spin-offs (space
technologies transferred to civil applications). The conditions created by government
policy to allow easy diffusion of spin-offs are very important. The knowledge at research
institutions can be more easily diffused to other companies than knowledge which was
gained in the contracted companies. Therefore, we believe contracts between governments
and research institutions should be non-confidential. Another very important issue is the
Practicing cost management
appropriate utilization of management techniques.
techniques will control and constrain the program costs. Risk management techniques
will enable agencies to make financial tradeoffs considering the risks and development
costs of new technologies.
The partial fuhding of a Mars miSSion by private investors is unlikely, but not
impossible. The orily, and very important, short-term economic interest of private
companies is the development of technology which might directly be used for civil
applications. No diiect short-term ~economic interests of private companies can be
foreseen with respect to the exploit;ttion of possibly interesting resources, of which the
existence is not yet known. For that reason most of the money should come from
governments through international c peration. owever, tbe involvement of private
companies in an international Mars program-sHould be maximized by governments and
agencies as much as possible. For the involvement of the industry, it is important that
companies recognize the benefits fu gain of technological knowledge. The change from
short-term return on investment ,to high-risk lQng,term return on investment (for some
divisions in a company) cou(d 'be accomplished by high-tech companies with a strong
core-business which can afford to face higher risks~ Budget sources other than those
traditionally tapped for space funding, should be considered for the partial funding of the
program. Financial co~tributions can be provided by the Ministries of Education, Science,
Industry, Telecommunications, Culture , Construction, Energy, and Defense.
The total costs of robotic science missions are estimated to be in the order of $250 to
$400 million per mission. Missions to construct an architecture for human presence on
Mars, i.e., the resource exploitation missions, are more expensive and are estimated to
have a cost between · $1 and $20 billion. The equipment necessary to perform the
exploitation of resources will be heavy, which drives up the launch costs. The costs for
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human missions are estimated to be $40 to $60 billion for an Apollo-type mission (a
mission that only aims at technology demonstration and a short stay on Mars). A
complete mission program aiming at human presence on Mars, would be more expensive,
approximately $270 billion for a set of four missions. Such a Mars mission program
should always be accomplished in a stepped approach, starting with the cheaper science
and resource exploitation missions. It is important to note that, while the political
groundwork and can be laid out some precursor missions initiated now, the best
opportunity to start an actual program will be after the completion of the International
Space Station in 2002. At that time there will be better financial opportunities to start a
human Mars exploration program through inter-governmental cooperation.

Conclusions
This document is a challenge to all space agencies. It incorporates a set of strategies
designed to provide an efficient and complete direction for the exploration of Mars.
We have taken an international approach, addressed the current plans, and extrapolated
with our own ideas for programs and new technology to create a coherent set of strategies
to pursue the exploration of Mars.
We have constructed recommendations along five strategic lines, providing insight on the
important .'factors related to public support, technology development, planetary science,
search for life, arid human presence.
We have created three timelines, providing a pathway for the areas of planetary science,
search for life, and human presence. We also provide recommendations for fostering
public support and technology development to be implemented appropriately along those
timelines.
You are the people making decisions for un rsities, governments, businesses, and most
importantly you are the people interested in space exploration. You have a part to play
in this large effort to explore our neighboring P.l~~t. This is our vision of strategies to
explore Mars, we hope that you can use it to assist you in making your visions a reality.
/

/

1.1 GENERALINTRODUCTION
Our Earth, our Moon, our solar system, our universe - humanity has been pressing the
envelope of space for forty years, yet we lack the understanding and ability to predict the
function and behavior of the environment we live in, both here on Earth and in the
heavens above. It is human nature to ask questions about the unknown. It is a challenge
that generates a curiosity for knowledge, which is a compelling reason for the continued
exploration of our solar system, its planets, its moons, its secrets. Knowledge is a
resource that all human beings aspire to have or acquire. It fosters intellectual growth and
technological development which translates into economic strengths and social benefits
that guarantee, sustain, and even increase the standard of living and well-being of the
society we live in. Embracing the capabilities we now posses, striving for the capabilities
we will soon need, and searching for the knowledge we will soon have will galvanize
humanity into action on a political, social and economic level that will ensure we do not
succumb to stagnation, for stagnation is death - desire is life. Here we address the desire
that is compelling us to explore Mars and where that may lead us to in the future.

1.2 MISSIONSTATEMENT
The Objective of this design project is to create coherent, co-ordinated strategies and the
associated framework for the international robotic and human exploration of Mars. The
strategies address the policy, technology, international co-operation, resource utilization,
ISU Summer Session 1997
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societal implications and mission systems design considerations from the current space
activities through to the human exploration of Mars. The strategies have been designed to
be flexible and substantive, focusing the synergistic potential of the world's space
exploration capabilities.
We have created this project to help establish strategies about issues that drive the human
Mars exploration effort. This document is not intended as a costing tool, and as such,
does not contain specific program cost figures. It does, however, contain the rationales
associated with costs and recommendations about the international organization needed to
meet these costs as they are associated with increasing mission complexity.

1.3 THE VOICE OF TillS DOCUMENT
The 1997 International Space University (ISU) Summer Session Program featured a team
of 49 professionals and graduate students from 16 countries who tackled the mission
stated above. The interactions of this talented assembly of individuals resulted in the
birth of a working environment that fostered and stimulated the ability to develop and
propose strategies for the international exploration of Mars, culminating with the vision
of human settlement on Mars. These strategies did not come easily, as such a diverse
multi-cultural team often faced an apparently insurmountable divergence of opinions,
views and ideas. Yet, through effective communication, negotiation and compromise, we
have been able to provide in this document, strategic global maps for the exploration of
space and Mars unlike those produced by any single agency or focus group before. These
maps are formed around mission time-lines that are established to chronologically pursue
a goal (such as human presence on Mars) and include the necessary economic, political,
and social framework to achieve these goals.

1.4 THE TARGET AUDIENCE
The space exploration strategy maps developed herein are directed to specific target
audiences. If the world space community is to achieve the visionary goals it has held for
many years the decision makers must be re-energized by input from the next generation of
visionaries. This is the goal ofiSU and more specifically that of this project.
The primary target audience of this document is composed of upper level managers and
people who promote, publicize, and sell space programs to the world's political
community. Why should they respond to our call to action? The answer lies in the
transcending ideology of the strategies - the effective exploration of space needs a global
effort! Coordinating the best of the world's knowledge and technologies into missions
that learn, share, and build upon one another will result immeasurably more tangible and
intangible returns to society than restricted, individualistic, national efforts ever will.
The second target audience should be the technology managers who have budgets and
plans for Research and Development (R&D) efforts in the space community. The
ISU Summer Session 1997
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realization that these efforts fit into a set of higher purpose goals will drive the current
resource pool towards a new set of exploration technologies that will be the enabling
factor for rapid advances in humanity's space exploration capabilities.
Of course, the two previous target groups represent the status quo of the space faring
culture - they are already making decisions and determining budgets and missions. To
ensure that the global space exploration strategy maps become ingrained in the minds of
the global space community's leaders, and the public that will support the space dream, a
key target audience is the education system - students and their families. The youth of
today, having grown up in the space age, seeing rockets, orbiters and space stations as
part of everyday life, will be the decision makers, the scientists, the engineers, the
managers, and the politicians who, in the near future, will have the reins of the world ' s
nations and associated space programs in their hands. As such, we must nurture these
individuals with ideals, desires, and goals about global space exploration strategies.
We, the authors of this document - 49 people, engineers, doctors, philosophers,
scientists, economists, managers and the like, are all leaders in our specific areas of
interest. We aspire to be the leaders and decision makers on much larger scales in the near
term. With the global space exploration strategy maps seeded in our minds, and the desire
to drive the world's space exploration strategies growing in our hearts, the capability to
use and build upon this document has already begun.

1.5 WHAT HAS MADE OUR PROJECT EXCITING
The most exciting aspect of this ISU project is that complete systems of missions are
being considered as the strategy to achieve the world's Mars exploration goals. Unlike
specific missions that have one set of objectives that end with the termination of a
mission, or even the NASA Roadmap that, although it does have a logical progression,
focuses on the American space perspective, the ISU strategy encompasses the view that
the global information and technology flow, re-use, evolution, and sharing for coordinated
space missions will be the most effective working forum for the scientific exploration and
the landing of humans on Mars. (It seems that the only time large segments of the
world's population work together has been during times of war - a global space strategy
may be the solution to this problem.)
If one looks at the current space faring nations of the world, and their representative
space organizations, it is obvious that they each have specific interests and plans for the
future. However, the exploration of Mars appears across the board. Linking these plans
to avoid duplication of efforts (i.e. multiple communication system development
programs when one could be shared amongst the users) and to use the best available
technology for the missions is the strategy that underlies this document - the strategy acts
as the integration mechanism for various pieces of the puzzle to achieve a level of synergy
linking the goals, objectives, means and capabilities of the separate space organizations,
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and highlights the missing elements necessary to achieve the final goals. This is shown in
Figure 1.5-1.

NASA

ESA

NASDA
ISAS

Others
(new)

Figure 1.5-1 ISU Mars Strategy Forms the Connection for a Global Mars Strategy

As will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter (Strategy Maps Section), the three
main goals for Mars that are mapped out include scientific goals, search for life goals, and
human presence on Mars goals, all of which have elements of science, technology,
resource utilization and exploitation, and human missions in varying quantities, depending
on the overlying goal. Likewise, the economic, political, and social concerns are addressed
for both the complete international space environment (more general) and the associated
requirements for each ofthe strategies (more detailed).
Finally, our project team is exciting. We are a large multi-national, multi-cultural team
representing no particular interest group (such as a company or agency). Within the
severe time limitations associated with the ISU Summer Program, we have formulated an
open-minded, worldly strategy whose sole purpose is to act as the framework for creating
the best methodology for the exploration of space and Mars. We have no hidden agendas
and as a result, the strategies we are proposing herein look beyond the typical confines of
agency offices, and extend around the globe. We intend for the strategies to truly
encompass a world view, and thus implore that the framework include a non-exclusion
condition for potential participating countries, regardless of their current status on space.
If we start the fire of imagination in some, then we must feed the flames of desire in all.
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1.6 STRATEGY MAPS
A strategy map is a set of missions, a time-line, and the proposed international
framework needed to achieve a Mars exploration goal. Three goals are defined in this
document, including Science, Resource Utilization and Exploitation, and Human presence
on Mars. The proposed international framework associated with these goals includes
discussions about the organizational structure, participation in the program, costs and
financing, and the technology implementation and development as it can be conducted
within the whole international space exploration community. With the basis of the three
goals, and the associated international framework, the strategies are developed in a
sequential time-line for Science based missions, the Search for Life (SFL), and Human
Presence missions, as implied by Figure 1.6-1 below.

100%
Relative
Strategic
Focus
(Percent of G lobaI
Space Exploration Effort)

SCIENCE

0%~------------------------------~
+10
+20
+30
00

Increasing mission cost,
complexity, and necessity
for international cooperation
and risk sharing unless
a) A single country or group
decides they will do it to be
the first
b) Great breakthroughs in
technology reduce costs and
the necessity for global
resource pooling

Time (Years)

Figure 1.6-1 Overview of Temporal Focus of Mars Exploration Strategies

The mission sequence created shows the necessary missions to achieve the goal, the
current missions planned that fit within this strategy, and the missions that need to be
added to complete the strategy. Likewise, the three goals are not mutually exclusive,
thus, in the event that the space exploration goal of the time changes, say from science
missions to human missions, the strategy provides a map of which missions have been
completed and whose information helps complete the newer strategy. The end result is
that the goals are achieved in the shortest tirneframe, and with the best use of resources
and past mission information and technology.
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1. 7 OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT
The international exploration of Mars can be achieved via sharing, cooperating, working
together (not against each other) and spreading the knowledge via a unified strategy that is
coherent and synergistic; coherent in the sense that all participating countries will work
towards a better international environment, and synergistic in that it is recognized that
participants will only participate to the level coincident with their nations goals and
aspirations.
The outcome of this document should help drive space policy, such that the space
community does not sit idly by as national opinions and leaders change, causing space
objectives to continuously meander. The strategies do allow for the prime goals to change
(i.e. from science missions to human presence) by tracking the commonality of completed
missions on the strategy time-lines to ensure the changing goals can be met with the least
amount of variation in the global space exploration efforts. As a result, this document
sets the stage for what needs to be done to achieve given goals, while still having the
adaptability built in to accommodate the inevitable, change.

1.8 THE MARS PROJECT
This section provides a brief summary of the method used to develop the Mars
exploration project, and a summary of the sections of the document that follow. The first
objective that the team undertook was the creation of a mission statement that was
commensurate with the goals of ISU, the Mars exploration desires and skill-set of the
team members, and the obvious need for a global vision about Mars exploration. This
mission statement was the prime directive of the team, and is stated in Section 1.2.
With the mission statement defined, the team set about performing an intensive
background search about Mars to ensure that the whole team had the necessary
information base upon which the exploration strategies could be developed. This
background research included a multi-media literature review, guest lecture series, and
countless conversations with prominent figures in the world of space and Mars
exploration. The second chapter of this document sets the exploration stage by providing
a brief review of the background of Mars exploration and the currently accepted opinion
of the physical characteristics of the planet.
Upon completing the background research, the team separated into seven rationale groups
that explored the world's Mars exploration potential as it applied to the specific
rationale.
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The seven rationales used were
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Physical Science
Search for Life
Economics
Politics
Social
Resources
Life Science

With the seven rationale groups completing the basis for the creation of the Mars
exploration strategies, the team was re-organized to assemble the work in four main focus
areas. These include the International Environment, the Science Goal, the Resource
Utilization and Exploitation Goal, and the Human Presence on Mars Goal (Chapters 3-6
respectively), each of which will act as a focal area for the strategies.
International Environment
The International Environment chapter deals with the current social, political, and
economic factors involved in the Mars exploration effort, and the proposed methods for
coordinating the future exploration efforts. This section deals with the top-level issues
such as costing and international motives. The Social, Political, and Economic factors
associated with each of the three specific goal sections are then expanded upon m more
detail in those respective sections.
Science
The Science Goal chapter encompasses the work of the Physical Science and Search for
Life rationales as its focus. Specific topics included as a basis for formulating mission
strategies include what is being looked for, where to look, what the means are to do so,
and the logical sequence and time-line associated with the missions.
Resources
The Resource Utilization and Exploitation goal acts to highlight the resources available in
the solar system, and more specifically on Mars, that can be applied to either the Science
goal or the Human Presence goal. This includes identifying time scales and technology
development associated with the capability of effectively using these resources.
Human Presence
The Human Presence on Mars goal covers the vision of having humans explore Mars,
from simple land-and-return missions right up to future settlement and perhaps
terraforming. This is perhaps the most intensive section for international considerations,
as the new technology development, cost, and organization requirements are the most
demanding of the world's space exploration community.
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Strategies
The strategies that incorporate the International concerns and the three primary Mars
exploration goals are grouped in Chapter 7. This chapter encompasses the overall
framework of strategies in accordance with the team ' s original mission statement.
Summary and Conclusions
The last chapter of this document translates the project into a brief section that provides
an overview of the main points of interest and reconunendations.
Focus Boxes
Within the Mars exploration strategy we have created, there have been many points of
interest raised with respect to technologies, future capabilities, and social issues that do
not fit directly in the document outline, but are of great interest as side notes. As a result,
short focus boxes covering these points of interest are dispersed throughout the document
with the intention of inspiring thoughts and images that will help visualize the martian
exploration goals.
Appendices
The appendices contain supporting material referenced throughout the document.
Although this material does not fit directly within the flow of the document, it was felt to
be helpful to the reader who wishes to gain more insight into a given discussion topic.
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2.1 EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO MARS EXPLORATION
For most of history, the exploration of Mars was carried out by means of visual
observations from Earth. Gradually, the instruments used to watch the planet became
more and more sophisticated, yet these telescopic results remain limited.
With the ever-increasing capabilities of our technology (i.e. faster and smaller computers,
digital image processing, etc.) we have taken vast strides in our Mars exploration efforts,
as can be seen by the increasing returns on our efforts in the past missions shown below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1964:Mariner 4 : 21 pictures of Mars, approached to 9789 km
1969:Mariner-6 : 75 pictures ofthe equatorial region, approached to 3392 km
1969:Mariner-7 : 126 pictures of southern hemisphere, approached to 3504 km
1971 :Mars-3
: returned some data and few pictures
1971 :Mariner-9 : 7329 pictures, first global survey
1973 :Mars-6
: contact lost during landing, atmospheric data available
1975:Viking Orbiters 1 and 2 returned over 50000 pictures, Viking Lander 1 and 2
returned over 3000 pictures and meteorological and seismic data. These missions
obtained most of the data that is used in current models of Mars.
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While the first missions had the ability to take only a few images, improvements in
technology allowed the acquisition of higher quality photographs. Twenty-one years ago,
Viking orbiters and landers acquired data about Mars that has provided us with a baseline
understanding of the planet. This year, Pathfinder, although more a technology
demonstrator than a purely scientific mission, set a new standard in Mars exploration
with innovative approaches regarding landing techniques, utilization of a mini-rover, and
3D camera in Earth controlled operation. The transition from Mars reconnaissance
missions to exploration has opened the path to detailed remote sensing and cartography
of the martian surface, a necessary step for future scientific and human missions on Mars.
The Mars Surveyor spacecraft, arriving in September '97 at Mars, is one step on this
path.
A complete list of past, current and future missions can be found in Appendix A of this
document. Figure 2.1-1 shows the chronological order of the more successful of these
missions, with the approximate time scale of current Mars missions and some of the
proposed future missions (see Appendix A).
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2.2

PRESENT SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF MARs

While the current scientific knowledge of Mars is the result of visual, remote sensing and
in situ missions, most of it is based on the Viking missions of the 1970s. We have
obtained some understanding of the martian geology, atmosphere, morphology,
atmosphere-surface interaction and magnetic field. However, more questions were raised
than answered by data from these missions. For example, while Viking images show
evidence of large water flows across Chryse Planitia, there is a general discrepancy
between the observed morphological features which suggest that there was a vast amount
of water on the martian surlace, and the chemical analyses of meteorites which suggest a
much smaller amount of water at the same period in the planet's history.
While previous missions have provided information on the younger, northern region of
the martian surlace and the older southern part, we are still lacking insight as to the cause
ofthis morphological dichotomy. These questions are interesting in their own right, and
they play an important role in comparative planetology. It is interesting to note that
Mars currently has a cold and dry atmosphere, while models indicate the presence of a
thick and moist early atmosphere. From the standpoint of learning more about processes
which may be occurring now or in the future in our own global environment, it would be
insightful to know what caused the transition from an atmosphere roughly similar to that
of early Earth to that of one which resembles what has been predicated in the so-called
"nuclear winter." Could such a future be in store for our planet as well?
The need for more scientific information about Mars is indisputable. We especially need
more detailed and long-term observations of the planet. The facilitation of a rigorous
scientific exploration of Mars to answer questions about the interrelationship between
Mars and Earth, the search for life, and the preparatory requirements for human
exploration and presence on Mars is essential and technologically demanding.

2.3

TECHNOLOGICAL BASELINE

In the past, the main technological developments for space exploration missions were
carried out in order to ensure the mission success, whereas the scientific objectives were
secondary and generated, in comparison, only minor requests for new technologies. With
the growing knowledge-base about Mars and the development of specialized instruments,
the scientific community has demanded much more sophisticated experiments onboard
interplanetary spacecraft. As a result, missions now focus more on scientific applications
which allow Earth-style exploration programs
There have been many technologies developed during the past 30 years, in many
industries, which can be used for space science instruments and satellites. As an example,
developments in the telecommunications sector led to highly specialized space
applications and technologies (high-gain, steerable phased array antennas). In addition,
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the demands for high performance science instruments resulted in a variety of sensor
systems which are applicable to scientific space exploration (i.e. solid state chemical
sensors on microchips). At the same time, the capabilities for data processing, storage
and management have increased with higher bandwidth communication systems and
denser data storage capabilities. New software technologies and data management
systems enable more sophisticated, multi-dimensional and global models for complex
systems (e.g. atmospheric models, structural dynamics, GIS, etc.).
A challenge for the design and construction of space experiments is the use of the
developing fields of micro- and nano-technology. The technologies available and the
growing demands of the science community for more and better data promoted a change in
the policy of the space agencies. They now drive interplanetary exploration missions
through a better understanding of the overlaps between the requirements of the missions
and the utilization of available technologies (spin-ins). Forces also exist for the follow-on
utilization (spin-offs) of the specific technologies developed for the missions, and have
become a focus-metric for many agencies to justify their returns to society.
Industry driven concepts try to take benefits of existing equipment or technologies which
industries can provide at reasonable cost for the fulfillment of the interplanetary missions
(low weight cameras, low power components, high bit rate data equipment, etc.). The
global idea for this concept is, that by reducing power and weight and using existing
technologies will allow the concurrent saving of money and time which will facilitate
missions that are advantageous to the participating industries and the scientific
community.
Missions using technology drivers benefit from specific improvements of solid state
components, with impacts on data management, power need, and component mass and
volume. Standards and commonalties with industrial grade equipment allows for an easier
utilization of spin-ins as well as for faster and more wide-spread spin-offs due to size,
power, and physical interface commonality. Sensors and data processing equipment
become key focus technologies with such types of mission requirements where spacecraft
buses and orbital mechanics remain fairly conventional, but payloads are significantly
improved and less resource hungry (i.e. less power, smaller, less fuel needed, etc.).

2.4

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Space flight in the past was a competition about who was going to be first to reach space.
This so-called "space-race" was highly respected by the public and very expensive to the
competing nations. It was one of the battlefields of the Cold War, where the
military/industrial complex took care about the "how" and "why" to go into space. The
scientists were able to add their scientific instruments to the ongoing missions, but the
scientific output was not the main driver for reaching space.
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With the end of the Cold War, the support for this race disappeared. With the global
population increasing, placing greater strain on limited resources, nations are critically
examining what their budgets fund. For example, it is difficult to justify space activities if
a nation's people are in need of food and education. In addition the problems faced by
developing nations, the breakdown of the economic system in the former Eastern block
countries, and the disarmament of the super powers adds to the list of concerns which are
increasingly occupying governments around the globe. As such, nations are setting new
national and international priorities
The scientific reasons for exploring Mars are quite obvious, as chapters in this report will
demonstrate. However, because Cold War competition drove space research and
development for the past 30 years, scientists have never had to justify the scientific
rationales and goals of space exploration as much as they have to in the current space
exploration environment. Today, space budgets around the world are becoming
increasingly scrutinized by politicians and the public. It is therefore essential that the
scientific rationales be clearly communicated and understood to ensure the continued
Mars exploration efforts. In this situation the scientific community depends on a value
chain. The space agencies have to be convinced to follow the scientific rationale in
providing space exploration budgets, the politicians have to be convinced to support the
space agencies in this field, and the general public has to agree with these decisions.
In the future, the "how at all" and the "how better and cheaper" are essential questions
which must be answered. These questions should be addressed by all nations willing to
take part in the exploration effort. It should allow them to join their efforts, which have
to be made with regard to their economic potential and willingness to participate. The
only reasonable way to carry out the scientific exploration is to follow the scientific needs
and combine the best economical and technological potentials of the participants.
Therefore, the effort has to follow a coherent set of phased strategies which are
compatible with the economic and technological potential of collaborating states. The
steps in the strategy have to be in a logical order and on a realistic time scale. Otherwise,
the effects of cost savings will not be achieved. In order to ensure the availability of the
necessary technologies, which allow the technological, scientific and political goals of the
missions to be achieved, a program dedicated to technology development has to be
established. This requires the development of technological preparatory and support
programs which can prepare the path to the sequence of missions. Instead of developing
massive technologies and equipment for scientific goals, now the approach focuses on the
development of key technologies which will stimulate the economy because they have
relevant economic impact.
We have moved from an era of competition to one of co-operation on many levels. Space
is too vast and exploring it is becoming too expensive for one country to afford, or even a
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small consortium of countries to do it alone. International collaboration will become
necessary if human-kind hopes to continue to push the frontier of space.

2.5

REFERENCES:

• Baneredt, B. et.al.:"INTERMARSNET", Phase-A Study Report; ESA Publication
•

D/SCI(96)2, 1996
Scoon, G.E.N., Study Manager at ESA: interview at ISU, 8/7/97
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Political, Economic,
Social Aspects

"The~ Environment"
<

-

.......... The alarm went offand Juan pulled the blanket over his still tired body and quickly
realized that he was not in his own bed. Although he had been in Peking for several weeks
now he still wasn 't used to his hotel room. This confusion was not new to Juan, although
officially a resident of the co-operative of Malaysia, he had spent the last three years
traveling from co-operative to co-operative working for Solarco. This company mined
solar energy, collecting the 'clean' and plentiful energy resource in space for use on Earth,
and Juan had been an employee since its conception in 2011. Born in the co-operative of
Malawi, he was hired by Solarco to manage offices and transmission stations there until
he had been promoted to the Main Earth office in New Delhi. He and his country's
leaders had been very pleased with the ESPO (Earth Space Policy Organization) policy to
devote this natural resource to be harvested solely by countries defined as developing.
Juan had personally been devastated by the pollution and environmental destruction his
country had produced during its transition to industrialization in the early years of the
millennium. He was proud to have been one of the Malawian representatives who had
sealed the official deal with ESPO and the UC (United co-operatives) to decrease
environmental pollution in return for the industrial rights to the sale of solar energy. He
was happy to see his native co-operative reaping the financial benefits of energy as many
of the first world countries had done in the 1900's.
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He was now on his feet and after a quick shower it was off to work; Juan opened his palm
top and synchronized frequencies with the wall-screen monitor provided in the hotel room.
He had a few big meetings later this afternoon about a new merger with a Chinese
company who was starting to make H3 resource mining on the Moon a profitable industry.
Solarco had been researching the benefits offusion with H3 as a new source of energy and
was very interested. Juan knew that this resource could make the cost of energy even
cheaper for the people on Earth. He was passionate about this goal as he had already
seen the benefits which had accompanied the transition from the use ofoil to the very much
cleaner solar energy. This had provided his co-operative with the power supply to
support industry, bringing a plethora of advances in the manufacturing of goods such as
farming equipment, refrigerators, cars and housing. He was definitely intent on making
his proposal for a merger work; breakfast would have to wait.
He checked the time quickly to ensure that his colleagues in Malawi would be at work. He
enjoyed the contact with this Chinese partner and hoped maybe he could be posted there
eventually. Of course, there would be the inconvenience of night shifts as he would be
living in a different time zone than New Delhi.
With the advances in satellite
communications, and the lifting of immigration and employment restrictions, living and
working on opposite sides of the world had become quit commonplace in the 20's. On the
bright side for Juan, virtually all services had adapted to this change staying open 24hours, seven days a week. Vrrrrmmmm ..... the whir of the nanochips quickly revitalized
him and he was surprised by an urgent message flashing across his screen. It read: Push
Q to connect to Dr. Harvey-URGENT Quickly, he touched his fingerprint to the keypad
analyzer and opened his personal health file. He had forgotten to update his file this whole
week and this was the office's way offinding out what was wrong. He punched in some of
the requested information and put in a post script apologizing for not being able to
provide his blood pressure values. Juan had a problem with hypertension and Dr.
Harvey required a virtual check-up each week regardless of where Juan was on the
planet. He scoffed at his forgetfulness and told his pocket robot Marvin to remind him to
drop into a nearby pharmacy to pick up a new !Do ViS (common name for the Infra-red
Doppler vibration sensor, a medical tool originally used in long-term space missions,
used to electronically analyze temperature, pulse, flow and blood pressure) as his had
recently broken. It was going to be a busy day .................. .

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The above prospective story attempts to illustrate that not all of the potential benefits of
space research can be anticipated. One may argue that this is science fiction. For the time
being, the exploration of Mars is often regarded as an expensive, high-risk challenge,
especially as far as human missions are concerned. The difficulties, the technical
constraints are highlighted; the study of Mars is in competition with other topics in
sciences; the failures of Mars Observer and Mars 96 are part of the context. The benefits
are questioned, compared to the investments. This chapter describes the trends, the
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issues and potential recommendations on the economic, political, social aspects. Mars
Pathfinder has just demonstrated to be a successful "cheaper" mission, associated with an
intense transfer of information to the public. The cost of robotic and human missions to
Mars are considered, together with the questions of budget, funding, cost reduction and
potential benefits of such an undertaking. The political motivations, the type of
organization and the countries' participation are also examined.

3.2 ECONOMICS
3.2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the economic aspects and challenges of an international Mars program will
be explored. The objective from the economic point of view is to reduce costs and
maximize the benefits to society and to the economy of each participating country.
International cooperation by itself, in the context of the current global political
environment, is the only way to finance a Mars exploration program, in which human
missions are envisioned. The way to fund such a challenging international program from
government funding and possibly private funding is a problem which has to be addressed
at the very beginning by all interested nations.
A cost analogy method is used in section 3.2.2 to obtain an initial estimation of the order
of magnitude of the costs of robotic and human missions. Different figures of total costs
can be found for Apollo-type missions varying from $40 {ref: Cyr K, 1997} to $60
billion {ref: ISU SSP, 1991}. The characteristics of an Apollo-type mission are: a limited
crew, short stay on Mars and no use of external resources. In these figures, launcher
development, launch and operations costs are included. The total mission cost will be
dependent of the mission architecture and design, which is not explored in this report. In
section 3.2.3 the benefits to society and the economic benefits are discussed. Various
possibilities for cost reduction will be highlighted. Cost savings can be accomplished by
identifying available technology which can immediately be incorporated into the planning
and implementation of future Mars missions. Spin-off technologies are a means to get
some return on investment in the long term. A policy designed to facilitate and nurture
easy diffusion of spin-off technologies to start-up businesses will be discussed as well.
In section 3.2.4 the question of funding robotic and human Mars missions is addressed.
The distribution between governmental and private capital in time will be considered. An
examination of annual space budgets for the major space agencies worldwide will be the
first step in the process to obtain a possible international funding scenario. Finally,
conclusions drawn and recommendations are listed in section 3.2.5.
3.2.2 Cost Analogies
As explained in the introduction, this report concerns strategies for the exploration of
Mars rather than a specific Mars mission design. A preliminary cost estimate for
different type of missions can only be performed by analogy with previous missions.
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The purpose of this chapter is to know the order of magnitude of costs for robotic
missions and human missions.

+

Robotic missions
Cost figures for NASA's current and planned robotic science miSSIOns to Mars are
indicated in Table 3.2-1 , {ref: WWW, NASA FY1998 estimates}

Development
Mission ops &
data analysis
Launch Support
Tracking & Data
Support
TOTAL

Mars Pathfinder

Mars
Global
Surveyor

98 Mars
Orbiter/Lander

174.2 + 25 (rover)
15.5

130.7
46.4

193.1
76.2

50.3
0.7

52.6
1.6

83. 1
0.9

265.7

231.3

353.3

Table 3.2-1 Robotic science missions (in millions of dollars)

The Mars Pathfmder mission has demonstrated a unique cruise, entry, descent, and
landing system approach that is now available for relevant future missions to Mars.
Mars Pathfinder was launched in December 1996 on a Delta II expendable launch vehicle.
The Mars Global Surveyor mission will obtain a majority of the expected science return
from the lost Mars Observer mission by flying a science payload comprised of spare
Mars Observer instruments aboard a small, industry-developed spacecraft. Launch
occurred in November 1996 on a Delta II launch vehicle. The funding estimates provided
below do not include the previous expenditures on spare Mars Observer instruments or
the amount recovered from the prime contractor after the Mars Observer failure.
The 98 Mars Orbiter and Lander are the first follow-on missions in the Mars Surveyor
program. The Orbiter will carry a color imager and a Pressure Modulator Infrared
Radiometer (PMIRR), which was also a Mars Observer payload. The Lander will carry a
descent imager, a comprehensive volatiles and climate analysis payload, and a Russian
LIDAR atmospheric instrument.
The examples above show that the mission costs for robotic science missions to Mars are
in the order of $250 to $400 million including operations, data handling and launch costs.
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+

Human missions and missions for resource exploitation
Two sources were used to come up with cost figures for Human missions.
The current estimates for a human Apollo-type Mars mission call for roughly $30 to $40
billion {Ref: Cyr K. , JSC 1997}. This would be the cost for one mission in the 20112014 timeframe to Mars with a crew of 6 staying on Mars for 500 days. The added cost
for logistics associated with a longer stay is compensated by the lower launch cost; a 500day round-trip mission would require much higher propulsion energy but less life
support. The estimated program cost includes the development cost for a new launcher.
The current costing is for a national US mission, that does not include international
components, such as Russian launchers; Cyr added however that nothing rules out an
international mission. The cost figure roughly consists of 50% nonrecurring -notably
launch development cost- and 50% recurring; hence, any additional flight would roughly
add $15 billion to the overall cost. The new launcher would be capable of bringing 80,000
kg to LEO; the baseline mission would require two launches to LEO, one for the Trans
Mars Injection (TMI) stage, another one for the Mars lander. TMI and lander roughly
would have the same mass. The two parts would be assembled in LEO, without using the
Space Station. Following on-orbit assembly, the crew would depart to Mars on a lowenergy trajectory. The Space Station would only be used for developing the habitat
concept, and obviously for acquiring microgravity experience (Cyr didn't mention this).
The second source is the ISU report of 1991 titled "International Mars Mission", {ref:
ISU SSP, 1991}. In this report a human Mars Mission program is designed consisting of
an Apollo like mission with a 40 day surface stay, and three 400 days surface stay
missions each 2 years following the Apollo like mission. The Apollo-type mission is
preceded by a cargo mission and precursor missions. Nuclear propulsion is used for the
interplanetary travel. Furthermore, a variable gravity research facility would be used in
the first short stay mission. In these figures launch costs and communication are included
as well. The total costs were estimated as $240 billion (1991 dollars). Converting this
into 1997 dollars using 2% inflation, the cost is $270 billion. Dividing by the 4 human
missions the result is approximately $60 billion per mission. The remaining $30 billion
are foreseen precursor missions and the cargo mission.
The mission foreseen for the exploitation of resources will be difficult to estimate.
Probably the best analogy is a cargo mission used to prepare for a human mission. The
mission will mainly be necessary to ship resource exploitation equipment to Mars. The
missions intended for resource exploitation will strongly depend on the complexity of the
robotic equipment and its mass. Assuming that the equipment will be used to develop an
architecture for future human missions, the mass of the equipment will be large. This
results in the missions being much more expensive than the science missions. Here the
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order of magnitude is $1 to $20 billion, derived from the previously mentioned $30 billion
for precursor and cargo missions.
From these figures we can assume that an Apollo-type mission would probably cost $40
to $60 billion. It is clear that a more exact number is hard to estimate in this preliminary
phase. A Mars exploration program which goes beyond the demonstration of
technologies and the demonstration of human performance capabilities, would cost much
more {ref: ISU SSP, 1991}.

+

Operations cost of International Mars Station
The operational costs of the space station for all member states together is $2.5 billion
per year (ref: WWW, NASA ISS). This operational cost might be similar to the cost of a
station on Mars, both being pressure vessel structures with radiation protection. For a
preliminary approach this figure can be used.
3.2.3 Benefits and Cost Reduction
It is important to list all benefits to humankind and to each country that participates in
the international Mars mission program, to justify a nation's expenses. Improvement of
education, gain in knowledge, both in technology and science, will be addressed. An
analysis will show whether resources from Mars can be beneficial to humankind.

Furthermore possibilities to reduce costs by spin-ins (off-the-shelf technology) and mass
and volume reduction through new micro- and nano-technologies will be considered. Also
the long-term and possibly mid-term return of investment through spin-off technology is
discussed.
3.2.3.1 Education
Education should directly benefit from a Mars exploration program. As in the days of the
Apollo mission to the Moon, all educational institutions will be affected. The direct
benefit for them results from the cooperation with Space Agencies, which will lead to an
enrichment in the study of social sciences, life sciences, physical sciences, mathematics,
and technology at all levels of education. This will improve the quality of the education
at all levels.
The technical resources of nations in the world community would be improved by an
international Mars program through technology development and application. It would
also serve to improve and heighten awareness of the importance of international
cooperation. Therefore, the influence of a Mars exploration program on education at all
levels, is also an investment in the global technological economy and the quality of life in
the 21st century. In addition, it will result in the education of highly skilled and
scientifically literate workforce.
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At the elementary and secondary school levels, governmental agencies should seek to
enhance the knowledge, skills, and experience of teachers and capture student interest in
policy, science, math, and technology through the demonstration of integrated
applications. At the higher education level, governmental agencies provide undergraduate
and graduate student incentives and opportunities and support faculty preparation and
enhancement through programs featuring active participation in the Agencies' research
programs.
Interactive space education using the Internet is an important advantage: it reaches a
global audience for the first time in history. Progress in mathematics, science and
medicine resulting from space exploration will benefit developing countries more and
faster than ever before.
3.2.3.2 Technology development
• Industry and Research Institutions
Prime contractor industries will acquire contracts from their national governments and a
network of subcontractors will benefit from these contracts as well. All of the involved
industries will be able to work on unique high-tech projects with a strong emphasis on
reliability and quality.
For existing technology, the knowledge gain usually is limited to improved manufacturing
techniques. If some particular technologies must be developed, the R&D performed
results in knowledge gain that can be used to develop applications unrelated to Mars
missions.
• Cost Reduction through new Technologies
New technologies can provide a significant mass reduction of particular payloads to be
launched on a Mars Mission. This implies cost-savings for the overall Mars mission.
•

Miniaturization
Since industries and governments fund most R&D, they obviously determine the
directions of research. One such area is miniaturization, which has a profound
economic impact. Using micro- and nanotechnology to reduce a payload' s SIZe
and mass leads to significantly lower launch costs.

•

Inflatable Structures
Inflatable structures are an innovative way to reduce the mass and size of some
larger components -e.g. the habitats- that must be launched.
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Figure 3.2-l Inflatable structures {ref: WWW, CEISS; Inflatable structures ... }

Mars' reduced gravity, C02 atmosphere, radiation, micrometeoroids and large
temperature gradients are important design drivers for structures to be used on the planet.
Obviously, an internally pressurized structure will be required to support humans and
other Earth lifeforms. Burying such structures under 3m (9 ft) of martian soil provides
sufficient protection against radiation and micrometeroids. Reduction of mass and size of
the martian habitats will reduce the launch cost considerably. Inflatable structures are a
promising cost-saving technology. Derivatives of these inflatable structures can also be
used for civil purposes on Earth, e.g. for emergency management (see section 3.2.3 .5).

3.2.3.3 Science
•

Physical Sciences
The exploration of the martian surface will require development of existing
technologies in new directions as well as the development of new technologies. The
economic impact will be most direct in industries using robotics, electronics, optics,
scientific instrumentation, new materials, global positioning/navigation, tele-presence,
geologic exploration techniques, communications, meteorology and/or geographic
information systems.
While it is possible that products will eventually be
manufactured on Mars for export, this does not fall within the timeframe considered
in this report. {chapter 7; Strategies and Timelines.}
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•

Life Sciences
Tele-medicine can bring direct benefits to society. As a direct possible spin-off of a
human Mars mission, the use of tele-medicine equipment on Earth should be
mentioned. This equipment will be necessary in order to transmit information about
the astronaut's physical and mental health during the trip and the stay on martian
surface. Since it will be impossible to send (at least in the first missions) a medical
doctor of each specialty it will be necessary to transmit the current state of the
astronauts to Earth in order to receive instructions from each medical specialist which
can diagnose the illness and instruct the medical personnel on-board. The required
tele-medicine equipment can be useful to diagnose diseases on Earth from places
where no medical specialists are located, or unable to go. Tele-medicine applied in US
prisons already uses developments spun-off in part from space experience.

•

Resources
Today, there are no sound economic reasons for using martian resources on Earth. No
direct economic benefits are currently expected from the exploitation of resources.
However, to prepare for a permanent settlement on Mars, an infrastructure on Mars
and its satellites Phobos and Deimos has to be set-up. The infrastructure enables the
manufacture of propellants and oxygen necessary for interplanetary travel from Mars
to Earth and for travel on Mars itself. In addition, construction materials can be made
from Mars resources and can be used to build the habitats. The resources will also
provide oxygen and water necessary for human life in habitats on Mars. To transport
propellants, food, water and oxygen to Mars from Earth would be too expensive if
human settlement is the ultimate goal.

3.2.3.4 Spin-ins and Cost Reduction
Since the end of the Cold War, space budgets have been shrinking in almost every
country. Using spin-ins is a means for reducing the cost of a space program. Mars
Pathfmder was defined as a low-cost mission and demonstrated that spin-ins can make
space programs cheaper. The Mars Pathfinder lander was built for only $265.7 million
including micro rover, mission operations, launch support and tracking.

+

Previous spin-ins
• Radio (Mars Pathfinder, used for communication between lander and rover)
• Airbag (Mars Pathfinder, used for landing)
• Java (Mars Pathfinder, used for computer simulation)

+

Possible spin-ins for Mars exploration
• One of the important problems to be resolved is the psychological problems due
to the long journey to the Mars (three years). Some medications for submariners
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•

who also engage in long term missions may help to alleviate the astronaut's
psychological problem.
Mining techniques like drilling mechanisms and detection software for finding
specific resources might be possible spin-ins for the Mars resources missions.

3.2.3.5 Spin-Offs and Long-Term Return of Investment
Space programs with a significant financial involvement compared to private sector R&D
spending generate indirect effects (spin-offs) which include all the benefits in terms of
technology, know-how, corporate image, or business contracts. The royalties from these
technologies generate profit for each space agency.
Previous spin-offs (ref: WWW, NASA Technology Transfer Office}
+ Environmental:
• Portable gas analyzer (Viking Mission)
• Water purification system (Apollo Mission)
+ Medicine:
• Genetic-scanner (ASA Image Processing Technology)
• Medical imaging system (Landsat Program)
• Drugs and special nutrition
+ Computer:
• Space spurred computer graphics (Viking Mission)
• Mars flyby spacecraft software (Viking Mission, exploring human anatomy)
• Microprocessors (hardware and chip-software)
+ Automation, miniaturization and robotics:
• Hazardous environment robotics (ground-based telerobotics )
• Miniaturization of electric and mechanical components (mechatronics)
+ Advanced materials:
• Food packaging materials (echo 1 communications satellite)
• Ceramic materials (coating of the Space Shuttle)
• Metal coating (Apollo, laser manufacture)
• Composite materials (Carbon Fiber Resin Plastics) and light-weight structures
+ Data processing:
• Remote sensing spin-off (Landsat satellites)
• Bank record processing (COSMIC)
• Aircraft control system (NASA Langley developed program)
+ Software development:
• NASTRAN finite element computer software (structural analysis)
• Power controller for energy saving in engines
• Virtual reality (NASA Ames Research Center)
• Simulation software and design software (The Aerospace Corporation)
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+

Management techniques
• Quality management and control
• Management of international projects (International Space Station)
• Interface management and control

Potential spin-offs of Mars exploration:
+ Construction
• Functional habitat modules in spacecraft (private cabins and health maintenance
facilities, hygiene stations and work stations) and inflatable habitats or a complete
automated construction system for settlement can represent spin-offs for
construction techniques in extreme terrestrial environments. For example, in
emergency situations following natural disasters, it is necessary to build
temporary shelters.
+ Autonomy and artificial intelligence
• The higher level of autonomy necessary for Mars exploration, due to the long
distance from Earth, might result in autonomous guidance and control system in
the near future. Highly autonomous robots might be used in some robotic
missions. Such high level autonomy robotic systems with self-learning (artificial
intelligence) software might be used for further automation in car manufacturing
and other manufacturing processes, reducing the necessary production time (e.g.,
BMW Germany).
+ Recycling techniques
• Long duration missions ask for fully developed recycling systems. It is very
likely that these systems will spin-off to the development of similar systems for
the protection of the Earth environment to prevent further pollution.
3.2.3.6 Commercialization of Spin-offs

+

Diffusion and Stimulation
Technology transfer, the diffusion of space technologies out of the space sector and into
the broader community, is also an economic benefit. The specific policies of government
agencies will determine the extent of this transfer. In most cases, the government will be
looking to stimulate its economy. The research done by private industry at the behest of
the public sector has been sponsored by tax revenue and the government can control,
through its contracting policy, the extent to which this technology will be made available
to the wider community.
Stimulation also can require that a private company be given incentive to invest in the
technology under development. If it feels that it has no future stake in the intellectual
property rights or that it will lose competitiveness by sharing its own proprietary
technologies, the diffusion policy will have gone too far. In certain specific cases, such as
with launcher technology and other sensitive information that might compromise national
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security or national competitiveness, the government might choose a more restrictive
policy.
In the case of research institutions, the
contracts with the government should
contain no confidentiality agreement
Technology Transfer
which would prevent an easy diffusion
of the technology into other non-space
Technology:
applications.
Only under these Knowledge (codified and / or tacit) which has
circumstances could the economic the potential to be applied
potential of a large space program
involving Mars exploration develop Technology Transfer:
Process by which technology is passed from one
fully. The participating governments field of application to another
should be aware of their task in writing
contracts which stimulate the diffusion Spin-Offs I Spin-Ins:
process
by
non-confidentiality Technology that is used in a field for which it
was not originally intended
agreements. Since industries can keep
the technology secret from other {Ref: ISU SSP 11 1997 Technology Transfer Design
industries, the potential of research Project}
institutions for technology transfer might be larger than that of industry. A large
distribution of R&D tasks between research institutions and industries will therefore be
beneficial for the diffusion process. To stimulate the process of diffusion from contracted
industries to other companies, governments should facilitate the settlement of new small
compames.
In case of an international Mars exploration program, the participating countries will have
to distribute the technologies to be developed. For this purpose, it is important that each
country indicates what technologies it wants to develop for spin-off purposes. Then the
governments, representing the participating countries, will have to negotiate and establish
an agreement regarding the distribution of all R&D tasks identified for the Mars mission
program. To reduce the overall program cost, the same kind of process has to be
accomplished for the spin-ins. It is in the interest of all participating countries to identify
the useful and available technologies in each country, and to decide upon the distribution
of spin-in technology contracts.
• Employment
Technology transfer and spin-offs within a corporation give the corporation new
opportunities. They can use this technology to expand and improve market share of
existing products or develop new products. New products can also be developed
simultaneously with the development of new space technology. If a spin-off technology
or product can be used for many applications in the civil market, new divisions in a
company might arise.
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An example of this process is the German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR)

mission, ROTEX, the first remotely controlled robot in space. "In a recent application,
real-time optimal feed-forward control enhanced the international competitiveness of
German's leading robot manufacturer KUKA." The technology was used to improve the
production speed of some industrial manufacturing processes by up to 30%. The new
market for these faster industrial robots has created substantial growth for KUKA.
Additionally, these new developments might also create new corporations, primarily
small scale companies. These new ventures contribute to the overall economic vitality of
the regional and national economies of nations engaging in these programs.
3.2.4 Funding

In this section, a strategy is considered for the funding of a typical Mars exploration
program including both robotic and human missions. A complete Mars exploration
program consisting of science missions, precursor robotic missions and eventually human
missions can be funded in several steps while the program goes on. The amount of
money needed to fund science and precursor robotic missions is much less than those for
human missions; from analogies with existing missions the order of magnitude is $250 to
$400 million, see section 3.2.2. For this reason such missions can be performed by the
major space agencies. To avoid duplication, the adjustment to each other's programs is
very important. The international cooperation will therefore involve avoidance of
duplication. The possibility of cooperation on a joint precursor mission should not
however, be excluded.
For human missions, the costs are much higher; from analogies with current human
mission studies, the order of magnitude is in the range of $40 to $60 billion (for Apollotype missions). This capital will have to be covered by primarily governmental funding
and by additional private investments. In section 3.2.4.1 the total capital reserved for
space projects by the global space community will be listed to get an impression of the
potential of governments for a Mars mission. Section 3.2.4.2 describes potential private
investors.
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3.2.4.1 Governmental Capital Allocated for Space Activities Worldwide
In the following table the total annual budget for civil space activities is listed for the main
space agencies worldwide.
COUNTRY
BRAZIL
CANADA
ESA
JAPAN
S-KOREA
NASA
(RSA) 1
INDIA
TOTAL

$ in billion {1996)

$0.150
$0. 175
$3.594
$2.102
$0.067
$13.884
$0.445
$0.3050
$20.722

Table 3.2-2 Worldwide annual budget for civil space projects (1996), {ref: Logsdon
J., 1997}

It is interesting to note that the NASA budget is very small compared to the annual
budget for other government departments. For example, the budget for Defense in the
USA is $256.6 billion (1997), part of which is reserved for military space programs (see
Figure 3.2-1, 1996, $13.5 billion).

Another interesting note is that each year $30 billion is spent to buy, operate and
maintain nuclear weapons systems, even though the Cold War is over and many defense
experts believe these systems are now unusable in foreseeable conflicts {ref: WWW,The
Oklahoma Progressive and the Oklahoma Peace Strategy News, 1997} . The change
towards belief in international programs and emphasis on the well-being of humankind
and global peace, could eventually lead to using part of the military budget on an
international human Mars exploration program. On the other hand a renewed Cold War
scenario or other major forms of global confrontation or threat could also lead to military
interest in outer space, with an associated increase in expenditure on space exploration
programs.

1

The utility of this comparison is questionable due to the instablity of the Russian ruble on international
markets, and the different purchasing power of the currency in Russia itself.
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Budget Authority by Agency, USA, 1996
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Figure 3.2-1 Budget Authority by Agency, USA, 1996 {ref: Logsdon J, 1997}

If one assumes a time span of 20 years is necessary to prepare for human Mars missions
and if one further assumes the program costs to be in the order of $50 to $270 billion, the
average investment should be $2.5 billion and $13 billion respectively each year. If one
takes the current global political environment, this would only be possible when the
International Space Station has been completed in 2002 and when the budgets of the
space agencies are raised successively. The raise of the budgets will be necessary to
continue other space programs in any individual nation. For the USA, for example, these
are other science and technology programs, but also maintaining and operating the space
shuttle (USA) and the International Space Station, see Figure 3.2-2. The amount of
money needed for the space station will however decrease after 2002 opening new
possibilities for a Mars program. For additional funding, one can explore the option of
private investment.
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Figure 3.2-2 The current NASA space budget prognosis,
{ref: WWW, NAS FY 1998 Estimates}

3.2.4.2 Private Investors and their Potential

Companies usually will only accept to become risk-sharing partners if there is a clear
economic benefit for the company in the short term or midterm. Long-term prospects
may entail too high a risk, see also Figure 3.2-3, which shows the break-even point for a
long-term project might be 10 years or more. This is the corporate culture in most
western countries. For Japanese companies the corporate vision is sometimes different.
An example is the Japanese construction company Shimizu, which invests in construction
R&D for Lunar bases, in order to have a monopoly in this field when Lunar settlements
become a reality. However, it is likely that governments will have to pay for most of the
program costs since most companies tend to be focused on short-term return of
investment. A change in the political environment in that case is another problem which
the private companies have to face when doing their investments.
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Possible private investors might be very large companies having a strong core business,
that can afford to do research in long-term technical developments of which the
application is unsure. The technology development might however give some return,
since the technologies can also be used for other applications, like for the Shimizu
corporation. They also have a chance for a monopoly position if the long-term project
evolves. Other companies might choose to invest in the Mars program for marketing or
advertisement reasons. Dependent on the actual mission architecture of the human Mars
missions program, the following private investors might share the program.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Software developers
Construction companies
Interest in building Mars and Lunar bases (Shimizu, Japan).
Advertisement companies
Entertainment companies
Oil and natural gas companies/Electricity suppliers/Nuclear industries
Due to future vision solar energy generation in space. These companies usually
have high profit margins in their core business.
Mining companies
Future activities on Mars with regard to resource exploitation for human
settlement.
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• Medical companies
• Private research companies

• High-tech industries
• Nuclear powerplant industries
•

•

Potential role in nuclear power plant and propulsion technology.
Prime contractors and subcontractors for the Mars mission
The larger companies may take a small share, if their core business is strong.
General public

A European example of a space project to be funded by both governmental and private
money is ESA's Euromoon 2000. It is a first step in a novel program that could
eventually lead to the construction of an international human outpost on the Moon. This
first step will place a Lander at the most promising site, on the rim of the lunar South
Pole crater. The project includes a true partnership with industry, sharing in both the
initial outlay and any potential financial returns, and inviting additional sponsorship from
the European Union, the commercial sphere and the general public. The potential private
investors are major European space companies. Important to note is that the industrial
participants must give a guarantee in advance for the delivery of their particular
contribution in order to qualify for a share in the expected potential short- and long-term
benefits {ref: WWW, Ockels, W,1997}.

3.2.4.3 "Faster, Cheaper, Better"
In NASA 's Strategic Plan, it states:
"We will implement our programs faster and cheaper, delivering better
program results to our customers to satisfy the needs of the Nation .... The
ability to conduct more frequent missions for fewer dollars and thereby
enable increased opportunities for research, exploration and discovery is a
fundamental tenet of our revolution."
Previously, missions were designed to conduct as much science as possible because there
were so few missions that every important experiment was placed onboard. Now,
following the lead of NASA, space agencies are planning many smaller missions that
conduct only a small number of experiments at a time. ESA, in particular, calls missions
in this class "fast track." The production of a series of small missions costs less and will
take less time to develop. Also, a smaller mission allows "better" results due to the
distribution of risk and incremental improvement of science gained due to feedback from
the past mission. Another serendipitous return is that space exploration is in the public
eye more often.
This example is clearly seen in the recent Mars Pathfinder mission. Pathfinder followed
upon the heels of a failed mission to Mars, the Mars Observer. The Mars Observer
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carried with it many experiments intended to do as much science as possible, for a cost of
over one billion dollars. There were no results, due to what is thought to be a failure in
the propulsion system. Pathfinder, one of the first projects to utilize the "faster,
cheaper, better" strategy, was a huge success at approximately one tenth the price. The
next Mars mission is the Mars Global Surveyor, launched just prior to Pathfinder but
arriving at Mars after it.
If a mission in this class fails, it will be a smaller financial loss than if a large mission were
to fail, but the public and governmental reaction is still unknown. Government space
agencies (at least those in the Western world) have become increasingly risk-averse
following failures such as the Space Shuttle Challenger, the Ariane 501 and Cluster,
Observer, and now ADEOS. It remains to be seen whether the "faster, cheaper, better"
approach will create a climate where more risk can be tolerated.
There will also be future missions that will not be so "fast or cheap" because of the scope
and complexity of the endeavors, but they should be "better" due to this approach.
There are still large, complex missions such as the International Space Station and Cassini
which are remnants of the old philosophy. For the continuing robotic missions to Mars,
the large number and reduced scale of individual missions will not be a problem. For
larger resource utilization, astronomical observatory, and human missions that might be
executed, the participants will again have to take on enormous risks.
3.2.4.4 Funding Vision
In today's environment of down-sizing and financial cutbacks, the space industry is
slowly reaching a point where a new method for funding space ventures is needed. As a
Mars program continues to be developed and carried out, the reality of fmancing this
program becomes ever so difficult. While governments are a primary source of funding
Mars missions, it is evident that more than intergovernmental participation is needed. In
order for a Mars exploration program to become an accomplishable goal, governments
should be able to pursue the traditional objectives of space programs such as science,
exploration, as well as maintain national security.
Though the sum of the agencies' capital is a considerable amount, other options must be
considered. Additional resources drawn from other national level departments could be
used for that purpose. This could be funding originating from the Defense or other
budgets, for example the Energy budget, since nuclear propulsion might be one of the
options as well as solar energy sources. Japan is an example of a government that widens
its funding base by using the interests of other national level departments. For example,
Ministry of Education, Science, and Culture and the Ministry of Construction.
The identification of possible spin-ins to reduce mission cost and the identification of
R&D tasks and linked future spin-offs on a global scale, is a difficult task within the
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attempt to finance the project. Lastly, the investment of the private industry could cover
a small part of costs of the Mars program. To maximize the involvement of private
companies, governments should encourage their industries to invest in future technologies
and to increase R&D budgets as a strategic long-term investment. An extensive marketing
and commercialization effort could be foreseen in parallel with the development effort to
raise the necessary funds on the basis of directly and indirectly related commercial
benefits/products and advertising opportunities. Well described partnerships between
agencies and industries and between mutual industries should be defmed such that
potential short-term and long-term benefits can be shared in relation to the financial
contribution.
3.2.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
The total costs of scientific missions (observatory and/or robotic) are in the order of $250
to $400 million. A mission necessary to bring exploitation robots to Mars or its satellites
is estimated to have a cost between $1 to $20 billion, dependent on the mass and
complexity of the robotic equipment. The equipment necessary to perform the
exploitation of resources will be heavy, which drives up the costs. The costs for human
missions are estimated to be $40 to $60 billion for an Apollo-type mission and $270
billion for a program of 4 human mission, starting with an Apollo-type mission and
succeeded by 3 long-stay missions one every 2 years.
Benefits to society as a consequence of a Mars mission can be found in education and
Through cooperation between space agencies and educational
knowledge gain.
institutions there will be an enrichment in the study of social sciences, life sciences,
physical sciences, mathematics, computer sciences and technology in general at all levels
of education. A Mars mission will in that way improve the quality and level of
education. Furthermore, new technologies will be developed in the space industry and in
research institutions (universities, space agencies, private research and development
organizations). The new technology has economic potential and value, since similar
technologies and methodologies can also be used outside the space field.
The objective from the economic point of view besides maximizing the benefits to
society, is to minimize the cost of a Mars exploration program. This can be accomplished
by using spin-ins (available technology) and spin-offs. The conditions created by
governmental policy to allow easy diffusion of spin-offs are very important (ref: ISU
SSP/1 1997, Technology Transfer Design Project).
The knowledge at research
institutions can more easily diffuse to other companies than knowledge which was gained
in the contracted companies, since they want to keep the new knowledge for themselves.
The contracts between governments and research institutions should therefore be nonconfidential.
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The funding of a Mars exploration program by private investors is difficult, since there
are no clear direct short-term economic interests of private companies at the moment.
This is due to the uncertainty about possible interesting resources. Currently there is no
evidence for such resources. For that reason most of the money should come from
governments by international cooperation. However, the involvement of private
companies in an international Mars program should be stimulated by governments and
agencies as much as possible. For the involvement of the industry it is important that
companies recognize the benefits in gain of knowledge, also when eventually a program
might end due to non-feasibility through rising program costs. The change from shortterm return of investment to high-risk long-term return on investment (for some divisions
in a company) could be accomplished by high-tech companies with a strong core-business
who can afford to face higher risks.
After the completion of the International Space Station there will be better financial
opportunities to start a human Mars exploration program through intergovernmental
cooperation. Also other than space budgets only, could be considered for the partial
funding of the program. An example is the defense budget and energy budget. As the
first steps towards the human exploration of Mars, precursor scientific and robotic
missions could be accomplished.
Finally, the financial, programmatic, and technical risks of robotic missions can be reduced
by having a larger number of small robotic missions rather than having one doing all
science tasks at once. The "faster, cheaper, better," or "fast track," approach for this
reason reduces complexity, risk, development time and costs.

3.3

POLITICAL MOTIVATIONS

3.3.1 Introduction
Space exploration activities depend largely on government investment; political
motivations are hence an important issue. Political competition was the primary driver of
space activities in the Cold War context. Now that the Cold War is over, what can be the
political rationale? Space projects are in competition with other government undertakings,
at a time when famine, over-population, pollution, unemployment, crime are problems far
from being resolved; a small percentage of the Gross World Product is allocated to space
activities. The benefits have to be clearly demonstrated, considering the various
challenges and the risk, to make space exploration - and Mars exploration - affordable.
World stabilization, progress of humankind, can perhaps be the new political rationale.

3.3.2 Competition
National interests drive national decisions. Until an established international entity has
sufficient resources to unilaterally undertake missions to Mars, there will be a national
competitive element to any political rationale. The idea of competition is not that one
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nation wishes to "win" some struggle, but that it wishes to maximize the benefits that are
brought to it by participation. In a zero-sum game2, this means trying to position your
nation strategically to capture the benefits that you most desire from the other partners.
Since the exploration of Mars is not one monolithic endeavor, it is not a zero-sum game
and there are opportunities for both competition and cooperation in different activities.
3.3.2.1 Foreign Policy and International Leadership

The Cold War struggle between the United States and the Soviet Union produced major
initiatives such as the first satellite, Sputnik, the first human in space, and the Apollo
lunar landings. These programs and others like them from the beginnings of the Space
Age until the end of the Cold War were all intended to demonstrate international
technological leadership. This leadership was then used as political capital in other
foreign policy arenas. The two nations were trying to prove to the rest of the world that
their respective national political and economic systems were the superior model upon
which others should model themselves.
Because the Cold War has ended does not mean that this rationale does not apply to
undertaking an exploration initiative to Mars. The end of the Cold War means that this
rationale is no longer sufficient as the only rationale. There are still benefits to be had by
demonstrating leadership. The United States has declared {Ref: White House, 1996} that
it is its intention to establish or maintain a leadership role in the space community, and
other nations and organizations also refer to space activities in terms of leadership {Ref:
ESA 2; CNES, 1996}
There must also be consideration paid to military interest. Upon first order analysis,
there appears to be no military rationale for engaging in Mars exploration. The various
military space programs around the world are focused almost exclusively on constructing
Earth orbiting assets. Considering the international provisions that outer space shall be
used exclusively for peaceful purpose {Ref: Outer Space Treaty, 1967} these assets are
not offensive weaponry but observation, navigation, and communication satellites. While
weaponry cannot legally be deployed in space, the technologies underpinning space
weaponry can be utilized One such technology demonstrator is the Clementine mission
which, among other things mapped the south lunar pole and found reflectance signatures
indicative of water ice. Hence, it is possible that there could be some military investment
in robotic exploratory craft.

2

A zero-sum game is an activity where the total benefits and costs are fixed. If one participant has more
benefits, the others must have less.
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3.3.2.2 Industrial Policy
Another political rationale
for engaging in advanced
technological projects like
a program of robotic and
human
exploration
is
industrial policy.
While
the benefits created by
spin-offs and technology
transfer are an economic
rationale, there is strategic
value in investing in critical
technologies.

The Canada Arm
Robotics as a Strategic Technology
A perfect example of using
space technology as a
strategic development tool
is Canada's investment in
robotics. First through the
manipulator system for the
Space Shuttle and now
through both the Space
Station
Remote
Manipulator System and
Special Purpose Dexterous
Manipulator, Canada has
spent a sizable percentage of
its space budget developing
robotics
technology.
Deciding
that
this
technology was strategic to
Canada was a policy
determination that robotics
was a critical technology.

Critical technologies are
those which a nation feels
are necessary for its long
Space Station Remote
term
economic
Manipulator System with
attached Special Purpose
development
in
an
Dexterous Manipulator
international market place.
Increasing globalization of
multi-national corporations
has made the nationality of
these corporations more
and more ambiguous. It is
important for a nation to insure that its efforts at building capability in these critical
technologies remain within its borders.
Various technologies have this strategic value. Miniaturization, rocket engines, software,
and communications systems are all examples. Engaging in advanced development
through the expenditure of research and development money is not merely to create
advanced technology. This investment is targeted to produce internationally competitive
domestic industries.

3.3.3 Cooperation
A paradigm of cooperation is rapidly replacing the Cold War space race paradigm. While
competitive rationales will likely always exist in space ventures, cooperation among
nations in space endeavors is becoming a driving rationale for all space faring nations
including the United States, member countries of ESA, Canada and Japan. Strong
rationales for cooperation will likely be important drivers in a Mars exploration strategy
program.
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3.3.3.1 Pooling of Resources
Sharing of material resources, manpower and technical expertise among nations is a
cooperative rationale born from the current reality that no nation possess the resources to
carry out an independent comprehensive Mars exploration program. The sharing of
resources increases benefits to all who participate. The International Space Station (ISS)
is an example of an existing space venture that provides an opportunity for nations to
participate in a project that no one nation could undertake independently. Additionally,
the pooling of resources taps the expertise of individual countries and brings together the
best in humanity. It is a rationale that strongly supports cooperative action in the
exploration of Mars.
The need to improve coordination and complementarity between the various Mars
exploration plans is obvious, in a context of cooperation. The main concerns are to avoid
duplication and to establish an efficient sequence for the various projects to ensure good
preparation of future activities. As far as duplication in scientific experiments is
concerned, in practice, the scientific community, well organized, proposes only new
instruments or equipment promising a potential discovery, and hence do not propose
duplication.

3.3.3.2 Foreign Policy & International Stability
Projects involving several countries are also a way to improve the relations, in assigning
common goals. This aspect is not specific to space activities. The countries in Europe
have strengthened their links in the last decades according to this principle. International
relations stability was an important driver in the extension of the IGA to allow the
participation ofRussia in the International Space Station in 1988. It is clearly stated that
one benefit of the ISS is to "focus the aerospace industry of Russia on non military
pursuits to reduce the risk of nuclear proliferation and slow down the traffic in hightechnology weaponry" {Ref: WWW, NASA ISS}. Successful cooperation in space
activities is a means to influence the general policy.

3.3.3.3 The Individual Interests
The national or regional plans are more or less ambitious, from robotic missions (orbiters,
landers, sample return) to human missions. The various individual interests have to be
considered for a successful cooperation, when evaluating the management options.
In the USA, cooperation for robotic missions on a given topic is considered if another
country has the same objective. The focus is on sample return, search for life, i.e.
missions potentially important in term of public relations and education. Note that the
USA has so far no surface network mission planned, and thus was involved in the
InterMarsnet study with ESA. The position of Japan is to implement Mars robotic
missions on a national basis. In practice (Planet B), European, American and Canadian
instruments are used when existing. The plans of Russia have been drastically cut down
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considering the political and economic situation. The failure of Mars 96 in November
1996 was another disaster. Keeping the competencies and the capabilities of the space
industry is a main concern. Their lander and rover technology (inspiration to Mars
Pathfinder system) is advanced. A Russian lander may be developed for Surveyor 2001.
The focus in Europe is on the study of Mars' interior and atmosphere, with a surface
network mission. If Mars Express is decided, the USA will be potentially interested;
Russia might participate indirectly, as the lander developed by Finland may include the
use of Russian derived technology. Canada, which has no scheduled missions to Mars,
would participate for technology benefits.
No interest has been shown by the developing countries. India and China have yet to
declare interests or firm commitments to Mars exploration. One can question whether or
not Mars, even space exploration in general, is a privilege of rich nations. There is a clear
challenge to spread the benefits more widely in the world.
3.3.4 Conclusions
The high risks and associated costs of a Mars exploration program will almost certainly
call for broad international cooperation. This could act as an enabling factor and a catalyst
for other large-scale undertakings with a scientific, technological and foreign policy aspect.
Although international cooperation can lead to more complex management and higher
overall costs, if it is well-planned and organized, it lowers the cost for individual countries
and might facilitate long-term political and financial commitment. The competition
aspects, in the political or more often in the economic form today, should not be neglected
however, even in a time of international cooperation. The form of organization, the
participation of various nations, are the next questions.
Experience in the International Space Station as a cooperative effort will constitute an
important test case for initiating methods and legal instruments for the cooperative
framework of an international Mars mission program. The experience acquired will be
unique and extremely important for an even more complex Mars program. To a certain
extent, the organizational structures set up for the ISS could be adapted for an
International Mars Mission.

3.4 SPECIFIC ISSUES
By its very nature, ISU is an ideal forum for evaluating an international framework for a
long-term, ambitious Mars exploration program, spanning several decades. Since no single
"national" mission is representative of all ISU students, and, more importantly, today 's
environment tends to favor international collaboration, a potential top-level international
framework will be outlined.
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The framework is constructed along the three main drivers for Mars exploration, namely
Science, Resources and Human Presence. Each driver has its own dynamics, hence the
followed approach ought to be optimally tailored to the particular needs.
The three main drivers feature an increasing level of complexity & budgets, different
timescales.
3.4.1 Organizational Structure

In Appendix C, a number of international organizations are analyzed to determine the
broad organizational structure for the different phases of a Mars exploration strategy.
The recommended broad structures from that analysis are elaborated in the following
section.
3.4.1.1 Science Missions

The first step in any Mars exploration program consists of robotic science missions. So
far there is a coordination instance for these missions only. The International Mars
Exploration Working Group (IMEWG) was created in 1993, upon the initiative of ESA
and NASA. Later on, Russia, Japan, Finland, Austria, France, UK, Germany, Italy and
Canada agreed to participate in this working group, aimed at coordinating the robotic
mission plans of the various members. The IMEWG has been coordinating the science
missions for the 1996-2005 timeframe, as is shown ifFigure 3.4-1.
In contrast to the Interagency Consultative Group (IACG), whose mandate does not
extend beyond consultation on already approved missions, the IMEWG is the only forum
for coordination of missions, bringing together a significant number of the world's Mars
experts.
Therefore, we recommend that IMEWG coordinate science missions beyond 2005.
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The IMEWG Scenario
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Figure 3.4-1 IMEWG Mission Scenarios for 1996-2005

In the process of coordinating the science missions, IMEWG has adopted standards for
communications. The Communication Standard Subgroup (COST), an expert subgroup of
IMEWG, was established in April 1994 to harmonize the requirements for the
communications systems {Ref: IMEWG Cost subgroup, 1996}. As mentioned in the
COST recommendations, "The availability of a communications system capable of
supporting the information exchange between the Mars mission elements and the Earth is
essential to fulfill mission objectives; therefore, the communications relay satellites are
key elements for a successful international program" {Ref: IMEWG "International
strategy..."; IMEWG meeting minutes,l997}
Also, we believe that IMEWG could play an important role in preparing for resource
missions. The scientific fmdings from the various missions will constitute the prime
source of data for deciding which landing sites might be suited for resource missions.
Finally, this expanded expertise could be very useful for feasibility studies for human
missions, 1997: Scoon; Borgonovi, 1997} . Since these missions will necessitate even
greater coordination and synergy, IMEWG, using electronic communications to hold
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down travel costs, should extend its role and look into other important issues, such
as the required technologies for missions to Mars. This would avoid costly
duplications of technology, allow the participating agencies and organizations to focus on
specific technologies, foster genuine partnership and coordination, and ultimately, make
complex and expensive missions more affordable and politically palpable. Ultimately,
this could be an avenue for expanding the traditional partnerships to nontraditional
nations.
3.4.1.2 Resources - Human Presence
Sending humans to Mars and returning them safely back to Earth is an undertaking of
unprecedented complexity. Even though the required budget estimates have shown a oneorder-of-magnitude reduction over the last decade ($ 400-500 billion under the 1991 Space
Exploration Initiative; current JSC estimates roughly call for $ 40 billion, {Ref: Cyr, K,
1997} ), this still could remain too expensive an undertaking from a national political
standpoint. Provided, however, that compelling reasons and justifications for human
missions emerge, we believe that international human Mars missions might be politically
feasible. Even though some current planning calls for national missions, various policy
documents and contacts with agency officials confirm a tendency towards international
cooperation. NASA's strategic plan includes conducting an international human mission
to planet Mars.
For bringing nations and space agencies together, many different approaches, either
existing or non-existing, can be followed. No matter which structure is implemented, a
large body of programmatic and technical competence will be required for successfully
managing such programs. We recommend that the selected framework allows for the
largest possible number of interested countries and organizations. Whenever possible,
one should avoid creating new organizations that would introduce additional complexity; a
"World Space Agency"-like approach for instance, probably is not the most effective
way.
Though certain aspects could be improved, we believe that the existing structure for the
International Space Station probably is the best example to follow as an initial example to
be adapted for an International Mars Mission framework.
The framework that has been set up for the International Space Station consists of an
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA), four Memoranda of Understanding -that provide for
various management bodies- between NASA and the four other Cooperating Agencies,
Implementing Arrangements among those four agencies {Ref: I GA, 1997; M o U
ESA/NASA, 1997}
The Intergovernmental Agreement is the top-level political document concluded among
Canada, the European Partner States represented through ESA, Japan, Russia and the
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United States. While not entirely applicable to a Mars exploration program, we believe
that many important IGA provisions could readily be adopted for mission(s) to Mars.
The IGA contains important provisions on:
• Object and scope of the mission;
• The international rights and obligations of the partners;
• The role of the cooperating agencies;
• Management, utilization, transportation & communications;
• Liability, criminal jurisdiction, intellectual property;
• Exchange of data;
that will be useful for any international Mars mission, and on which all the current Space
Station partners have a common understanding. Note that while such an agreement would
be concluded between governments, it should not preclude organizations (e.g. CERN) or
private entities (e.g. Energia {Ref: Gorskhov, L} ), subject to international law through
their respective governments, to become a party to an agreement.
Historically, the IGA dates from 1988, when the US and Canada, the European Partner
States and Japan agreed on Space Station cooperation. Following the 1993 invitation
extended to the Russian Federation, as well as programmatic and other changes,
negotiations to amend the 1988 IGA started in April 1994 and were concluded in
December 1996. It is not unreasonable to assume that if better approaches for Space
Station cooperation existed, these would have emerged between 1988 and 1994, and thus
the Space Station Partners likely would not have renegotiated the 1988 IGA.
While the complexity of human mission certainly will require a strong centralized
management structure, the spirit of genuine partnership is an essential ingredient of any
IGA on Mars Missions ("IGAMM"). More than ever before, Partners will make
participation contingent upon this politically important condition, hereby trying to avoid
(the less desirable consequences of) decisions that are not the result of multilateral
consultation.
Prior to initiating "IGAMM" negotiatiOns, there should be a clear understanding of
mission requirements and constraints, the technologies needed and how prospective
partners could contribute, which countries, agencies and organizations would be involved.
As mentioned before, the IMEWG is probably well placed for preparing for some of
these issues. Some ideas include:
• Phasing of technology utilization will be controlled and coordinated. For example,
Chinese and American launchers will be specified for early missions to get robots
and satellites to Mars. Later, Russian heavy-launch vehicles would be used. This
is to identify to users what the characteristics of the launchers will be early in the
process. It does not cut off other options; ESA could develop a heavy-launch
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vehicle and use it, among other applications, to contribute in kind to a human
Mars exploration effort.
Modularity would be specified early on. For example, a bus could be designed for
the delivery of satellites and one for robots. This is analogous to the Station cans,
but it also institutionalizes the approach Pathfinder used in re-using the Viking
parachute system design. The buses would be contracted out as needed according
to the previously described approach, and the users (payload developers) would
insert their probes.
All technical planning would be coordinated. This may seem obvious, but it is
important. It means that all the mission phasing and choices are made at the
international level.

We recommend that these preparatory studies and the required technology
development programs be initiated shortly after the turn of the century, in order to
allow for more important decisions to be taken around 2010.
It is important to emphasize that Mars missions are only possible during brief periods of
time, the so-called launch opportunities. Launch opportunities to Mars roughly occur
every 26 months, depending upon the alignment of the Earth and Mars with respect to
the Sun. The solar activity is another consideration, that must be looked at carefully:
during periods of lower solar activity, the galactic cosmic radiation and the accumulated
received dose become more pronounced. Hence, trip times, solar activity and galactic
cosmic radiation must be traded off {Ref: Walberg, G, 1993}

In view of the stringent launch opportunity and other physical constraints, success of the
program will, more than in any previous program, depend on the continued commitment
of all partners. We recommend multi-year funding approval for reducing political risks; as
an example, 5-year funding cycles would call for two or at most three high-level decisions.
It is rather unlikely that major funding will be released before 2013, when Space Station

operations are expected to end. The total spending profile could grow steadily in the
2000-2010 timeframe, increasing rapidly after 2010 to peak around 2016-2020, depending
on the selected target launch date.
3.4.1.3 Conclusion
We support the approach adopted by IMEWG for coordinating science missions. To
avoid duplication and reinventing the wheel, IMEWG should start cataloguing the already
existing technologies and identify which technologies will have to be developed for Mars
exploration. Also, IMEWG could make suggestions with respect to a task-sharing for
developing the required technologies.
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Shortly after 2000, IMEWG or any other appropriate working group could start studying
the feasibility of human missions to Mars, hereby emphasizing synergy (i.e. using
existing technologies as much as possible) and participation from non-traditional partners.
Partners should commit themselves to aggressive and ambitious technology development
programs.
The conclusions reached by IMEWG would lay the groundwork for IGA-like
negotiations, which ideally should be completed before the major decisions -including the
financial and programmatic commitments- must be taken.
The outcome of these negotiations, along with the results of the preparatory programs
and the lessons learnt from the Space Station cooperation would allow for well-founded
decisions, to be taken around 20 I 0. These decisions would concentrate the efforts in the
20 I 0-2020 timeframe, allowing for the possibility of human missions beginning around
2015.
We strongly recommend multi-year funding approval, which
program stability and facilitates political support.

IS

beneficial to overall

3.4.2 Developing Nations
3.4.2.1 Introduction
Mars exploration provides us with exciting science, expanding our knowledge of another
planet and thus our own. It yields practical benefits, such as new technologies and
technological spin-offs into everyday use. But it also presents us with a unique
opportunity to expand the frontier of space to all nations of the world. In any
international scenario, we must address the question of who is going to participate. It
would be a great waste of talent and ideas, heretofore untapped, to limit participation to
only those countries which currently or most likely in the future will have operational
space capabilities.
A truly international Mars exploration program offers the
opportunity to involve all nations with an interest in space activity, even if these
interests do not currently include exploration. The nations leading programs dealing with
Mars must actively involve developing nations at all levels. In this way, they can show
true leadership in the vision that space activities can benefit all mankind.
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All in all, the purpose of an international Mars mission should be to draw the developed
and non-developed nations into the project. Many questions may be raised and
negotiated before participation can be decided. Among these questions are:
• Whether the purpose suits national plans
• What benefits can be derived from participation to the solutions of their social,
economic, and technology advances
• How costs, spin-offs, and scientific information can be shared .
Benefits from such a mission come after a long time for the partners, which could be
commercially fatal. How can we convince nations and private companies to join?
Cooperation between the developed countries may be easy, but between the developed
and non-developed world, there may be more difficulties.
3.4.2.2 Perspective of Developing Countries

+

Social
The discrepancies between development levels among nations lead them to construe the
same problem differently. In a sense, a Mars mission looks to developing countries like
pure exploration for the purpose of proving technology advances. Many developing
nations face social issues which make this sort of mission impractical, and they have no or
little interest in such costly and long-term-return projects. Imbalance also exists within
the non-developed countries. African nations are among the poorest, and they lack funds
and/or technology. Worse, some countries lack basic communications systems. Some
Middle Eastern countries have funds but their citizens have little advanced technology.
Still other countries like China and India enjoy some space technology but cannot afford
substantial investment in large exploration programs. For example, China possesses
relatively advanced space technology and has potential for commercial competition and
international cooperation. However China faces problems deriving from a large
population, fund shortages, depression of large state-run enterprises currently shifting
from planning to marketing economy systems, and unseen unemployment. These may
limit Chinese cooperation to more practical endeavors, rather than such projects as a
Mars mission, because such a mission is seen as having little positive impact on Chinese
issues and as inconsistent with its set near- and long-term goals.

+ Political
Pursuit of military, political, and technological independence justifies some nations'
reluctance to joint explorations. Pursuit of technological dominance makes others
reluctant to cooperate with those who lag behind and may become political or commercial
rivals in the future. Useful outcomes and experimental experience are sure to arise from
Mars missions, which in turn will spur national development, militarily and
commercially. This, in the eyes of some other nations, will cause a threat. For example,
Western nations have some laws prohibiting transfer of high technology to what are called
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Communist nations and terrorist or terrorist-supported nations. This may inhibit equal
cooperation among them.
• Legal
Developing countries have often voiced their concern that outer space would become the
province of the rich, space-faring nations. Many U.N. Treaties and Resolutions reflect
this concern and attempt to address it {Ref: Outer Space Treaty, 1969; Moon Treaty,
1979; Principles on RS, 1986}. For example, the Outer Space Treaty states in Article I
that the "exploration and use of outer space, includillg the Moon and other celestial
bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interest of all countries." The
Antarctic Treaty of 1959 also prohibits territorial claims to parts of Antarctica while that
treaty is in force 3 . In addition, the 1979 Moon Treaty is based on the concept that the
Moon and other celestial bodies, including Mars, are the "common heritage of mankind."
This phraseology was used at the insistence of the developing world nations who
interpreted this term to mean that these resources are res communis, or belonging to
everyone. If space were to belong to all nations equally, then a current space superpower
cannot appropriate it for its sole profit.

Other mechanisms also exist ill the space arena which address the concerns of the
developing world of being left out or behind.
For instance, the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) allocates radio frequencies and geostationary orbit
positions in such a way that nations which do not currently have space capabilities but
are interested in developing some in the future are not squeezed out.
Therefore, it is likely that developing countries will be concerned about current and future
plans for Mars exploration in general and resource extraction and utilization in particular.
3.4.2.3 Possible Approach

If the nations of the world decide that more global involvement ill space exploration is a
good thing, then they must address the mechanisms for involving the newly
industrializillg world. Many of these nations have primary national goals other than
space exploration, such as sustainable development of their economy, efficient use of
agriculture and water to adequately feed their populaces, education, environmental
disaster mitigation, etc. The current space powers should not presuppose a disinterest ill
space mission or Mars exploration because resources of certain countries are currently
focused in other areas--it is possible that the interest would be there if the benefits were
tangible and if a way could be found for them to participate according to their abilities.
3

2. The treaty is vague about either past or future territorial claims, as in Artive IV, section 2: "No acts or
activities taking place while the present Treaty is in force shall constitute a basis for asserting, supporting
or denying a claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica or create any rights of sovereignty in Antarctica.
No new claim, or enlargement of an existing claim, to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica shall be asserted
while the present Treaty is in force."
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Therefore, the space faring nations must be willing to enter into non-traditional
relationships with these nations in order to engage them in Mars exploration.
For example, the U.S. practice of awarding contracts to firms owned and operated by
underrepresented minorities and women (a process called "Eight-A set aside" contracting,
after the legal provision codifying the procedure) could be expanded globally.
Additionally, the European Space Agency's policy of juste retour gives member
European nations who are not as technologically advanced in space technologies an
opportunity to receive technology development contracts in proportion to their
investment. They are not required to maintain a space industry infrastructure in their
nation, but can still benefit from the development projects of a large space program.
In this manner, any country undertaking major research and development in support of a
Mars mission could answer a request for proposals for parts, subsystems, etc. Space
agencies from other nations, in addition to private companies, could bid on these
contracts. In addition to technical competence, the selection criteria would include a
measure of that nation's current involvement in space. Thus, an agency or company from
a country with little or no involvement in space would be chosen over an equally
competent agency/company from a nation which has some documented involvement in
space. Contracting in this method provides a win-win solution: The countries developing
the Mars exploration program will be getting the best technical assistance possible by
engaging the global pool of talent, and the developing country will be able to participate in
Mars exploration while at the same time developing indigenous technological capabilities
and raising revenue.
This approach would be beneficial to spread lucrative contracts around the world, thereby
spreading the economic benefits from space research and development more globally.
However, attention must also be directed to ensuring that traditional concerns of
developing countries regarding resource utilization is addressed as well. In the past,
developing nations have expressed concern over national resources not being available to
them (either because they have been used up already or international treaties limit their
use) for development and economic profit, while the developed nations, having developed
during a different era, basically used anything they could find without regard.
This attitude will certainly be a factor in the international environment as martian
resources are found, harvested and utilized either in space or back on Earth. It is possible
that some element or other unknown substance may be found on Mars that is not present
or abundant on Earth and whose practical applications make the expense of harvesting
and transporting back to Earth economically viable (e.g., as a thought provoking
hypothetical, the critical piece for the cure for cancer).
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In this case, developing nations would most certainly want a share in the resource or in
the monetary reward from Earth-bound utilization. This would suggest a modified
approach whereby the nations with whom the space powers contract are actually treated
as partners in the program, thereby deserving equal access to the data and resources
found. In fact, this modified approach is not very divergent from the current relationship
of Russia in the International Space Station. Russia is a full partner in the Station, yet the
U.S. has determined that it is technically, economically, and politically prudent to
contract out some work to Russian scientists and engineers.
The main approach of contracting with developing nations, however, will require a
paradigm shift within the current space powers. While the developing world viewed the
language ofthe Moon Treaty as meaning res communis, developed countries interpreted
the language to mean res nullis, or belonging to no one. Because of this difference of
interpretation, the Moon Treaty was signed and ratified by only 9 countries, most of
them from the developing world. None of the current space powers signed the Treaty,
thereby making it essentially a "dead letter." However, the experience of the Moon
Treaty shows the power of the developing countries to protect their own interests in
space. It also indicates the types of provisions which will probably not gain support
from the major space powers who might engage in Mars exploration.
However, if exploring Mars requires a global effort, then the current space powers will
have to develop inclusionary thinking. Including developing nations to the extent that
they are willing and able benefits all parties involved. Nations developing Mars
exploration missions will obtain high quality technical support and access to ideas and
know-how they might otherwise may not have been able to integrate into the missions.
The developing nations will secure contracts which will assist their economic
development and ensure the equitable use of martian resources by their involvement in the
missions. This proposed approach would stimulate the world's capabilities to operate in
space, rather than further confine these capabilities to the current space superpowers.
And, it would directly enable international exploration of Mars and the utilization of
martian resources.
In recent years, the rise of the Internet, expanding from nation to nation, has made the
world seem smaller than in the past. Extensive change flowing from the development of
both the Internet and communications satellites lead to greater interdependence among
nations. Each nation around the world feels a strong need to be a member and beneficiary
of this new information age (See the Focus Box on the Internet). Just as with space
exploration, the imbalance that has arisen in development could result in some countries
being left farther and farther behind others.
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INTERNET AS AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL TO PROMOTE SPACE
People of all ages are excited about space exploration. The young as well as the old a re
inspired by the adventure and awed by the technology and progress that has been achieved. A
survey in 1969 showed that more children wanted to be an astronaut than to be the president of
the Uruted States when they grew up. The exploration of space is a great human achievement
and an endeavor which can be celebrated by all of us.

Just how we can feel a part of these activities is an important question. This requires a
transmission of the information and the excitement of space missions to the public! We have
recently been able to share information about space through the world wide web. With th e
Pathfinder mission, pictures, data and daily progress of the mission were "on line" and within
reach of those with access to the Internet. Extremely compelling was the number of people who
visited the sites of NASA during this time. This indicates that the level of interest in space
exploration is very high and also that the use of the Internet to access this information is a tool
which works with the public. As public support for space activities is a high priority for space
agencies, this method for sharing information should definitely be continued and built upon for
future missions. What we have seen is just the beginning of what the world wide web can bring
to the public.
Education is for everyone, we live in an age of information and our public wants to know about
what is going en around them. The better job we do of presenting space through multi-media,
the more interest we will generate and the more people will get out of it. So just what can we do
or invent to keep the interest of our audience as well as provide useful information enriching the
education of our youth?
A wave of the future seen even in the present is interactive media. Being able to participate in
an event and have an input is very exciting and creates an increased interest in the activity.
Technology exists to have high level graphics and interactivity as evidenced by the realistic
video games currently en the market. The space industry could exploit such technology and
create extremely interesting and educational activities. For example, the Pathfinder mission
could, in addition to providing on-line information and pictures, create an interactive
counterpart website. Here, we could have the users run their own rrussions. Through providing
the necessary data, the users could know their objectives and be responsible for carrying out the
science of the rnission. They could guide the vehicle onto the surface, and pick out the rocks
which they thought looked the most informative to study. In the process, they could be
following what rocks the NASA people chose and their schedule compared to their personal
mission. To complete these tasks, the game programmers could make it necessary that the user
use certain scientific principles. These principles could be accessible through mini-tutorials
accessible in the game. This would make an interesting interactive video game with two added
bonuses. The activity being engaged in during the game is actually happening in the real world
and users have something very exciting to watch on television, the Internet etc. which they can
be comparing to their own successes in their personal mission. Second, and most important, this
inter active video game would be providing the user with something to take away after the
game-knowledge. Acquiring information in this way would make it more memorable and easier
to use as it would have been applied in practical situations.
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This is just one example of a way to make space missions an educational and public endeavor.
The future holds many new technologies and as long as we have the mandate to increase public
interest and educational benefit there will be an influx of useful and exciting methods of doing
so. As competition for the attention of children increases with modern video games and virtual
reality, it is about time for education to be become more competitive in this entertainment
realm. NASA can be a catalyst in initiating this transition, having children and adults a 11
over the world glued to their seats: learning the physics and engineering necessary to
successfully patch up future missions!

The developing countries are currently working hard to improve themselves
technologically and economically, to give them the potential to join in international
cooperation. Similarly, participation in cooperative space efforts requires that developing
countries acquire a certain level of technological capability. The global situation is
becoming more conducive to international cooperation but there are still many challenges
to the complete integration of all countries. The greatest of these challenges is the
development of infrastructure in developing countries which allows them to explore their
own technological paths.
3.4.3 Public support
Today, there's a renewed and genuine interest in Mars, not only in the scientific
community but also with the general public, and ultimately in the political and decisionmaking world.
The recent Pathfinder landing also had a major public relations. Adopting similar public
relations strategies very likely will keep this interest alive. In addition, private
organizations such as The Planetary Society and the National Space Society contribute to
stimulating public interest in the exploration of space.
While for the next I 0-15 years robotic spacecraft will be the principal means for exploring
Mars, one can anticipate that these missions at a certain time will pave the way for
human missions.
To carry this message to the point where public support is transformed into financial
contributions, special briefing workshops should be held to involve politicians, the media,
and business leaders. Emphasis should not only be on the commercial promise of space,
on the contrary the idealistic feelings of the public should be engaged. Think for example
ofthe success ofThe Planetary Society, which counts 100,000 members in 80 countries,
and yet has no commercial aims.
To create a national consensus and ethos for the exploration of Mars as well as space
development in the next 25 years, the agencies should carry out a program to educate
politicians, as well as the public, in the scope, necessity and value of space plans.
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Keeping the general public informed is a means of ensuring long-term political
commitment; not only space agencies, but also private organizations can play an
important role in doing so.

3.4.4 Political Support
Broad, long-term political support will be absolutely necessary for a successful human
mission to Mars, national or international. The sheer complexity and scale of a human
Mars mission inevitably lead to long periods that easily exceed the average lifetimes of
political administrations, coalitions and majorities in parliament
Long-term political support is the single most important guarantee for long-term
sustained funding, in accordance with well-defmed programmatic planning. Redesigns
that are imposed by reduced political support and/or inadequate funding often result in
increased cost, technical problems, reduced motivation, in tum leading to an even more
decreased political support.
The rather narrow window of opportunity for a human mission to Mars requires an ontime implementation, limiting the extent to which funding can be spread in time. This
probably is the single most important programmatic imperative for long-term sustained
funding.
We recommend a decision-making process, authorizing multi-year funding without yearly
returning debates. However, in the US such a process is next to impossible. Annual
recommitment is essential.
Finally, national political uncertainties resulting from changing political landscapes could
be reduced by opting for an international structure.

3.4.5 Accountability
Credible and consistent program goals and budget proposals will be key to ensuring longterm political support and sustained, stable funding. Space agencies, industries and all
other involved organizations must provide plans and budgets that are well-defmed and
based upon reality, as well as precise and fixed requirements.
In the past, major space programs have failed because the budgets for which the space
agencies sought approval were insufficiently based upon technical and programmatic
realities: agencies did not stand up for required budgets, important and necessary
technology development programs were not undertaken because of pressure to lower the
overall budget.
More than ever before, space agencies will have to communicate effectively and
consistently with the general public and the political world throughout the program, to
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help ensure continued political support and funding. Space agencies will have to explain
the benefits to society, but also the associated costs and the inherent risks. International
cooperation, multi-year appropriations, realistic budget proposals are important for
obtaining continued political support and stable funding.
3.4.6 Role of space in society
Do different generations view the frontier of space in fundamentally different ways?
When those who built today's space programs are sharing and passing control on to the
Space Age generation (i.e. those born after Sputnik), a different perspective on the role of
space in society might lead to different priorities, purposes and rationales for space
programs. Today, budgetary pressures generated by social spending priorities prevail, as
do societal problems such as poverty, hunger, education and health. With increasing
budgets and driven by Cold War politics, space answered the call of the previous
generation to fight the space race. Today's priorities are different. Among the new
generations there seems to be a quite different attitude toward the role of space in society.
Young people's visions of future space activities are characterized by the desire to fulfill
broad humanistic goals such as enhancing global cooperation, furthering the common good
of humanity, and increasing the quality oflife for all.
The large space exploration programs seem to be replaced by initiatives focused on
improving the quality of life on Earth. To many this might seem a conservative and
pessimistic view but, in fact, there is unanimous agreement that space activities should
serve as a resource and a tool for improving the quality of life on Earth. The Space Age
generation grew up in an environment of budget battles and shrinking public support. In
the early 1970s, when the budgets started shrinking, moon missions came to an end, and
space professionals were laid off, the Space Generation was just coming of age. Society
was developing more cautionary views of technology, seeing it as a source not only of
benefits but also of societal ills, such as environmental damage. Whether positive or
negative, space and technology began to be seen as tools serving other goals.
The new generation tends to emphasize that space is not just about exploration but can
serve the basic needs of society. They see the need to develop the infrastructures to give
space the possibility of serving society. This generation views these infrastructures as
dual-use. While they may be used for programs oriented toward improving the quality of
life, these infrastructures can create a basis for increasing the number of scientific
missions.
The emphasis is not on deeds but on benefits, not on competition but cooperation. It is
on protecting Earth, providing infrastructures and resources for opportunities, and
enabling humans to live better lives (See ISU credo in Appendix B).
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3.4. 7 Philosophy and Religious Aspects
3.4.7.1 Effects on Religion
Religion is a big factor in most societies. It affects how people think and behave. What
will be the effect of people going to Mars? Will it change currently existing religions? Will
it create new ones? Religion is defined as {Ref:, "Merriam Webster Dictionary" 1997}:
( 1) The service and worship of God or the supernatural
(2) Commitment or devotion to religious faith or observance
Placing men on the Moon did have some influence on how people perceived themselves in
respect to the world. It made the world seem somehow smaller when looking at the
picture of the Earth setting in the Moon's horizon. Did the mission to the Moon change
the way people worship God? Will going to Mars change the way people worship God?
Will finding life on Mars change the way people worship God? These are questions that
can only be answered by each individual.
One major aspect of religion is God. The definition in the Merriam Webster dictionary
defines God as, "The supreme or ultimate reality, the Being perfect in power, wisdom,
and goodness who is worshipped as creator and ruler of the universe." If some discovery
or revelation changes the way one thinks about God, it does not necessarily mean that
God has changed, for God should not change if God is perfect. What can and must change
is the person's understanding of God. This can be a difficult process, but the truth is the
truth in both the physical and the spiritual realm.
In conclusion, a mission to Mars will increase the understanding of religions with their
relationship with God, "the creator and ruler of the universe". It can confirm or deny
what different religions believe about God, but it can not change "the supreme or ultimate
reality". Searching for God is searching for information.

3.4.7.2 Philosophical Implication
The changes in philosophical schools may not be as basic as in fundamentalist religions.
The naturalist school (the philosophical equivalent of deterministic physics) will find
another confirmation of issues science has predicted for decades. This applies to the
finding of life in addition to exploration in general.
As stated in the previous section, people won't easily change their individual ultimate
truths. As Thomas Kuhn stated in his works, it takes a physical change of generations to
assimilate a new paradigm. The average person probably will not change his/her beliefs,
as their individual truths are untouchable. It is their children who will be most receptive
to new facts and experiences (like extraterrestrial life). They will grow like the present
younger generation is with computers and like the next will regarding the Internet. {Refs:
Kuhn, 1962;Freud, 1967;Logsdon, 1996}
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3.5

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

3.5.1 Scenarios and Strategies
The viability of the strategies outlined in the Introduction will now be examined in three
general future scenarios.
The three scenarios have very different international
environments that affect both the probability that a strategy will be viable, and how it
will be enacted. The purpose of this exercise is to make some sort of roadmap which can
then be used by decision makers with specific goals. This map is a passive look at the
classes of future scenarios, while decision makers can actively chart a course across this
map to enact a particular strategy of Mars exploration. These scenarios are presented in
Figure 3.5-1. The spectrum of international competition and cooperation is presented,
along with the possibility that there will be neither.
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Figure 3.5-1 The three future geopolitical scenarios in which the Mars exploration
strategies will likely develop. Illustrative examples of past or present space
activities are given which developed under these conditions.

While there is no way to make definitive claims about the viability of a given Mars
exploration strategy, approximations can be made. These approximations are useful
because they give people a tool. While the roadmap may not be very precise, decision
makers can get an idea of the political, economic, and social environment most likely to
enable their strate . These likelihoods are summarized in Table 3.2-2 .
••• ful:ute l:echnolo9y
. _ _ _ and policy_i11ue~

SCENARIO 1 - POLITICAL INDECISIVENESS
Description
In tills example scenario, all agencies' budgets around the world h ave tended to shrink amid
political instability. Various scientific programs are taken hostage by politicians and a
coherent approach is only feasible for the short-term. International cooperation on planetary
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exploration is active but only oo. an informal basis. Launchers in this scenario are only
evolutionary improvements on currently existing commercial vehicles and there is no capability
for a human system beyond LEO.
Human exploration of Mars is excluded for the following reasons:
• Budgets are insufficient and shrinking
• The low level of international cooperation is unable to compensate the budget shrinking
• No suitable launcher is available and budgets are insufficient to consider a future
development.
Only robotic missions to Mars would be considered. In order to ensure the survivability of t he
programs, an important effort would have to be made on costs. If the budgets shrink by 50%
during the period, it means that the average mission cost would be around US$100 million in
2018. However, miniaturization and piggyback launch capabilities offer a wide range of
limited but fruitful missions. With a piggyback launch even at market price, a mission could be
budgeted at a fraction of a classical probe, a cost affordable by other institutions than space
agencies, i.e.: university or research center consortium.
Possible strategy
First, $100-200 million probes are operated by space agencies involving secondary foreign
partners; 2 types of missions can be considered:
• Telecom & positioning infrastructure: provide a constellation of satellites in Mars orbit to
relay scientific probes and provide a positioning system
• Landing probes involving: rovers, drills, exobiology experiments.
The sample mission may be difficult to manage in such a tight budget envelope. It would be
preferable to emphasize first on extensive in situ studies. The faster, better, cheaper method
implies that an important effort of hardware and software standardization must be conducted
up-front. This is necessary in order to manage such projects with an industry risk approach.
Second, develop specialized microprobes (orbiters and penetrators of total mass between 20 and
100 kg) that can be launched as piggyback of commercial launchers and therefore transferred to
geostationary transfer orbit. An ion engine would propel the probe to the transfer orbit and
ensure the orbital positioning around Mars (no chemical propulsion system would be allowed for
commercial launch safety reasons).
The development would occur in 2 phases:
1- The space agencies would provide upfront a budget equivalent to one launch of a standard
probe (e.g.: US$100-200 million), in order to develop hardware software and methods as a
mmmoo. bed for a family of microprobes with the aim of promoting a set of proven
standards. This rommon framework of vehicle bus propulsion power guidance control &
telecom system should be extensively tested to ensure maximum reliability
2- The space agencies would provide the developed facilities and share the infrastructures
(e.g.: the Deep Space Network) to universities and research centers with the clear objective
of decentralizing the operations. They would transfer the know-how but coordinate
programs and launches, as well as managing the space network.
See Appendix D, Future Scenarios

One very important point to make is that it is being assumed here that none of the goals
of each strategy includes a "sufficient rationale" of its own. The term "sufficient
rationale" means that there is something that one of these strategies offers that is so
compelling that it will justify the costs of exploration. If life was actually found on Mars
or possibly some resource so valuable that it is economical to ship it back to Earth, this
could provide enough motivation. Ifthere is such a sufficient rationale, then any political
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or social or economic environment might suffice. The reason for implementing the
program is then independent of the scenarios presented.
••• future l:echnolo9y
and policy i.t.tuel

SCENARIO 2 - COMPETITION
Description
In this illustrative scenario, a competitive environment is explored. A renaissance in Russia
and China could bring back a block driven international landscape. Human space exploration is
seen as a flagship project and science only secondary. To support this new drive, large launchers
are developed. There is cooperation between nations, but in multilateral blocks with each
camp have a clear leader.
The competition between blocks of nations would:
• provide the political reason to send flagship human missions to Mars
• give the priority to politics vs. science
• allow budgets for necessary infrastructure and heavy launcher development
• lift restrictions regarding the use of nuclear energy in most countries and therefore allow a
vastly increased power for a given payload
The political and economical context would give unlimited resources but for a limited period, as
the pressure would grow with time to SC'.rap the mduced national deficits in particular in the
US. This would probably give room for the necessary effort to prepare the human mission
(including preliminary robotic probes) but would limit the scope to a very limited number of
trials (possibly only one). It would mean no long term infrastructure would be developed for a
continuous human presence. There is a great risk that urgency may lead to fast-track
technological developments in contradiction with a long term investment (d. Apollo).
Possible strategy
Even if the human mission(s) may have a limited scientific interest, it would be extremely
important to maintain the related developed infrastructures and launchers and furthermore not
lose the know-how; abandoning the Saturn V launcher has had a disastrous impact in its time
and in practice has prevented any human presence beyond low Earth orbit
Science in this context would be quite secondary and could only expect to be on a back seat of this
type of program. Nevertheless it may benefit from the momentum created by big budget
increases.
The international landscape would be somewhere in a range between none at all (purely
national flagship missions) to block oriented coordination in which each superpower would
lead the race and treat smaller contributors as subcontractors.
See Appendix D, Future Scenarios

Without a sufficient rationale, there must be also be a proper environment. Nations and
their people must decide that there is some other value to implementing one of these three
strategies. They must decide that even without sufficient rationale, they will build a
combination of rationales in which a political or social goal might be combined with the
goal ofMars exploration.
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3.5.2 Factors
To better understand how possible strategies will be defined, it is important to appreciate
the general context in which Mars exploration could occur. The scenarios in Figure 3.5-1
can each be elaborated more specifically only by giving a specific illustrative example of
each. Specific scenarios are presented in the three Focus Boxes in this Section with detail
provided about the potential effects on Mars exploration. There is no way to give an
authoritative comprehensive analysis to the same level of detail for the general scenarios.
Technology

•

•
Economic Factors

Legal Issues

• Evolution of Gross

•

•
•
•
National Security Issues •
•
Social Factors

Foreign policy

Launch technology;
Significant technological
breakthroughs;

•

Domestic Production;
Inflation;
Liability;
Population growth;
Health issues;
Developing nations;
Regional conflicts;
Renewed global
competition;
Globalization;

• Radiation shielding;
•

•
•

•
•

•

Technology transfer: e.g.
spin-offs of military
technologies;
Agency budgets;
Commercialization of
space;
Intellectual Property
Issues;
Energy;
Environment;

• Technology transfer;
• ITAR I MTCR;

• Leadership

Table 3.5-1 Factors which affect future social, economic, and political scenarios.

The purpose of this exercise is to assess the impact of three possible scenarios on Mars
exploration; this includes assumptions and trends for the next 20 years on. The following
non-exhaustive lists of factors given in Table 3.5-1 are likely to be the most influential on
future scenarios. These factors are divided into a number of subgroups.

SCENARIO 3- PEER PARTNERSHIPS
Description
In this example, the various domestic political and economic landscapes are mainly
comparable to scenario 1, but formal international cooperation is the approach taken to
coordinate planetary science, including Mars.
This context is relatively close to that presented in Focus Box Scenario 1, but since it allows a
good level of international cooperation, it is likely to have a positive impact in defining larger
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programs: national budgets for Mars exploration could be added to increase the number of
heavier scientific missions; in particular a simple return mission would probably become
possible. However since the budgets do not allow sufficient funds to develop big launchers and
relevant infrastructures, human missions would still likely be out of scope.
One has to note that increased cooperation does not necessarily mean a proportional reduction in
costs, since coordination and compromises towards national policies may significantly increase
delays, budgets and the overall stability of such programs (cf. International Space Station).
A rationale has to be found to motivate various countries to put in common more of their
respective resources: at the moment, international cooperation is used as a means to pursue
national goals, and it remains to be seen why this would change in the future.
Possible strategy
A strong emphasis should be taken on a long term vision: develop a 20 years plan with all major
partners and coordinate standard missions and university microprobes.
1.

allocate a budget to develop a set of standardized hardware and software; provide
extensive test protocols of all major flight & mission components. In particular use the
International Space Station to test the configurations in microgravity and reduce risks of
mechanical & radiation failure. Spin-off most technology components and subcontract
integration to the private industry. Spin-in the industry methods, budget control and risk
management.
2. develop, launch & operate the telecom & positioning infrastructure between Earth and
Mars
3. launch the first series of probes aimed at getting a general knowledge of Mars:
* get a comprehensive understanding of overall aspects of Mars (mapping in 3D in
multispectral high resolution, geology, meteorology, core structure and volcanism)
* core structure and volcanism
4. manage specialised missions requiring sophisticated telecom & positioning systems (e.g.:
canyon exploration) as well as extensive exobiology
5. start a technological testbed required for possible future Mars missions (e.g.: landers aimed
at testing fuel & oxygen in situ production, preparation of possible structures on the surface)
6. start preparing all infrastructure and launchers for human missions (depending on political
decisions and budget availability)
7. start human exploration (final political decision).
See Appendix D, Future Scenarios

3.5.3 Potential Opportunities
The scenarios developed can now be used to provide a socio-economic and geopolitical
map for potential Mars exploration as shown in Table 3.5-2. Advanced exploration
missions beyond those currently planned will be decided in a changed environment from
the one we now live in. One thing about the future that can be said with some accuracy is
that it will surprise you. The question for Mars exploration, however, is how to tame
this uncertainty? With the scenarios laid out in the previous section, we have analyzed
the probability that these scenarios will allow us to carry through the strategies herein
presented.
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Strategjes
Politically Adrift
Science
Search for Life

v'

Human (Initial Mission)
Human (Settlement)

Scenarios
Competition

Peer Partnerships

v'

X

v'
v'
v'

X

X

?

?

?
?

Table 3.5-2 This summarizes the potential to realize the stated strategies given
the various classes of scenarios, "v" meaning likely, "x" meaning not likely, and
"?" meaning about a 50% probability.

The "politically adrift" scenario is the least likely to produce extensive advanced
exploration of Mars. With no one rationale emerging as a strong driver and no political
will to support programs of many small, disconnected rationales, in this environment no
advanced Mars exploration missions are likely. The current class of robotic missions,
such as NASA' s Mars Pathfinder and Japan's Planet-B are fairly independent of
international cooperation. IMEWG' s coordination efforts could conceivably fail to
produce consensus on a particular plan of action, leading to a further disparity of mission
objectives. Without clear, long-term goals for the space agencies, they will not be able to
articulate a clear mission strategy for the future. With a decline of funding resources,
other space objectives will be sought that have lower cost, lower risk, and shorter-term
tangible benefit.
The competition scenario is the most secure path to future exploration. However, it will
produce a particular flavor of exploration. As stated previously, in competition, there
must be some limited amount of "benefit" and each party competes to garner as much
benefit to themselves as possible. This benefit might be the prestige of being the first to
send humans to Mars or it might be having a development contract for advanced
technology won by a company in your nation. Whatever it is that nations or companies
or public agencies compete for, there must be some limited amount of it to give it value.
When discussing advanced Mars missions, especially those of human exploration, there is
a discrepancy between what competitive forces can deliver and what most proponents of
space exploration desire. This is best illustrated by the Apollo missions of the late
1960' s and early 1970' s. There was a political will to place humans on the Moon in 1961
{Ref: Logsdon, 1967}, but there was no sufficient rationale for continued presence.
Competitive forces dictated that the requirements for the success of Apollo be clear,
specific, and obtainable. The requirements were met when the U.S. successfully landed
humans on the Moon and returned them safely back to Earth. Afterwards, there was no
further political support for the program. The exploration stopped -- stopped well short
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of the Lunar base NASA envisioned during the Apollo program4 . The exploration of
space by placing a permanent human presence on Mars requires a sustained commitment,
something a competitive rationale likely can not provide.
The peer partnerships scenario opens the door to the furthest of the exploration
strategies, but is not an easy path. While the continuation of scientific exploration at low
cost is almost assured in such an environment, nothing else is. This, the most inclusive of
the scenarios, produces an exploratory effort most like the cooperative science programs
here at Earth: CEOS for Earth observation, for example. As the combined financial efforts
of many nations is more secure and more robust than that of a single nation acting alone,
cutting the scientific efforts away would be difficult.
However, there may also not be any will to enlarge the effort either. Without a clear
leader, the desire to have a large exploration program must be built up. Many different
trends must come together to show the need for such a program. This kind of project is
possible, as large development projects at both ESA and CERN show. However, it is
generally very difficult to organize, fund, and sustain such large efforts. There are many
diverse rationales building for Mars exploration, building from different disciplines to
point towards more advanced exploration. These trends include public opinion, the
potential for life on Mars, the possibility of fmding valuable resources or a new place for
humans to live in the future. These are the many social, economic, and political rationales
mentioned in the previous section, supported by the internal driving rationale from the
science, resources, and human presence strategies. No one rationale can support advanced
Mars exploration in such a peer partnership scenario. But there isn't one rationale.
There are many.
While the uncertainty of such an environment is great, the main advantage of the peer
partnership is that there is a significant likelihood that if each subsequent strategy is
achieved, momentum will build toward permanent human settlement. The same difficulty
in building international will acts to reinforce that will once established. For examples, in
the International Space Station, the commitment of the partners reinforces itself. Each
partner notes to the policy makers in their nations that to withdraw would be to leave
friends and allies with the financial weight they had been carrying. Programs in both
Europe and Japan also have an inertia when begun that is difficult to alter without
significant cause.

4

The establishment of a Lunar base was discussed before 1969, advocated most strongly by Wernher von
Braun. However, the 1969 report of the Space Task Group (STG, 1969) was the most well articulated
vision of NASA's plans for post-Apollo development. Upon completion, the plan was summarily rejected
by the Nixon White House for being far to ambitious for the U.S. national social, political and economic
mood. The focus on a Space Shuttle in early 1971 and 1972 followed from the rejection of this report.
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3.5.4 Conclusion
From a design point of view, or from that of a strategic planner for Mars exploration, this
analysis can be reversed. Knowing what our specific strategy is as an individual nation, as
a space agency, or as a people, we can take the forward analysis and reverse it to identify
the scenario or scenarios which facilitate us. We can then take action to change our future.
For example, if we wish only to search for life on Mars, there are many scenarios in
which this is possible. On the other hand, the permanent human settlement of Mars ts
going to be very difficult except in partnership, if for no other reason than politics.

3.6 OVERALL CONCLUSION
In today's environment, exploration of space in general and missions to Mars in particular
must serve multiple goals, such as expanding scientific knowledge and improving
conditions of life on Earth.

3.6.1 Economic Issues
Direct benefits to society of a Mars mission can be found in education and knowledge
gain. Cooperation between space agencies and educational institutions will enrich the
social sciences, life sciences, physical sciences, mathematics and technology at all levels of
education. Furthermore, new technologies will be developed in the space agencies,
industry, universities and R&D organizations. These technologies have economic
potential and value, since similar technologies and methodologies could also be used for
non-space applications.
Since economic rationales for the exploration of Mars are not obvious, the objectives from
an economic standpoint are to maximize the qualitative benefits to society and to
minimize the overall cost of exploration. This can be accomplished by using spin-ins
(available technology) and spin-offs. The conditions created by government policy to
allow easy diffusion of spin-offs are very important. The knowledge at research
institutions can more easily diffuse to other companies than knowledge which was gained
in contracted companies, that are usually less inclined to share knowledge. The contracts
between governments and research institutions need to balance the commercial need for
exclusive intellectual property rights against the public desire for knowledge diffusion.
Although important, spin-offs cannot be an economic rationale for a Mars mission.
Developing countries heavily rely on technology as a means for economic growth. On the
other hand, participation in cooperative space efforts requires that developing countries
acquire a certain level of technological capability. Even though the global situation is
becoming more conductive to international cooperation, there are still many challenges to
the complete involvement of all countries. The greatest of these challenges is the
development of infrastructure in developing countries which allows them to explore their
own technological paths.
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A cost analysis for a either a robotic or human Mars exploration mission can only be done
if the mission architecture is defined. Depending on the mission's starting date,
extrapolation of current technological trends allows the identification of the quantum
leaps required to reach the objective. This is especially relevant when the mission is
planned far ahead. The time schedule, i.e. the period in which the developments and
mission take place, is important. A short timespan will encourage the use of available
technologies and reduce the mission cost, and could be more attractive to private
investors, since the risks are smaller. In any event, substantial private funding for a Mars
mission will be difficult to obtain, since there are no clear direct economic interests for
private investors.
Even though a "faster, cheaper, better" approach is being adopted by more space agencies
around the world, some missions, such as the International Space Station, will never be
fast nor cheap because of the scope and complexity of the endeavor. However, adopting
this philosophy will make robotic missions to Mars much more affordable. The larger
resource utilization and human missions that might be implemented again will have much
higher risks and pricetags attached.
Human missions will require high levels of sustained funding. As an example, a $200
billion mission over a 20-year timespan would consume half of the global annual civil
space budget. After the completion of the International Space Station, there might be
better opportunities to start a human Mars mission program. Other sources could be
considered for funding such a program, for instance defense and energy budgets. In
addition, multi-year funding would be beneficial to overall program stability and facilitates
political support.

3.6.2 Political Issues
The high risks and associated costs of such an enterprise very likely will call for broad
international cooperation, that could act as an enabler and a catalyzer for other large-scale
undertakings with a scientific, technological or foreign policy aspect.
Although
international cooperation can lead to more complex management structures and higher
overall costs, if well-planned and organized, it lowers the cost for individual countries and
might facilitate long-term political and financial commitment. The competition aspects,
today economic rather than political, should not be neglected however, even at a time of
international cooperation.
Experience on the International Space Station as a cooperative effort will serve as an
important test case for initiating an international Mars mission program. The experience
acquired will be unique and extremely important for an even more complex Mars program.
To a certain extent, the organizational structures set up for the International Space Station
could be adopted for an International Mars Mission.
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Today, most robotic science missions in the 1996-2005 timeframe are being coordinated
by the International Mars Exploration Working Group (IMEWG). We support the
approach adopted by IMEWG for coordinating science missions. To avoid duplication
and waste of scarce financial means, IMEWG should start cataloguing the already existing
technologies and identify which technologies will have to be developed for Mars
exploration. Also, IMEWG could make suggestions for coordination of the required
technology development.
Shortly after 2000, IMEWG or any other appropriate working group could start studying
the feasibility of human missions to Mars, hereby emphasizing synergy (i.e. using
existing technologies as much as possible) and participation from non-traditional partners.
Partners should commit themselves to aggressive and ambitious technology development
programs. The conclusions reached by this working would lay the groundwork for lOAlike negotiations, which ideally should be completed before the major decisions -including
the financial and programmatic commitments- must be taken.
The outcome of these negotiations, along with the results of the preparatory programs
and the lessons learnt from the Space Station cooperation would allow for well-founded
decisions, to be taken around 20 I 0. These decisions would concentrate the financial,
programmatic and technological efforts in the 2010-2020 timeframe, allowing for human
missions around 2015.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.1.1 General Introduction
Mars has been a point of interest and investigation for scientists, especially astronomers,
for thousands of years. The first observations were made simply with the naked human
eye. With the more recent availability of instruments the knowledge about the planet
increased, but the number of open questions has increased as well. The study of Mars
with telescopes and other Earth-based instruments was for a long time the only possibile
way to gather information. Even in the age of spaceflight these observations are the
foundation for martian exploration. The opportunity to obtain surface and orbital data on
Mars through an entire martian year occurred only once during the thirty-five years
attempts, in the Viking missions. The attempts to reveal the secrets of Mars have been
frustrated by a dramatically high number of probes lost. Appendix A contains a list of
the Mars missions, successful and unsuccessful.
Mars is, geologically, one of the most interesting planets in the Solar System. The early
history of the planet is comparable to the Earth's history. Although Earth and Mars
differ in size and composition; they have similar surface features. Both planets had liquid
water on the surface and a thick atmosphere. Water can now be found at the poles as
large water and C02 ice caps. Most of the water that once flowed on the surface is
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believed to be under the surface. Why the atmosphere disappeared and the climate
changed from warm to cold is unanswered up to now. The exploration of the martian
planetary evolution will help answer questions about the possible developments on
Earth.
The largest mountains and valleys in the solar system exist on the martian surface. What
are the reasons for these phenomena? Why are the volcanic mountains so much larger than
those observed elsewhere? What caused the creation of the giant flood channels, which
appear to have resulted from dramatic water flow? Where did the water go?
According to Kieffer et al. (1992), there are six important questions relating to
comparative planetology which can only be answered with additional data:
1. "What were the conditions on early Mars in terms of thermal history, volcanic
output, outgassing, etc.?
2. What caused the global dichotomy (southern old highlands and northern young
lowlands) of the surface?
3. What were the volatile inventories of the material from which Mars accreted and
of the newly formed Mars, and what is it today?
4. To what extend are current conditions representative or indicative of past
conditions in terms of surface or interior processes, global climate, episodic
climate variations, etc.?
5. To what extend does the material in the polar caps exchange with the rest of the
planet on all different time scales.
6. Were past climatic conditions conductive to the formation of life, and is there
fossil evidence that life did exist?"

4.1.2 Introduction to the Issue of Search for Life
Since the dawn of recorded history, and most likely for many millennia before, the human
race has continuously searched for answers about the nature of life. This search has
caused us to examine and compare life forms from the depths of the sea to the highest
mountain tops. Two centuries ago, we learned to leave the ground, and float with the
clouds. In this century, we broke free from the Earth's gravitational pull, and sent life
beyond the planet, out into space. We have categorized the basic characteristics of life on
Earth, but we continue to wonder about the possibility and nature of life elsewhere.
It is human nature to seek answers for the unexplained, to want to know the unknown, to
experience the inexperienced. In so doing, many of the world's greatest minds have
contemplated the existence of life elsewhere in the universe, and have even tried to predict
what this life may be. Thus, as the strategy for exploring space and the martian surface
unfolds, the goal of finding life or evidence of past life is a major factor to consider. The
Search for Life section of this report has the following objective:
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To establish the scientific basis for finding evidence of the existence of life and the
necessary methodology for finding this evidence, and to raise questions about the social
implications that such a discovery will have.

4.2 IONOSPHERIC AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
4.2.1 Ionosphere
4.2.1.1 Introduction:
Mars is the most Earth-like of the terrestrial planets and will be the first planet humans
visit outside Earth orbit. It is therefore imperative to investigate the martian space
environment to understand what future human missions should expect and to improve our
understanding of the solar-wind interaction with the terrestrial planets.
The history of the in situ martian upper atmosphere observations began with the Mariner
4 data on the solar wind bow shock, as measured by the on-board magnetometer and
confirmed by the plasma instrument, but data did not clearly demonstrate whether or not
Mars had an intrinsic magnetic field {Ref: Smith et al., 1965}. Experiments performed
on-board Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft detected the presence of an ionosphere on the Sunlit
side and the ionospheric density profiles were also measured below - 330 krn altitude
{Ref: Fjeldbo et al., 1970}. In 1971 , Mars 2 and 3 Automatic Interplanetary Station
measurements of the magnetic field and plasma near the planet were interpreted, to
indicate a bow shock produced by an intrinsic planetary field with a magnetic moment on
the order of 4000 times smaller than Earth's {Ref: Dolginov, 1978a}. Existence of the
magnetosphere was also detected, but different interpretations of the magnetic field origin
were developed. It was not clear whether the structure observed is caused by interaction
of the solar wind with the weak intrinsic magnetic field or directly with the planetary
atmosphere.
In the same year, Mariner 9 determined the peak election density in the daytime
ionosphere, to be 1.5 to 1.7"105 cm·3 at the altitude of 134 to 140 krn {Ref: Kliore et al.,
1973}. Two years later, Mars 4 detected the night-time ionosphere for the first time, and
Mars 5 detectors supplemented the data from Mars 2 and Mars 3 by discovering three
plasma zones near the planet: a) the undisturbed solar wind, b) the thermalized plasma
behind a bow-shock and c) very small proton currents in the tail of the magnetosphere.
Using these data, the intrinsic magnetic moment was estimated as 2.5"1022 Gcm·3 at an
inclination of 15 to 20 ° to the rotational axis {Ref: Dolginov, 1978b} . It also measured
the peak election concentration of 4.6·103 ·cm· 3 at 110 krn altitude.
During the extremely successful Viking mission the molecular and isotopic composition,
thermal structure and density of the atmosphere as function of the altitude below 200 krn
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were determined and the first in situ measurements of the martian ionosphere were made
with 0 2+as the dominant ion species {Ref: Nier et al., 1977}. The last measurements of
the martian environment were performed by Phobos 2 Interplanetary Station launched in
1988. Phobos 2 made the most comprehensive survey to date of the interaction of the
solar wind with the martian magnetic field. A lot of new information was obtained about
the location and properties of the plasma boundaries (bow shock, magnetopause and
planetopause), the magnetospheric tail and the plasma waves. The station's primary
function was not to determine whether the martian magnetic field is intrinsic {Ref: Riedler
et al., 1989}. However, the spacecraft did provide new information on the process of
atmospheric loss: it detected an escape of tailward streaming planetary oxygen ions with
the flex magnitude on the order of 1025 s- 1 . {Ref: Lundin et al., 1990}.
The solar wind interacts in different ways directly with a planetary atmosphere and with
a weak planetary magnetic field. The environmental structures like bow shock and
magnetosheath, produced as a result of such an interaction, are similar, but they are due to
different physical mechanisms. In case of dipole intrinsic magnetic field a solar wind
pressure is balanced by the planetary magnetic fields pressure, whereas in the case of
direct impact of the solar wind on the atmosphere is balanced by the magnetic field that is
induced in the ionosphere by the solar-wind interaction and by the thermal pressure of
the upper atmosphere. It was also shown that different types of magnetotails form in the
cases of magnetospheric and atmospheric interactions with the solar wind. The intrinsic
field obstacle has a tail composed of stretched-out dipole field lines, while the
atmospheric obstacle has a comet-like tail composed of interplanetary or solar-wind field
lines {Ref: Luhmann et al. , 1992}.
There are a number of observational features which are indicative of the ionospheric
interaction (e.g. , the close location of the bow shock to Mars), but the data are
inconclusive {Ref: Slavin et al., 1989}. Analysis of far more distant magnetic field
measurements on-board of Mars 2,3 and 5 automatic interplanetary stations showed a
drastic change in the direction of the magnetic field {Ref: Russell et al., 1984}. It was
demonstrated that magnetic data near the shock and tail regions were consistent with a
draped induced magnetosheath field with no intrinsic planetary field {Ref: Luhmann et al.,
1987}. Although the above data could demonstrate the existence of an intrinsic magnetic
moment of the planet of the order of 2.25·1022 Gcm-3 {Ref: Dolginov, 1978a} many
authors assumed that an induced magnetosphere model seems to be in better agreement
with mission observations {Ref: Vaisberg, 1992}. Later on, the most compelling data in
support of a purely ionospheric interaction is from the Phobos 2 interplanetary station
that made repeated passes through the martian magnetotail and detected its structure
appearing to be appropriate to the tail region of non-magnetized planets {Ref: Riedler et
al., 1989} .
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It is generally agreed now that an intrinsic magnetic field can only play a small part in the
interaction and that the solar wind at Mars interact qualitatively in a way similar to that
of ionospheric boundary at Venus {Ref: Luhmann et al., 1987}. Because the incident
solar pressure exceeds the peak ionospheric plasma pressure at Mars, one has to consider
hybrid weak intrinsic magnetic field/atmospheric obstacle to the solar wind {Ref: Slavin
and Holzer, 1982}.

One of the important consequences of the direct impact of the solar wind on the upper
martian atmosphere is its influence on the atmospheric escape that is closely connected
Actually, martian surface
with long-term evolution of the whole atmosphere.
morphology provides clear evidence of climate changes that must have been tied to the
presence of water on the surface and possible evolution of life on Mars. Loss of volatile
to space is likely a major contribution to the evolution of the climate and atmosphere, and
the key to establish the history of atmospheric loss to space is the understanding of the
physics, chemistry and dynamics of the present upper atmosphere.

The lolcatiUI Concept - Generic spacecraft in
Micro/Nanotechnology with modular payloads
Current Situation:

There are 4 major players in space exploration (in alphabetical
order):
ESA, NASA, NASDA and RSA. All these space agencies spend a significant amount of money
to build different spacecraft, that fulfill somehow nearly identical missions. International
cooperation does not play a significant role, although the trend is leading towards it.
On the other hand, we have an adequate industry capacity, dealing with Micro- and Nanotechnology in all of these countries. So why not create an international consortium for space
exploration, that takes advantage of these new technologies?

Solarlu1
lolcuBu1 is an international, technology driven project, that wants to allocate these hidden
resources all over the world. The proposal would foresee an international consortium,
comprised of ESA, NASA, NASDA, RSA and others to design and build a type of spacecraft in a
small series of 50 - 100 pieces, which could serve as a bus structure for various payloads.
The lolatBUI spacecraft would be built in Micro/Nano technology, whereby every partner
could provide several components to the overall structure (e.g. AIRBUS-aircraft for the
European case, ISSA as international example). Once the design has been finished, the

SolatBUI partners could get construction orders for their "national" industries on a "juste retour"
basis or any other method, depending on prior negotiations.
More information on this concept can be found in Appendix E.
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Modeling the origin and evolution of terrestrial planet atmospheres is a classic problem in
planetary physics {Ref: Donahue and Pollack, 1983}. The main discussed mechanisms
of the atmospheric constituents loss to space are as follows. First, certain photochemical
processes such as dissociative recombination of N2 and 0 2 , produce hot N and 0 atoms,
some of which have sufficient energy to overcome the gravitational attraction. Second,
solar wind interactions produce energetic ions via energizing collisions with the neutral
gases. These sputtering processes allow the escape of neutral particles. Another sputter
process involves the impact of hot oxygen atoms, produced photochemically, with cold
neutrals like C and N {Ref: Hunten et al., 1989}. Finally, ionospheric ions are picked up
by electromagnetic interactions, at the top of the ionosphere, between solar wind
magnetic field and cold ions and electrons. These processes produce direct escape of
planetary ions down through the magnetotail that has been directly observed by
instruments on Phobos 2 {Ref: Lundin et al., 1990}. However, our present understanding
of the dynamics of the martian upper atmosphere is based on untested theories . We
simply know almost nothing about the global distribution of even the major constituents,
the global temperature and wind pattern. To recognize of the role played by the martian
upper atmosphere in controlling and regulating the outflow of gaseous materials over long
time period, we have to identify the physical, chemical and radiation processes that are
now operating there.

4.2.2 Future missions to Mars:
To validate the modem approach to the solar wind interaction with the martian
atmosphere, it is necessary to determine the magnetic structure within the ionosphere.
The magnetic field has been established as a diagnostics for the location and scale of the
ionopause at Venus. Furthermore, the orientation of the solar wind magnetic field
impressed on and convected through the ionospheric barrier is a result of the global
ionospheric flow/field pattern around the planetary obstacle {Ref: Luhmann et al., 1983}.
As follows from the above remark, even without ion instrumentation available,
magnetometer data can be used to probe the structure of the boundaries of the martian
ionosphere. The main purpose of this experiment is to verify whether the modeling
techniques usually applied to the solar wind interaction with the atmospheres of Mars
and, under some restrictions, Venus are applicable to the martian conditions.
To reach a quantitative understanding of the martian atmosphere evolution, we need a
basic understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the volatiles escape rates. First, an
understanding of planetary atmosphere escape requires a determination of the thermal
escape of the lighter gases and, in general, the non-thermal escape of heavier constituents.
Since lighter isotopes tend to escape more readily than heavier ones, precise
measurements of the isotope ratios will provide present world boundary conditions on
the atmosphere evolution models. It is also necessary to determine the present state of
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Mars' upper atmosphere in terms of distributions of the photochemically important
species as well as global distributions of upper atmosphere temperature and winds, to
develop a proper model of the atmospheric circulation. It seems very important also to
measure the upper atmosphere response to seasonal variations in solar UV and EUV
radiation to improve our understanding of photochemical and transport processes that
control the production and recombination of the ionosphere.
Global trends in the interplanetary missions ("cheaper", "faster", "better") impose some
constrains on the scientific payload instrumentation cost, size and weight. However, all
of the proposed above measurements can be performed by the instruments which are
already existing and relatively cheap. For example, the magnetometer necessary for the
investigation of the magnetic structure of the ionosphere is relatively cheap and
lightweight, and is likely to be included on several spacecraft. This research will play an
important role in the improvement of our comprehension of the non-magnetized
terrestrial planets interaction with the solar wind and long-term evolution of the martian
atmosphere.

4.2.3 Atmosphere and Hydrological Cycle
4.2.3.1 Introduction:
The surface pressure of the martian atmosphere is only 0.0065 bar, 1/150 the sea level
pressure on Earth. Mars has a very thin atmosphere composed mostly of carbon dioxide
(95.3%), nitrogen (2.7%), argon (1.6%), and traces of oxygen (0.15%) and water vapor
(0.03%). Despite the small amounts of water, the atmosphere is close to saturation (i.e.,
the relative humidity is high) at all times.
In winter, part of the C02 in the atmosphere condenses on the winter pole to form a
seasonal C02 cap, causing the variations in pressure that were observed at the two Viking
landing sites.
Like both Earth and Venus, Mars has a troposphere and stratosphere. The thickness of
the troposphere varies with location and season, and at night practically disappears.
Because the atmosphere is so thin and there are no moderating bodies of water, the
temperatures of the surface and the lower few kilometers of the troposphere (the
troposphere is typically 10-20 km thick) experience a wide daily fluctuation. Air
temperatures at the two Viking sites reached summer daytime highs of about -30 ° C,
while the ground itself occasionally exceeded the freezing temperatures of water in the
strong afternoon Sun. Under these conditions convection in the troposphere can take
place.
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In contrast, nighttime temperatures of both ground and air dropped to nearly 100 ° C
below freezing. Similar low surface temperatures are found over the polar caps.
Convection ceased, and the atmosphere became highly stable. The Viking landers found
that martian temperatures vary from 150 K to 295 K. Mars' atmosphere is thick enough
to support very strong winds, and vast dust storms on occasion engulf the entire planet
for months. Although the atmosphere is mostly carbon dioxide, the greenhouse effect on
Mars is only strong enough to raise the surface temperature by 5 degrees K.
The high dust content suspended in the atmosphere is among the most remarkable
features of the planet. As a consequence, the nominal optical depth usually remains quite
high (above 0.4) even under quiet conditions. The most striking feature of the circulation
in the atmosphere of Mars is the powerful role of heating by atmospheric dust in
generating an intense global wind system. The martian atmosphere experiences dramatic
changes during planetwide dust storms when aerosols are distributed nearly globally and
uniformly up to 50 km, without signs of layering. Although various mechanisms have
been proposed to explain dust storm genesis, the most plausible process involves a
coupling between dust heating, dust raising, and global scale winds.
The current atmosphere of Mars is thought to be a relic of a much denser, former
atmosphere, with a surface pressure that was comparable to that currently found on
Earth. This could explain the past occurrence of liquid water and the remnants of ancient
river beds on the Mars surface as being the result of greenhouse warming. However, we
do not fully understand which greenhouse gases were present in the ancient martian
atmosphere or whether the equatorial and middle latitude regions of the planet could have
been warmer than the rest of the planet.
A plausible scenario for climatic change on Mars involves the carbon-silicate cycle
operating on the inner planets, which is related to the storage of radionuclides and,
through a negative feedback mechanism, ensures stabilization of an atmosphericlithospheric equilibrium. The carbonate-silicate equilibrium mechanism operating in most
calcium- and magnesium-rich regions of the planet's surface controlled the carbon dioxide
in the martian atmosphere. Various early Mars greenhouse models have been proposed.
In order to reconstruct the origin and early history of the martian atmosphere, a detailed
knowledge of the present composition, including isotope ratios of the various elements is
required (extended to gases trapped in rocks, adsorbed on regoliths and condensed ices).
The main seasonal driver is the exchange of carbon dioxide between the atmosphere and
the polar caps. The amount of gas stored in the polar caps is so great that the average
atmospheric surface pressure on the planet changes by 20% seasonally. Strong winds
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have been observed flowing off the Sunlit caps, although no measurements of these winds
have yet been made.
The clouds seen by early telescopic observations were confirmed by the Viking cameras.
Morning fogs occur in low lying areas and extensive clouds are regularly found around the
high volcanoes such Olympus Mons. As air rises over the volcano it cools, and water
vapor condenses to form the clouds.
A variety of surface features could be explained by episodic ocean formation throughout
Mars' history. These oceans conceivably formed in days to years, as a result of flooding
associated with volcanic activity in the Tharsis region. These oceans would have
contained large amounts of dissolved C02, which would come out of solution and go into
the atmosphere. The released C02 and H20 would increase the greenhouse effect which
would then force even more C02 into the atmosphere from the regolith and polar cap
reservoirs. After ocean formation, the climate would warm and hydrological cycle would
develop. Weathering would draw down atmospheric C02 and the ocean would eventually
be returned to the groundwater system; cf Figure 4.2-1.

Mg-Ca Sll1cates

Figure 4.2-1 Hydrogeologic cycling in times of martian flooding (courtesy Lunar &
Planetary Institute).

4.2.3.2 Water on Mars:
One of the great mysteries of Mars is the presence of so many indicators of water in the
past, while present conditions do not permit liquid water. The age of the erosion
channels is estimated at nearly 4 billion years. Liquid water is absent because of the low
atmospheric pressure and low temperatures (the phase change for martian water is
directly from solid to gas, without ever becoming liquid). If Mars has retained significant
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amounts of water, it must be hidden in the ground, either as ground-water or ground-ice,
and be inaccessible to direct observations.
Because the atmosphere of Mars is so thin and cold, it can hold very little water vapor. It
normally holds the maximum amount of water vapor for its pressure and temperature
(i.e., the relative humidity is high; the atmosphere is close to saturation). As a result, it is
common for water clouds and fog to form at low elevations during the cold martian night.
Because so little water is in the atmosphere, latent heating effects are small.
Approximately 80% of the water in the martian atmosphere is concentrated in a surface
layer a few kilometers thick, and the water vapor content varies by nearly two orders of
magnitude, depending on season, latitude, and time of day. The atmosphere is driest
during winter at high latitudes and wettest above the polar regions in summer.
The thermodynamic stability of ice in the ground is controlled by the vapor pressure of
water at the surface and by ground temperatures. If present day conditions are
representative of Mars' geological history at the martian low latitudes, ground ice is
permanently unstable. Any ground ice present will tend to sublime and the water will be
lost to the atmosphere. The rate of loss will depend on the rate at which water vapor can
diffuse through the overlying materials into the atmosphere. Calculations of the loss rates
of ice from the regolith are very uncertain.
Abundant geological evidence for water erosion indicates that there are or were substantial
amounts of water close to the martian surface. This is despite the presence of only
minute amounts in the two reservoirs observed directly, the atmosphere and the north
pole residual cap.
The water cycles on Earth and Mars are very different. The martian atmosphere contains
only minimal amounts of water. The bulk of any water present on the planet must be
within the surface in the form of ice at shallow depths (varying with latitude) and
possibly liquid water at greater depths. The holding capacity of the regolith is high, with
estimates of the former liquid depths ranging from 0.5 to 1.4 km spread over the whole
planet. We do not know what fraction of this amount of liquid water is now stored as
solid below the surface. Exchange of small amounts of water takes place annually
between the caps, the high latitude regolith, and the atmosphere. The surface materials at
low latitudes are probably very slowly losing matter to the atmosphere.
We need to know the early history of the atmosphere of Mars in order to understand the
early history of water on the planet and the associated probabilities for the origin and
early evolution of life. Atmospheric samples should be an essential component of any
sample return program.
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4.2.3.3 Considerations for Future Missions
A number of issues remain open regarding the martian Atmosphere and Hydrological
Cycle.
• Why are the northern and southern hemispheres of Mars so different? Why are
the northern and southern polar caps so different (this may be partly explained by
Mars' eccentric orbit)?
• Is one cap losing water to the other?
• What exactly caused the erosion patterns that look so much like stream beds on
Earth?
• Are water-rich deposits at the poles undergoing, or have they undergone in the
past, basal melting so that water is returned to the groundwater system, thereby
allowing it to migrate to lower latitudes?
Some of these questions could be addressed by the use of sample return missions which
return samples of polar ice and of ancient igneous and sedimentary rocks that contain
atmospheric enclosures. The following issues should be investigated:
• Isotope ratios in present-day martian atmosphere (C 12/C 14, H, N, 0, noble gases)
• Properties of airborne dust (abundance, grain size distribution, particle shapes,
particle composition)
• Water vapor mixing ratio
• Detection of reactive minor species (CO, 0 2,0 3,H20 2)
• Detection of stable minor species (CH4 , NH3, H2S, He, for example)
The following strategies should be considered to conduct these missions:
• Drilling of the martian surface, in order to look for any possible bulk of liquid
water at great depths
• Deploy satellites in Mars orbit and low altitude balloons {See Focus Box} m
order to study the atmospheric profile
• Electromagnetic subsurface sounding from balloons or orbiters
••• futute- technology
and policy i11Ue1

[!

REMARKS ON AERIAL
RECONNAISSANCE OF MARTIAN SURFACE
Introduction :
The future landing sites can be divided into three categories according to required targeting
accuracy:
1/ Low : Range 50 -100 km; exploration of the adjacent area by the lander and/ or rover,
generally flat or rolling terrain. Available topographic information and targeting from
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the Earth are sufficient for the approach, active or passive landing systems can be used.
2/ Intermediate: Range 2-10 km; exploration of complex structures, prominent vertical relief,
boundary of physiographic regions. Topographic information as above, active guidance and
approach preferable.
3 / High : 100 m - 1 km ; exploration of specific features, identified by the Very High
Resolution Remote Sensing; active, guided landing approach and low touch-down velocity
is required.
Descent data acquisition and rover activity in situ can be used at all categories.
The lander's descent period, usable for the near-surface data collection, depends on the type of
approach and landing, but is typically short. After the landing, the operational range of the
system is confined to the planetary surface.
Strategy and possibilities:
The existence of the atmosphere and the low gravitational acceleration (3,71 m / s2) offer
additional solutions, increasing the aerial reconnaissance capabilities and / or targeting
accuracy. Essential limitations have to be taken into account- the atmospheric density must be
sufficient to provide the required amount of lift and response to the control input and a high
degree of an autonomous guidance and navigation must be achieved.

Some of the examples are:
1 I Powered or gliding descent of the landing vehicle, using aerodynamically active surfaces.
This approach increases the complexity. of the vehicle Combination with the reactive
deceleration system required to achieve soft, pin-point landing accuracy. Highly accurate
inertial navigation, combined with surface pattern recognition is needed - its failure m
approach would be critical. Target areas are category 3 landing sites; their Very High
Resolution Images must be obtained and evaluated before the mission. Suitable for human
exploration.
2/ Conventional parachute approach of the lander with deployment of the ultralight aircraft
during the descent phase. The aircraft shall be capable of powered, low level flight,
following the specified grmmd track and using ground pattern recognition and lander
tracking for navigation. The feasibility of a concept has been mathematically verified and
its development is possible at the present stage of technology. Conventional and "exotic"
configurations (flying wing, canard) with propeller have been considered.
The limited size of the descending module requires complex airframe solutions ; its final
shape can be achieved during the deployment phase. The rigid fuselage with folding
wings is a well demonstrated and proven technology. Inflatable design of the whole
aircraft has been examined and not considered practical, the possibility of inflatable,
reinforced structural elements of the airframe, covered by fabric to create lifting surfaces
has to be evaluated in the future. Additional research is needed in propulsion efficiency
low Reynolds I high Mach numbers aerodynamics, sensors and materials. Microtechnology
has to be extensively used. Terrestrial applications of the high altitude-low speed flying
aircraft as a communication platforms are being considered.
On the surface of Mars the airplane offers a long endurance, steerable remote sensing
platform with very high resolution, independent of terrain features. A specific advantage
is a dose examination of potential exobiological sites without physical contact. No
significant limits on descent g forces.

3 / Balloons and dirigibles : can be used in combination with most lander configurations and
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approaches and deployed either during the descent, or with variable delay after the
landing. Several proposals have been submitted and tested. The post-landing deployment
is too complex and not considered practical and the scenario of balloon inflation during the
module descent lU1der the parachute is currently preferred. An operational system was
flown on the failed Russian 1996 mission.
The system is simple and straightforward with possible redlU1dancy of vital components.
The balloon shall flffiction as an independent, mobile remote sensing platform. Permanent
connection to the lander is to be avoided because of wind and lift generated forces Wide
variety of sensors can be carried and sampling and analyzing devices can be dragged over
the grolU1d.
The simplest regulation of lift will be using the solar heating of the envelope (diurnal
flight regime.) Major disadvantage is a total dependence on the wind direction and
strength. The system can be tested on the Earth with predictable results for Mars. The
dirigible can theoretically offer flight path correction - the power available would
probably not be sufficient to overcome the horizontal aerodynamic forces acting on the
envelope and the complexity of the system will increase.
The concept, known as "aerobot" would use the well known principle of placing the balloon
into the selected elevation in order to achieve the desired flight path direction. Active
devices, changing the volume of the envelope and the amount of lift will be needed, adding
weight to the system. Vertical distribution of prevailing wind patterns
must be known.
4/ Non flying devices will use the wind force as a driving mechanism while in the contact
with the surface. Simple rolling ball with incorporated sensors can cover significant
distances downwind. Its size and aerodynamic forces must be calculated to clear, or go
around, the obstacles. The windmill, attached to the stable platform can, provide a source
of energy.
Summary:

•

The airborne remote sensing p latforms will significantly contribute to the amount and
quality of geophysical data from the surface of Mars. Simple solutions (balloons ) have
achieved an operational stage and shall be implemented in the subsequent missions, using
the existing designs.

•

Aircraft shall be considered as the next step; the development and testing of functional
prototypes will be driven by the terrestrial and extraterrestrial applications.

•

The range, mobility and speed of data acquisition of an airborne systems are higher,
compared to the surface rover. Disturbance of the examined sites is minimal . Contact
measurements are possible with the use of balloons and drag ropes with attached sensors
(snakes.) The directional accuracy of a balloon can be improved using a variable
operational altitude.

•

The major constraint is the atmospheric density, limiting the activities to the areas below
and slightly above the datum. Lifetime of mobile airborne systems is short.

•

The precise navigation is the requirement for the use of active airborne platforms. The
aerodynamic forces can be used to power ground based devices.
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4.3

SURFACE

& SUBSURFACE SCIENCE

4.3.1 Introduction :
Present knowledge about the physiography of Mars is based on observation from the
Earth, spacecraft fly-bys, Viking lander/orbiter database, and recent Pathfinder findings.
Some conclusions are speculative as a result of incomplete data. Increased knowledge
about the geomorphology is essential not only for the further Mars exploration, but also
for an understanding of the past. In the context of possible climatic change on the Earth
and its profound consequences, the terrestrial relevance of the exploration will be a
powerful, long-term rationale. The importance of this scientific aspect will be easily
understood and supported by the general public; the effects of changes in the terrestrial
ecosystems are among the most important public topics discussed, and the analogy with
martian environments may provide the answers to some controversial issues.
The surface patterns of Mars represents one of the main areas of study, as the associated
features are relatively large and seldom obscured by the atmospheric phenomena. The
total vertical landform difference on the martian surface exceeds 30 Ian, compared to
approximately 20 Ian on Earth. Considering the smaller radius of Mars, its vertical relief
is three times that on the Earth. This can be attributed partly to the absence of crustal
recycling, preserving much older features, and to significantly lower rates of erosion.
However, the complete explanation of the size discrepancies is not known.
The observations have been used to tentatively estimate the evolution of the planet as a
whole. It is to be emphasized that the present knowledge is far from being complete. As
features found on Mars are widely described, no attempt will be made to review those in
detail or even produce an exhaustive list of aspects that still have to be studied.
The increasing spatial resolution of remote sensing methods will bring the geological and
morphological evolution of the planet to the forefront. While terrestrial physiographic
features are classified mainly according to their geologic structure, the current primary
criterion for the martian surface descriptions is the physical appearance, with geologic
composition still to be determined.
The present absence of active fluvial processes and plate tectonics preserves most of the
planet's relief. Igneous (extrusive and intrusive) and sedimentary rocks will probably
represent the major portion of the lithosphere; metamorphism is expected to be much less
widespread than on Earth. The crust appears stable, with some isostatic adjustments in
the volcanic areas. The erosion rate is slow and the aeolian forces are the primary
transportation agent of the weathered material. Chemistry of weathering is partly
speculative due to lack of information about the exact composition of the parent rock.
The origin of the North/South structural dichotomy has to be explained
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4.3.2 Observation and sampling
Direct observation of fine surface details has so far only been provided by the Viking and
Pathfinder landing. Thermal inertia and albedo values are used in addition to the optical
data, to identify surface properties elsewhere.
Morphologic analogies between terrestrial arid and/or cold climates (e.g., Antarctic dry
valleys, Atacama and Sahara deserts, Iceland, fluvioglacial arctic deposits) and Mars exist,
and future research expansion in these areas is to be expected. On the Earth, chronological
sequences and composition of crustal rocks are known. In the depositional environments,
the probable source of a specific material can be traced backward from the area of
accumulation (against the direction of the transportation forces).
A different situation exists on Mars :
1. The exact composition of the bedrock is largely unknown. Specific spectral prints
of igneous rocks are partly masked by the presence of the dust layer, consisting of
weathered products and covering -in the locally variable thickness- the entire
surface of the planet.
2. The assumption that plate tectonics and associated orogeny did not exist reduces
the number of possible metamorphic processes and their end-products.
3. Some features exhibit morphologic similarity with terrestrial environments, but the
calculation of the factors involved in their shaping does not correlate with
Terrestrial models. (The release of subsurface water with high peak flow volume
and velocity over shorter period of time as opposed to slow terrestrial processes
based on the hydrologic cycle, size and mechanism of polygonal terrain
development, and tectonic versus erosional forces.)
4. Discrepancies between the reality and remote data interpretation may still exist, as
experience from the Apollo program showed.
In the first phase, the exploratory geology shall be primarily aimed at the examination of
samples from homogenous, large areas of different ages. Sample return is required for
exact dating and composition determination. Some of the examples may include volcanic
slopes of different ages, northern plains, and southern highlands. In this phase, a high
degree of surface mobility is not required.
A precise determination of the chronological sequences will have to move beyond the use
of crater density as a source of data and will include the dating of physical samples,
originating from a wide variety of complex structures; e.g., bedrock outcrops, dune
formations, contact zones, and sedimentary strata and deposits (including polar ice). This
is essential for understanding the origin of the martian environments and their dynamics
and will allow us to make more accurate geomorphologic conclusions. The information
obtained from the martian meteorites found on Earth might be interpolated for the
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respective areas of the surface. Fluvial deposits adjacent to extensive and variable source
areas, steep and near-vertical features (faults, canyons), sites of relatively recent erosion
and mass wasting, fine grained material deposition, polygonal and fretted terrain,
periglacial features , polar areas, volcanic and other igneous rock outcrops will provide
answers to specific questions about the composition and history of the lithosphere.
After this initial stage of exploration, the radius of travel must be significantly expanded
and appropriate means of transportation and sampling, including direct human presence,
employed.
The return of 370 kg oflunar material from six landing sites on the Moon was vital to the
determination of the composition and age of the rocks and profoundly influenced our
understanding of the lunar system. Similarly, the potential discovery of andesite at the
Pathfinder landing site may change our present concept of the evolution of the martian
crust; andesite requires subduction for formation, and this process has not yet been
identified on Mars. On the other hand, if this identification is not confirmed, it may
demonstrate the technical limitations of simple, low-cost missions.
4.3.3 Topography and landing considerations.
A thorough knowledge of the topography will help us determine:
1. Landing site selection
2. Sampling and observation sites within the upper lithosphere
3. Placement of the meteorological and seismic probes
4. Accessibility and mobility on the surface
5. Logistics and means of transportation
Terrain characteristics, boulder density, type of surface and elevation, together with the
type of mission, will determine the landing vehicle characteristics, approach and landing
modus.
The future landing sites can be divided into three main categories according to the required
targeting accuracy:
1. Low: range 50 - 100 km; exploration of the adjacent area by lander and/or rover on
generally flat or rolling terrain. Available topographic information and targeting
from Earth are sufficient for the approach, active or passive landing system can be
used.
2. Intermediate: range 2 - 10 km; exploration of complex structures, prominent
vertical relief, boundary of physiographic regions. Topographic information as
above, active guidance and approach preferable.
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3. High: 100 - 1000 m exploration of specific selected features identified by Very
High Resolution Remote Sensing. Active, guided landing approach and low
touchdown velocity are required.
"Ground truth" for the Mars surface is virtually non-existent. Most selected sites will
exhibit a high degree of surface irregularity and the success of a "blind landing" is
questionable. The present high resolution topographic data are insufficient for the
planned precise landing approach.
Descent data acquisition and rover in situ activity can be used in all three landing site
categories. The lander's descent period, which can be used for near-surface data
collection, depends on the type of approach, but is typically short. After the landing the
operational system will most likely be confined to the planetary surface. The amount of
information obtained can be increased by aerial reconnaissance. (See focus box on Aerial
Reconnaissance)
Recent exploration strategies call for cheap and fast mission scenarios. Emphasis was put
on the demonstration of new landing techniques and presence on the surface. The
scientific value of a mission, confined to a particular site, is limited by the range of
imaging instruments and surface locomotion methods. This approach is not sustainable in
the long term, and more complex missions will be required as the need to define the human
landing site becomes more acute. It will become necessary once again to employ a
sophisticated orbital segment as well as precise landing systems and/or intelligent robots
that are able to cover large distances.
Future exploratory strategy will address comparative planetology, with emphasis on
parallels and differences in Mars-Earth surface forming processes and climatic evolution.
Analogies with the terrestrial system will allow inferences about the types of information
to be obtained at particular sites, potentially including clues to the evolution of life.
Significant emphasis will be put precisely on those criteria linked to the search for life,
especially the presence of water and related evaporitic minerals.

4.3.4 A Martian Global Information System
Requirements for an establishment of the martian Geographical Information System (GIS)
are outlined (cf. section 4.5.8) as a vital tool in sustaining, coordinating and supporting a
large variety of increasing activities concerned with the exploration of the planet. This
will become an extremely valuable tool for human exploration. A number of solutions can
be proposed to increase the knowledge of the surface of Mars:
• Increase the amount of topographic and geologic information by orbital
observation
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• Very high resolution multispectral data for selected exploration sites should be
•
•

•
•
•

•

obtained by the orbital segment system prior to landing attempts.
Very high target accuracy should be achieved .
Atmospheric flight might be practicable at elevations of -6000 through +2000 m.
Aerial reconnaissance should be utilized as an extension of the lander's capability.
Devices capable of moving and sampling in near vertical structures should be
developed.
Surface locomotion vehicles should have a high degree of autonomy.
Extensive computer modeling of the martian conditions should be performed and
comparisons to the analogous terrestrial environments conducted.
A network of simple meteorological stations with simultaneous seismic
measurement and navigational capability will need to be deployed on the surface.

4.3.5 Mapping martian Surface Mineralogy
Large scale structural features have been extensively mapped from martian orbiters
Appendix A but it is becoming increasingly important to determine the precise
mineralogy of smaller surface features. This will not only improve our understanding of
the geological evolution of Mars but, more importantly in the short term, be valuable in
determining landing sites. Mineral mapping will be particularly significant in the quest for
water and life, which may only be associated with small isolated sites on the martian
surface. A robust sampling strategy for landers, rovers and sample return missions is
paramount in light of the fact that the martian surface area is comparable to the land
surface of Earth and may be of comparable complexity.
martian planetary surface mineralogy is controlled by long-term geological processes, but
more importantly, its local distribution pattern may be indicative of surface processes
such as water seepage, thermal activity, basin sedimentation and wind dispersal. The
presence of life and water is likely to be connected and might be pinpointed from orbital
vantage points through detailed mapping of specific surface minerals.
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••• future technology
and policy i11Ue1

AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS
Automation and Robotics (A&R) is seen as a technology resource for Mars exploration: it
grants mobility and manipulation / actuation to sensors/instruments and machines. The
development should be based on ' market pull' -- u'leT requirements -- rather than ' technology
push' -- "see what a nice robot we have for you" --.
Requirements for Mars rovers will be heavily dependent on the area to be explored, distances to
transverse and payload to deploy. For instance, exploration of craters and valleys wi 11
probably require ' legged' vehicles, capable of recovering from anomalies like tumbling over and
able to overcome large rocks and holes. Consequently the new technology involved will have to
be developed, and tested / proven, well in advance.
The Sojourner rover on the Pathfinder Mission is the first 'real' robot to be used on Mars.
This mini rover is a testbed and demonstrator of new technologies in mobility, control,
observation and instrumentation. While originally developed as a technology testbed, its
instruments (cameras and a spectrometer) are also providing some scientific return.
Current NASA and ESA activities show that the trend seems to be toward smaller / smarter
rovers. The future might be in even more revolutionary ideas, such as 'herds' of tiny life-like
robots-- trading redundancy for complexity --, perhaps with temperature differences driven
'jumping' or as subsurface moles.
In the trade between the use of A&R versus human missions, it might be postulated th a t ,
certainly in the more distant future, there is ro compelling technological reason to send people
to Mars, because robots and manipulators will have all the required functionality. However,
'rationales' like adventure and settlement might dictate otherwise.
Due to the time delays, bandwidth and link budgets in radio signals between Earth and
Mars, instant telepresence in controlling a robotic device will not be possible. However, where
needed predictive displays might be used in control. But it is assumed that that will not be
necessary as semi-autonomous behavior will be implemented.
Telepresence as a means of 'observation' can be implemented by off-line/non-real time data and
image processing techniques, generating a virtual environment for operators and scientists. In
this way, for instance, geologists could 'look' for interesting sites or rocks to further investigate.
See for instance the Pathfinder virtual reality (VRML) implementation.
Spin-in is currently probably more important than spin-off, as Earth-bound A&R (e.g.,
in oceanic research and nuclear industry) is more mature, mostly due to actual applications.
Furthermore, this complies to the current "off-the-shelf" and "cheaper I faster I better"
approaches of space agencies. Japan might be a valuable partner h ere, as it is leading in
industrial robotics (e.g., in automotive industry). Taking this approach one step further, a
mission with a Sojourner copy might be very interesting, given the excellent performance of the
current one. Slight adaptations in instrumentation could be incorporated.
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Whether or not NASA's program will cast a wide enough net in this quest was questioned
by Jakosky (1996). In his view there has been no commitment from NASA to
instruments such as orbiting spectrometers which could detect the spectral fingerprints of
water and organic compounds at a large number of sites and at a very high resolution. The
Omega sensor, lost with Mars 96, had a high spectral imaging capability, which will
hopefully be reflown in the future. This platform should be followed by comparable
instruments of higher spatial resolution and should be deployed on lower flying
atmospheric platforms (aerial reconnaissance). It is felt that the spatial resolution of
imaging sensors in conjunction with a mineral mapping capability (cf. previous section on
martian GIS) may act as a strong incentive to generate higher landing accuracy for probes.
A variety of minerals and elements are to be identified in the martian environment,
especially in regard to future resource utilization in the construction of habitats as well as
in providing propellant. Required are 0 2 and H2 which can be derived from water, should
it be present, while Al2 0 3 , Si02 , MgO, K, copper and Fe could be extracted from martian
regoliths and crust. Minerals in general provide a variety of distinct spectra and can be
detected if the sensor and platform configuration take those requirements into account.
The procedure of mapping minerals from remote sensing will be outlined using the
potentially interesting but understudied example of mineral salts.

4.3.6 The Importance Of Salts On Mars
Evaporites are mineral salts that form as a result of water evaporation. This section will
illustrate why it might be significant to map evaporites on the martian surface. {Ref:
Sonderblom, 1992} has summarized a broad range of martian minerals which have been
identified from a multitude of remote, terrestrial and orbital spectroscopic observations
(0.3 to 50f.!m) and include evaporitic sulfate minerals such as gypsum (CaS04 ·2H 20).
Excess concentrations of S and Cl have been reported from Viking Lander data suggesting
desert like salt compounds might be present on Mars {Ref: Banin et al., 1992; Blankey
and McCord, 1989} have identified regional variation in absorption spectra from the
Infrared Telescope Facility supporting regional variation in martian regolith sulfate
content. The presence of regolith gypsum (5-10%) has been assumed {Ref: Toulmin et
al., 1977} and also been reported from airborne dust {10-15%, Pollack et al. 1990; Wells
and Zimbelman, 1989} suggest sulfates (MgS04), carbonates (CaC03) and chlorides
(NaCl) may be present on the martian surface. This is supported by observations made
from aqueous precipitates obtained from SNC (Shergottite, Nakhlite, and Chassigny)
meteorites {Ref: Gooding 1992}, which indicate that the salts have not been precipitated
under hydrothermal conditions and could have formed in the past 200-1300 My ,
depending on the age of the meteorite.
Evaporitic minerals or salts form as a result of water evaporation and are common in the
terrestrial sedimentary record. Evaporites such as sulfates, nitrates and chlorides are
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currently forming in coastal lagoons (Persian Gulf) and inland basins (southwestern
USA), and accumulate in regoliths of arid regions including the polar deserts {Ref:
Watson, 1983} . The presence of such evaporites on Earth is a manifest of global
biogeochemical cycles with sources for evaporitic ions to be found in weathered bedrock
minerals, existing sedimentary evaporites, marine water and marine biogenic gas
compounds. Pathways for dispersion are groundwater, surface water flow as well as long
and short range atmospheric transport {Ref: Reading, 1978}. The nature of the
environment, its climate, location and topography, controls the supply and enrichment of
ions in the natural environment and will also influence the type of precipitates formed.
We assume that similar modes act on martian evaporites.
A number of factors support the study of evaporites on the martian surface:
• The presence, nature and type of evaporites is an indication of the sources and
dispersion processes such as the hydrological cycle
• The contemporary presence of evaporitic minerals may also be an indication of
palaeohydrological processes and conditions which at this moment are not longer
operational
• Evaporites may play an important role in the weathering of rock material and be a
control in the supply of atmospheric dust

Figure 4.3-1 Viking Orbiter Image 826A32-38 (courtesy of the Lunar and Planetary Institute)

The source or origin of evaporites on Mars is not obvious at this point. However,
deflation type basins can be identified on Viking Orbiter imagery {Ref: Williams and
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Zimbelman, 1994}. The unidentified feature known as "White Rock" could represent an
exhumed and dissected remnant of a lake basin positioned in a crater at 355 West and -8
South. Evaporitic source areas could potentially be represented by inland basins or
points of water seepage, as shown in Figure 4.3-1.
The role of organic process in their formation could be determined through the use of
stable isotope techniques. In the case of sulfate minerals, o34S %o relative to troilite from
the Canyon Diablo meteorite (CDT) would provide a strong indication of such a
contribution {Ref: Cunningham and Takahashi-Kenneth, 1992}.
Formation of evaporites such as carbonates, nitrates and sulfates may represent a
significant sink of atmospheric volatiles and account for the present day atmosphere on
Mars. Evaporites could represent a significant natural resource for fertilizer and rocket
propellant provided areas of salt enrichment such as source areas can be identified
4.3. 7 Mapping Salts
The underlying assumption in all passive remote sensing applications is that different
features hold distinct spectral reflectance characteristics. Minerals are identifiable through
the presence of specific narrow areas of reflection minima, the so-called absorption
regions {Ref: Hunt, 1977} between the visible (0.4 ~-tm) and short-wave infrared (2.5 ~-tm)
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Selection of appropriate wavebands in sensor
design is essential to enable detection of specific surface features including evaporites and
other minerals.
Current sensors flying to Mars have a very high spatial resolution (1.5 m) but operate
only in a single narrow waveband (0.5 to 0.9 ~-tm). Future sensors should have a
multispectral imaging capability similar to the Landsat Thematic Mapper. This system
has a coarser spatial resolution of 30 m but minor mineral occurrences could be identified
using an image analysis technique called mixture modeling.
Mixture modeling has been applied to a number of different image data sets in pursuit of
mapping a variety of different features. These range from mapping lunar surfaces using
telescope images {Ref: Johnson et al., 1985}, studying the martian landscape in Viking
Lander data {Ref: Adams et al., 1985}, and includes the terrestrial mapping of
hydrothermal alterations in Australia {Ref: Bierwirth, 1990} and evaporites in Tunisia
{Ref: White and Drake, 1993}. This technique is capable of identifying sub-pixel
occurrences of minerals provided appropriate wavebands are being measured. Due to the
nature of the martian surface which has undergone prolonged aeolian processes, very few
pure mineral exposures might be present. Mixture modeling could prove to be an
invaluable tool in that case.
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4.3.8 Requirements For A martian GIS
In addition to tackling theoretical questions, science will have to produce essential
baseline data for resource utilization and optimization of human presence on Mars. We
propose that a decision-support system or management tool in the form of the
International martian Geographical Information System (IMGIS. The aim ofiMGIS is to
support the sustained long-term activity and numerous missions to Mars and act as a
primary information source for a large variety of users. Clearly, demand for such
information is generated by the scientific community itself. However, potential public
interest in this subject was illustrated by the Pathfinder website which experienced 600
million accesses in less than two months.
• ... futute technolo9y
and policy i11ue1

REMOTE SENSING & GIS FOR MAPPING PURPOSES
Remote Sensing can be used to study the martian surface from some distance as part of a
Geographic Information System (GIS). Sensors en orbiting platforms are designed to detect
specific materials. The energy detected at the sensor can be provided by active means (radar)
or could be represented by reflected energy of solar origin. Sensors are imaging and non-imaging
in character measuring energy mostly between the visible and thermal part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. In the visible part, texture and form of surface features are the most
important distinguishing criteria. At a high spatial resolution, detection of crater and boulder
density is feasible while a lower resolution could provide images of sandstorms. Viking Orbiter
and Mars Observer sensors provide such data. Higher spectra] resolution, required to generate
false color composites, is currently not viable, although non-imaging sensors have been and will
be flown to Mars, providing coarse resolution mineral maps on the km scale.
The potential of near infrared false color composites has not been exploited to date, but
its usefulness can be appreciated by consulting LandsatTM images of terrestrial features.
Incredible detail of a mineralogical nature can be seen in such data. This might be important as
many areas might be covered by a sheet of sand or soil with limited surface expression of the
underlying mineralogy, while surface minerals might often be mixed naturally. The thermal
infrared band also would allow distinction of minerals based cn their heat retention, but more
important, it might help pinpoint active geothermal hotspots and thermal springs. Their
discovery would be relevant from a geological and a resource point of view and may indicate
small harbors for life. In the microwave part of the spectrum, radar altimeters may provide
very precise topographic information, while radar imaging systems could help detect
subsurface water channels as has been illustrated in the Sahara.
The remote sensing platform could be air or space borne which would provide data at a
distinct spatial or temporal resolution. Data are mostly digital in format and can be enhanced
by traditional image processing techniques and may subsequently be incorporated into a GIS
where they could be fused with existing map data concerning geology and topography.

The IMGIS is designed to hold all relevant type of processed, spatial and temporal digital
information concerned with the martian surface, subsurface and atmosphere. Users could
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be represented by planetary scientists, students, mission designers or martian astronauts
who require data covering geology, topography, weather, radiation and ongoing missions.

To meet these requirements, for existing and all future martian geographical information
systems, a web based uniform interface is needed, to ensure easy data access. Institutions
wanting to participate in the IMGIS will maintain this system, exchanging all necessary
information. The Regional Planetary Image Facilities could form the core of this system.

4.3.9 Planetary Protection and Mars Sample Return
If life on Mars is found, the first question must be, "Is it really martian?" Has there been
a mistake? Is it possible that the identified life-form was transported from Earth to Mars?
While it may seem unlikely that a bacterium could survive the voyage though space to
Mars, Apollo missions found terrestrial microbes on some of the early robotic probes
that had been sent to the Moon. These tiny organisms not only survived the vacuum of
space and the rigors of the journey, but they also lived on the vehicle structure on the
Moon for several years. {Ref: Chappell, D. T.}
The 1967 International Treaty, which is monitored by COSPAR, states that the exploring
agency shall avoid forward and back contamination of planetary bodies during
exploration. {Ref: Meyer, M .A.} The International Treaty was set in place so that the
discovery of life on another planet could be easily verified and also to protect life forms.
One can envision a more disastrous outcome: if there is life on Mars, any terrestrial
organisms could react in unknown ways with the martian life. In the worst case, the
terrestrial life could wind up killing all of the martian life. {Ref: Chappell, D.T.}

Forward Contamination
The NASA Planetary Protection Office has developed classifications of missions and the
required sterilization procedures in Table 4.3-1. Under existing international policy
adopted by COSP AR (Committee on Space Research) in 1984, missions to Mars
(landers, probes, and some orbiters) are designated as Category IV missions for the
purposes of arriving at cleanliness standards for spacecraft assembly. In this Category,
the procedures for implementing planetary protection requirements could include
trajectory biasing, cleanroom assembly, bioload reduction, sterilization of hardware, and
bioshields (i.e. the contamination requirements could be similar to those used on the 1976
Viking missions to Mars).{Ref: DeVincenzi, D.L.}
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Planet
Priorities
Cat.
A
Not of direct interest for understanding the process of
chemical evolution. No protection of such planets is
warranted and no requirements are imposed
B
Of significant interest relative to the process of
chemical evolution but only a remote chance that
contamination by spacecraft could jeopardize future
exploration
c Of significant interest relative to the process of
chemical evolution and/or the origin of the order,
which scientific opinion provides a significant chance
of contamination that could jeopardize a future
biological experiment.
All
Any solar system body.

Mission
Type
Any

Mission
Category
I

Any

II

Flyby,
Orbiter

III

Lander,
Probe
Earth
Return

IV

v

Table 4.3-1 Planetary Protection Mission Categories (Meyer, M.A.)

However, in 1992, a US National Academy of Sciences study recommended that controls
on forward contamination of Mars be tied to specific mission objectives. The report
recommended that Mars landers with life detection instruments be subject to at least
Viking-level sterilization procedures for bioload reduction, while spacecraft (including
orbiters) without life detection instruments be subject to at least Viking-level presterilization procedures for bioload reduction but need not be sterilized {Ref: DeVincenzi,
D .L.}. This methodology supports a sterilize-on-need basis, depending on the mission
goals.
In light of this, it was proposed that Category IV missions and their planetary protection
requirements be divided into two sub-categories as follows : Category IV A, for missions
comprising landers and probes without life detection experiments and some orbiters,
which will meet a specified bioburden limit for exposed surfaces; Category IV B, for
landers and probes with life detection experiments, which will require complete system
sterilization. In addition, Category III orbiter mission specifications were expanded to be
consistent with these recommendations. A resolution was proposed to modify the
existing COSPAR policy to reflect these changes. It was passed and these changes are
now incorporated into international policy{Ref: DeVincenzi, D.L. }.
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Back Contamination
Protection against back contamination is of significant concern to space m1sswns, and
perhaps much more than forward contamination, as the repercussions of a potential
bacterial outbreak could have devastating effects on Earth. It must be assured that no
harm is caused to the public. Several proposed Mars missions involve returning a sample
of martian rocks and regolith. As long as there is a possibility of living organisms being
contained in the sample, quarantine protocol is essential when dealing with the sample.
While it is entirely unlikely that a martian virus could wipe out the human race,
precautions must be taken because public perception of a catastrophe exists. {Ref:
Chappell, D.T. }
A number of steps must be taken to guard against back contamination, and failing to
follow any one of them could potentially contaminate the Earth. On the return vehicle, all
surfaces that directly contact the martian surface must be decontaminated. The spacecraft
must be enclosed in a bio-shield during launch from Mars and its cruise to Earth to
prevent recontamination. All samples must be sealed and preserved in martian conditions
(temperature, pressure, etc.). Rather than having the same vehicle be on the surfaces of
both Mars and Earth, the contact chain must be broken; either transfer the sample to a
second vehicle or externally decontaminate the Earth- return vehicle. Finally, the sample
should be sent to an Earth-based containment facility with quarantine protocol until the
sample can be deemed safe for exposure to the Earth environment. {Ref: Chappell, D.T.}
A Cautionary Note
Precautionary measures have been established to protect Mars, Earth, and the ability to
detect life on Mars. However, cost is a factor that is playing a role in space exploration.
The Viking landers were sterilized to prevent contamination, setting a standard for
detecting and protecting life on other planets. Yet in recent years, the policy has been
relaxed. The Pathfmder Mission would have doubled its cost to meet the Viking standard
for sterilization and would not have been feasible cost-wise in the current space-related
economical environment, resulting in a total lack of the wonderful, inspiring pictures of
Mars for the World to see. Care needs to be taken to confirm any evidence of life on
Mars and to protect possible life on Mars. Have we already contaminated Mars, and are
we playing a dangerous game in cutting costs are significant questions. Will we make the
same mistakes as in the past when the European settlers infected the Indians with the
diseases from the European Cities? Only time will tell.
4.3.10 Strategy for the short-term Exploration of Mars
Current emphasis in the American robotic Mars program, is to provide technology
demonstrators rather than primarily to produce science, while the European program
emphasizes science with far fewer missions. The NASA program may not provide the
scientific eye-opener that the public expects in particular in the wake of Pathfinder.
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Pathfinder has merely reached a generation which does not recall Viking and produced
almost comparable martian images. In order to produce new and exciting results, which
will transform the scientific community and captivate the public, some very specific
landing-sites will need to be determined and reached in a fairly distinct sequence over a
shorter period of time. The instruments which will be flown seem conservative and it is
unlikely that the popularity of Pathfinder can be sustained with the remaining near term
American Mars exploration program. This will become particularly apparent once the
mystique of features such as the 'face' on Mars has been lifted. Science has to deliver,
and currently the science is muted and the magnificent vistas of Mars have become pale;
Viking Orbiter images in people's memories. NASA has to exploit the vantage point that
its vehicle offers. Seeing airbags work was fun and important in proving that space
exploration can be done differently, but we require a courageous shift of gear, which will
bring Mars closer, fire up people's imagination and make the current Pathfinder
websurfing seem like only a beginning.
There are two options in the short term. Providing harder science by cost-saving
cooperation with ESA and other agencies, flying as many Mars 96 sensors as soon as
possible, including imaging spectroscopy and an array of landers which will carry out
simultaneous meteorological and seismic studies over a long period of time. Or rather
than send half-hearted experiments, send some real entertaining capability by providing
video in conjunction with some considerable bandwidth and noticeable landing accuracy.
Reaching the right sites will be important if future landing sites are expected to draw the
public interest. Mars is dominated by large-scale features that in many cases will be
difficult to appreciate from the ground.
To conclude, NASA which dominates the martian research effort has to decide if one
wants to provide good science or entertainment in particular if financing is limited. The
compromise will not sustain a long-term program as nobody will be satisfied. The public
will lose interest and we will not have the scientific foundation to support a concerted
resource extraction or a human mission.
4.3.11 Information Distribution Policy
The distribution of data and information obtained from space missions is an important
phase of any project. Indeed, the data and information is the real reason nations invest in
developing space infrastructures: Scientific questions have been posed which these
missions have been developed to answer. Therefore, timely calibration and validation of
data is essential for the work of scientists. Currently, the traditional method of data
distribution from planetary exploration missions allows for a period of exclusive use,
usually one to three years, in which the principal investigator(s) have the sole right to
analyze the data.
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However, if we truly strive to involve the public in exploration of the Solar System, we
should also provide them data as soon as it is available from the spacecraft. If the public
would have to have waited several years to see the photos from Pathfinder, its
enthusiasm may not have been as great. Today's generation has been weaned on MTV
and CNN Headline News: it wants information as soon as it is available; waiting even
days is unacceptable.
• •• futute- technolo9y
and policy i11ucu

Telecommunication speeds and problems
The Mars missions that are being planned now will use data rates of approximately 100 kb / s
with the help of NASA/JPL Deep Space Network (DSN). This is much better than the datarate the ill-fated but still highly successful Galileo mission to Jupiter (10 b/s due to failure of
high-gain antenna), it is still a low rate for some science instruments, especially the high resolution, multispectral imagers that are going to be used. Data volumes will increase during
the foreseeable future, since instruments will continue to evolve to higher capacity and higher
resolution.
To meet this steadily increasing demand, NASA has started to look into optical links, using
telescopes and lasers. For the moment capacities 20 times greater than today's radiolinks (i.e.
2 Mb/s from Mars) are possible. However, the development of these optical links is only in the
starting phase and the plans are to enable data-rates as high as 1.5 G'o/s within 20 years
(approx. 15 SPOT missions simultaneously).
The optical equipment needed consists of two
parts, the transmitter and the receiver. Feasible
at the year 2010 would according to a JPL
aggressive plan be:
Transmitter:
Aperture
Wavelength
urad
Laser power
Weight

O.Sm
532nm
lOW

Receiver:
Aperture
10m
Field of View 100

Orbiting receiver

Data Rate Mars-Earth
10
10

9

1---------~

8

1------~

7

10

6

10

10kg

5

10 ~------------~

Data rate: 400 Mb Is

4

10 ~------------~
3
10 ~------------~
10
15
20
95
00
05

Selection and compression of data from the
Year
different instruments is another thing to consider
when designing interplanetary datalinks. Some data r egistered by an instrument might be
obsolete and not applicable for distribution. By removing that part, the datavolume will
decrease. The data from Galileo are processed and compressed in this way, which is the only
reason that most of the main scientific objectives have been met.
To decrease the volume, will be crucial in the first stages of exploration, when a network of
relaying, high-capacity satellites still is under construction.
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Therefore, space agencies should strive actively to revise their data policies and adopt
standards of free and open information exchange with no period of exclusive use. Making
data readily available to the public, educators, advertising agencies, regional and local
governments, and other interested parties may provide a mechanism for engaging them
and demonstrating the excitement and usefulness of space. Not only would the return on
investment in space be maximized by increasing its use, but also the commitment of the
public to space exploration could be more solidified.

4.3.12 Economic aspects
The exploration of the martian surface will require development of existing technologies in
new directions as well as the development of new technologies. The economic impact
will be most direct in industries which utilize robotics, electronics, optics, scientific
instrumentation, new materials, global positioning/navigation, telepresence, geologic
exploration techniques, communications, meteorology, and/or geographic information
systems. While it is possible that products will eventually be manufactured on Mars for
export, this does not fall within the timeframe of these explorations

4.4 OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCIENCE OTHER THAN ON MARS: TRANSIT &
MOONS

4.4.1 Introduction
The exploration of Mars provides opportunities to perform extensive experiments which
are not necessarily related to the planet itself. While weight restrictions will limit the
types of 'additional' science can be carried as 'piggy-back' instrumentation on robotic
missions, but some which will be useful to human mission success will need to be
performed. The long time in transit for human missions and the time spent in martian
orbit should be put to productive use by the highly-educated and well-trained crew. This
is especially important in the context of crew psychology; a crew which is occupied in
intellectually challenging pursuits is likely to stay mentally healthy and alert.

4.4.2 Scientific Questions Addressed During Transit
4.4.2.1 Robotic Missions
Some types of experimentation can be conducted without the use of power and data
storage/transmission. Others will require it but may be valuable enough to warrant
resource consumption.
• Plasma experiments and analyses of Interplanetary Magnetic Field: The
instruments might be the same ones used for on-orbit magnetospheric analyzers.
• LDEF experiments (see below)
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4.4.2.2 Human Missions
At the most basic level, human missions can utilize slightly modified required mission
hardware to conduct basic science. For example, the communications antenna might be
used to conduct interferometrical experiments, e.g., deformation of gravity fields. The
antenna might need to be upgraded slightly to allow more accurate time taking and
pointing accuracy than required for communications.
Additional equipment could be added for a relatively small investment in additional launch
weight. In some cases, they might provide redundancies in the event of systems failures.
For example, a small (40cm-class) telescope would allow astronomical observations and
provide radiation warning via autonomous observation of the Sun in case of a
telecommunications breakdown; potential astronomical objects of interest would include
the Sun, asteroids, comets, and other objects encountered during swing-by maneuvers

4.5

SEARCH FOR LIFE

4.5.1 Introduction
Biological activity on Earth has shaped the evolution of the atmosphere, chemical cycles,
and physical processes. The possibility of life existing on Mars has wide-ranging
implications for comparative planetology. Since there has been no widespread biota
identified on the planet at this point in history, questions about past life include if and
how it developed, what happened to it if it evolved there, and why it did or did not
develop. Answers to these questions will help us understand the processes on our own
planet which led to life, allowed it to thrive, and resulted in the cybernetic systems which
sustain it. They may provide information essential to help us stave off any significant
ecological crises toward which our current ignorance may lead.
4.5.2 Why Search For Life?
4.5.2.1 Scientific Aspects
The search for life has as its objectives some fundamental scientific goals, which can be
considered components of the larger study of comparative planetology:
• Investigate the evolution of life in the solar system.
• Understand how life evolved on the Earth.
• Determine which components of the evolutionary differences between Mars ' and
Earth 's climates are related to the absence or presence oflife.
• Discover whether another independent type of life has developed (i.e. if there is
martian life, is it biochemically related to terrestrial forms?)
• Obtain a better assessment of the possibility of other life in the universe and the
commonality or uniqueness of our existence on Earth
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In addition to its effects on comparative planetology, the actual discovery of life forms on
Mars, extant or fossilized, will stimulate all aspects of terrestrial biology.

4.5.2.2 Social Aspects
The discovery of life on Mars can be useful in the determination of other possible
habitats for mankind. Few projects have the potential to affect every aspect of our
society as the search for exobiology does. If we could see life elsewhere in this universe,
it will give our children a wonderful dream and great hope about space. They will be
forced to reevaluate their position within the universe. Such thoughts will give them good
influence from a view point of education. When they become adults, there must be
wonderful society.

4.5.2.3 Philosophical Aspects
Are we alone in this universe? This is one of the classical questions for humanity. If
some form of life is encountered in space, then the answer to this question is truly "NO" .
Also, it may give answers to the famous questions: "From where do we come? - What we
are? - Where do we go?" which is a title of a famous painting by the French painter
Gauguin. The search will address the eternal questions of the origins of life and the
uniqueness oflife on Earth. It may also serve to satisfy and continue humankind's quest
for knowledge and the search for life elsewhere.

4.5.2.4 Religious Aspects
Many religions believe that this world and the universe it exists in, were created by some
supreme entity. In the event that life is found on another planet, the effects induced on
the world 's systems of spiritual belief are unpredictable. Hence it may be necessary to
have some means in place for providing spiritual leaders and organizations with a good
understanding of what is being looked for and what may be discovered.
For
comprehensive treatments, see Crowe (1986) and Dick (1996).

4.5.2.5 Political Aspects
Extensive space exploration, especially human space exploration, cannot currently be
promoted without international cooperation. The mission costs and inherent risks are
very high, thus international cooperation may be the only solution available, as explained
in Section 3. Key advantages of international cooperation include the sharing of scientific
and technical data and expertise between the individual nations. The political framework
necessary to achieve this aim ensures that duplication of work can be avoided. The use of
the best information and technology available will be invaluable in a Mars exploration
program. This approach may prove to be more effective than implementing costly
individual space efforts.
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The benefits may be found in superseding national interests and countries' rivalries by
producing a coordinated international effort. It will also unify humanity through
knowledge of our commonality compared with other life if it is found, in the same sense
that the first globe photos of the Earth from Apollo missions did.

4.5.3 Definition of Life
The main focus of this document will be on the search for life as it is known on Earth.
Life can be identified by five major characteristics, which include:
• The ability to grow
• The ability to reproduce
• The consumption offood/energy
• The response to stimuli
• The ability to adapt
These criteria will be applied to systems believed to represent extant life. The search for
life on Mars also includes the investigation of possible extinct forms of life. These will
likely be represented by fossilized structures (i.e., most likely preserved single-celled
organisms) and biological chemicals. The identification of these as the remains of past life
will be dependent on the consensus of the scientific community.

4.5.3.1 Other Life- Earth's Example
New discoveries of life are still occurring on Earth. These discoveries have direct
implications on how and where the search for life is conducted in space, as many of the
discovered life forms live in environments or have biochemical systems that are unlike
those of most other terrestrial life forms. These include the deep subsurface bacteria
(Bacillus infernous, American Geophysical Union, 1994) and the deep ocean sulfur
oxidizing bacteria (Meadows, 1996).
Bacillus in{ernous
This anaerobic bacterium lives well below the Earth's surface, from several tens of meters
to several hundred meters (and perhaps even deeper). Understanding this orgamsm can
give clues to the search for life on Mars:
• Surface sampling may be ineffective in locating martian life
• If subsurface sampling equipment can be landed on the martian surface, then either
a sample must be returned to Earth for analysis, or an electron microscope must
be provided at the site. Due to the extreme environments that this type of life
could live in, severe contamination control would be required to preserve the
sample.
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If a bacterial life-form exists on Mars, it may well have a better chance of radiation
survival if it were located deep underground, as opposed to being exposed on the
martian surface.

Sulfur-Oxidizing Bacteria
Terrestrial sulfur springs are home to bacteria that get their energy from the oxidation of
sulfur in the water (chemosynthesis rather than photosynthesis). This represents another
"Hydrothermal
type of bacterial life which we might expect to find on Mars.
environments are of interest to NASA because they are thought to have been common on
the Earth and Mars early in their history, and some hydrothermal environments may
survive on present Mars," said project leader Dr. Carol Stoker (NASA Ames). The
search for life must expand its vision beyond the possibility of purely surface-living
organisms whose ecosystem relies on Sunlight as the prime source of energy.
4.5.4 Formation of Earth and Mars
Early in the solar system' s history, Mars was quite similar to Earth. As on Earth, almost
all carbon dioxide had been assimilated by the rocks. Because Mars has no plate
tectonics, it can not return the carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere, as happens on
Earth. As a result, Mars couldn't sustain enough greenhouse effect to keep the
atmosphere as warm as on Earth.
It is of particular interest to study the period of evolution common to the two planets,
that is the phase in which anaerobic life was present on the Earth (evidence is in fossil
algae and stromatolites) and possibly on Mars. An anaerobic biosphere is believed to
have been present on Mars around 4 to 3 billion years ago, while for the Earth this phase
was from 4 to 2 billion years, as presented in Figure 4.5-1 (Mckay, D.S., 1996).
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Figure 4.5-1 Comparative Planetology Timeline for Mars and Earth

4.5.4.1 One Origin of Life or Are There Others?
The discovery of extant life on Mars will allow us to address another question: does life
arise independently in different places in the universe? See also Appendix F. If martian
life is biochemically similar to that on Earth, it could be because life in both places is
derived from some "panspermic" distribution of organisms through the universe
(Goldsmith et al, 1980). If the two forms are biochemically different, it may be that life
arises independently and frequently. Figure 4.5-2 shows this subdivision of known
Earth-life and the possibility of a martian branch on the tree. In either case, important
philosophical, cosmological, and biological questions will be partially addressed.
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Figure 4.5-2 Relational Tree for all Forms of Known Life

4.5.5 STRATEGY FOR THE SEARCH FOR LIFE
4.5.5.1 Past: Viking

The Viking missions (NASA Exobiology Program Office, 1995) conducted three
experiments, in two locations, for the search of life: the Labeled Release (LR) and the Gas
Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer (GCMS). The former analyzed surface material by
moistening it with organic nutrients laced with radioactive carbon and monitoring the
evolution of radioactive gas as an evidence for metabolism. The results of this experiment
produced strong positive responses. The latter experiment sought to detect organic
compounds but found none.
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4.5.5.2 Present: Mars Pathfinder
The NASA Mars Pathfinder has no instrument directly dedicated to detecting life,
however the alpha-proton X-ray spectrometer is able to detect the major rock-forming
elements (0, Na, Mg, AI, Si, S, K, Ca, Ti and Fe) and carbon, and the visual camera could
identify surface conditions of possible interest.
4.5.5.3 Future:
The International Mars Exploration Working Group envisioned the following mission
scenario, from 1996 to 2003. The 1996 Mars Global Surveyor (Orbiter-NASA) was
successfully launched and is on the way to Mars carrying the following instruments
whose data may help in future exobiological mission development:
• Visual Spectrum camera for site selection and mission planning.
• IR spectrometer for surface lithology (3 km spatial resolution).
• Radio-science experiment.

4.5.5.4 What to Look For
Recent discoveries on Earth have revealed a spectrum of life exceeding that known in the
days of the Viking missions. The presence of organisms in harsh terrestrial climates in
Antarctica, Siberia, deep underground, and at ocean depths suggests that a broad search
for life may be necessary for Mars as well.
Life has predominantly existed as single-celled organisms for more than five-sixths of the
Earth's history. Given the probability of the similar nature of the martian and terrestrial
surfaces early in the development of the solar system, and the radiation conditions that
currently exist on Mars, it may be that discovery of extinct life is more likely than finding
living forms . The issues in a search for fossils are essentially the same, with respect to
identifying target sites, as for a search for living organisms. We will discuss some
strategies for identifying these target sites.
The Viking missions provide a good example for the value of site selection. The landing
sites were far from optimal with respect to a search for life. There was no attempt to find
fossils, and tests for biological activity revealed little evidence for life. The best
explanation for the activities reported is that they resulted from chemical processes. We
can understand in retrospect that mission success of such early landings was a very
important consideration in site selection. Viking orbiter images have revealed that these
sites were very dry, currently and historically, in comparison to other possible sites.
This lesson must be put to good use in future. Landing site selection will be based first
on remote sensing information and that some sites which seem most promising might also
prove technically challenging places to land. A primary consideration in this search for
sites is that they should have evidence of having had liquid water at some point.
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Current understanding about which sites might be most attractive is based primarily on
these Viking orbiter images. They have revealed that the planet has had liquid water on
the surface in the past. Atmospheric pressures were higher, as were temperatures. The
water accumulated in lakes and flowed in rivers. It is not clear whether there has been
more than one episode of this activity, but most of the surface water is no longer present.
What little remains is not known to be in liquid form. Rather, phase changes are typically
directly from solid to gas and back. The orbiters and other remote sensing probes (e.g.
Mariner 9) did reveal two intriguing facts: water seems to be present under the surface as
permafrost, and there has been volcanism in the past.
Sites where there has been volcanic activity are promising for more than one reason. If
there were geothermal springs in these areas, the requirement for liquid water would be
satisfied. In addition, the energy which likely was required for the evolution of life would
have been provided, and chemical compounds which might be utilized by life forms would
have been present in abundance. Some of the martian meteorites from Antarctica have
provided evidence of hot spring activity: mineral distribution in the meteorites is
consistent with deposition from hot water. In addition, atmospheric gas ratios for rare
gases match those observed as being derived from geothermal activity on Earth.
The strategy to search for fossils is based on sites where life most likely existed.
Identification of these sites should come before the investment of resources in robotic or
human missions. This should be accomplished through a series of orbital remote sensing
missions designed to detect the landform features which indicate present or past water. A
well-planned strategy of geologic mapping will greatly improve the likelihood of finding
fossils if they are there. These data will also provide extensive information about
resource distribution on the planet, which will provide the basis for exploitation by in situ
resource utilization missions, be they robotic or human.
Identification of landing sites based on these criteria will lead to efficient searches by
robotic rovers. These should likewise be designed to narrow the search for sites for
human exploration. Recent advances in miniaturization of microscopy will allow some
types of sample examination by robots. It is not clear that these microscopic
technologies and their associated data analytical software could identify microfossils.
Robots carrying microscopes could, however, help make informed choices about sites
based on rock types. Perhaps they could even collect promising specimens, move them
to a central location, and place them in a return vehicle. In any case, sampling
technologies superior to those used in the past will be required. The Viking landers
identified the presence of strong oxidants in the martian regolith. While it is possible life
forms have adapted to tolerate or even utilize these compounds, they are more likely to
be toxic to organisms. Sampling techniques for both fossil and extant life should include
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methods for examining the regoliths and rocks which contain these oxidants as well as
those that do not.

Miniature Microscope
NASA at Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory has developed a miniature
Scanning Electron Microscope for portable applications.
A resolution comparable to th at of an optical microscope is adequate for
many applications. Even in this resolution range the SEM offers a number of
advantages over an optical microscope, including its high depth of field and
the ability to include materials analysis capability through such add-ons
as Auger electron spectroscopy.
The system currently provides a resolution of approximately ten microns
that can be relatively easily improved to one micron or better, as required to
analyze samples of rocks in the martian soil or subsurface and to identify
fossil bacteria, if any.

Landing sites for human missions should also be derived from these activities. It should
be clear that sites identified in this way may result in identification of sites that are
suboptimal with respect to human safety. This risk should be well understood, but it
should be accepted. The benefits of the discovery of evidence of life on Mars, past or
present, make the undertaking worth the risk.
4.5.5.4.1 How Do We Find Extant Life?

The search for extant life brings special challenges. While it is perhaps more difficult than
looking for a fossil record, such a discovery would have profound consequences for
humanity. Extant life is likely to be a chemosynthetic form below the planet's surface,
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and near some form of water. This would imply regions in high latitudes (>40 degrees)
near locations of stable ice. These areas are more difficult from the standpoint of human
exploration, as the temperature extremes tend to be greater. The search should be directed
to regions of fairly young martian terrain, where there is a significant lack of impact
craters, as it is suggested that microorganisms may survive in ground ice for millions of
years and in evaporite deposits for up to a hundred million years.
4.5.5.4.2 Where and How to Search?
It is the intent of this project not only to evaluate the future methods of searching for life,
but also to integrate them into a coordinated and thorough strategy alongside the past and
presently planned efforts. There is a very significant importance attached to conducting a
search on Mars in a scientific and systematic way, to come to concrete conclusions
regarding the presence or absence of life on Mars. The strategy logically is developed in
two parts: quest for a clear decision that life does/does not exist and how to proceed if life
is found.
• •• future- lechnolo9g
and policg i11Uel

Planetary Protection and Mars Sample Return
If life on Mars is found, the first question must be, "Is it rea11y martian?" Has there been
a mistake? If it is an intelligent life form or totally alien, its authenticity is obvious. If it is
microbial and similar to Earth microbes, it might have been brought from Earth. While it may
seem unlikely that a bacterium could survive the voyage though space to Mars, astronauts 01
the later Apollo missions found terrestrial microbes on some of the
robotic probes that had been earlier sent to the Moon. These tiny organisms not only survived
the vacuum of space and the rigors of the journey, but they also lived on the
vehicle on the Moon for several months.

The 1967 International Treaty which ic; monitored by COSPAR states that the
exploring agency shall avoid forward and back contamination of planetary bodies during
exploration. The International Treaty was set in place so that the discovery of life en another
planet could be easily verified and also to protect life forms. Even more disastrous, if there is
life on Mars, any terrestrial organisms could react in unknown ways with the martian life. In
the worst case, the terrestrial life could wind up killing all of the martian life.
# .1

Forward Contamination
The NASA Planetary Protection Office has developed classifications of missions and
the requhed sterilization procedures in the Table given below. Under existing international
policy adopted by COSPAR (Committee on Space Research) in 1984, missions to Mars (landers,
probes, and some orbiters) are designated as Category IV missions for the purposes of arriving at
cleanliness standards for spacecraft assembly. In this Category, the procedures for
implementing planetary protection requirements could include trajectory biasing, cleanroom
assembly, bioload reduction, sterilization of hardware, and bioshields, z. e., requirements
could be similar to those u sed on the 1976 Viking missions to Mars.
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Planet
Category.
A

B

c

A ll

Priorities
Not of direct interest for understanding the process of
chemical evolution. No protection of such planets is
warranted and no requirements are imposed
Of significant interest relative to the process of
chemical evolution but only a remote chance that
contamination by spacecraft could jeopardize future
exploration
Of significant interest relative to the process of
chemical evolution and/ or th e origin of the order,
which scientific opinion provides a significant
chance of contamination that could jeopardize a
future biological experiment.
Any solar system body.

Mission
Type
Any

Mission
Category.
I

Any

II

Flyby,
Orbiter

III

Lander,
Probe
Earth
Return

IV

v

Table : Planetary Protection MISSion Categones (2)
However, in 1992, a U. S. National Academy of Sciences study recommended that
controls en forward contamination of Mars be tied to specific mission objectives. The report
recom mended that Mars landers with life detection instruments be subject to at least Vikinglevel sterilization procedures for bioload reduction, while spacecraft (including orbiters)
without life detection instruments be subject to at least Viking-level pre sterilization
procedures for bioload reduction but need not be sterilized.
ln light of this, it was proposed that the current polices Category IV missions and t h eir
p lanetary protection requirements be divided into two sub-categories as follows: Category IV A,
for missions comprising landers and probes without life detection experiments and some orbiters,
which w ill meet a specified bioburden limit for exposed surfaces; Category IV B, for land ers
and probes with life detection experiments, which will require complete system sterilization.
In addition, Category III orbiter mission specifications were expanded to be consistent with
these recommendations. A resolution was proposed to modify the existing COSPAR policy to
reflect these changes. It was passed and these changes are now incorporated into international
policy.
# .2

Back Contamination
Protection against back contamination is a greater concern. We must assure the p ublic
that no harm may befall them. Several proposed Mars missions involve returning a sample of
martian rocks and soil. As long as there is a possibility of living organisms being contained in
the sample, we must use quarantine protocol when dealing with the sample. While it is
entirely unlikely that a martian virus could wipe out the human race, precautions must be taken
if any remote possibility of such a catastrophe exists.
A number of steps must be taken to guard against back contamination, and failing to
follow any one of them could potentially contaminate the Earth. On the return vehicle, a 11
surfaces that directly contact the martian surface m ust be decontaminated. The spacecraft must
be enclosed in a bio-shield during launch from Mars and its cruise to Earth to prevent
recontamination. All samples must be sealed and preserved in martian conditions (temperature,
pressure, etc.). Rather than having the same vehicle be on the surfaces of both Mars and Earth,
the contact chain must be broken; either transfer the sample to a second vehicle or externally
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decontaminate the Earth- return vehicle. Finally, the sample should be sent to an Earth-based
containment facility with quarantine protocol.
Warning
Precautionary measures have been established to protect Mars, Earth, and the ability
to detect life on Mars. However, cost is a factor that is playing a role in space exploration. The
Viking landers were sterilized and set a standard to detect life on other planets and to protect
possible martian life, yet in recent years, the policy has been relaxed. The Pathfinder Mission
would have doubled its cost to meet the Viking standard for sterilization and would not ha ve
been feasible cost-wise, and we would not have these wonderful inspiring pictures for the
American public, although assays indicated the probe carried 24,000 sp ores to Mars. Care needs
to be taken to confirm any evidence of life on Mars and to protect possible life on Mars. Have we
already contaminated Mars, and are we playing a dangerous game in cutting costs? Will we
make the same mistakes as in the past when the European settlers infected the Indians with
the diseases from the European cities? Only time will tell...
#.3

It is very important to develop an overall strategy to avoid duplication of efforts, to

perform a thorough search and to obtain strong commitments. Exit criteria for the search
for life that define when to conclude the search are very important in obtaining public
support and funding. The initial missions should be part of a systematic search plan so
that if life is not found early, public support and funding will not diminish before a
conclusive search is performed. As seen with decreasing public interest in the Apollo
missions over time, public support for expensive, long-term space projects can suffer
severe funding cuts and even cancellation. Once the Moon race had been won, no clear
and compelling reason was given to the public and government for continuing the Moon
program and humans have not been back to the Moon since. To avoid this, long term
presence on Mars must be presented from the start as the only meaningful way to search
for life. On the other hand, the proposed series of missions must be reasonable and the
time scale must be short enough to make the strategy affordable and realizable to the
decision makers.
Ancient Lake Beds
Since liquid water is a key element in the existence of life, the best places to look for life
are where water exists or did exist. One of the best places to start, then, is at the bottom
of ancient lake beds, where the settling of organic materials is likely to have occurred.
Such locations have the additional practical benefit of being relatively easy places to land
a spacecraft. One specific place suggested by Chris McKay (NASA Ames, in a lecture at
ISU Summer Session Program'97) is the crater Gusev.

Ancient lake beds offer several options for finding signs of past life. The driving
argument is that life is assumed to have begun in the sea on Earth, and hence any similar
conditions may have also spawned evolutionary processes on other planets. Lake beds
(or sea beds) would act as collectors for a fossilized record of life, where carbonate
cements on near-shore faces may have trapped organisms. Likewise, evaporites in dried
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up lakes typically result in salt deposits that end up encapsulating microorganisms.
Finally, the presence of ice on the surface of drying lakes may have resulted in the same
form of life discovered under the ice in ancient Antarctic lakes. The end result is that if
water once flowed there, the chances of finding a fossil record are greatly improved.

Hydrothermal Spring Deposits
The locations of past or present thermal springs on the martian surface are of significant
importance in an effort to search for life. Such springs are associated with high biological
activity on Earth, and of pervasive early mineralization that would have captured and
entombed many of the early microorganisms. Areas of liquid water may exist below the
surface and would be heated from within the planet. These may even contain living
organisms if found. Currently no specific locations of hydrothermal springs are known.
However, the presence of significant volcanic zones suggests that these are good places to
start looking. Preliminary remote sensing missions may play a significant role in this site
selection process.
Permafrost
Another site to look for evidence of life in the frozen state, exists at the poles. The
permafrost near the south pole of Mars may prove the best location for finding preserved
martian life (McKay, C.P., 1997). Although a conclusive fossil discovery would be
remarkable, only finding biological matter, even dead or frozen, would give us true insight
into the relationship between martian and terrestrial life forms.
4.5.5.4.3 Site selection summary
In summary, the site selection process should examine:
1. Topography; to identify drainage patterns and shallow lakebeds
2. Ages of surfaces; to identify old sites where early deposits are found
3. Mineralogy; the presence of surface geothermal activity can be indicated by
concentrations of evaporites from the springs; the same method can indicate dry
lakebeds
4. Distribution of elemental abundances; clays are believed to have been important in
the evolution of life on Earth, and they should be investigated on Mars for that
reason
5. Evidence of high heat flow; geothermal springs would have been associated with
magma
6. Evidence of water, past or present; while previously collected data have provided
general information about martian water, much more detailed information will be
required for mission planning
7. Evidence of trace gases; these might be associated with geothermal activity;
biologically important gases such as H2 S, CH4 , NH 3 , and SOx should be searched
for.
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In performing the site selection and eventual search for life experiments, there are several
key mission types necessary, as outlined in the following section.

4.5.5.4.4 Remote Sensing
For the first part of the strategy, there exists a strong argument for remote sensing as a
method to find the best locations to land a spacecraft and search for life. In order to do a
comprehensive search, the entire planet must be investigated. Orbiting spectrometers can
be used to locate water and organic materials.

4.5.5.4.5 Orbital Spectroscopy
Flight experiments should therefore address the identification of such locations on the
martian surface (and subsurface if possible) and the first approach to reach this goal is to
perform a gamma-ray spectroscopy investigation of the Mars surface. However, a
widespread aeolian layer comparable in thickness to the gamma-ray penetration depth can
affect results. The best information will likely be obtained from areas of aeolian erosion
where bedrock is exposed at the surface.
Local concentrations of minerals such as phosphorous, silica-rich precipitates, and
carbonates represent the ideal rock types for fossil preservation and their spectral
signature in the near- and mid-infrared can be detected using IR spectroscopy. In the
same way aqueous minerals are fine-grained and stable to favor a good preservation and
can be detected with the same instruments.
Higher spectral and spatial resolution than previous missions is needed to improve the
quality and usefulness of the remote sensing data, however, this will impact the
communications requirements for the missions. The results of this remote sensing should
be used to decide landing places and mission types for robotic rovers and sample return
missions. As a result, there is a time pressure to finish this before a sample return
mission as planned for 2005 by NASA. Other countries could assist in gathering
information through remote sensing prior to the NASA sample return mission.

4.5.5.4.6 Landing experiments
Rover-based spectroscopy is useful to evaluate a high number of rocks to assess the
chemical, mineralogical and petrologic diversity of a site. Imaging at visible and infrared
wavelengths is fundamental in identifying a fossil record. Microscopy with a range of
light sources (including UV for fluorescence) can provide important information about
mineralogy and allow for the identification of organic matter.
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••• future technology
and policy i,ue'

MARS ENTRY, DESCENT & LANDING TECHNIQUES
Entry, descent & landing systems are critica 1 for the accomplishment of Mars
exploration. In order to achieve scientific exploration and other mission objectives, a variety of
Mars surface sites will be explored. Only once safe and accurate entry, descent and landing are
achieved can landers and rovers perform their exploration tasks. Improving landing accuracy is
a technically challenging task in the d esign of entry, descent and landing systems for future
Mars exploration.
Entry, Descent & Landing Strategy That Future Mars Missions Should Adopt
Pathfinder's successful arrival on the martian surface demonstrated the feasibility of
new landing scheme. The whole Pathfinder experience is designed to help find best way to
build, land and operate future Mars exploration spacecraft. Based on its landing scheme, some
new and effective techniques to improve landing accuracy should be developed and applied in
the near future so that lander can not only safely but also precisely land on Mars surface to
accomplish anticipated exploration mission.
•

Why emphasis on precision landing
Precision landing is defined as safely setting a lander on the surface of Mars, near a predefined target location, with som e small error in position. For a high precise landing, this error
should be defined to be less than 1 km. Precision landing is very important for Mars missions,
especially for Mars sample return scenarios in which a sample is left from a previous mission to
be acquired by a return vehicle via a rover or a lander manipulator

Landing Accuracy Control During Different Mission Phases
Errors and unknowns in the atmosphere of Mars and in the aerodynamic behavior of the
entry vehicle would corrupt the trajectory during the entry phase, even if the approach
navigation were perfect, so that the landing point error would be on the order of 100 km.
The only way to correct the large errors is to provide active control of the trajectory during th e
Entry Phase of the mission. This can be done most effectively by the use of aerodynamic 1i ft,
modulated eith er by changing the pitch angle of the vehicle to change the magnitude of th e
lift vector or by rolling the vehicle to point the lift vector up, down, left, or right.
•

Landing Accuracy Improvement Strategy
Jn order to improve the accuracy and precrs10n of landings rn Mars some effective
strategy should be developed during the Approach and Entry Phase and the Parachute and
Terminal Descent Phase. For the Approach /Entry Phase, the goal is to reduce the position
error at parachute deployment below the current value of -150 km. Reduction to less than 10 km
is needed before precision landing can be accomplished. For the Terminal Descent Phase, t h e
goal is to navigate over several km. Some landing accuracy improvement strategies are the
following:
•

•
•

•

Quantify errors in landing site location and develop a strategy to reduce these errors
Develop and demonstrate via computer simulation a six degree-of-freedom flight control
system concept for autonomous aero-maneuvering for flight path control during the Entry
Phase
Develop and tes t technologies for terrain-matching of visible-light images of Mars-like
terrain
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4.5.5.4. 7 Sample Return
The advantages of a sample return mission are obvious, as this would allow many more
tests to be performed than are possible with robotic explorers. However, a sample return
mission raises concerns about back-contamination in addition to the forwardcontamination due to the lander. Organizations such as NASA's Planetary Protection
Office need to be supported and involved with sample return mission planning to ensure
that the missions are not compromised.

4.5.5.4.8 Human Missions
The immediate need for humans to be actively involved in the search for life by going to
Mars does not exist. As stated, initial searches for promising locations can be carried out
by remote sensing and sample return. However, it is most probable that if a discovery of
life is made, further investigation needs could warrant a human presence on Mars.
Humans offer the invaluable qualities of versatility, creativity and immediate decision
making as opposed to pre-programmed, limited-capability robotics. It is likely that the
need for humans to search for life will be a secondary but supporting justification to the
goal of a human Mars mission.

4.5.6 POSSIBLE RESULTS AND DATA
4.5.6.1 What if Life is NOT Found?
To search the entire planet of Mars is certainly a demanding task. It would be
economically impossible and politically irrational to continue to search for life on Mars
until all stones have been turned, but it would also be foolish to search in a limited number
of locations and deem the planet lifeless. There need to be guidelines set to define a
planet officially lifeless. Scientific criteria, economics, politics, and social factors will
affect the decision to continue the search for life on Mars or to stop.
When we initially fail at an endeavor, we must not lose hope but redefine the search
parameters and try again. Other locations that are more difficult to access must be
considered. Different chemical compositions must be considered. Human exploration
must become an option because humans are more flexible and able to adapt to different
search parameters in real-time. Robotic missions will be useful initially, but continuing to
adjust the parameters in conjunction with other robotic missions may become less
effective than mounting a human mission.

4.5.6.2 What if Life IS Found?
The type of life form that is found could possibly be at any level of evolution, however,
the most likely form of life to be found on Mars is at the microbial level. The meteorite
ALH84001 (McKay, D.S., et al., 1996) from Mars is a strong indication of this.
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Iflife on Mars is found, the first question must be, "Is it really martian?". Has there been
a mistake? If it is microbial and similar to Earth microbes, it might have been brought from
Earth. The 1967 International Treaty which is monitored by COSPAR states that the
exploring agency shall avoid forward and back contamination of planetary bodies during
exploration. The Viking landers were sterilized and has been set as a standard, yet recent
missions, such as Pathfinder, to reduce cost, do not meet the original Viking lander
contamination avoidance standard. The Pathfinder would have doubled its cost to meet
the Viking standard. Care needs to be taken to confirm any evidence of life on Mars.
If life is found on Mars, is the public prepared for such information? Life found on
another planet, whether it is the same as life found on Earth or totally different will have
its impact on society. This will change the way people look at life. It may change the
way people think. Is the society in general ready for such a profound discovery? There
are people who would rather not think about life on other worlds. There are people who
wait in anticipation for such information. Before the launch of the planetary probes,
there were a plethora of science fiction novels about the planets Venus and Mars and the
life forms and societies that live there. The fact-finding missions of the science probes of
the 1960's and 1970's crushed the hopes ofmany a science fiction fan with images of
bleak, barren, lifeless landscapes. Also, if the trend of the recent Hollywood blockbuster
movies is any indication, alien intelligent life forms are in the limelight. The recent
Pathfinder mission has ignited people's interest in Mars. In general, people are ready to
listen about life found on Mars.
If life is found on Mars, it must be determined whether the life form is dangerous to
humankind. Self-preservation is a strong motivation that must come first to the human
race, before we can consider what is best for the newly discovered life form. If the new
life form is deemed harmless to humans, the interest of the martian life form can then be
considered. Humans have in the past intentionally or inadvertently destroyed species
here on Earth, this mistake must not be repeated on Mars if at all possible.
Once mutual compatibility is determined, humans can consider the benefits that can be
gained from the new organism. One obvious benefit can be knowledge. The new
organism can give us clues to the origin of life and give us an insight into the creation of
life.

4.6

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCIENCE OTHER THAN ON MARS: TRANSIT &

MOONS

4.6.1 Introduction

The exploration of Mars provides opportunities to perform extensive experiments which
are not necessarily related to the planet itself. While weight restrictions will limit the
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types of 'additional' science can be carried as 'piggy-back' instrumentation on robotic
missions, but some which will be useful to human mission success will need to be
performed. The long time in transit for human missions and the time spent in martian
orbit should be put to productive use by the highly-educated and well-trained crew. This
is especially important in the context of crew psychology; a crew which is occupied in
intellectually challenging pursuits is likely to stay mentally healthy and alert .
• •• future technolo9y
and policy iiiUfU

Small Spacecraft: Micro-Possibilities
Spacecraft mass is a limiting factor when considering the size and type of launch
vehicle to use, the amount of propellant required for trajectory modifications and
stationkeeping, and the allowable amount of mission-relevant equipment. One of the keys to
solving this problem is the reduction in spacecraft size and mass via miniaturization. The
figure below shows the general trend in
science mission spacecraft size from th e
Cassini-type of spacecraft in the
thousands of kilograms range to more
oo:o 1
1
9
recent spacecraft like the Pluto-type in
the low hundreds of kilograms range.
10Xllg
Does the Future hold spacecraft of tens of
kilograms?
100 lg

With the advent of size reductions and
performance increases in microelectronics,
miniaturized power, communications,
propulsion technologies and science
instruments, the possibility for greatly
expanding space research is tremendous.

10 lg

Present

FU'-.Ire

Spacecraft Mass Trends

4.6.2 Scientific Questions Addressed During Transit
4.6.2.1 Robotic Missions
Some types of experimentation can be conducted without the use of power and data
storage/transmission. Others will require it but may be valuable enough to warrant
resource consumption.
• Plasma experiments and analyses of Interplanetary Magnetic Field: The
instruments might be the same ones used for on-orbit magnetospheric analyzers.
• Materials science: Materials for the transit human habitat will need to be identified
early in the mission design. A materials study vehicle similar to the Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), flown in Low Earth Orbit, should be
launched along with a robotic probe, allowed to pass through Mars' orbit, and
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returned to Earth. The exposure facility would need to be encased in a protective
shroud for entry into Earth atmosphere or captured by a vehicle like the Space
Shuttle. A possible opportunity for such an experiment would be a sample-return
mission, but this would require that such a mission be conducted earlier in the
exploration phase than such missions are currently planned.

Figure 4.6-1 Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), a potential precursor for a
Mars/Transit-LDEF. (Picture: NASA Langley Research Center)

4.6.2.2 Crewed Missions
At the most basic level, human missions can utilize slightly modified required mission
hardware to conduct basic science. For example, the communications antenna might be
used to conduct interferometrical experiments, e.g., deformation of gravity fields. The
antenna might need to be upgraded slightly to allow more accurate time taking and
pointing accuracy than required for communications.
Additional equipment could be added for a relatively small investment in additional launch
weight. In some cases, they might provide redundancies in the event of systems failures.
For example, a small (40cm-class) telescope would allow astronomical observations and
provide radiation warning via autonomous observation of the Sun in case of a
telecommunications breakdown; potential astronomical objects of interest would include
the Sun, asteroids, comets, and other objects encountered during swing-by maneuvers.
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4. 7

COMPARATIVE PLANETOLOGY

4.7.1 Phobos and Deimos
4. 7.1.1 Introduction

The martian satellites, discovered about 100 years ago, are sti ll a puzzle to modem
planetology. The flyby 's of the Viking orbiters revealed small, low density, dark and
heavily cratered bodies. The Viking science team concluded that Phobos and Deimos
might be captured asteroids, according to orbital elements and composition.
Phobos especially seems to be an interesting object. Crater Stickney is evidence of a
collision with another body of about 200 m in diameter. This collision nearly broke up
the small moon, creating a unique pattern of grooves, rills that originate from the crater
and reunite on the opposite end of Phobos. Two open scientific questions remain:
• If both moons are asteroids or burnt out comets, why do their surfaces look so
different?
• Are Phobos and Deirnos really carbonaceous chondrites?
Only a chemical analysis can answer these questions. It is assumed that as soon as a
comet is burnt out, a crust is formed and prevents the rest of the icy core evaporating.
This creates an interesting option: by using Phobos and Deimos as a testbed for asteroid
drilling, one could have a small chance of finding another source of water for the
exploration of the martian system.
The Stickney-impact:
• What is the exact structure of the grooves?
• How did the impact happen?
• Are there remnants of the impact material?
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Figure 4.7-1 Crater Stickney on Phobos; grooves are visible in the center. (Photo:
Lunar & Planetary Institute, courtesy of NASA)

High resolution images from an orbiter, allowing resolution of the grooves, could give a
first impression. As the Viking data showed, the grooves are filled with dust from the
surrounding surface. Drilling would allow us to search for impact breccia, to obtain an
analysis of the internal structure, and to determine whether water is present, as has been
suggested.

4. 7.2 Design of a martian standard scientific package
There are a series of scientific questions which can only be answered by continuous
observation of a specific object. An example would be the annual change of the water
resources, or variations in the Interplanetary Magnetic Field. Hence, the concept of a
standardized scientific package could be an answer to these requirements. For details see
the section about the SolarBus-concept.
4.8 CONCLUSIONS.
4.8.1 International Cooperation
In addition to all the social and economic issues presented in this report to foster Mars
exploration strategies within an international environment, some considerations are
directly driven by the search for life.
First of all, the assessment of the existence of life, whether similar to Earth-based life or
of a new form, is a task for all humanity to undertake, and should not be left to national
interests due to its global impact.
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Why should there be concern for international co-operation during scientific exploration
of Mars. According to International Space Law, The Outer Space Treaty mentions,
"Exploration and Use for the Benefits and Interest of all Countries."(Article I) and
"Promote International Co-operation and Understanding."(Article 3). There has been a
trend for space policies to not correlate with space programs. This has caused exclusive
dependence on government funds, and has also lead to excluded small and developing
countries. Why should there be a concern for small and developing countries? The
success of a scientific mission is a uniting spirit filled event especially for those involved.
Through the added participation of these countries the joyful experience of success can be
celebrated by many more. This participation may not be a direct possibility but, through
direct participating countries subcontracts may be granted.
Funding a scientific mission to can be accomplished several ways. One way is to fund the
mission simply by having one national government pay the total expenses. This funding
method is not the best way of funding a mission especially when it is merely a small part
of a whole (The scientific mission is to be a building block for future missions). As the
sum of these missions begin to exceed the available funds of one given government, it
becomes extremely evident that partnerships funding, scientific missions are advisable.
Possible solutions would be to set up partnerships with universities, private companies,
and or other governments. This option is favorable due to the overall goal of an
international Mars exploration program. This option begins establishing the relationships
needed for future missions from the ground up (building the foundation of partnerships
needed for good relationships and trust later). Other reasons for this option are as
follows: by involving universities, and providing specific tasks and research, cost can be
cut by the use of students, guided by professors to do the work. Also, through including
universities within space science research, this aids in the constant flow of fresh of ideas,
maintains interest among young emerging professionals, and a broadens a base of support
and knowledge.
The increase of private partnership would enable the private companies to develop better
marketability of instruments used for scientific missions. Also an advantage for private
investors would be a clear economic benefit for the company in the short and medium
term time frame. A disadvantage here would be the aspect of the government cutting a
mission before it matures. Though this is a possibility it is less likely this will happen in
comparison to a longer term mission. A longer term mission would include an investment
of up to ten or more years. Which would be more dependent upon long term budgets and
susceptible to political change. Government collaboration shall be kept to a minimum at
the top international level. But rather implement bilateral agreements which tend to be
best for short to medium term scientific missions.
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The popularity of Mars has risen significantly since the landing of the Mars Pathfinder
mission on July 4, 1997. A fear of declining interest, keep those involved directly in the
space industry, questioning how to continue to generate interest. Interest has a tendency
to reach highs and lows (regardless of the subject at hand). The addressed issues will
allow scientific missions to keep public interest lows to a minimum. One way of keeping
continued interest is the use of the popularized Internet. The Internet shall be used as a
educational teaching device as well as a access bridge to a database of most recent
scientific experiments and geographic information. Development of an educational focus
and achievable goals for young people interested in science as well technology will allow
for continued interest. On a international level, developing nations will be able to fully
share technical training for their for their interns. This gained knowledge may be used to
contribute to their developing countries as they move into leaders and role models. {Ref:
Meyer, Thomas R.} As mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, the involvement
of these countries will be a positive reward by their own unique effort and commitment
adjoining them to the developed family of nations.
International cooperation is necessary to guarantee that the right choice will be taken once
evidence of life is found (i.e. public disclosure, scientific study, etc.). This will assure
that all different cultures and religions will be given a clear understanding of what bas been
found, and how the international community will treat this new-found life
International cooperation is necessary to guarantee that the right choice will be taken once
evidence of life is found (for example, public disclosure or scientific study). This will
assure that all different cultures and religions will be given a clear understanding of what
has been found, and how the international community will treat this new-found life.
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4.8.2 Phased Approach
A phased strategy for the exploration of Mars is highly recommended by the Science
rationale. At each stage of the search process, experiments and surveyed results are
analyzed with the main purpose of finding evidence of the presence of extinct and/or
extant life on Mars. As shown in Figure 4.8-1 , the overall objectives need to have a
mission strategy that can be updated and tailored in time as new information is gathered
from Mars. This includes the possibility of defining new missions to answer unexpected
questions and results of precursor missions.
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Figure 4.8-1 Phased approach for the search for life

4.8.3 Economic Aspects
The exploration of the martian surface will require development of existing technologies in
new directions as well as the development of new technologies. The economic impact
will be mostly directed into industries which utilize robotics, electronics, optics, scientific
instrumentation, new materials, global positioning/navigation, telepresence, geologic
exploration techniques, communications, meteorology, and/or geographic information
systems. While it is possible that products will eventually be manufactured on Mars for
export, this does not fall within the timeframe of these explorations.
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that human or even large scale robotic Mars exploration is not
economically feasible without the use of space resources. The costs of transporting all of
the materials necessary to support an extended human Mars mission (life support
consumables, construction materials, fuel for return, etc.) quickly become astronomical
with increasing mission duration, where a large fraction of the expenses arise from the cost
of launching the materials from Earth.
Consequently, every effort should be taken to reduce these costs by delivering as many of
the components and materials as possible from more energetically favorable locations.
Possible options include in situ resources on Mars, the various celestial bodies along the
way such as the Moon, near Earth asteroids and the martian moons Phobos and Deimos.
The extent to which resources are necessary increases with the scale and complexity of
the overall exploration effort. In the early phases of Mars exploration, for example, fairly
simple processing of the martian atmosphere provides only Oxygen as a propellant for
early sample return missions. Later, however, more advanced processing of the martian
soil and atmosphere produces the necessary materials for fuel cells, life support
consumables and even construction materials as needed for full scale human activity on
Mars ' surface.
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In this chapter we discuss the resources available for use on Mars, issues arising from the
extraction and utilization of martian resources, the applications and associated
technologies and strategies for resource utilization .

5.2

INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

5.2.1 Introduction
Investigation of martian resources will lay the critical groundwork for the eventual human
exploration missions and settlement of Mars. Building on the knowledge gained from
scientific missions, we can identify those resources and technologies which will assist in
human activities on Mars. For example, a basic necessity for human existence is water.
Since water storage requires a large storage volume, it will be impossible to take all the
water necessary for a human mission to Mars. Therefore, extracting water from the
martian environment will be essential to the sustainability of any long-term human
mission to Mars. martian resources may also be found which will facilitate the following:
• shielding from solar and cosmic radiation
• production of propellant
• building in situ infrastructure
• provision of power systems, electronics, and life support systems, etc.
These resources could also be beneficial for the exploration of the outer solar system,
using Mars as a base. Humans can launch missions to study the solar system, using Mars
as a refueling station and utilizing resources mined and materials produced on Mars. In
this way, human missions could be implemented, resulting in the expansion of our
knowledge of our immediate celestial neighborhood and also, possibly, human presence
throughout the Solar System.
In addition, while highly unlikely, resources may be found on Mars which would have
such a high social or economic added value back on Earth that their extraction and
transport back to Earth would be economically advantageous. For example, a central
element to cure diseases on Earth or materials for new energy sources could be found.
With such potentially high social and economic returns, nations of the world would
certainly be interested in investigating and eventually transferring technology from the
Mars program to meet the Earth's need for clean, inexhaustible energy.

5.2.2 Issues Arising from martian Resources
However, the extraction and utilization of resources from Mars raises interesting political,
social and economic issues. These issues must be addressed during the course of mission
development and implementation of any Mars program if it is to have a chance for
success.
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5.2.2.1 Equitable Sharing and Role of Developing Countries
One major issue is the role of developing nations in a Mars program. Their current
involvement in space exploration is almost at the threshold level. As discussed in Section
3.4.2 on Developing Nations, developing countries have specific concerns regarding the
exploration and usage of space and celestial bodies. When designing missions to locate
and extract resources on Mars, lesser developed nations should preferably be included,
both in the distribution of the research and development contracts and in the rights to and
usage of martian resources. Section 4.6.2 discusses this topic in detail and outlines
specific recommendations to achieve this goal.

5.2.2.2 Environmental Protection
The protection of the martian environment is an interesting issue resulting from the
extraction of martian resources. Based on experience with our own planet, extensive
extraction and disruption of natural resources could lead to environmental changes. For
example, on Earth, the clearing of tropical rain forest is leading to the degradation of the
ecosystem to the point that some scientists believe it is contributing to global warming
(rain forests play a central role in the regulation of global weather). Another example is
the visible and sizable shrinking of Aral Sea, Central Asia, resulting from the diversion of
water to irrigate crop fields over the past several decades. Given our mixed track record
on environmental protection of our own planet, we should exercise maximum care when
exploring other worlds in order not to repeat our past mistakes. If scientific missions do
not discover evidence of current or extinct life on Mars, we do not have the right as a
species to plunder another world and fundamentally alter its ecosystem. A balance must
be struck between the utilization of space resources for the benefit of humankind and the
natural preservation of existing ecosystems.
Nations must work together at the outset, preferably during the negotiation of agreements
and contracts, to identify clearly the objectives of any mission to extract martian
resources. Knowledge from the current and planned international Earth observation
programs and from studies in comparative planetology should be used to develop a better
understanding of the martian environment in general. Models should be generated to
predict the likely consequences ofhuman extraction of martian resources. The output and
analyses from these models are essential elements in effective mission planning.
Ultimately, we have a responsibility to plan in a rational manner the usage of martian
resources. With the Internet, multiple national agencies have the potential of continuous
coordination on this problem.

5.2.2.3 Role of companies
Another interesting issue is the role of private and multinational companies in the
extraction and utilization of martian resources. Currently, space exploration is solely the
province of government and international agencies, mainly due to the enormous cost
constraints that are currently associated with space exploration. However, if companies
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perceive economic benefits in the location and utilization of Mars' resources, they may
choose to participate selectively in these types of missions or even do them alone in the
absence of government resolve. In order for companies to decide to invest in martian
resource extraction infrastructure, they will need to do cost-benefit analyses based on the
location and types of resources; an assessment of these resources; and make a
determination as to whether and what kinds of commercial applications exist using
martian resources. While it is unlikely that a profitable application of martian resources
will be found, the possibility should not be totally closed: There was a time when
routine travel by airplane was ridiculed as impossible.
In addition to getting involved because of a perceived positive economic return from
commercial applications, companies may also choose to develop infrastructure on Mars if
their analyses indicate that profit could be made from in situ utilization of the resources.
The risk in this type of private investment is the possible creation of a monopoly, since
so few companies would be able to raise the type of capital needed. If Mars becomes a
celestial way-station, a small handful or consortium of companies might control the
needed refueling stations. Creation of such rich and powerful monopolies would concern
most nations of the world, particularly developing countries and those not currently
involved in space activities. If such a monopoly situation transpires, space and Mars
exploration would lead to the unfortunate result of the further stratification of rich and
poor nations.
In the light of concerns about environmental protection, of developing and currently nonspace faring nations, and fear about the creation of monopolies, governments should
always remain involved in the planning and implementation of resource extraction in order
to ensure coordination internationally and the preservation of the current martian
ecosystem. However, it is incumbent on national government agencies to consider new
relationships with companies who may be willing to invest their own money in these
missions. Pooling public and private investments in this manner would be beneficial to
all. More resources would be available for the realization of ambitious exploration
missions; public interest support could be solidified as tangible benefits are demonstrated
and actively advertised; nations involved would ultimately benefit as their companies and
subsidiaries expand their businesses. martian resource extraction should not be a sector of
space exploration which is commercialized or spun off totally to the private sector, but
some measure of privatization would infuse the missions with capital and public interest.

5.2.3 Spin-Offs
Spin-offs from space research and development are becoming an important factor in
analyzing the benefits from space exploration. While it is a specious argument to say that
the Apollo program was worth doing because Teflon coating for pans was developed as a
result, a discussion of spin-offs does help the so-called "person in the street" to gain an
appreciation for how space technology can benefit life on Earth. Therefore, it is
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important to identify, where possible, the potential spin-offs from missions exploiting
martian resources, highlighting the practical, Earth-bound or other space bound
applications ofthe technologies.
Elsewhere in this chapter, technologies have been identi tied for the extraction and
utilization of martian resources for in situ life-support systems, propellant development,
and the production of construction materials. A preliminary analysis of these
technologies indicates that most of them are already utilized on Earth. Apart from spinins, the only technological spin-off likely to result from the mining of martian resources is
process improvements and variations.
A technique not directly found in the literature regarding Earth-bound resource extracting
is that of bore hole heating. The knowledge gained in possible permafrost exploration,
using this technology, might be used in drilling under arctic conditions, reducing friction
effects, a well known and important issue in polar regions.
5.2.4 Conclusions

Use ofmartian resources will provide many necessary elements for the establishment of
human presence on Mars. In addition, it will also enable Mars to become a stepping
stone for further exploration of the outer reaches of the Solar System. However, the
extraction of martian resources poses some important political, economic and social
issues. Governments must be aware of these issues and be prepared to address them in
the very early stages of mission planning. Implementation of premature resource
extraction missions may lead to negative, unintended consequences, such as environmental
devastation.

5.3

AVAILABLE RESOURCES

There exists a substantial amount of literature describing the available resources on Mars,
Phobos, Deimos and several other bodies which could feasibly be involved in a martian
endeavor. These resources are summarized very briefly here and discussed in further
detail in Appendix G. Suggestions for further reading are also included in the appendix.
The resources available to a Mars program can be grouped as follows:
Raw materials
Mars is rich in raw materials which are not only useful, but available in convenient forms
with regards to extraction processes. The composition of the martian atmosphere is
predominantly C0 2 with potentially useful percentages of N 2, Ar, 0 2 , CO and water
vapor. Water is also available from the polar caps, the deep subsurface permafrost or
aquifer layer, and the soil. The martian polar caps consist of a seasonal C0 2 cap that
forms in the winter and a permanent cap that is composed predominantly of water ice.
Direct observations from Viking indicate that the soil is primarily composed of Silicon
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and iron, with traces of aluminum. These elements do not reside in the martian soil m
their pure form, but in oxidized and other compounds.
Phobos and Deimos are thought to be Carbonaceous chondritic in nature and, as such, are
rich in key minerals. Indications of outgassing from the Phobos 2 missions suggest the
presence of water deep beneath the surface.
The Moon also offers a multitude of useful raw materials including various oxides of
metals and Silicon, Helium-3 in the regolith and possibly water beneath the surface near
the poles.
Near-Earth asteroids are composed of iron-nickel metal, and possibly platinum, gold,
cobalt, gallium, germanium, silicates and volatiles which all occur in one ore.
Energy
Several potential energy resources existing on Mars are the solar flux at Mars, geothermal
energy and wind energy.
Additional resources
There are several other resources on Mars which can be exploited in different ways, these
include materials such as precious metal ores and also inherent resources such as the
available space and the energetically favorable launch location presented by Mars for
missions throughout the solar system.
For details of the above resources see Appendix G .
• • • futute technology
and policy i11ue1

About the necessity of a heavy-lift launch vehicle
Among the many conclusions, drawn in the United States by Ride Commission report {Ref:
Ride, 1989} on space exploration in the 21st Century, was the assertion that human planetary
exploration requires a heavy lift launch vehicle to support basic mission launch requirements.
Just as the Saturn V provided heavy lift capability for the Project Apollo, any similar human
undertaking will require a vehicle capable of lifting massive payloads. The Saturn V was able
to lift 119,000 kg {Ref: Isakowitz, 1991} to LEO but it no longer exists as an operational system.
The Space Shuttle is limited by the volume of its payload bay and its ability to lift no more
than 20,000 kg. {Ref: Isakowitz, 1991} In a human planetary mission requiring massive
payloads, many Shuttle launches would be required to loft mission elements adding to
mission complexity and risk. Therefore a heavy lift launch vehicle is needed.
Two launch system concepts exist that could fulfill the requirements for human p lanetary
mission launch needs. The first, Shuttle-C, is a derivative of the Space Shuttle launch system
that uses the familiar ShutUe External Tank and Solid Rocket Boosters. Replacing the orbiter
in the configuration is a cargo container fitted with Shuttle Main Engines. The configuration
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is projected to lift approximately 100,000 kg {Ref: Isakowitz, 1991} to LEO and could be
operational with a concerted development and testing program.
The second existing option is the Russian built Energia launch vehicle. Flown twice in the
1980s, it is a heavy lift vehicle also capable of lifting approximately 100,000 kg. {Ref:
Isakowitz, 1991} However, with the decline of the Russian program, the Energia has fallen
out of production and would n eed to be restarted with solid investment to return it to
operational status. NASA has also considered the option of developing a wholly new heavy
lift vehicle to meet planetary exploration needs. Whether new, a derivation of an existing
system or a system brought back to operation, a heavy lift Yehicle is a near term necessity for
planetary missions

.•• fulute technology
and policy i,ue-1

SPACE PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Possible propulsion systems for a Mars Mission are chemical propulsion, nuclear propulsion,
electric propulsion and systems which do not require mass expulsion. This last category
includes solar and magnetic sails, tethers, gravity assists and aerobrakes. For the launch of
spacecraft components into LEO, liquid rocket propulsion systems are most suited, for the
reasons of high thrust and available experience. For a planetary orbit from Earth LEO to
Mars, Nuclear Electric Propulsion or Solar Electric Propulsion are the best options. A brief
description of these propulsion systems follows:

Chemical- Chemical rocket propulsion systems can be divided into liquid, solid and hybrid
rocket propulsion systems. The liquid systems can be split up into monopropellant and
bipropellant systems. The bipropellant systems use an oxidizer and a fuel, which are both
stored in pressurized tanks. A monopropellant system uses only a single liquid which in itself
can react by chemical decomposition (Hydrazine). Solid rockets contain a solid explosive
mixture located in the combustion chamber. The combustion chamber is therefore very long.
If ignited, the rockets can not be shut off. A thrust profile in time can be obtained by using a
certain internal bum profile. A hybrid system combines liquids and solids, i.e. a liquid
oxidizer with a solid fuel.
Nuclear - Nuclear rocket propulsion systems are similar to liquid propulsion systems except
for the way the heat is generated to make the propellant expand. For liquid propulsion
systems, the propellant expands by chemical reaction with the oxidizer in the combustion
chamberi for nuclear propulsion systems, the propellant (Hydrogen) expands in a heat
exchanger which is heated by a nuclear fission reaction.
Electrical -Electrical rocket propulsion systems might be similar to a liquid rocket p ropulsion
system or nuclear propulsion system. By using an electric solid resistance or arc discharge,
the propellant is heated and expands and can be further expanded in the supersonic divergent
exhaust nozzle. The electrical propulsion system can however also partially be different. By
ionizing the propellant and accelerating the ions in an electrostatic or magnetic field, kinetic
energy is added not by further expansion in the exhaust nozzle, but directly. The ionizing
process also adds some energy but most energy is added directly as kinetic energy.
{Ref: Davidian, 1997}
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5.4 RESOURCES APPLICATIONS/TECHNOLOGIES.
The resources described in Appendix G can have a variety of applications. This section
provides a description of key applications of these resources. Applications for robotic
missions include fuel and power for surface vehicles. For near-term human activities,
such as outposts, applications include fuel , construction materials and life support
consumables. The necessary technologies for the mining, extraction, processing, and
transportation of the resources are identified. A summary of the current state of
development of these technologies is included, as well as proposals for the development
of future technologies.
5.4.1 Life Support Applications and Technology
A strategy for the exploration of Mars geared toward establishing human presence must
consider the issue of life support. Although the technology for closed-loop systems
exists, it is not feasible to rely solely on these systems alone. The crew must have a
means of resupplying resources that are lost as a result of a less than perfect closed-loop
system. Thus, it is necessary to make use of in situ resources. Robotic exploration of
Mars has shown to date, the essential resources for life support can be found on the
martian surface or in the martian atmosphere. These resources include water, Oxygen, a
buffer gas, and agricultural support materials. See Table 5 .4-1.
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Component

Resource
Polar caps

Place

Technology

Energy
required

Utilization

Microwave
Heating
Borehole
Heating
Compression
and Cooling_
Heating

1 kW/ lkg

Crew consumption

Mars

permafrost
H20

atmosphere

Mars

soil

Mars

p & D,

Carbonaceous
ore
H20
atmosphere

Mars
Mars

soil
regolith

Mars
Moon

NEA

N2

Carbonaceous
ore
atmosphere

NEA

Ar

Carbonaceous
ore
atmosphere

02

N

p

K

soil
?
Carbonaceous
ore
?
Carbonaceous
ore

Oxygen production
103 kW-hr/
]kg
10.3 kW-hr/
lkg

Heating

NEA

P& D,
Mars
p & D,

Electrolysis
C02
decomposition

Crew respiration
27 kW-hr/
2 kg

Heating
and
Electrolysis

Compression
and Coolin_g
Heating

Mars

Compression
and Cooling

Mars
Mars
P& D,

-

9.4kW/kg

9.4kW/kg

-

Makeup gas

Makeup gas
Fertilizer
Soil treatment

-

NEA
Mars
P&D,

NEA

-

-

Table 5.4-1 Life support components

Water from the martian System
Water can be obtained from the polar caps, permafrost, the atmosphere, as well as the
soil. The extraction of water from the polar caps can be accomplished via microwave
heating. Microwave heating is far more efficient than standard convective heating because
the waves can be tuned to a particular frequency which selectively heats the dipolar water
molecules. It is estimated that a nominal microwave water extractor can dry 100 kg of
soil, producing 1 kg of water in twelve hours at an energy cost of approximately 1 kW.
Extraction of water ice from permafrost layers would require different technology.
Among the methods that have been proposed to date are borehole heating, gallery heating,
and excavation. The simplest of these is borehole heating. This process first involves
drilling a 5- 15 em hole several meters into the surface. The hole can then be heated by
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inserting a metal rod fitted with an electrical heating element or by inserting a heat pipe
powered by a solar concentrator.
After water is extracted through one of the above techniques, it can be broken down by
the process of electrolysis to produce Oxygen and Hydrogen, which can be used as a
propellant . The Hydrogen can then be combined with the Carbon Dioxide in the air to
produce more water. This process is referred to as the "Sabatier Reaction". The first
step in this reaction is to extract the Carbon Dioxide from the atmosphere. This can be
accomplished in a variety of ways. It can be condensed as frost on a cold plate at -123 ·C.
It can also be collected through adsorption/desorption processes, compression and
liquefaction, or by selective membrane diffusion. Once the Carbon Dioxide has been
extracted, it is combined with H 2 to produce Methane and water. The H 2 can be obtained
as a by-product of Oxygen production, which will be discussed in more detail later on in
this section. The Sabatier reaction is described by the equation below:

The technologies required to produce water by the Sabatier reaction are currently under
development and are proposed for use on the International Space Station.
There is also the possibility of extracting water directly from the martian atmosphere. A
method proposed by Meyer and McKay (1984) describes a conceptual system for the
extraction of water from the martian atmosphere which uses successive cycles of cooling
and compression. {Ref: Meyer, 1984} However, the small concentration of water in the
martian atmosphere necessitates that an enormous volume of air be processed in order to
obtain sufficient water resources. The total amount of energy required to produce 1 kg of
water is estimated at 103 kW-hr. Unless the power requirements for this process can be
significantly reduced, this will not be a viable option for the production of water on Mars.
Vikingdata show that water may be present in the martian soil. However, the validity of
this data remains in question, so it is necessary to send more missions to verify this
assumption. If water is detected, the proposed method of extraction of water is by
heating. To obtain 1000 kg of water, 100,000 kg of soil must be heated. The power
requirements for this amount is 10.3 kW -hr per kg of water. Again, the power
requirements are a limiting factor for this technology. This is not a viable option for
water production in the immediate future.
After several technology demonstration missions, if it is found that water cannot be
efficiently extracted from the low latitudes martian surface, another option is to transport
the water from the polar caps or Phobos and Deimos. Current theory assumes that
Phobos and Deimos are composed of Carbonaceous ore. Water can be extracted from
Carbonaceous ore by heating the crushed ore to 4oo·c with steam at 1 atmosphere of
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pressure. The most significant reason for using the martian moons for resources, as
opposed to other sources, such as the Moon, has to do with the concept of gravity wells.
The gravity well of the Moon is much deeper than that of the martian moons. It requires
more energy to launch materials from the Moon than from Phobos or Deimos.
Water from the Moon and Near-Earth Asteroids
Depending on the particular strategy of the entity wishing to pursue Mars exploration, it
may be desirable to obtain resources from the Moon or the near-Earth asteroids for use on
Mars.

Information gathered during the Apollo era does not support the existence of water on the
Moon. The results of the Clementine mission, which indicate the possibility of water ice
on the Moon, have focused the attention of scientists in this direction. The Lunar
Prospector, which is scheduled to launch this Autumn, should provide verification of the
existence of water. If water is found, techniques similar to those described above could be
applied.

rc
ADVANCED POWER SYSTEMS
As Mars is roughly 220 Mkm from the Sun, the solar flux rate is about 30-40% of the rate at 1
AU. Therefore, together with increasing power demand for potential outposts, a need for
advanced power system arises. Current tedmology has an efficiency of 40 W /kg.
According to the NASA roadmap on leading technologies (Ref Website: NASA Roadrnap), a
quotient exceeding 100 W /kg is needed. Solar concentrators (inflatable or rigid) may allow
sun driven missions far beyond the asteroid belt (first experiments in t:J:Us direction: INSTEP
Inflatable Antenna Experiment)

INSTEP (Inflatable Antenna Experiment}

The same applies to RTG's (Radioisotope Thermal Power Generators), where the NASA
roadmap requires a increase from 4-6% today up to 20%. The general discussion has created a
need for robust and extremely reliable generators.
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Some near-Earth asteroids are also believed made ofCarbonaceous ore and water could be
extracted in the same manner as described for Phobos and Deimos.
Oxygen from the martian System
If water can be successfully extracted from Mars, Oxygen can be produced by
electrolysis. The Hydrogen that is produced in this process can then be used to produce
water using the Sabatier reaction described previously.
An innovative approach is currently being considered by researchers at the University of
Arizona which involves the Zirconia membrane separation process in which Carbon
Dioxide at high temperatures (1200T) thermally decomposes to Carbon Monoxide and
Oxygen. The total amount of energy required to produce 2 kg of Oxygen per day is
approximately 27 kW-hr.
Oxygen from the Moon and Near-Earth Asteroids
Many metals are abundant on the lunar surface but they are bound in oxides and silicates
(Aluminum, Iron, Magnesium, Titanium and many more elements). The component that
surrenders its Oxygen most readily is iron. Iron Oxides occur most commonly in
Ilmenite, with the formula FeTi03 of which 60% of the atoms are Oxygen. The Oxygen
in Ilmenite could be extracted by using a (solar or nuclear powered) furnace to heat the
Ilmenite to 900T and reacting it with Hydrogen gas which then would precipitate out
water vapor, formula of reaction:
FeTi0 3 (ilmenite) + H2 (gas) ~Fe (metal) +Ti 0 2 (rutile)+ H20 (water)
Tills water vapor could then be electrolyzed to separate the Hydrogen from the Oxygen
as is done in a fuel cell, you could then recycle the Hydrogen back to the furnace as a
closed loop cycle for further use. {Ref: Knudson, 1992}
Buffer Gas from the martian System
The main difficulty in extracting Nitrogen or Argon from the atmosphere is the separation
of these gases from the Carbon Dioxide. Meyer and McKay have produced a detailed
design of the technology required to perform this separation. The process involves the
compression and cooling of the atmospheric sample to remove the Carbon Dioxide,
followed by fractional distillation to separate out the Argon and other trace gases. The
amount of work required to produce 1 kg of the buffer gas (prior to fractal distillation) by
this method is estimated at 9.4 kW-hr.
Agricultural Materials from the martian System
The martian soil can be a hospitable medium for growing plants, if nurtured properly.
The soil may contain some smectite clays which stabilize soil pH and also ensure a large
reservoir of exchangeable ions. There are also many important nutrients for growing
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plants in martian soil, the most important of which are Nitrogen, Phosphorus and
Potassium. Other essential micro-nutrient elements present in the martian soil are Iron,
Manganese, Zinc, Copper, And Molybdenum.
The martian soil will probably require nitrate fertilizer to enhance its ability to grow
plants. Nitrate can be produced from Nitrogen and Oxygen which can be extracted from
the martian atmosphere. There may be enough Phosphorus considering the analysis of
the SNC meteorites. Potassium levels may be deficient and soils may require potassium
supplements. The other nutrients are considered not to be a limiting factor for plant
growth. Fertilizers could be produced on Mars from salts found in the soils or in
evaporite deposits. More research is needed to detect Potassium.
Potential interfering elements may be present in the soil. Aluminum could reach toxic
levels under the acidic conditions, and the high concentration of chloride may impose
osmotic stress on plants and interfere with water availability and uptake. But these
problems may be remedied by leaching excess soluble salts from the soil.

5.4.2 Fuel Applications and Technology
A strategy for the exploration of Mars and beyond with our current propulsion
technology requires that we stop carrying all our fuel from the Earth's gravity well. The
penalty is diminished payload lifting capability and a compromise in design by having to
design huge expensive boosters. Thus it is necessary to make use of in situ propellant
manufacturing resources. Spacecraft exploration of Mars to date has shown that the
resources essential for propellant manufacturing can be found on the martian surface or in
the martian atmosphere. This section considers five types of propellant mixtures with
different specific impulse (Isp) characteristics and processing feasibility. These fuels
may have different applications aside from spacecraft propulsion, including power
generation, heating and transportation, as shown in Table 5.4-2.
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Propellant

H2+02
CH4+02

C2H4+02
SiH4+C0 2
Al+0 2

Usage
Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Orbit
Mars
Orbit

Isp
(sec)
400450

Other uses

380

-Mars surface transportation:
Rover
(Internal combustion
engines)

Mars
Orbit
Mars

380

Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Orbit

280300

280

-Fuel Cells

- Power and heat generation
-Mars atmospheric transport:
Hopper, Ramjet

Table 5.4-2 Propellant for spacecraft propulsion .

••• future technolo9y
and policy i11uC!'1

Using a MASS DRIVER for Transportation
A MASS DRIVER uses the principle of electromagnetic field interaction to accelerate a
payload with a mass of 1 -2 kg to any predefined target velocity. Th.is target velocity is
u sually defined by the p lanet's escape velocity. For the Moon, this velocity is 2.4 km/s.
For Mars and the other planets it would be at least 2 times more. One can use a Mass Driver
only on planets with no atmosphere or a very thin one, due to the atmospheric drag.
Possible places for the use of Mass Drivers would be the Moon, Phobos and Deimos and
Asteroids.
The biggest advantage of a Mass Driver is that it doesn't use any fuel but only electric power.
For the case of Moon, this power is easily collected by solar arrays.
This unique
transp ortation system will help to preserve the Moon's environment, once a frequent traffic of
payload and /or passenger ferries has been established. Th.is is especially true since the
Moon's gravity is strong enough to h old back the exhaust gases of the propulsion systems for
a while, thus forming an artificial atmosph ere.
The Mass Driver on the Moon w ill take advantage of the unique Earth/ Moon system. Since
one Moon hemisphere always faces the Earth, the Lagrange points Ll and L2 seem to stand
still as seen from the Moon's surface. The Mass Driver w ill therefor shoot the payload either
to L1 or L2, where it will collected by a Catcher.
A typical Mass Driver on the Moon's surface could have the following specifications:
• Length: 200 m
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•
•
•
•
•
•

End-velocity: 2.4 km/s
Acceleration of the payload: 1800 g
Payload mass: 1 - 2 kg
Payload travel time: less than 1 s
Maximum Delivery rate: 4 I s
Catcher either in L1 or L2

A mass driver layout on the Moon
If one wants to accelerate humans to escape velocity (2.4 km/s) the mass driver has to be
much longer, since humans can't withstand accelerations of that order. Calculations show
that on would need at least a mass driver with a length of 60 km to reach 2.4 krn/s by an
acceleration of 2 g for a duration of 77.5 s. Additionally the mass driver cross section would
have to be built with a bigger diameter thus increasing the costs.

{Ref: O'Neill}
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Table 5.4-3 is a collection of all the components of the above propellants, the material
from which they are extracted, the location of the material, the technology needed for
processing, the type of energy required for processing, location of use and o ther possible
uses excluding propulsion.
Component

Resource

Place

Technology

Energy

Utilization

Other Uses

02

Regolith

Moon

flmenite
processing

required
Solar
furnace

Moon
Orbit

02

Water

Moon
Asteroids
Mars

Electrolysis

Solar panels

- Life support
system
- Chemical reactions
-Life support
system
- Chemical reactions

H2

Water

Moon
Asteroids
Mars

Electrolysis

Solar panels

AI

Soil
(Al203)

Moon
Asteroids
Mars

Highly
endothermic
process

Nuclear

CH4

Atmospheric
C02

Mars

Sabatier
reaction

Atmospheric
C02

Mars

By-product of
Reverse Water
Gas Shift
reaction

Soil
(Si02)

Mars

Bathing of Si
in H2

Exothermic
process but
we need H2
Exothermic
and
endothermic
processes,
less H2
needed
-Electric
furnace for
Silicon
production
-SiH4
refrigeration

(Methane)
C2H4
(Ethylene)

SiH4
(Silane)

Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Orbit
Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Orbit
Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Orbit
Mars
Orbit

- Chemical reactions

- Structures

-

Mars
Orbit

- Plastic production
(polypropylene,
polyethylene)
- Anesthetic

Mars

- Pure Silicon
production

Table 5.4-3 Fuel components.
Oxygen
The Oxygen for propellant use can be obtained from lunar Ilmenite or by e lectrolysis of
water see section 5.4.1.

Hydrogen
The Hydrogen for propellant use is obtained from the electrolysis of water see section

5.4.1.
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Aluminum
The Aluminum can be extracted with a complicated and highly endothermic process,
which requires a considerable amount of power resources. This fact delays the extraction
of Aluminum into far future programs, when high energy power plants will be available.
{Ref: Zubrin, 1996} This is not a detrimental factor for near- and mid-term missions
considering that aluminum has limited use in these timeframes.
Methane (CH4)
The Methane can be easily obtained from Mars' atmosphere by reacting Carbon Dioxide
with Hydrogen (Sabatier reaction, see section 5.4.1). This economic and consolidated
technology allows for the production ofboth Methane and Oxygen using a small amount
of Hydrogen . Since the Hydrogen component of the bipropellant mixture represents
only about 5% of the total propellant weight, it can be imported from Earth. Each
kilogram of Hydrogen imported to Mars will be converted into 12 kilograms of
Methane/Oxygen biproppellant. Another good reason to produce Methane is that it can
be used for internal combustion engines for rovers. {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
Ethylene (C2H4)
The ethylene is a derivative of the Reverse Water Gas Shift Reaction (RWGS), and is
used as fuel, as anesthetic, and to produce plastics (polypropylene and polyethylene for
inflatable structures). Its production, involving both exothermic and endothermic
reactions, is not energetically expensive. Ethylene is easier to store than Methane and it
uses less than half the Hydrogen. However the process used to produce ethylene is more
complicated than that used to produce Methane. It would be convenient to design a
process to produce plastic directly and also obtain ethylene. {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
Silane (SiH4)
Silane is a gas obtained by bathing Silicon extracted from the soil (Section 5.4.1) in
Hydrogen. Silane can burn in Carbon Dioxide, so it represents the ideal candidate for
atmospheric transport applications (Hopper and Ramjet), power, and heating generation.
{Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
5.4.3 Construction Materials
Human presence on the surface of our sister planet will rely heavily on resources that we
can produce in situ. This statement is applicable not only to consumables but also to a
large extent the raw material used for the settlement. The possibility to send materials
from Earth to support humans on Mars is due to the launching costs, cargo mass, cargo
volume and the transit time between the planets, highly limited. Construction materials
that will be used to build and support the human missions are abundant in different forms
on the martian surface and in its atmosphere.
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Production of Construction Materials
Table 5.4-4 is a collection of some elements and compounds that can be used for the
construction of materials, the material from which they are extracted, the location of the
material, the technology needed for processing, and examples of resource utilization.
Material

Resource

Place

Technology

Fe

Soil
(Fe20 3)

Reduction of
oxides

Support beams, machine
parts, fasteners

Mg

Soil
(MgO)

Electrolysis

Support beams, machine
parts, fasteners

AI

Soil
(AI20 3)

Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Phobos/
Demos
Moon
Asteroids
Mars
Phobos/
Demos
Moon
Asteroids
Mars

Ti

Soil
(FeTi03)
Soil
(Si02)
Atmosphere

Si

c
Plaster
Plastic

Mars

Electrolysis of
smelted soil

Energy
required

20 kW/kg

Reduction

Examples of utilization

electrical wiring, machine
parts, fasteners
Support beams, machine
parts fasteners
Solar arrays

Reduction and
pyrolysis

Reinforcement, Carbon fiber,
graphite structures
Wall lining

Polymerization

Soil

Glass

Atmosphere
Water
Soil

Cement

Soil

Mixing

Inflatable structures,
reinforcement fasteners
Greenhouse, windows,
fiberglass
Mortar

Concrete

Soil
Water

Mixing

Foundations, walls

Mars

Table 5.4-4 Construction materials

Iron
Iron is produced from hematite (Fe2 0 3 ) which is abundant on the martian surface. There
are at least two processes for extracting Iron from Hematite. The first reaction uses waste
Carbon Monoxide from the RWGS reactor for producing Oxygen. The reaction is:

The second reaction uses Hydrogen produced by the electrolysis of water:
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Both reactions are exothermic and, once started, do not require any power to run. Iron
can then be alloyed with elements such as Carbon, Manganese, Phosphorus, Silicon,
Chromium and Nickel to produce various types of stainless steel.

Aluminum
Aluminum constitutes approximately 4% of the planet's surface material by weight. It is
present in the form of alumina (Al 2 0 3 ). Aluminum is produced by dissolving alumina in
molten cryolite at 1000°C and then electrolyzing with Carbon electrodes. The process
can be written:

In addition to being complex, a major problem of the above reaction is that it is very
endothermic. It takes about 20kWh of electricity to produce a single kilogram of
aluminum. {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}

Silicon
Silicon can be produced from Silicon Dioxide (Si02) which makes up almost 45% of
martian crust by weight. Silicon Dioxide is mixed with Carbon and heated in an electric
furnace. The reaction is:
Si0 2 + 2C

~

Si + 2CO

Although the reaction is highly endothermic, the amount of energy required is less than
that required for Aluminum since lesser quantity of Silicon needs to be produced. {Ref:
Zubrin, 1996}

Carbon
Carbon is produced by pyrolyzing Methane (CH4 ) into Carbon and Hydrogen.
reaction is:

The

The Methane is produced from the martian atmosphere by reacting C0 2 with H 2 in the
Sabatier reaction (see section 5.4.1 ).

Plastic
It is possible to manufacture Polyethylene, a very common plastic, through
polymerization of Ethylene. The process starts with Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen.
When combining these in the presence of a iron-based catalyst, the Carbon Monoxide will
be reduced to ethylene and you will also get water as a byproduct.
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As seen in the reaction, water is a byproduct and it is therefore possible to retrieve some
of the Hydrogen put into the process through electrolysis. The Hydrogen will be reused
in the process. Low-density polyethylene is then produced via oxidization of ethylene
under high pressure and temperatures around 22TC. This is a standard process used on
Earth to produce polyethylene.
{Ref: Zubrin, 1996; Ref: Website: Chemical
Compounds}
Glass
Glass will be a useful resource for the building of a settlement. To produce glass you melt
Silicon Dioxide, Disodium Oxide, Calcium Oxide and Dialuminum Trioxide. The ratios
depend on which type of glass you want to make but Silicon Dioxide normally makes up
most ofthe melt. {Ref: Website: Industrial Glass}
Cement
It is possible to produce one type of cement called Portland cement on Mars. Cement
consists of the following substances: Calcium Oxide, Silicon Dioxide, Di-Iron Trioxide,
Dialuminum Trioxide, Sulfur Trioxide and some alkalines. {Ref: Website: Industrial
Glass}
Concrete
Concrete can be produced by mixing cement (see above), water, and some type ofrocks.
Plaster
Plaster is produced by mixing sand, water and either hydrated Calcium Sulfate or Calcium
Oxide.
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Monoxide is used in some of the processes and therefore crucial to produce. One
of the easier ways is to extract Carbon Dioxide from the martian atmosphere through the
use of the reverse water-gas shift reaction.

The Hydrogen used in this reaction have can be recirculated since the water can be split
into Hydrogen and Oxygen through electrolysis. Since the reaction needs heat, it is
possible to combine it with another, exothermic reaction, such as the Sabatier process (see
5.4.1 ). Combining these will convert Carbon Dioxide and Hydrogen to Methane, Carbon
Monoxide and water. {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
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Materials on the Moon
The lunar soil could be used in its present state to provide shielding for habitats and
equipment from cosmic ray bombardment simply by placing it over the habitat modules.
Titanium oxide (Ti 0 2) or rutile can be used to build sintered heat shields for spacecraft.
High purity metallic iron (Fe), a byproduct of ilmenite, can be directly melted in a solar
powered furnace and cast into any products that can be molded. Each ton of Oxygen
extracted from ilmenite makes 3.5 tons of iron metal available. Extremely strong and as
corrosion resistant as stainless steel, ultra pure iron makes a superb structural material for
building propellant tanks for rockets or for building lunar base modules. The extraction of
enough Oxygen for a single return trip to the International Space Station (eight tons)
makes twenty-eight tons of iron, enough to build a new lunar base. Silicates can be melted
in a solar powered furnace and cast into any glass products that can be used as lenses,
windows, containers or structural material. Another use of melted silicates is for
manufacturing thin film solar cells. {Ref: Website: P.E.R.M.A.N.E.N.T}
5.4.4 Power
For the strategic requirements of the martian system, including the Moon and Near Earth
Asteroids, a number of power system designs exist. The power sources considered are
solar, Mars surface (wind and geothermal) and nuclear. These are outlined in Table 5.4-5.
Strategic
Element

Power System

Power Source

Location

Resource Used

[I]

Photovoltaic

Sun

[2]

Radioisotope
thermo-electric
generator
Fuel Cell Storage

Plutonium

Moon
Mars
Transit
Moon
Mars
Transit
Mars

Terrestrial
Silicon/Gallium
Arsenide
Terrestrial
construction

[3)

f4l

[7]

Fission
Power
Solar
ground station
Solar
Power
Satellite
Wind generator

[8]

Geothermal

[9]

Nuclear Fusion

[5)

[6]

Electrolysis
HJ 0 2
Uranium
Sun
Sun
martian
Atmosphere
martian
Subsurface
HeJ/ Deuterium

Mars
martian
surface
Earth Orbit
Mars Orbit
martian
surface
martian
surface
Moon

Mars/Earth
HJ 02
Terrestrial
Mars
Earth
Earth
Moon
Mars materials
Terrestrial supp
Subsurface temp
gradient
Moon/Mars

Power Range
1-100kW

1-l OOkW

1-JOOkW

lOOkW-lMW
1-lOOkW
IOOkW-l MW
1-lOOkW
lOOkW-lMW
1-lOMW

Table 5.4-5 Strategic Mission Elements - Energy
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[1] Photovoltaic Panels

For robotic missions carried out in the near term, both transit and surface operations on
Mars will be carried out using solar panels to generate power. Solar cells have been used
from the beginning of the space age and have proved a reliable technology. The solar
panel sub-systems include Silicon or gallium arsenide cells and internal power
distribution. Efficiencies of solar panels can reach up to 20% in operation producing a
power of 1OOW/m2 •
[2] Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG)

Nuclear-powered spacecraft have orbited the Earth and probed deep space for over 30
years. Nuclear power provides a constant source of electricity over a long lifetime with
high reliability and insensitivity to extreme temperature differences and planetary surface
environments.
The concept utilizes technology proven in Earth orbiting spacecraft as well as
interplanetary missions from the USA and former USSR. An RTG consists of two parts:
a source ofheat and a system for converting the heat to electricity. RTGs represent the
logical first step in surface power production since no indigenous resources are required
and the technology is tested. A range of power outputs allow application of these power
sources to both robotic and human missions.
[3] Fuel Cell Storage

A number of potential energy storage systems can be used in transit and for ground
operations. Research is ongoing to improve efficiency. High capacity options include
Nickel-Hydrogen and Hydrogen-Oxygen regenerative fuel cells. Water is electrolyzed
(using energy from photovolt aic cells) into Hydrogen and Oxygen which can be stored
conventionally. Research is ongoing in this area and such systems may achieve cycle
times of 5-7 years.
[4] Fission
An alternative to the use of R TGs for nuclear power is fission. There is the potential to

generate a million times the energy of an RTG using this type of reactor. Fueled by
Uranium, designs exist for the US SP-1 00 reactor which would generate 1OOkW of
electrical energy from a system mass of 5 tons. The Soviet Union has developed the
Topaz series of space rated nuclear reactors which could generate about 10 kW of
electrical power. The generator has a mass of only 0.3 tons. Experience in these power
sources exist and the mechanisms have proved reliable under test. In order to establish a
human station of any size, the use of fission reactors should be considered for near to mid
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term human exploration. These power sources are not suitable for small robotic missions.
And, of course, they introduce political opposition.
[5] Solar Power Generator

The use of photovoltaic cells for small scale surface operations represents a cost effective
and tested methodology for power supply on the martian surface. For in situ
manufacture, strategic metals and materials that are found on the martian surface will be
used (see Construction Materials section). The subsystem structure of the system
includes the collector, energy storage, conversion and transmission to utility. Integration
of arrays of solar panels will require the applications of thermal control. The technology
is known and robust with ongoingresearch increasing the efficiencies (currently 15-20%).
[ 6] Solar Power Satellite

The solar power satellite system consists of a number of elements including space based
solar collector and converter plus ground based receiving and control. The system
consists of extensive mechanical support structures possibly metallic or composite in
nature such as aluminum and titanium.
In order to remain economically viable, such a system constructed for the Mars
environment must be of a large enough power capacity to ensure the cost of development,
construction and operation is returned in a workable timeframe.
The construction of solar power satellites requires the use of extensive local resources
which must (energetically) be easily obtainable. In order to be economically viable,
effective transport and processing infrastructure must already be in place. Lunar or near
Earth asteroids can be used for construction and the system components then flown and
assembled in Mars orbit. The use of Mars resources for the construction of the space
segment of an SPS system is not recommended.
[7,8,9] Wind, Geothermal and Fusion

The remaining potential energy sources of wind, geothermal and fusion may have specific
applications further into any exploration strategy. Like photovoltaic cells manufactured
in situ, wind turbine generators will serve smaller human outposts or permanent scientific
missions that do not warrant the use of an R TG or fission power source. Due to the low
pressure of the martian atmosphere, the span of these turbines will have to be larger than
those utilized on Earth. They would also be more appropriate at higher altitudes, such as
raised plateaus where the wind speed will be higher than at the martian surface. However,
they may prove to be of strategic importance to human fixed station or robotic missions.
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The exploitation of martian geothermal energy will require the enhancement of industrial
techniques developed in terrestrial industries. Water may exist under the martian surface
in the form of aquifers allowing geothermal power to be generated by utilizing the higher
temperature water to drive turbine generators. The process is dependent upon the
location ofsites with previous geologicalactivity, primarily of volcanic nature. The scale
of operations that would be required in order to establish such a power station suggests
that this strategy is only economically viable for human missions that had heavy power
requirements.
However, appropriate development of technology would enable
autonomous systems to locate and carry out drilling and other activities in preparation for
completion in human presence, or even completely autonomously.
~~~~~~~~~------------------------~~;-----~------~----------~

••• future technolo9y
and policy i11ue1

NUCLEAR FUSION
FUSION, the short form for NUCLEAR FUSION, describes the class of nuclear reactions
where two light nuclei fuse together and form a heavier nucleus.
NUCLEAR FISSION on the other hand is a nuclear reaction, where a heavy atomic nucleus
splits into two or more parts. Fusion and fission lie on the opposite sides of the binding
energy vs. nucleus mass diagram, with 56Fe lying in the center. 56Fe has the highest binding
energy, so one can fusion lighter nuclei into heavier ones or fission heavier into lighter ones
to access nuclear energy.
Fission has been developed relatively easily in the 40's, but the development of a controlled
fusion reaction is much more difficult, since one has to deal with the strong electromagnetic
forces. Fusion produces 5 times more energy per mass than fission and has the advantages
that there is no radioactive waste left, the fuel is more or less unlimited (Deuterium, Tritium or
3
He) and that it is inherently safe. Inherently safe means, that if there is a malfunction, the
fusion reaction will shut down immediately.

This is because a fusion reaction doesn't happen on its own. The plasma must be heated until
it reaches the necessary temperature and held together to achieve a proper density.
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MAGNETS

VACUUM
CHAMBER

PLA, MA

The TOKAMAK configuration

The most successful and promising fusion confinement device up to now is known as
TOKAMAK The word TOKAMAK is actually an acronym derived from the Russian words
toroid-kamera-magnit-katushka, m eaning "the toroidal chamber and magnetic coil". The
TOKAMAK is principally characterized by a large current, up to several million amperes,
which flows through the plasma, heating the plasma to some hundred million degrees, much
hotter than the Sun's core. The temperature has to be so high, since a TOKAMAK cannot
achieve the same density as the core of the Sun. The big magnets in the picture are used to
confine the plasma to a) reach the necessary density and b) keep the plasma away from the
TOKAMAK wall.
The Sun and the stars are all powered by fusion (p-p - or Carbon-cycle). Controlled technical
fusion relies at the moment on the Deuterium/Tritium-Cycle, which is the easiest to achieve.
On the other hand the D/T-reaction has the drawback that one uses Tritium, which is
radioactive and the fusion reaction produces neutrons, that will activate the reactor wall: D+T
=> 4 He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV).
By using the DPHe-reaction, which is a so-called aneutronic reaction, one can avoid the
production of a neutron with a ll its problems, although some neutrons will still be produced
by some secondary reactions.
The D/ 3H e-reaction looks like this: D+3 He => 4He (3.6 MeV) + p (14.7 MeV)
The major problems with this fusion reaction are that one needs 5 times more energy to fuse
the atoms and that 3 He is a very rare isotope of helium. There are roughly 13 3 He atoms per
10 million 4 H e atoms. Luckily 3H e is relatively abundant on the surface of the Moon; this is
believed to be d ue to particles streaming onto the Moon from the solar wind. 3He can also b e
made from decaying tritium
{Ref: Website: Fusion Energy Education}

Although still speculative in economic and technological terms, the use of fusion energy in
the long term human exploration scenario should be addressed in the future. Research is
currently being carried out with the next step development of the International
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the state in which the materials are found on Mars. Whilst such materials have important
economic implications for the overall human endeavor to Mars, given the infancy of our
current knowledge and mining capability, the benefits of this particular resource are mainly
long term.

Real estate
While policies are not yet in place which make it possible today, the investment in martian
real-estate represents a serious future utilization of the 'available space' resource on Mars.
This can be divided into two categories: open and habitable. "Habitable" real-estate is
defined as being contained in a man-made dome, "open" exists outside or prior to any
human development. Clearly habitable real-estate is more valuable than open real-estate,
nevertheless both could feasibly be bought and sold, especially as transportation costs drop
and development increases, both would eventually increase in value.
Clearly investment in martian real estate requires a vision of long term return. Why would
somebody buy land which is seemingly worthless because it cannot be currently exploited?
Historically, what has made open land a valuable commodity are two things: 1) the belief
that it will be exploitable someday, and 2) the existence of a judicial arrangement which
allows land to be privately owned. If a mechanism were put in place that could enforce
private property rights on Mars, land could probably be bought and sold now. Following
the surveying of the land to some specified degree of fidelity, rights to a piece of land
would then be tradable today on the basis of their future speculative worth. No
enforcement officers would be needed on the surface of Mars, but rather the enforcement
would be carried out by a property registry office of a large international organization.
Such enforcement is needed to turn worthless terrain into real-estate property value.
Once this mechanism is in place, even undeveloped open real-estate represents a
tremendous source of capital to finance initial development of martian settlements. Sold at
an average value of $10 per acre, Mars would be worth $358 billion. If eventually
terraformed, these prices could grow perhaps 100-fold to give a total value of $36 trillion.
If terraforming can be carried out for less than this then land owners have every reason to
push for planetary engineering. {Ref: Zu brin, 1996} This represents something of a
passive increase in the value of land. Land value with locations closer to either habitable
areas, or sections of Mars known to contain valuable resources will be worth much more.
A more active approach could involve the procurement in, perhaps, a local 'cultivator'
subject to the appropriate technologies being available. Land is bought as open low-cost
land and the cultivator works to generate selected resources, perhaps depending on the
land-type, collects them, and stores them to be sold at a later date. This aids programs by
private investment initially, followed by further return as resources are ready by the time
human land on Mars.
What stages are needed before this market can be set up? Clearly an important phase is the
prospecting and surveying of Mars, followed by a period of assessment resulting in the
allocation of value to each area. Possible attributes to be considered when allocating value
are geography for communications, solar conditions and weather, geology for
mineralogical worth, local topography for development potential and even natural beauty.
Policy issues will dominate any such endeavor initially as enterprises struggle with Outer
Space Treaties and the rights of individuals to own space. Who would oversee this: would
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it be a commercial enterprise or would it be a government run process? Subject to these
being resolved the land can be opened to interested parties, and the initial buying and
trading period commences. Practical issues can then be addressed such as how to mark
out the territory, if this is necessary, and what responsibilities accompany land ownership.
Possibilities and development and land cultivation can then be investigated. All the while,
an increase in public awareness of Mars and financial motivation will perhaps provide
indirect stimulus to the overall Mars endeavor.
Technology demonstration as such is not so applicable in this case. Perhaps the only
demonstrator would be the physical marking of land, or the delivery of a 'land cultivator'
as mentioned previously. Otherwise, the demonstration is represented by the early small
scale commercial enterprise prior to full survey and value assessment of the martian
surface.
Technologies to develop are those that can efficiently tum over a worthless (although as has
been emphasized, no land is truly worthless) patch of land and cultivate it so that in
addition to its space it has some resources associated with it. This at least is a short to mid
term technology development program. The policy issues are perhaps mid term, although
the issues have already been raised by several commercial entities already. The full-scale
implementation and economic return, however, are most definitely mid to long term,
although the eventual economic benefits are not to be underestimated. Consider the return
for those who legally owned the land that now represents the city of Houston, if money
had been distributed fairly rather than the land simply taken by force, something which
could not occur on Mars for the foreseeable future.
Location and physical parameters
As explained earlier, Mars' orbit and low gravity combine to lend Mars and its moons a
tremendous advantage as launch locations both inwards to the Inner Solar System and
outwards to the Main Belt and beyond. Table 5.4-6 illustrates this advantage, comparing
the energy requirements for various trajectories several solar system bodies and the surface
of Earth and Mars in tum. For reference, the data assumes a transportation system using
CHi02 engines with an Isp of 380s and high thrust !lV. The mass ratio benefits of
launching from the martian surface are at least five fold over launch from Earth, and
outwards to the Main Belt the advantages can be greater than tenfold.
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Surface to Low Orbit
Surface to Escape
Low Orbit to Lunar Surface
Surface to Lunar Surface
Low Orbit to Creeps
Surface to Creeps
Creeps to Planet
Surface to LEO

Earth
L1V (km/s)
Mass ratio
11.4
9.0
12.0
25.6
6.0
5.1
57.6
15.0
9.6
13.4
18.6
152.5
4.8
3.7
9.0
11.4

L1V (km/s)
4.0
5.5
5.4
9.4
4.9
8.9
2.7
5.71

Mars
Mass ratio
2.9
4.4
4.3
12.5
3.8
11.1
2.1
?

Table 5.4-6 Comparison of accessibilities of LEO, Moon and Main Belt Asteroids from
Earth and Mars {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}

It should be borne in mind that currently there is no large scale activity elsewhere in the
solar system which demands supplies such that exploitation of this 'inherent resource' is
even necessary yet. When such activities do exist however, construction in LEO, or
mining at the Main Belt Asteroids for example, then sufficient fuel production, launch, and
control infrastructure will need to be established at Mars for it to be used as a 'waystation'
in this way. Clearly, however, this is at best a mid-term, and more realistically a long-term
undertaking.
Note: A special segment in Appendix G is dedicated to addressing the concept of celestial
real estate as a resource and using a celestial body as a platform for exploration of the rest
of the solar system.

5.5 STRATEGIES FOR THE UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES
Based upon the available resources, their applications, and the technologies to transform
them into a useful form, this section proposes strategies for the utilization of resources in
support of both robotic and human missions. For robotic missions, strategies for
utilization of fuel and power are addressed. These strategies are also detailed for human
missions, in addition to strategies for the development of life support and construction
material technologies.

5.5.1 Life Support Strategy
This section outlines a set of projects or strategies which develop the technologies
associated with the extraction, processing, and storage of resources. The strategy outlined
in this section is dependent on a certain number of exploratory missions which are
designed to locate the resources associated with life support -- water, Oxygen, Nitrogen,
Argon, Phosphorus, and Potassium. These precursor missions are described in more
detail in Chapter 4.3.5. Missions associated with the extraction and processing of
resources are defined in this section.
For each mission, a graph showing an estimate of the time for development of the
technology on the Earth will be given. The estimates are based on comparison of past and
present missions with similar scope or technical difficulty. The time estimate includes the
amount of time it takes to automate, miniaturize, and qualify the technology for use in
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space. An estimation of time will be given to launch, orbit, and land a small scale highly
instrumented robotic propellant extraction, processing and storage facility. For the purpose
of this report, the small scale facilities will all be assumed successful in order to estimate
the appropriate time for developing the full scale facility.
The flow chart in Figure 5.5-1 provides a chronological account of the strategy for the
development of technology associated with life support resources. A short description of
each project follows.
Oxygen

Oxygen
Methane

Oxygen
Hydrogen

( Z ircone membrane )

( Sabatier)

( Electrolysis )

Figure 5.5 -1 Diagram Showing Chronological Flow Of Projects

Project la - Extraction of water from the martian polar caps using microwave
heating.
Project 1b - Extraction of water from the martian permafrost using borehole
heating.
It is essential that Project 1a and/or 1b be completed first because water, if it is found, is the
most important element for the human Mars mission. Water can be used not only for
direct crew consumption, but it may also be processed into Oxygen and Hydrogen which
are used for the life support system and as fuel. In addition, the quantity of water that is
extracted influences all of the later missions. These two projects can be performed in
parallel and should take three years to develop. The technology demonstrator should fly
and operate for one year. Based upon the results of these projects, the most efficient
method of extraction of water will be chosen for the later projects. If water can be extracted
in significant quantities, Projects 3a and 3b can be omitted.
Project 2a - Production of Oxygen by electrolysis of water extracted from the
martian polar caps or permafrost. The Hydrogen produced in the electrolysis
process will be used as fuel.
Project 2b - Full scale of project 2a
This project tests the most economically and technologically feasible method currently
available for the production of Oxygen. Project 2a can be tagged on to Project 1a or 1b
because this technology is immediately available. Once the technology of project 2a is
demonstrated, it is not a significant challenge to proceed with Project 2b. Project 2a should
take three years to develop and one year to demonstrate. Project 2b should take five years
to develop.
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Project 3a - Production of Oxygen from Carbon Dioxide in the martian atmosphere
by the Zirconia membrane separation process.
Project 3b - Full scale of project 3a
If enough water is not produced by Project 1a or 1b, Project 3 should be taken to make
Oxygen not from water, but from the atmosphere. This technology is still under
development at the University of Arizona. Project 3a should take five years to develop and
one year to demonstrate. Project 3b should take 7 years to develop.
Project 4a - Production of Oxygen by electrolysis of water extracted from the
martian surface. The Hydrogen produced in the electrolysis process will be
combined with Carbon Dioxide extracted from the martian atmosphere to produce
water and Methane. The water will then be fed back into the input of the system.
Project 4b - Full scale of project 4a
In this process, the amount of Oxygen produced from a given amount of water is twice as
much as that produced by Project 2. Project 4a should take three years to develop, one year
to demonstrate. Project 4b should take five years to develop.
Project Sa - Extraction of Nitrogen/argon mixture from the martian atmosphere by
compression and cooling.
Project Sb - Full scale of project Sa
Nitrogen and/or Argon will be used as a buffer gas for the breathable atmosphere and for
soil treatment. This project is independent of Projects 1-4 and can therefore be scheduled
without consideration for the previously described projects. Project 5a should take three
years to develop and one year to demonstrate. Project 5b should take five years to develop.
Project 6a - Soil treatment in support of plant growth
Project 6b - Full scale of project 6a
This project is in support of long term human missions and can be placed late in the
resource timeline. It tests a technology which applies treatments to martian soil to promote
the growth of plants. This project is also independent from Projects 1-4, but Nitrogen
produced from Project 5 is a prerequisite. Project 6a should take three years to develop and
one year to demonstrate. Project 6b should take five years to develop.
5.5.2 Fuel strategy
A set of projects or strategies for developing each of the five chosen propellants is
discussed. It is a requirement that a certain number of exploratory missions be completed
in order to map and locate the appropriate concentrations of each of the raw materials
necessary for conversion to propellants. These precursor missions are described in more
detail in Chapter 4.3.5.
For each mission, a graph showing an estimate of time for the development of the
technology on the Earth will be given. The estimates of time were based on comparison of
past and present missions with similar scope or technical difficulty. Most of the
technology for extraction, processing and storing of the five propellants already exist on the
Earth and will be "spin-ins". The time estimate includes the amount of time it takes to
automate, miniaturize, and qualify the technology for use in space. An estimation of time
will be given to launch, orbit and land a small scale, highly instrumented robotic propellant
extraction, processing and storage facility.
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An evaluation of the results will determine if a full scale facility is feasible. If so the time
estimation for planning, development and implementation of the facility will be estimated.
The fuel-projects will be presented in the chronological order in which they should be
performed.

Production of Methane and Oxygen (CH4 + 02) from the martian atmosphere using
the Sabatier reactor.
This project should occur first because the technology is available, lightweight, economical
and the raw material Carbon Dioxide is available throughout the martian surface. This
project should take three years to develop. The technology demonstrator should fly and
operate for one year and the full scale facility should take five years to develop. The
strategy should be to provide the full scale operations and supply one year before the
arrivals of humans, this would allow verification of a return supply of propellant before the
launch of the humans from Earth, as shown in Figure 5.5-2. NASA currently has plans
for a similar technology demonstration mission to occur in 2001.

Develop Techndogy
Starting Test
Develop Fun Scale
Facil ty
Tanks Fi l ed

Legend

c=:J

Ground Developme

~

Production

Years

Figure 5.5 -2 Project plan for Methane-Oxygen production

Production of Hydrogen and Oxygen (H2+02) from the martian surface using
extraction method presented in section 5.3 and electrolysis to obtain Hydrogen and
Oxygen.
This project lies second in the project sequence, because several NASA missions, are
currently planned to explore, confirm and quantify to some extent if water deposits exist on
the moon (Lunar Prospector), or to map, quantify and confirm that water exist on the
northern martian polar cap. The Hydrogen-Oxygen project should occur after deposits of
water are confirmed on the Moon or Mars. This project should take five years to develop
as electrolysis is well understood and used in terrestrial applications. The flight of the
technology demonstrator should operate for one year and the full scale facility should take
seven to nine years to develop, see Figure 5.5-3. If water is found on either the Moon or
Mars in significant quantities, then the other projects should be delayed and the strategy
should be transformed into one related to the building of several (H2+02) facilities since
this would probably override the need for any other fuel or Oxygen source.
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Develop Techno logy
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Figure 5.5-3 Project plan for Hydrogen-Oxygen production

Production of ethylene and Oxygen (C2H4 + 02) on Mars using extraction method
(RWGS). {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
The third project should take seven to nine years to develop, due to the difficulty of
perfecting the technology. The technology demonstrator should fly and operate for two
years and the full scale facility should take five years to develop, see Figure 5.5-4. The
strategy should be to implement the full scale technology so that it can provide propellant
and plastics as a derivative of the technology, at a time when it can be used by humans on
Mars.
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Figure 5.5-4 Project plan for Ethylene-Oxygen production

Production of Silane and Carbon Dioxide (SiH4 + C02) on Mars after locating high
concentrations of Si02 using extraction method. {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
The fourth project should take ten years or longer to develop, due to the complexity of
Silane production and the erosive properties of the combustion product on the engine
exhaust nozzle. The technology demonstrator should fly and operate for two years and the
full scale facility should take five years to develop, see Figure 5.5-5. The strategy should
be to implement full scale production sometime after human have the need for commuting
within Mars. A benefit of using this propellant is the storage stability of Silane and not
having to store the Carbon Dioxide, since it is the martian atmosphere.
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Figure 5.5-5 Project plan for Silane production

Production of Aluminum and Oxygen (AI + 02) on the Moon after locating high
concentrations in the regolith. {Ref: Zubrin, 1996}
Once the high energy source required for the aluminum extraction is developed, this
process should take about five years to develop. The demonstration unit should fly and
operate for several months. Full scale facilities could be operational within seven years see
Figure 5 .5-6.
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Figure 5.5-6 Project plan for Aluminum production

5.5.3 Power Strategy
Power supply systems can occupy one of three strategic locations; on a planet surface, in
space and in transit supplying a spacecraft. The consideration of power system usage is
dependent upon a number of constraints such as political (e.g. acceptability of RTGs),
technical (e.g. in situ development of surface photovoltaic solar converters) and economic
(e.g. the initial cost of solar power satellite system). A set of energy strategies are
considered that use both known technologies and those under research
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The prime development constraint is the political decision making process. The
construction and development of a coherent strategy will require that the major decisions
are known (as far as possible) at the start of strategic implementation. Consistent and
educated political support must be won and consolidated where the pursuit of technical
standards has been overshadowed by the weight of uninformed public opinion (and hence
political reaction). The restriction on use of RTGs from the US and Europe for ~xtra
terrestrial utilization is a pertinent example. In the early years of any martian robotic or
human exploration aspects, excessive power loads will exist both in transit and on the
planet's surface.
The two options of energy use in transit and ground operations for early missions are solar
photovoltaic panels and the use of R TGs. The resource and technology development for
the earliest missions have utilized these technologies and working experience has been
obtained. Research is ongoing in both these areas with possibilities for electrical efficiency
improvement.
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Figure 5.5 -7 Strategic Power Elements

Designs exist for the use of space rated fission reactors such as the US SP-100 or Russian
Topaz. However, the complexity and mass required, rules these power sources out as
options for small robotic missions, though there is greater justification for use with human
missions. It is not known whether the use of nuclear power sources will be re-approved in
the western world but we recommend that effort must be made to re-integrate these
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concepts (both for power and propulsion) into a Mars exploration strategy, especially when
considering human exploration.
In order to determine when power systems manufactured in an extra-terrestrial
environment become a viable option, three points must be considered:
1. Development of the enabling technology may be performed on Earth.
2. Demonstration of the technology using martian material may only be proved after a
sample return mission.
3. Application of the technology may only be required when the power and mass
requirements warrant the industrial effort. The infrastructure must exist before
these power sources can be utilized effectively.
These 3 points apply to strategic elements 5 to 9 in Figure 5.5-7. Therefore, it is
recommended that the enabling technologies are developed for all power strategies that
have been discussed but their development for utilization be closely dependent upon the
progress of human settlement. The exception to this may be the application of combustion
technology utilizing martian resources for refueling of robotic sample return missions.

5.5.4 Construction Material Strategy
A key assumption in the following strategy is that water is present and easily accessible on
the surface of Mars. Should this assumption be wrong, large-scale construction on Mars
may not be required. However, should construction materials still need to be produced in
the absence of water, large quantities of Hydrogen will need to be imported on to the
surface of Mars.
The strategy for the utilization of construction related resources involves
accomplishment of the following incremental goals:

the

1. Demonstrate critical chemical processing steps
• Isolate Carbon Dioxide from atmosphere
• Produce Methane and Carbon Monoxide from Carbon Dioxide and Hydrogen
• Produce Carbon from Methane
2. Synthesize plastics (ethylene/polyethylene)
• Demonstration of process followed by large-scale production as needed
3. Demonstrate ability to process martian soil
• Gather soil for processing
• Sieve soil to isolate constituents
4 . Produce metals and Silicon
• Extract and process iron
• Extract Nickel, Chromium, Aluminum AND Magnesium
• Extract pure Silicon
Mission elements for achieving the above goals may be implemented in single, small-scale
demonstration type missions or only be a part of the payload of a larger mission.
Furthermore, the demonstration of critical chemical processing steps and the synthesis of
plastics could be performed in one mission element.
Figure 5.5-8 illustrates the strategy as a timeline for accomplishing these elements.
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Figure 5.5 -8 Project plan for Construction Resources

5.5.5 Additional Resources
Valuable Materials
As with other material resources, the main steps towards full exploitation are search and
catalogue, development of appropriate mining/extraction machinery, small-scale
technology demonstration and full-scale capability and in this case, eventual export back to
Earth. Given that the existence of such materials remains speculative however, minimal
resources should be expended initially on the searching and prospecting of these materials
specifically. The search will be passive at least until either the existence of a 'goldmine' is
proven, or transportation costs drop to the extent where finances can be allocated to such an
effort without significant impact on other aspects. It is possible that the search becomes
easier with human presence as field geologists cast trained eyes over candidate geologic
features. The commercial export of valuable goods is a stage further in the long term.
Real Estate
The phasing in this case is slightly different as the barriers that exist are more policy
oriented than technological. Policy issues will initially dominate any such endeavor as
enterprises struggle with Outer Space Treaties and the rights of individuals to own space
assets. Who would oversee this; would it be a commercial enterprise or would it be a
government run process? Subject to these issues being resolved, the land can be opened to
interested parties, and the initial buying and trading period commences. Issues such as
how to mark out the territory, if at all, above and beyond mere registration, and
responsibilities of land ownership would then be addressed.
Once the policy issues have been solved, land surveying - most likely already underway
for other aspects of the Mars program - and value assessment can be carried out. Perhaps
the only demonstration would be the physical marking of land, or the delivery of smallISU Summer Session 1997
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scale 'land cultivators' (see Applications and strategies: additional resources' as mentioned
previously). Otherwise the demonstration phase is represented by the early small scale
commercial enterprise prior to full prospecting of the martian surface. Following this will
be the large scale buying of real-estate. The cultivation and subsequent economic return is
on similar time scales to large scale development of the martian surface - far beyond the
other programs discussed in this report.

Location and Physical Parameters
Whilst a way-station on Mars with launch, landing and refueling capability has been
designated a mid to long-term priority, development in this direction will be commenced
anyway in the early phases in the Mars program. It has already been recommended that
early on in the human phase, in situ resources (e.g. C02 and H2 0) will be used to provide
fuels for the return spacecraft, developing our expertise in launches from the martian
surface. The process, however, then needs to be extended to where the entire launch
process from fueling, payload integration, launch to orbit and control thereafter can be
handled from Mars rather than Earth. These latter sections are clearly further off in the
long term.
5.5.6 Consolidation of Resource Missions
Figure 5.5-9 shows the consolidated Material Resources Strategic Plan timeline for the Life
Support, Fuel, Construction Materials and Additional Resources aspects of this chapter.
Power is discussed in a separate timeline. The individual group missions were evaluated to
see which could be combined, and which should occur before the other. The current
missions planned by the space-faring nations along with the plans of the IMEWG were
consulted to extract similar or decide if they could be used to achieve the objectives of the
five groups. Scientific exploration of Mars will yield important data regarding geological
mapping and exploration of the bodies of interest and are fitted into the left-hand side of the
timeline. These scientific results are essential for identifying the locations to place resource
exploitation technology demonstrators and full scale facilities for maximum return.
Requirements for certain resources to sustain humans were also considered and are located
to the right of the timeline, after the essential resources missions were proven and on-line.
The timeline shows projected years as a reference, but the sequence can certainly be
delayed or accelerated depending on public and financial support, as well as technology
advances or delays.
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5.6

CONCLUSION

For the chapter "Assessment and Utilization of Resources" our group examined the
availability, accessibility and application of various resources on the Moon, Mars, Phobos
and Deimos and the Near Earth Asteroids. A variety of resources, such as water, metal
ores and Carbonaceous materials, could be utilized on these bodies. Possible applications
include:
• Water and various gases for propellant and life support systems
• Metal ores to be used for various further fabrication and infrastructure
• Silicates for power systems and electronics
• Carbonaceous materials for fuel and life support systems
In order to initiate, establish and maintain a sustained presence on Mars the use of in situ
resources is of great benefit. Therefore it is necessary to develop effective techniques, for
extracting, processing and transportation of these resources. Typical techniques include:
• Pyrometallurgy, Electrometallurgy and Hydrometallurgy
• Sabatier Reaction (for Methane production ---t fuel)
• Water extraction methods (Cooling I Compression Cycles for the martian
atmosphere)
• Mass Drivers (electromagnetic transportation system)
The use of these resources has a great influence on every scenario for human/robotic
exploration and settlement, either as a driving motive or as an infrastructure support, and
should be incorporated in strategic planning at the earliest stages.
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6.1

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most inspiring and captivating aspect of Mars exploration is the
establishment of human presence on Mars. The initial mission to land a crew on the
Martian surface is likely to equal, if not exceed, the global attention, fascination and pride
generated by the historic Apollo 11 Moon landing in 1969.
Prior to an initial human mission, robotic missions have and will continue to expand our
understanding of Mars. The knowledge base generated through these missions will
support subsequent human endeavors. As presented in Chapter 4, these missions will
first gather scientific information about Mars. Then, as presented in Chapter 5, additional
robotic missions will map out resources and demonstrate in situ resource utilization
technology. This is a critical process for successfully sending humans to Mars.
There exists a spectrum of opinions on the question of why humans should be sent to
Mars. Many assert that robotic exploration will provide ample information about Mars.
However for the foreseeable future, humans will remain more flexible, adaptable and
perceptive than robots. It is this fact that provides the rationale for sending a first human
mission to Mars. Through the use of direct human exploration and real-time remotely
controlled robotic investigation, humans on Mars allow for better and more thorough
scientific investigation.
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Better and more thorough science also provides the rationale for a continued human
presence. By establishing a continuously occupied outpost, scientific exploration of
Mars can be expanded to a global level leading to greater understanding of Mars and to a
time in the future when humans might settle on the planet. This illustrates a third
rationale for human presence on Mars. More than any other planet in the solar system,
Mars has the promise of becoming a second home to humans. Sending humans to Mars
opens the potential of Mars for expanded human presence beyond Earth. Furthermore,
human missions to Mars will have symbolic significance. The international nature of
Mars exploration will foster international cooperation with the aim of realizing a common
dream. A dream that transcends borders, nationalities and political beliefs. Striving
toward this shared dream as members of humanity rather than members of different
competing nations may act to unify mankind in a unique way. This alone may be a
compelling reason for a the establishment of a human presence on Mars.
This chapter provides a look at the issues surrounding sending humans to Mars and
outlines a strategy for early human missions that build toward a continuous human
presence.

6.2

STEPS FOR ESTABLISIDNG HUMAN PRESENCE

6.2.1 Obstacles and Strategic Solutions
6.2.1.1 Availability and Location of Resources
The first objective when planning a mission to Mars is to collect precise information
about where all the resources are located and to determine if the current technologies are
adequate to extract them in sufficient quantities. The ability to exploit the Martian
resources is beneficial in a human mission to Mars since it may significantly reduce the
mass of the payload and reduce interplanetary transit times. Many strategies have been
described in the previous chapters for the location and extraction of in situ resources and
many of them need to be tested and then selected on the basis of their performance, risk
and cost.
6.2.1.2 Effectiveness of Microgravity Countermeasures
The effects of microgravity on human physiology are quite widespread. Virtually every
physiological system is affected in some way by exposure to a microgravity environment.
The systems most affected are the cardiovascular system, musculoskeletal system and the
neurovestibular system.
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Effects on the Cardiovascular System
The absence of a gravity vector acting on the circulatory system removes the hydrostatic
pressures against which the heart normally pumps. The decreased afterload and workload
on the heart results in atrophy of cardiac muscle. The detrimental effects of the induced
cardiac atrophy are usually manifest upon re-entry into a gravity environment. Normally,
after returning to Earth a condition known as orthostatic intolerance is observed as a
consequence of the decreased ability of the heart to pump blood against gravity {Ref:
Churchill, 1997}. A decrease in the sensitivity of baroreceptors, the blood pressure
sensors of the body, as well the effectors of blood pressure (sympathetic system) also
contribute to orthostatic intolerance. This condition impairs the ability of the subject to
maintain his/her blood pressure, especially in situations related to changes of posture,
which can produce dizziness and even loss of consciousness. Orthostatic intolerance
becomes critical in a Mars mission in which the landing and stay of the crew on the
surface has to be performed without the medical assistance available on Earth.
Musculoskeletal System
Muscles, especially those used to counteract gravity, undergo a "disuse atrophy" in
micro-G {Ref: Churchill, 1997}. The skeletal system is most affected in long duration
spaceflight. Like muscle, bone also undergoes a form of disuse atrophy. The bone loss is
a result of a loss of calcium, the major mineral component of bone. It is not known to
date if this process is completely reversible. Independent of other space induced
problems atrophied bone does not appear to completely recover, even for a long time
post-flight. Furthermore, the risk of fractures post-flight increases by up to 30 to 40
percent {Ref: Churchill, 1997}. Before attempting a human Mars mission more data
about recovery of bone loss will be needed. Also, it is not known what effect a partial G
environment would have on bone loss. Another problem is related to the increased risk of
kidney stones as a result of increased calcium filtration by the kidney.
The countermeasures for both cardiovascular and musculoskeletal effects involve a
combination of both exercise-based activities such as in cycling (Ergometer - see Focus
Box- Countermeasures) and running on a treadmill or mechanical action as with Lower
Body Negative Pressure (LBNP - see Focus Box- Countermeasures) and Penguin suits
{Ref: Kozlovskaya, 1997}. Exercise is the most efficient countermeasure since it acts on
both muscle, bone and the cardiovascular system. Additional benefits stem from positive
psychological effects that have been identified in cosmonauts. It has been shown that
cosmonauts, after having completed their exercise countermeasures, tend to be more
relaxed and often sleep more soundly. Endorphins released both during and after physical
exertion have been cited as the mechanism for these effects.
While exercise provides a somewhat universal countermeasure to micro gravity,
pharmacological countermeasures can act selectively to slow the degradation of specific
systems.
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The neurovestibular consequences of microgravity are disorientation and loss of balance
upon return to a gravity environment. This is caused by the association of otolith organ
activation with translational motion in flight since the gravity vector is non-existent in
microgravity {Ref: Churchill, 1997}. Upon return to an environment with gravity the
gravitational force may be interpreted by the central nervous system as translational
motion thus resulting in the aforementioned sensations. Countermeasures may involve
the use of a short arm centrifuge to simulate a gravity vector periodically in flight to
counteract the association of otolith activation with translational motion.
Effective countermeasures are of paramount importance for a Mars mission since the
crew must be able to withstand the physical stresses of re-entry into the Martian
atmosphere and then cope with the sustained presence of a gravitational field. The
neurovestibular system will be challenged immediately upon reentry and the resultant
disorientation may seriously endanger the mission if humans are expected to manually
land the spacecraft. Therefore, despite the use of countermeasures, one must assume the
crew unfit for certain tasks for a short duration after the Mars landing. Thus, measures
must be taken to ensure a fully automated Mars landing with, perhaps, the possibility of
manual override in case of system failure.
The 0.38g gravitational acceleration of Mars may provide the optimal gravitational
environment for the reception of a human crew after a long duration mission. The partial
g would be less of a stress on the crew's systems than the full g on Earth and may gently
allow the crew to physiologically adapt to the force of gravity. Furthermore, although the
.38 g partial gravity may be easy on the crew by Earth's standards, it may still be
sufficiently strong for the crew members to rebuild their tolerance to gravity, thereby
restoring themselves to near preflight conditions before they embark upon a mission back
to Earth.
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Figure 6.2-4 A Solar Flare {http://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/sftheory/flareimage.htm}

Biological Effects of Radiation Encounters and Potential Solutions
When highly charged particles, for example electrons or protons, contact living tissue,
they have the ability to ionize molecules like water or oxygen. This reaction produces
highly reactive products called free radicals which can inflict damage to cellular
components. There are primarily two effects of radiation, one long term and the other
short term. The former is known as a stochastic risk and predominantly involves cancer
or cataract formation. The short term or acute effects may cause nausea, a decrease in
blood counts, or even death, if the dosage is high enough.
There are very severe implications when cellular DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is affected
by either free radicals or by the radiation particle itself. If certain regions of DNA are
damaged, in the case of an oncogene, then that particular cell may undergo uncontrolled
cell division which later manifests itself in the gross scale as cancer.

Biological Repair Mechanisms from Radiation Damage
Two major compensatory mechanisms attempt to avoid this outcome. The first method is that if
the cell is damaged enough then it undergoes a morphological set of events .from nucleus
This sequence is called
shrinkage, condensation, and ultimately DNA fragmentation.
apoptosis, and is basically a mode of carefully orchestrated cell death. For the sake of ironic
symbolism, it should be noted that apoptosis is derived from Greek as describing the falling of
leaves from a tree. To complete the poetic cycle of events, it should be observed that it was the
solar radiation that allowed for the existence of the tree in the first place.
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atomic bombs in past history, by nuclear reactor disasters, and by the fear of skin cancer
caused by ultraviolet radiation. At the present time, radiation provides us with one of the
greatest obstacles in the path along our quest to explore other planets.
When considering a human mission to Mars, three categories of radiation must be taken
into account: the trapped particles in the Van Allen radiation belts, the galactic cosmic
radiation, and the radiation emitted from the Sun during solar particle events. At
distances in the range of 1000 to 30 000 km from the Earth's surface, the captive high
energy protons and electrons in the Van Allen radiation belts are at their greatest
intensity. Solutions to the problem of a passage through this region can be addressed by
effective uses of shielding as will be discussed in the shielding section, or by choosing a
suitable flight trajectory, for example from a high polar launch site. By doing so, one
takes advantage of the vertical magnetic field lines, which means that the launch vehicle
will not have to pass through substantial trapped Van Allen radiation. Unfortunately, a
high polar launch needs a greater escape velocity since the Earth 's equatorial spin is not
being used as an advantage. This aspect of radiation is not considered as being a major
problem because the duration of passage through the belts is relatively small.
Galactic cosmic radiation has extremely high energy but relatively low flux density. This
means that it will be exceedingly difficult to shield astronauts from this type of radiation
but that thankfully it is quite low in intensity. The origin of this radiation is thought to
be from supernovae explosions. The greatest problem to be solved lies in the area of solar
particle events (Figure 6.2-4). Solar flares are individual events which occur at different
frequencies during an eleven year cycle. The next peak in the cycle, or solar maximum, is
expected in the year 2001. A solar particle event ejects an extremely intense amount of
energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation and charged particle radiation; the latter
could inflict acute and lethal damage to a crew en route to Mars without adequate
shielding. Solar particle events are very difficult to predict and the intensity of a given
event is also very sporadic. For instance, a devastating flare may occur at the solar
minimum, although this would be very unusual. The duration of a solar particle event
may last from a few minutes to several hours, thus furthering the complications of
prediction. At solar minima, the amount of galactic cosmic radiation is at a maximum,
further making radiation a problem which cannot be avoided. Of the three categories of
radiation, the effects en route to Mars of emitted solar radiation during solar flares is the
most important problem to date which needs innovative solutions.
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Life support systems are also important for Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA). For EVA a
light weight portable non-regenerative life support system is employed. A human Mars
mission may depend a lot on EVA; whether it is the first Mars walk or a manual repair
and construction on the surface of Mars (See focus box - EVA & Appendix - EVA) .
• •• future technolo9y
and policy iuue1

Extravehicular activities on the surface of Mars
The different space programs such as Gemini, Soyuz, Mir, Space Shuttle and especially Apollo
have shown humans can work in an hostile environment and, as demonstrated in the lunar
landings, can move, walk and perform any task required for the mission.
The space suits currently in use, the Space Shuttle EMU and the Russian ORLAN space suit
have not been designed for planetary exploration and since the martian surface is different from
the orbital environment a new suit has to be developed.
Even if using as much as possible "off-the-shelf" components of the two existing systems a new
system, which can sustain life for longer periods, with easier maintenance will be needed in
order to p rovide protection in the planetary environment were glare, dust conditions, oxidation,
pressure differentials, cooling and heating needs and other problems can be taken into account.
In order to be innovative, the Planetary Space Suits will have to be:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

low weight constructed
highly mobile
self carrying capable
low maintenance
zero pre-breathing time capable
rapid don / doff
easy re-sized
radiation protected
possible repairable

A detailed study of the EVA operations on Mars is necessary, in order to resolve the main issues,
specially those regarding reusability and low maintenance during daily activities. The issue of
oxidation and contamination of the metallic parts of the suits with Martian dust have to be
properly addressed and resolved.

References:
• Hamilton Standard,. "General Information about Space Shuttle EMU).
• Kaplan, D., "Environment of Mars", NASA Technical Memorandum 100470 (October 1988).
• NASA, NASA SID-3000 Man Systems Integrations Standards, Volume I and 11.

Introduction to Relevant Aspects of Radiation
Our life on Earth has a mixed relationship with radiation. Our human existence has been
vitally shaped by solar radiation which provides us with food and energy. Visible and
non visible radiation from the depths of the universe are responsible for illuminating us
with a glimpse of our origins. Radiation also has a deadly face as seen by human use of
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The Super-Critical Water Oxidation (SCOW) has high theoretical efficiencies (100%).
Water exhibit unique properties in the supercritical state which makes this process
particularly attractive for waste destruction, namely its properties as a solvent change.
This permits oxidation to occur in a single phase, unlike wet oxidation. If sufficient
oxygen is available and the reactor temperature and pressure are sufficiently high, i.e.,
above 922K and 2.53 *104 kPa, organic compounds, along with processed atmospheric and
trace contaminant gases, are completely oxidized to C02 , H 2 , and N2 . Inorganic salts are
only sparingly soluble in supercritical water which aids in separating salt from the
aqueous product phase, since they precipitate from solution. The temperature and
molecular densities allow the oxidation reactions to proceed rapidly and essentially to
completion.
SCWO can handle all types of spacecraft waste, in addition to processing condensate,
wash, and urine/flush waters. So, it is to be desired as a Mars mission 's water/waste
management subsystem.
But, SCWO reactor's high operating pressures and temperatures (max: 1023 K) may
potentially endanger the crew.
The schematic shown in Figure 6.2-3 describes how different physicochemical
subsystems may be used to close the water, and oxygen loops. The carbon and nitrogen
loops, however, remain open as methane and ammonia are not fed back in any way.
Indigestible material represents solid wastes such as feces, while the combination of
water, ammonia, and salts simply describe the main components of urine.
CH4

c>

Human

RO, VCD, SCWO
RO - Reverse osmosis
VCD- Vapor Compression Distillation
SCWO- Supercritical Wet Oxidation
Figure 6.2-3 Schematic of closed loop physicochemical regenerative system
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The urine recovery subsystem for
the International Space Station (US
module) is the Vapor Compression
(VCD)
process
(under
Distillation
development). In the VCD process vapor
is compressed to raise its saturation
temperature and then is condensed on the
surface in direct thermal contact with the
evaporator. The resultant heat flux from
the condenser to the evaporator, driven by
its saturation temperature differential, is
sufficient to evaporate a mass of water
equal to that being condensed. Thus, the
latent heat of condensation is recovered for
the evaporation process.

The hygiene recovery and potable
processing for the International Space
Station (US module) is the Reverse
Osmosis (RO) process. The RO unit reject
all suspended solids, all macromolecules,
and most low molecular weight salts,
although current membranes are incapable
of removing small organic compounds. The
result is a large volume of relatively pure
permeate and a small volume of very
concentrated fluid, which must be
processed by a VCD or stored.

Electrolysis of water obtained from the Urine and Hygiene Recovery subsystems, yield
hydrogen and oxygen. The oxygen is converted to
carbon dioxide by human respiration.
The - Sabatier Process
C02 + 4H2 ---- CO + H20
hydrogen is used to reduce carbon dioxide to
CO + 3H2 ---- CH4 + H20
methane and water (Sabatier process). The water
can be used for consumption, and will eventually return to the Urine Recovery or
Hygiene Recovery subsystem.
The physicochemical systems described above will all be used on the International Space
Station and thus each of them will have been tested extensively prior to a human mission
to Mars. The rationales for use of the VCD and RO systems on the ISS are low mass,
and easy maintenance {Ref: Ekart, 1994}. Although experience with these systems on
ISS is valuable, the current efficiencies may not be sufficiently high to obtain adequate
loop closure for a three years Mars mission. Perhaps alternate technologies for waste
management and water recycling with higher efficiencies may need to be employed for
such a Mars mission. The most promising candidate based on current efficiencies and
possible future engineering improvements is the Supercritical Wet Oxidation (SCOW)
system.
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Currently, efficiencies of -85% are achievable, however, in the near future, efficiencies of
-95% may be available {Ref: Ekart, 1994}, which reduce the mass of transported water
to 436.8(=8736* 0.05) kg plus the mass of water physically contained within the water
cycle. Equally, by closing the oxygen and food cycles additional mass can be spared. As
the efficiency of waste recycling improves, the cumulative mass of consumables required
for a mission become less dependent on the mission length as shown in Figure 6.2-2, thus
extending the envelope of human exploration further into the solar system and beyond.

Mission duration
Figure 6.2-2 Graph demonstrating mass with respect to mission duration
(reproduced with modification from Ekart, 1994)

Closed loop systems can achieve waste recycling by physicochemical processes,
biological processes or a combination of the two, resulting in a hybrid system.
Physicochemical processes apply physical and/or chemical separation and concentration
methods. Bioregenerative techniques employ living organisms (plants, microbes) to
process organic molecules.

Physico-Chemical Closed Loop Life Support System
In physicochemical life support systems, man is the only biological component. The
basic life support functions that can be fulfilled by physico-chemical subsystems are:
• Atmosphere Management (C02 removal, C0 2 reduction, 0 2 generation)
• Water Management (to supply the metabolic and wash water)
• Waste Management (urine recovery, hygiene recovery)
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Open loop vs. Closed loop Systems:
Life support systems can manage water, food, waste and atmospheric conditions by
employing a non-regenerative open loop system or a regenerative closed loop system. In
a non-regenerative system, resources are consumed by humans only once and then stored
or discharged as waste. Thus the mass of consumables for sustaining a human crew in an
open loop life support system increases linearly with the duration of the mission and the
metabolic requirements of the crew.
In a regenerative system, the waste products are processed, re-purified and recycled back
to the crew as shown in Figure 6.2-1 .

consumables:
02, H20, foods

wastes:
C0 2, NH3 , urine, solid wastes

...

Human

....
...

....Figure 6.2-1 Schematic closed loop life support system.

Although this recycling process consumes some additional energy, it considerably reduces
the mass of consumables required for life support and as a consequence substantially
decreases the energy required for propulsion. The additional acceleration conferred by
such a closed loop system may in turn shorten the transit time of a mission to Mars and
thus reduce exposure ofthe crew to the deleterious effects of radiation and microgravity.
To further illustrate the importance of using a closed loop system for long duration space
missions considering the mass requirements of consumables for a 3-year human presence
in space. Over the course of one year it has been estimated that a person consumes three
times their body weight in food, eight times their body weight in drinking water and four
times their body weight in oxygen {Ref: Ekart, 1994} . During a 3-year mission the
consumables for a crew of four with an average mass of 70 kg amounts to: 2520 kg of
food, 6720 kg of water and 3360 kg of oxygen. Since the food that we eat is typically ~
80 % water the actual mass of water consumption increases to 8736 kg, while the mass of
food decreases to 504 kg (desiccated). Clearly, the bulk of the mass is occupied by the
water and thus a large amount of mass can be cut by efficiently closing the water cycle.
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Microgravity Countermeasures
Ergometer (cycling): The ergometer is a bicycle -like exercise device which can be
pedaled with the hands or feet. Cardiovascular and respiratory parameters can be recorded
while the astronaut is doing exercise which stresses predominantly the cardiovascular and
muscle system.
Treadmill: A passive treadmill which utilizes "bungee cord" straps to simulate gravity
and pull the individuals toward the "ground" has been used to stress the cardiovascular
and musculoskeletal system. The ergometer and treadmill are similar physical exercise
devices which are easy to be either assembled or used daily in space.
Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP) device: It was used extensively during Skylab
missions to stimulate the astronaut's cardiovascular system, to determine the extent and
time course of the astronauts' deconditioning and to determine whether inflight data on
LBNP would be useful in predicting postflight orthostatic intolerance. It would be a
possible method which can be used during the mission to Mars in order to subject the
cardiovascular system to sudden fluid shifts, and thus to help restore orthostatic tolerance
upon return to Earth after a long term flight.
Penguin Suit: The special elasticized suit which provides passive stress on antigravity
muscles groups. This "penguin suit" can be worn during the normal day's activities and
during exercises. It should be a optional method for Mars mission to avoid muscle's
atrophy and it can also help to redistribute fluid towards the leg.
Drugs: Certain drugs can be used to reverse the negative calcium balance through the use
of calcium regulating hormones. Also nutritional administration of calcium may be
increased. Anabolic hormones may be used to counteract some of the catabolic processes
that occur in microgravity.
6.2.1.3 Life support systems
Life support systems are typically divided into five areas:
• atmosphere management
• water management
• food storage or production
• waste management
• fire/radiation countermeasures
Of the five areas listed above, all but the last will be discussed in this section. Radiation
effects and countermeasures are addressed in a separate section due to the importance of
this issue in interplanetary travel.
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7.6.3.2 Critical Technologies for a Mission to Mars
7.6.3.2.1 Propulsion Systems
Several propulsion systems may be considered for future Mars m1ss10ns, including
chemical propulsion systems, ion engines, solar sailing structures, nuclear propulsion
engines and others. The following table shows the most important features of these
systems:

Thrust [N]
Isp [s]
req. Power
Mass [kg]
Remarks

Chemical - LH and
Nuclear - Hydrogen
LOX
0.1 - 12 • 106
up to 12 • 106
460
800 - 6000
low
medium
medium
>> fuel consumption politically unacceptable!

ArcJet- Hydrogen
(still under R & D)
3-4
1800 - 2000
lOOkW

8 - 10
low thrust, high power!

Table 7.6-1 Features of Propulsion Systems

Taking all these features into account, the best propulsion system for a piloted spacecraft
to Mars would be nuclear propulsion, in terms of thrust, power consumption and specific
impulse. The restriction, in today' s world, is the political unacceptability of launching
spacecraft containing nuclear components, such as nuclear reactors. However, the
possibility exists that political acceptability will rise in the next 20 years.
For the crew, the additional radiation exposure due to the nuclear engine is not the main
problem. The astronauts would suffer from a higher radiation dose when traveling with a
conventional chemical propulsion system, since the travel time would be longer than with
nuclear and the acquired solar radiation dose would be much higher.
In addition to the radiation problem, chemical propulsion systems are inferior to nuclear
because of the high fuel consumption, due to a low Isp· ArcJets on the other hand have a
very high power demand, in combination with a low thrust. [ArcJet Information was
provided by Martin Riehle, IRS (email 18/6/1997).]
The only escape from the political problem of nuclear propulsion, posed by the antinuclear sentiment and the high energy consumption of arcjets and ion drives, could be the
use of high efficiency solar arrays, which seems to be possible in the near future (see also
the section Power Generation, following later in this chapter). In that case a combination
of several ArcJets for the cruising phase, together with a bipropellant engine for orbital
maneuvers around the planets could lead to a solution.
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What can we expect for the year 2020?
• Chemical propulsion systems have reached their limit. No major breakthroughs
are to be expected in the coming years.
• Nuclear propulsion has potential for development if sufficient funding is provided
(e.g. SP-100, UK-25).
• Ion Drives and ArcJets will be marginally improved to have higher thrust levels.
However, the problem ofhigh energy consumption will remain (e.g.: RJT-35).

7.6.3.3 Power Systems
7.6.3.3.1 Power Generation
Power systems for spacecraft and possible planetary bases will need to rely either on
solar or on nuclear power. The following matrix can be set up to compare the various
systems:
Radioisotope

Nuclear
Reactor

0.2- 25

Solar
Thermal
Dynamic
1 - 300

0.2- 10

25 - 100

26 - 100

9 - 15

8 - 10

15- 22

Spec. Cost [$/W]

2500- 3000

800 - 1200

1600018000

400- 700

Hardness
(natural
radiation)
Stability and
maneuver-ability
Low-orbit drag
Degradation over
life
Storage required
for solar eclipse
Sensitivity to Sun
anele
Fuel availability
IR signature

Medium

High

Very High

Very High

Low

Medium

High

High

High
Medium

Medium
Medium

Low
Low

Medium
Low

Yes

Yes

No

No

Medium

High

None

None

Unlimited
Low

Unlimited
Medium

Very low
Medium

Very low
High

Design Parameter

Power Range

Solar Photovoltaic

fkW]

Spec. Power
fkW]

Table 7.6-2 Comparison of Space-craft Power System Parameters
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Due to the current aversion to the utilization of nuclear power (RTGs and reactors), solar
power systems seem to be the only option to be considered for the near future for
missions to Mars, although the solar power level at Mars is only 30% - 40% compared to
that at the Earth orbit. Current research is dealing with the problem to increase the
efficiency of the various solar cell types. The following table compares the different
systems:
Cell Type
theoretical efficiency
achieved efficiency
equivalent time in GEO
for 15% degradation
1 MeV electrons
10 MeV protons

Si
18%
14%

GaAs
23%
18%

InP
22%
19%

10 a
2a

33 a
6a

155 a
89 a

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and Indium Phosphide (InP) are less vulnerable to radiation
damage, however the cost of this type of cells is also 7 times higher compared with
Silicon (Si).
What can we expect for the year 2020?

•

•
•

•

Solar cell efficiency will slowly increase, until it meets the theoretical limit. No
major breakthrough in the basic type of technology should be expected with
regards to efficiency increase. Taking concentrator techniques (visible and IR) into
account, one can predict an efficiency of 50% for the solar cell efficiency.
Thin film solar cells are under Research & Development (R&D) at the moment,
and the first prototypes exist.
Another type of solar cell is the PLASTIC cell, made of a special type of plastic,
with a low efficiency but a very low cost. It can be expected that R&D of these
solar cells will receive sufficient attention, since the low cost will enable the
development of commercial applications of these cells.
Fusion technology maybe a topic in the year 2020. Depending on the advances in
sustaining a nuclear fusion reaction (JET, TFTR-60 and ITER) first prototypes
for commercial fusion reactors may exist. However fusion reactors will probably
not be used for piloted spacecraft in the near future, since the mass of such a
reactor is very high. The major application for fusion reactors in the more distant
future would be fulfilling the function of power plants on planetary outposts.
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7.6.3.3.2 Power Storage
Currently all chemical battery cells are either primary or secondary systems. Primary
battery cells convert chemical energy into electrical energy but cannot reverse this
conversion, so they cannot be recharged. These cells are typically used on either short
term missions (not applicable for Mars missions) or for long-term tasks, when a minimum
of power is required (e.g. memory backup). A secondary battery can convert chemical
energy into electrical energy during discharge and electrical energy into chemical energy
during charge. This process can be repeated for thousands of cycles. Table 7.6-3 & Table
7.6-4 compare primary and secondary cells:
Primary Battery Couple
Silver Zinc
L ithium thionyl chloride
Lithium sulfur dioxide
Lithium monofluoride

Specific Energy
Density [Wh/kg]
60- 130
175 - 440
130- 350
130 -350

Typical Application
High rate, short life
Medium rate, moderate life
Low/medium rate, long life
Low rate, long life

Table 7.6-3 Primary Cells : Applications and Performance

Secondary Battery Couple
Nickel Cadmium
Nickel Hydrogen (individual
pressure vessel design)
Nickel Hydrogen (common
pressure vessel design)
Sodium sulfur
Fuel Cells (H2 and 0 2 )

Specific Energy
Density [Wh/kg)
25-30
25-40

Status
Space qualified
Space qualified

45-60

Under development

140- 210
750

Under development
Space qualified

Table 7.6-4 Secondary Cells : Applications and Status

What can we expect for the year 2020?
•
•

The specific energy density for fuel cells should increase to 1 kWh/kg, according
to Max Schautz from ESTEC (email of 20/6/1997).
The number of cycles for various battery systems is rather low at the moment,
one can expect that R&D will increase the cycle number in the next years. NaS
batteries show problems when operating at low temperatures, but this is also a
subject of intense R&D.
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7.6.3.4 Structure I Advanced Materials
The current materials available for structures are described in Table 7.6-5:
Material
Aluminum
Steel
Heat-resistant alloys
Magnesium
Titanium

Beryllium
Composite (graphite,
epoxy,...)

Advantages
High strength vs. weight,
ductile, easy to machine
High strength
Strength retained at high
temperatures, ductile
Low density - high
efficiency for stability
High strength vs. weight,
low coefficient of thermal
expansion
High stiffness vs. density
Can be designed for high
stiffness, high strength and
extremely low coefficient of
thermal expansion

Disadvantages
High coefficient of thermal
expansion, low hardness
Magnetic, hard to machine
Not as hard as some steels
susceptible to corrosion,
low strength vs. volume
Hard to machine, poor
fracture toughness
Toxic, low ductility
Costly, still a lot of R&D
has to be done

Table 7.6-5 Available Materials & Properties

Advanced materials, such as composites, ceramics and matrix materials, remain a
promising field for the future since they involve the possibility to lower the spacecraft
mass at a substantial rate. Substantial R&D is also being made in the field of radiation
hardening. Another promising field for space exploration is the use of inflatable
structures; self healing materials, able to seal a hole are available (e.g.: self healing tanks in
military aircraft) and offer the advantages of:
• Lowmass
• Minimum volume required for storage
• Pre-fabrication is possible ~ rapid deployment
What can we expect for the year 2020?
• According to Scott Madry (ISU SSP: 16/6/1997), the mass of spacecraft structures
will decrease by a factor of 50 in the next 20 years. David J. Norton from HARC
expects the reduction to be at least a factor of 4 (source: email from 19/6/ 1997).
• Due to substantial improvements in high temperature ceramics and alloys (e.g.
turbine blades for aircraft and power plants and small scale combustion engines used
as power sources) projected for the next years, combustion temperature limits of
rocket engines should increase significantly, leading to higher efficiency!
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7.6.3.5 Miniaturization (Micro/Nanotechnology)
Developments in this field will play a significant role in the upcoming planetary missions.
The next generation of spacecraft will be microsatellites ( 10 - 100 kg) that will find their
application in and beyond Earth orbit, or even nanosatellites (1 - 10 kg) in Earth-Moon
system. The use of nanosatellites for interplanetary missions depends on the constraints
of power generation, small scale ion engines, radiation shielding and other problems
related to the planetary environment being investigated. The biggest problem will be
radiation damage, at least on the nanotechnology scale. Further details can be found in the
Micro/Nanotechnology focus box.
What can we expect for the year 2020?
• An important improvement for any future spacecraft will be the size and mass
reduction of sensors, actuators and other technical/electronic equipment. If one
suggests that no major breakthrough will be achieved in self replicating systems
until the year 2020, then the enhancement for spacecraft will lie in Very Large
Scale Integration (VLSI) of electronic components. One can expect mass reduction
factors of 10 at least, according to James Green (ISU SSP, 1997) and Scott Madry.
• Miniaturization will provide us also with low power demand devices, such as
CMOS technology suited to the Mars environment.
• One can also expect to see the utilization of highly integrated embryonic systems,
e.g. Surface Probe Control Unit (SPCU) as referenced in the ESA Technology
Research Program (TRP)

7.6.3.6 Computers, Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Virtual Reality (VR) will play an important role for the
space sector, once the technology has been developed. AI offers the possibility to use
the capacity of a self-learning system. Possible applications include:
• Control functions onboard the spacecraft and on a planetary base
• Increased pattern recognition for satellites, rovers, drones
AI will have a tremendous impact on the spacecraft architecture and autonomy, reliability
and cost issues.
VR on the other hand could be used for:
• Relaxation and recreation for the humans onboard a piloted spacecraft (the astronauts could receive messages of their families in a VR environment,
thereby increasing their psychological well-being)
• Guidance and Navigation for the pilots (current tests in Switzerland check a
system where a pilot wears a VR helmet, enabling him to see his flight path in the
night and in foggy/hazy weather.). The astronauts could take advantage of such a
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system by seeing the entry corridors, flight paths and other symbology on the
displays of the helmets.
What can we expect for the year 2020?
• AI and VR are under intense development, m both cases being significantly
exploited by the computer games industry. The first VR helmets are on the
market and computers have developed from a COMMODORE 64 in 1985 to
ALPHAs in 1995. AI is maturing, but it is at the moment limited to specific tasks
(like DEEP BLUE, the chess computer). According to James Green a system like
HAL9000 (the computer in the film:"2001 - A Space Odyssey") should be
possible in 2020, VR should then be also a nearly perfect illusion.

7.6.3.7 Conclusions
The appropriate technology to send robotic spacecraft to Mars has been developed in the
last years. It continues to be improved in quantum levels to the new generation
technologies for advanced solar system missions. The current technology development is
dealing more or less with the improvement of the existing systems. We believe major
breakthroughs such as Micro/Nanotechnology, nuclear fusion or the Matter/Antimatter
Drive are well beyond the 2020 horizon.
Most of the mentioned technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality,
advanced materials and even Micro/Nanotechnology, will be allocated as Spin-ins, since
private companies or research institutes are the main drivers in these fields. A closer look
at this issue will be provided in the overall conclusion at the end of this chapter.

7.6.4 Spin-Off And Spin-In Effects
Spin-ins are defined as available technologies which can be adopted with little or no
changes for the systems design of new space hardware. Using currently available
technologies eliminates the majority of non-recurring engineering efforts on a product.
For this reason, spin-ins are an important tool to reduce cost and thus, fit within the
"faster, better, cheaper" approach. Using spin-in technologies in new hardware design
does not mean that there is no development in technology, but it does promote efficiency
but reducing duplication of effort. Completely new solutions or designs can be generated
by using primarily available technologies or manufacturing processes. An example is
Pathfinder, which was almost completely built using available technologies.
Spin-off technologies from a Mars program are those that can be utilized for other
applications. Spin-off technologies will only occur after the research and development of
new technologies for space applications. Sometimes technologies can directly be used for
civil applications; these are the so-called the dual-use spin-offs. Often the methodology
can also be spun-off to develop high-tech products for civil applications. For example,
this is the case with management tools, but it can also be valid for software development
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methods or manufacturing processes. An example of the last category IS the
manufacturing process for joints in aluminum cars (Audi). If the space technology
developed is specific hardware or software, the demand for similar technologies on the
civil market might open the possibility to redesign the hard- or software such that the
requirements are satisfied. Research and development associated with space technology
is necessary to find new solutions and ensures the development of new technologies and
manufacturing processes which eventually might find their application in spin-offs for the
civil market.
7.6.5 Political Rationales Technology Investment
For decision makers in the economic policy arena, we believe there are some important
benefits to be gained by investment in technology development. Technology is a key
element in the economic growth plans of many nations. Some of the areas which have
benefited and will benefit from governments' continued investment in technology
development related to a Mars mission are listed below. Items in brackets are relevant
examples of Mars mission technologies.

•
•
•
•

Defense and national security (remote sensing, communications)
Economic activity and strength (Spin-offs in telecom, computers, launchers)
Employment (Mars programs and spin-off commercialization)
Health and welfare (life science spin-offs)

There is also a paradigm shift in the private industry, dealing with high technology,
towards short-term, high-cost research with rapid return on investment, which is the
inverse of the necessary movement toward large, long-term Mars exploration goals with
less tangible, longer term payoff. A typical example is R&D on Integrated Circuits (ICs)
in the computer industry. On average, the processing speed of computer chips doubles
every 18 months, rewarding those companies with shorter investment return periods and
there is no indication yet that this trend will end in the near term. These trends likely will
make high-cost long-term R&D, as required for ambitious Mars missions, less attractive
to industry and more difficult to stimulate. Therefore, and more than ever before, we
recommend international cooperation in R&D to avoid duplication of effort.
7.6.6 Recommendations For Future R&D
7.6.6.1 Proposed Axis of Development
The proposals for R&D should be immediately applicable or negotiable in the existing
environment. They are aimed at paving the way of the first step of Mars exploration
(next 10 years). Any further future projection is currently meant to be more prospective
than strategic, since there is not enough certainty regarding the political and economic
future to accurately propose a detailed plan (in particular for human missions to Mars).
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7.6.6.2 Methods for an Effective Mars Robotic Exploration Program

An effective Mars exploration program can be largely accomplished with the currently
available robotic programs (for details of particular topics, please refer to the Science
chapter). The improvement of the robotic exploration program is recommended to focus
on the following:
• Improve management of projects (standardization, methods, project management,
proactive cost-control)
• Push the limits of miniaturization to the level of a few kilogram microprobe and
start using the piggyback launch facilities available on commercial launchers (e.g.:
50-200 kgs available on Ariane 4 to GTO)
• Reduce the telecommunication bottleneck between Earth and Mars (creation of a
telecom relay network with both auxiliary communication payloads and dedicated
orbiters, use optical transmission systems)
• Improve the international coordination of all programs (Information and
coordination exchange via Internet, establish hypertext fora to improve
information exchange technology)
An example of how to create an international endeavor to explore interplanetary space is

illustrated by the SolarBus concept, given in the focus box with the same name.
7 .6.6.3 Development and Operation of a Heavy Crew-rated Launcher

In accordance with the mid-term goal of the human presence strategy (see Chapter 6) to
establish a permanent presence (i.e. outpost) on Mars, we wish to stress the critical need
for the development of a heavy, crew-rated launch vehicle. The establishment of
permanent presence requires transportation of an amount of mass larger than can be
handled by the currently operational launch vehicles. It is an unfortunate fact that the
Saturn V and Energia launchers are not longer operational and that new replacements need
to be developed rather than merely adapted. However, such a re-development cannot be
avoided for any serious future space program. The launcher should roughly be in the
Saturn V I Energia class (about 100 tons to LEO, 15 to 20 tons to the Moon, 12 to 15
tons to Mars) to make it effective for multiple trips to either the Moon or Mars.
This launcher would find application in:
• Assembly of heavy elements in LEO (e.g.: shuttle to Mars, nuclear propelled
structures that cannot be operated in Earth's atmosphere)
• Transfer of hardware and astronauts to the Moon to establish a permanent Moon
base
• Direct transfer of heavy supporting elements to Mars
• Possible transfer of the crew to Mars if the direct approach (no Earth-Mars
nuclear propelled shuttle) is taken.
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In addition, this launcher is currently needed for the assembly of heavy elements in case
of any future development of the space station (Skylab was launched with one Saturn V
for a total weight of 90 tons; the assembly of such an equivalent - but not so large
hardware- would require at least 5 Space Shuttle flights).
Rough cost estimates value such a launcher development around US $20 billion (to be
precise in a more detailed feasibility study). There is probably no place for 2 types of
equivalent systems on Earth and such a cost must be shared between the main space
powers, i.e.: the US, Russia, Europe, Japan and possibly China and India.
Therefore an international consortium should be created to develop and operate such a
launcher. In order not to interfere with the existing commercial launch market, we
recommend that the partners sign an agreement excluding the use of such a publicly
funded launcher for commercial purposes, in the near term, instead using it only for
common space exploration.

7.6.6.4 Long-term Technology Developments
Designing a strategy for Mars exploration clearly shows the limits of existing
technologies, especially if one wants to send humans to Mars, and the need for radical
innovations in a wide spectrum.
On one hand, there is a vast choice of existing technologies that can be improved or put in
operation with proper funding: there the technological progress is clearly linked to the
budgets allocated. Improvement is a cumulative process, and priority should be given to
critical technologies. One of the most important technologies necessary for human space
flight is nuclear energy/propulsion.
On the other hand, technological breakthroughs do not appear because of massive funding.
For a variety of reasons, radical innovations typically come from isolated individuals or
small groups with unconventional ideas that existing institutions are unable to favor from
inside.
It is critical for long term development to create a very advanced technology program
aimed at detecting promising concepts that can be used for space exploration. In general
technological breakthroughs or fundamental discoveries do not necessitate heavy up front
funding, so the following process could be applied:
• Allocate throughout each space agency a small budget (a few million US$
annually) aimed at providing facilities and project management for a selected
number of ideas
• Take a gradual approach in terms of financing: each step of a given selected
concept should be validated with a program of more and more sophisticated
experiments validated by scientists and engineers
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• Allocate funds for a serious development of proven innovative concepts.
7.6.6.5 Proposal for the Involvement of IMEWG
This report provides an analysis of objectives that should be considered when assessing
the possible strategies for international Mars exploration. In order to fulfill these
objectives it is necessary to implement an appropriate technology preparatory program.
Such a program must precede technology development and implementation, as well as
continuing with parallel activities under coordinated management using concurrent
engineering techniques and a Total Quality Approach.
Interdisciplinary technologies have to be identified as soon as possible as part of a multiAgency approach, which needs to define the development and phasing of such
technologies. It is recommended that the International Mars Exploration Working Group
(IMEWG) accepts the task of sustaining such a role using resources from the technology
structures of national and international space agencies. A specific Technology subgroup
could be formed inside IMEWG to coordinate such actions and could be responsible to
begin immediate action on the survey of technology and evaluation of associated
timelines. The objective of this would be to identify the critical timing of development of
preparatory missions and future needs.
7.6.6.6 Technology Development Time-line
Technology development is a key aspect that must be addressed when planning space
miSSions. In addition to the political environment and the economics/resources,
technology enables us to fly specific space missions.
We recommend that IMEWG should coordinate the efforts of international R&D towards
enhanced robotic and human Mars missions by promoting development of the following
technologies:

1.

An Efficient Telecommunication Infrastructure Between Earth and Mars
Start ofR&D: As Soon as Possible
Remote sensing spacecraft being sent to Mars will follow the trend of increased
high resolution capability. Current maximum data rates between Earth and Mars
will not sustain such a data link with a Very High Resolution Remote Sensing
(VHRRS) spacecraft.

2.

R&D of Solar Cells with an Efficiency of 50%, using Concentrators and/or IR
Technology
Start of R&D: As Soon as Possible, if political unacceptability of nuclear devices
continues
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Solar cell development should continue, because the power constraints are one of
the most limiting factors when sending a spacecraft to Mars or the asteroid belt.
Even ifhigh efficiency solar cells are developed in the future, the necessity to use
advanced RTGs will still remain for missions to Jupiter and beyond.

3.

Micro/Nanotechnology
Start of R&D: Immediate, phase with private industry research!
Miniaturization and mass reduction are key factors for low cost/low risk space
miSSIOnS.

4.

Small Scale Propulsion Engines and Thrusters
Start of R&D: Phase with progress in Micro/Nanotechnology.
These devices will have a great impact on any design of a Micro/Nanosatellite.

5.

Solar Sailing
Start of R&D: Phase with progress in Micro/Nanotechnology.
Propulsion by solar photons enables the travel anywhere in the inner solar system

6.

Power Storage Systems
Start of R&D: Immediate, phase with private industry research!
The current systems for power storage are inefficient, massive and complicated.

7.

Advanced Materials For Spacecraft Structure And Radiation Shielding
Start of R&D: Depending on engine upgrades of current launcher systems, phase
with private industry research!
High temperature ceramics and alloys for rocket engines and turbine blades are key
elements to increase the efficiency of chemical propulsion systems. Stiffer, less
massive materials for spacecraft structure will influence cost reduction.
Lightweight radiation shielding will be required for Micro/Nanosatellites and
human spacecraft.

8.

A Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLL J1 in the Saturn VI Energia class as a joint
undertaking of the Major Space Faring Nations
Start of R&D: Within ten years for the cargo version, human-rated within fifteen
years
Development of a HLLV has a great impact for any future development of
International Space Station Alpha and the construction of any outposts on the
Moon or Mars.

9.

R&D of solar/electric and nuclear/electric propulsion systems with a high
sufficient thrust level
Start ofR&D: Phase with development of human-rated HLLV!

lsp

and
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Despite the political unacceptability problems with nuclear propulsion, we
consider that nuclear thermaVelectrical propulsion is currently the optimum
solution for sending humans to Mars. There is currently no practical alternative
to a thermal nuclear propulsion system, such as the NERVA engine, either in
terms of fuel and power consumption, thrust levels and availability/reliability.
10. R&D ofMicrowave Transponder Systems For Power Transmission
Start ofR&D: Within 15 years.
This technology should be improved and tested to optimize power transmission
from Solar power satellites to Earth stations or Lunar/Martian outposts.

7.6.7 Conclusion
Since most of the aforementioned technologies for Mars will be spin-ins from various
companies, care has to be taken that one international group (e.g. IMEWG) has an
overview of what is being developed at any moment, thus coordinating a unified strategy
and encouraging contributions of companies and institutes to the exploration of Mars
global effort.
This problem applies especially to the Micro/Nanotechnology sector, where many
companies are undertaking significant, individual developments without any
normalization of their close relationship to the space sector (according to the lecture of
Wirn de Peuter at ISU 1997). Space agencies have, therefore, to focus their efforts to get
these companies into the "boat" of space exploration. More information about this topic
can be found for the Micro/Nanotechnology case in the section about SolarBus and for
the general case in the other Design project of SSP 1997 Technology Transfer.
There are, nevertheless, technology areas, which will require a substantial R&D
investment funded by governments. These technology areas hold little or no promise for
commercial applications and hence private companies are unlikely to invest in such areas,
involving for example national security issues. Proposed development phasing for these
technologies was provided above. These areas include:
• Propulsion systems (especially nuclear propulsion)
• Power systems (especially RTGs and nuclear reactors)
• Launcher systems
The problem of insufficient launch capability must be addressed and solved at the
beginning. In the long term, planetary exploration will clearly show the limits of today's
existing technology. Therefore, revolutionary technological breakthroughs will be needed
to make space more affordable and safe, and expand the space frontier to Mars and
beyond.
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7. 7

LONGER TERM STRATEGIES

7.7.1 Introduction
Over the longer term, there a few logical follow-on strategies that may need to be evolved
from those that are presented in this report. Due to the significant time in the future that
these scenarios address, they are speculations rather than strategies at this point. The
three that have been discussed previously correspond closely with each of the phase
chapters: further space exploration, commercial resource exploitation and permanent
human settlement. They are presented here for completeness and to indicate possible
future scenarios regarding Mars that should be borne in mind as future applications of
technology development programs.
7.7.2 Strategies and Recommendations
7.7.2.1 Further space exploration
Incorporation of efforts toward further space exploration is an implicit result of the
scientific and technical knowledge gained from Mars. The study of Mars will have a large
impact on the understanding of the solar system evolution and on comparative
planetology, with respect to Earth in particular. Additionally, the increase in knowledge
of technology, (e.g. spaceflight and data collection techniques) will contribute to the
success of other interplanetary missions. For these reasons, it is our recommendation
that, in the design of Mars programs, consideration be given to the broader strategy of
interplanetary and future interstellar missions and that science information on Mars be
placed into that larger context.
7.7.2.2 Commercial Resources Exploitation
At the present time, it is our opinion the commercial exploitation of Martian resources is
not foreseeable in the practical future. We define this exploitation as the export of
Martian resources to Earth for profit. However, it can be speculated that, given a certain
maturity level of resources extraction and human presence on Mars, this possibility is a
logical next step for resources utilization, particularly for those which may be in declining
supply on Earth.
Our recommendations are that Mars programs directed at resources utilization also
include a search and survey for valuable mineral locations on Mars. Also, the complicated
issues of ownership of resources (including extra-terrestrial real estate) in space by
nations, organizations and individuals needs to examined and could be studied in space
policy institutes. Current policies planned for intellectual property rights on the
International Space Station will set the precedent for future agreements and should be
designed to do so. From a technical point of view, infrastructure developed for Mars in
the near term should account for future use with other purposes. Therefore, it should be
designed to be flexible (e.g. modular) and with longevity as a requirement. The potential
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commercial benefits of resource extraction and utilization techniques should be accounted
for from the beginning of any Mars program.

7.7.2.3 Permanent Human Settlement
Historically, the di scovery of new habitats has inevitably led humans to expand their
presence over the Earth. It is not unreasonable to assume that this trend would continue
on Mars given the necessary infrastructure and life support technology. The implications
of this hypothesis should be taken into consideration in the design of initial missions to
Mars. We should optimize durability and longevity and thereby ensure future usage of
any structure we create for humans on Mars. We recommend being long term in our
planning, carefully designing each habitat as though it were an investment for future
IDISS!OnS.

Smaller, better built structures will eventually pay off economically when they can be
used time and time again. In addition, any greenhouses built should be designed to be
sustainable structurally until a next group arrives to tend the biota. Therefore, procedures
should be in place to ensure the greenhouses are self sustaining in the absence of
astronauts. We also may want to ensure that the structures are somewhat portable, in
order for usage in future missions to other areas. The habitat could simply be retrieved
and brought to the desired habitats.
Eventually however, it would be optimal that in the long term we build bases in certain
defined areas which will act as permanent settlements for explorers. If the structures
were designed to be modular, on each visit a new connecting station could be added,
expanding the space to live in and perform laboratory work. These habitats would
therefore evolve in size according to where explorers are based most often. For instance if
there were a particular area of interest for resource retraction, this would become a highly
visited and quick growing base. As in all new settlements, the location of the settlement
will be based on where we get our resources in addition to consideration of transportation.
In summary, we recommend that initial habitats be portable in order to allow for changes
in locations for missions until we find those areas which we will continue to be most
interested in. At this time we may prefer to commit to a more planted structure. In
addition we suggest that the habitats are modular, allowing for connection to new add-on
compartments.

7.7.3 Conclusion
Based on past experience, these minor recommendations are important for possible
prevention of loss of technological expertise, such as that which occurred after the Apollo
program and more recently with the financial problems of the former Soviet Union. A
Mars program, particularly one involving human missions, is a significant investment
whose full benefits can only be realized through the long term by incorporation into
future projects. This image of building upon or evolving from current technology is
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essential one to convey to maintain continued support from taxpayers and politicians for
new technology investment. We believe that this extended view of development activities
will lead to overall cost benefits in Mars programs, in contrast to the Moon program.

7.8 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The critical elements identified and outlined in this report integrate to form a dynamic
strategy with a coherent purpose. To establish and recommend the steps required to
successfully implement a sustained approach to Mars exploration.
Five major critical elements were considered:
• Public Support
• Technology Development
• Planetary Science
• Search for Life
• Human Presence
Several immediate actions and recommendations were subsequently identified for each
elements. These include setting up a number of public policy initiatives that agencies,
through the auspices of an international body such as the International Mars Exploration
Working Group (IMEWG) can initiate. We also recommend that the IMEWG forms a
Technical Subgroup to coordinate and phase the research and development of key
technologies that will be necessary for the construction of a Mars exploration
infrastructure. These developments include nano-technologies and power systems. The
power requirements for the majority of missions could only be provided by nuclear or
fissionable sources.
The location of water is a prime issue. Public policy initiatives must increase and enhance
the awareness of the general public of the critical nature with respect to water location on
Mars, due to its strategic value for the search for life, fuel and life support etc. In order to
locate the areas where water may exist, remote sensing spacecraft should perform detailed
high resolution mapping and surveys of a large percentage of areas on the Martian surface.
This will also allow the extensive mapping of the Martian surface to gain further data for
potential landing sites and mineral resources.
Subsequent scientific missions must address the questions of surface and atmospheric
investigations including meteorology, surface environment and climateology plus
technology demonstration of resource utilization. These will be achieved through the use
of Mars remote sensing orbiters and landers. The assessment of water availability on
Mars and these subsequent investigations are a common strategic goal of any of the three
scenanos.
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However, although the three scenarios have common elements during the early phases
such as water and resource location, their requirements diverge as the emphases of the
strategic goals changes. Robotic missions may be extensively used in the search for life
and scientifically based scenarii whereas the human presence scenario calls for large
investment in life support equipment for the sustenance of the crews, such as facilities for
locally grown foods. This requires investigations into soil processing, gas production
cycles and construction using local resources. In-situ usage of Martian resources will be
important for the successful outcome of a human mission.
The political and economical contexts for the next I 0 years are likely to provide a very
inelastic environment for budgetary increases. Medium term strategies must therefore be
developed inside existing constraints and political contextual envelopes and may even
compete against other programs with a stronger political rationale (e.g.: space station and
reusable launch vehicles).
Strategic decisions tend to manifest some of their major impacts on space program
implementation 10 years later. Therefore within a decade, it will be necessary to perform
a complete review of the status of all aspects of Mars global exploration. Only when the
critical aspects of long duration manned flights are solved will the design of a coherent
long term strategy for Mars human exploration and settlement be credible, feasible and
clearly applicable.
Until then, priority should be given to robotic scientific precursor missions using existing
means and pushing project management and the use of miniaturization to its limits.

7.9
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Throughout the creation and production of this document, we have been able to
accomplish what we have undertaken. Reflecting on our original mission statement we
have:
• created a coherent, coordinated set of strategies and the associated framework for
the international robotic and human exploration of Mars
• addressed the policy, technology, international co-operation, resource utilization,
societal implications, and mission systems design considerations from the current
international space activities through to the human exploration of Mars
• created strategies which are flexible, and substantive, focusing the synergistic
potential of the world's space exploration capabilities
The information and integrated strategies are designed to provide insight on various issues
facing the leaders of the space community of today, and the visionaries of tomorrow. The
ideas and strategies presented are a challenge made by us the students of the ISU summer
session 1997 to those who have the power, resources and foresight to make these ideas a
reality.
Our vision is to harness the abilities and resources of all space-faring nations in order to
optimize the returns on our space exploration efforts. We want it to be your vision upon
reading this document, to look beyond the traditional confines of single mission, single
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nation projects and instead look to a coordinated strategy which could provide the
framework for continued human presence in space.
Scientifically, we have presented our summary of current Mars activities as well as our
recommendations on further research. The prospects of finding evidence of life have been
addressed as well as a strategy as to how we think this can be carried out within the
overall strategy of scientific exploration.
It has been highlighted that the utilization of resources in space has the greatest potential

for enabling extended space exploration and human settlement on Mars. In fact it is most
likely a necessity. In order to progress in our exploration of space we must begin
developing and testing current and novel operational resource extraction as well as
utilization technologies as part of our near term scientific missions in order to meet the
demands of our long term human exploration goals. In addition, we should be searching
for resources which could provide benefits to humankind.
The goal of sending humans to Mars and returning them safely to Earth can certainly be
accomplished with current technology. However, the physical hardware to do such a
mission does not exist (i.e. heavy launch vehicle, interplanetary transport). We have
considered economic, political and social factors with regards to this subject, and have
outlined the importance of co-operation between the different groups researching this
topic to achieve the end goal of human presence on Mars. To support this, we have
provided a temporal strategy outlining the necessary science which must be completed
prior to a human mission to Mars, as well as identified some key technology programs
that must be initiated to enable this goal.
Although our ideas and strategies can be used by individuals, it was our stated goal, and
continues to be our most emphasized recommendation to make space exploration a
coordinated endeavor between the current international groups pursuing this goal and
those who will join in the future. Traveling to Mars as united nations in pursuit of a
common goal will provide an advantage in obtaining the economic, resource, political, and
social support necessary from all of the participating nations.. In addition, the
achievement of such a communal effort will surely reflect on our international
relationships back on Earth, creating a sense of co-operation and trust which may help us
in our efforts to establish better global communication and cooperation.
The ISU Mars Design Project Team's goal is not only to produce a coherent strategy to
be used by people working in the space business, agencies, institutions etc., but also to
stimulate the next generations towards the exploration of the Solar System, for the benefit
of all humanity. Thus the team addressed conventional and unconventional means to
increase the level of distribution of the ideas expressed in the overall work: in addition to
this printed final report, a CD-ROM will be produced later by ISU headquarters and
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distributed for education purposes. We have also requested that a Web Site be created
which can distribute our work to a wider public audience.
Another valuable initiative is planned: a series of public conferences where each ISU
SSP'97 student, in his/her hometown, will organize a public lecture for students, to
present the main topics of our work and collect new ideas and suggestions from very
imaginative and "fresh" minds. The Mars Design Project team consists of young
professionals from seventeen countries. We can build on this global coverage by
spreading our findings and visionary wishes for the future to young, receptive minds.
As an international project team, we have the intention of joining other international
working groups, such as the International Mars Exploration Working Group (IMEWG),
as representatives of ISU ' 97, to add a new vision to the world's Mars exploration
efforts. This can be begun in a passive participant role, but needs to lead to a fully active
membership and participation role.
Finally, we must realize that beyond the confines of these pages, we, a conglomerate of
highly motivated, young professionals from all walks of life have shared two and a half
months of intense space exploration education and multi-cultural interchanges in Houston
over the summer. The personal contacts made and visions created amongst us will have
immeasurable impact on Humanity's quest to explore the stars for decades to come.
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Mars Missions
(Past and Future)
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A.1 PAST MARS MISSIONS (1960-1996)
No.

Mission

Country

Launch

Arrival

Purpose

Landing
Site

F ly-by
Fly-by
F ly-by
Fly-by

-

Fly-by

-

14 .07.65

F ly-by

-

30. 11.64

-.08.65

Fly-by

-

u.s.

24.02.69

3 1.07.69

Fly-by

-

u.s.

27.03 .69

05.08.69

Fly-by

-

Fly-by
Orbiter
Lander
Orbiter
Lander

-44°,
2 13 °

03.1 2.71

Orbiter
Lander

-45 °,
158°

30.05.71

13.11.7 1

Orbiter

-

USSR

21.07.73

-.03.74

Orbiter

-

Mars-5

USSR

25.07.73

-.02.74

Orbiter

-

17

Mars-6

USSR

05.08.73

12.03.74

Lander

-24°, 25°

18

Mars-7

USSR

09.08.73

09.03.74

Lander

-

19

Viking-!

u.s.

20.08.75

19.06.76

+22°, 47°

20

Vikin g-2

U.S.

09.09.75

07.08.76

21

Phobos- 1

USSR

07.07.88

-

22

Phobos-2

USSR

12.07.88

29.01. 89

23

Mars
Observer
Mars-96

u.s.

25.09 .92

-

Orbiter
Lander
Orbiter
Lander
Orbiter
Lander
Mars/Phobos
orbiter/lander
Mars Orbiter

Russ ia

16.1 1.96

-

Orbiter/lander
2 penetrators

-

I
2
3
4

Mars-1960A
Mars-1960B
Sputnik-29
Mars-1

USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR

10.10.60
14.10.60
24 .1 0.62
01.11.62

5

Mariner-3

U.S.

05.11.64

6

Mariner-4

U.S.

28.11.64

7

Zond-2

USSR

8

Mariner-6

9

Mariner-7

I0
II

Mariner-8
U.S.
Kosmos-4 1S USSR

08.05.71
10.05.7 1

12

Mars-2

USSR

19.05.7 1

27.11.71

13

Mars-3

USSR

28 .05 .7 1

14

Mariner-9

U.S.

15

Mars-4

16

24

-

19.06.63
-

-

-

-

-

Remarks
Launch failure.
Launch failure.
On-orbit failure 29.10.62
Contact lost on 21.03.63 at
I05x 106 km from Earth
Solar orb it, but nowhere near
Mars.
21 pictures of Mars. Approach
to 9789 km. Contact lost on
20.12.67.
Contact lost and no return of
planetary data.
75 pictures of the equator.
Approach to 3392 km.
126 pictures of southern
hemisphere. Approach to 3504
km.
Launch failure.
Launch failure.
No useful data returned.
Orbit: 2448x24000 km. Dropped
capsule with Soviet flag.
Some data and few pictures.
Orbit: 1552x22800 km. Lost
contact 20 s after Iandin~.
Orbit: 1640x l 6800 km 7329
pictures. Ceased operation on
27.1 0.72.
No Orbit. Missed Mars by over
2000 km. Fly-by data only.
In Orbit. Contact lost after 20
orbits.
Contact lost during landing.
Atmospheric data.
Missed Mars by 1280 km.
Landing planned at -50°, 28°.
Little data return.
Landed on 20.07.76 in Chryse.

+48°,
226°

Landed on 03 .09.76 in Utopia.

-

Cruise data only. Contact lost
en route to Mars.
Data from Mars Orbit. Contact
lost 03.89 near Phobos.
Lost just before Mars arrival
on 21.08.93.
Failed to achieve insertion into
Mars trajectory

-
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A.l.l Mariner-4

Mariner-4 was the fourth
in a series of spacecraft
used
for
planetary
exploration in a flyby
mode. It was designed to
conduct close-up scientific
observations of the planet
Mars and to transmit these
observations to Earth.
Other mission objectives
were to perform field and
particle measurements in
interplanetary space in the
Fig. 1: Mariner-4
vicinity of Mars and to
provide experience in and knowledge of the engineering capabilities for interplanetary
flights of long duration. After 7.5 months of flight, the spacecraft flew by Mars on July
14, 1965, and returned 21 pictures plus 21 lines ofpicture 22. The closest approach was
9,846 km from the Martian surface. The spacecraft performed all programmed activities
successfully at the proper times and returned useful data from launch until October 1965,
when the distance from Earth and its antenna orientation temporarily halted the signal
acquisition. Data acquisition resumed in late 1967 and continued until December 20,
1967.
Experiment
TV subsystem
Helium magnetometer
Solar-plasma probe
Ionization chamber and Geiger counter
Trapped-radiation detector
Cosmic-ray telescope
Cosmic-dust detector
Radio-occultation experiment

lnvesti2ations
Photography of Martian surface
Planetary and interplanetary magnetic field
Density and energy of positive-ion solar wind
Corpuscular-radiation dose rate
Mars radiation belts and charged particles in space
High-energy charged particles
Micrometeorite number and momentum
Atmospheric pressure vs. altitude

Mariner 4 instruments
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A.1.2 Mariner-6 & 7

Mariner-6 was the sixth m a
series of spacecraft used for
planetary exploration in the
flyby mode.
Mariner-6 was
attitude stabilized in three axes
(referenced to the sun and the
star, Canopus). The spacecraft
was solar powered and capable
of
continuous
telemetry
transmission.
It was fully
automatic in operation, although
it could be reprogrammed from
Earth during the mission. The
spacecraft was oriented entirely
to planetary data acquisition, and
F'1g. 2: M armer·
6& 7
no data were obtained during the
trip to Mars or beyond Mars. Mariner-6 passed 3,431 krn from Mars on July 31, 1969.
The spacecraft instruments took TV images of Mars and measured the radio refractivity
and UV and IR emissions of the Martian atmosphere. The mission was a success, and
data from it were used to program Mariner-7. Mariner-7 was the seventh in a series of
spacecraft used for planetary exploration in the flyby mode. It was identical to the
Mariner 6 spacecraft. Mariner-7 was attitude stabilized in three axes (referenced to the
sun and the star, Canopus). The spacecraft was solar powered and capable of continuous
telemetry transmission. It was fully automatic in operation although it could be
reprogrammed from Earth during the mission. The spacecraft was oriented entirely to
planetary data acquisition, and no data were obtained during the trip to Mars or beyond
Mars. Mariner-7 passed 3,430 krn from Mars on August 5, 1969. The spacecraft
instruments took TV images of Mars and measured the radio refractivity and UV and IR
emissions of the Martian atmosphere. The mission was a success.
Experiment
Television experiment
Ultraviolet spectrometer
Infrared spectrometer
S-band radio occultation
Celestial mechanics

I nvesti~ations
Photograph both at long and short range
Composition of the upper atmosphere
Composition of the lower atmosphere
Atmospheric pressure and density
Gravitational field

Mariner-6 & 7 instruments
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A1.3 Mars-2 & 3
Soviet Union launched Mars-2 and Mars3 interplanetary space probes in 1971
(the Mars-2 and 3 spacecrafts had the
same design). Each space probe consisted
from two parts - an planetary orbiter and
a lander. Unfortunately, both space
probes were approaching Mars surface
during the largest dust storm. The
spacecraft lacked enough fuel to place the
entire assembly into orbit. As a result,
Figure 3 : Mars 3
they were forced to release the landers on
schedule (before orbital insertion) instead
of waiting until the storm cleared. The Mars-2 lander failed after its breaking rockets
malfunctioned thus created the first human artifact on Mars surface. The Mars-3 probe
successfully landed on the surface, making it the first man-made object to achieve this
goal. However, transmitting of the Mars surface picture was lasting only 20 seconds.
The orbiters successfully entered orbit around Mars and made observations of the Red
Planet and its environment. The Mars-2 orbiter returned data until 1972. The Mars-3
made measurements of surface temperature and atmospheric composition and stopped
its functioning in August 1972.

Experiment
Phototelevision unit (PTU) with 52 and 350 rnm focal length
Infrared radiometer (8-40 ~-tm)
Radiotelescope and radiometer (3.4 em)
Photometer for 2-~-tm C02 bands
Photometer (0.35-0.7

I nvestigations
Photograph Martian surface
Surface temperature
Surface temperature and dielectric constant
Altitude profiles of surface
Albedo and color profiles

~-tm)

Photometer for water-vapor band (1.38 J.tm)

Water-vapor content in atmosphere

Lyman a sensor
Magnetometer
Ion traps
Narrow angle electrostatic plasma sensor
Radio-occultation experiment
"Stereo

Hydrogen in upper atmosphere
Magnetic field
Solar wind and its interaction with planet
Solar wind and its interaction with planet
Atmospheric density and ionosphere profiles
Solar bursts at meter wavelengths

..

Mars-2 & 3 instruments

A1.4 Mariner-9
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The Mariner Mars 71 mission was planned to consist of two spacecraft on
complementary missions, but due to the failure ofMariner-8 to launch properly, only one
spacecraft was available. Mariner-9 combined mission objectives of both Mariner 8
(mapping 70% of the Martian surface) and Mariner-9 (a study oftemporal changes in the
Martian atmosphere and on the Martian surface). The resolution of the survey portion of
the mission was to be the same as that of Mariner-8. The variable features experiments
were changed from studies of six given areas every 5 days to studies of smaller regions
every 17 days. Mariner-9 arrived at Mars on November 14, 1971. The spacecraft
gathered data on the atmospheric composition, density, pressure and temperature. The
surface composition, temperature and topography of Mars were also measured. After
depleting its supply of attitude control gas, the spacecraft was turned off October 27,
1972.
Experiment
Tele vision
Ultraviolet spectros copy
Infrared spectroscopy
Infrared radiometry
Celestial mechanics
S-band occultation

Investigations
Photograj)hic coverage of the entire planet surface
Detect molecular species in atmosphere and surface relief
Temperature, pressure and constituents of atmosphere, and types of surface material
Brightness temperature of the surface
Measure gravity field, imj)rove ephemeris and obtain topograj>hic data
Profiles of temperature and pressure in atmosphere and electrons in ionosphere

Mariner-9 instruments

A.l.5 Mars-4 & 5, Mars-6 & 7
The USSR launched four spacecrafts in 1973. Mars-4 and Mars-5 were designed as an
orbiters, and Mars-6 and Mars-7 were designed to drop landers onto the planet. Mars-5
entered orbit around the Red Planet on February 12, 1974, returning pictures of Martian
surface comparable to U.S. probe MARINER 9 and various data. The Mars-6 spacecraft
entered the atmosphere and returned about 150 seconds of data during the descent. The
instrumentation helped to refine estimates of air density and composition. However, the
lander failed just prior to touchdown.

The other two spacecraft failed. Mars-4 experienced an engine failure that caused it to
miss the planet and enter solar orbit. It flew past the planet at a distance of 2,200
kilometers ( 1,3 70 miles) and returned some images and data. Mars-7 missed the planet
entirely and went into solar orbit.
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Experiment
,
Phototelevision unit (PTU) and survey "scanning device

Investieation s
Photograph Martian surface
Surface temperature

Infrared radiometer (8-40 !AID)
Radiotelescope and radiometer (3.5 em)
Polarimeters (2) (0.32-0.70 !AID)

Subsurface dielectric constant
Surface texture

Photometer for 2-!Am C02 bands

Altitude profiles of surface

Photometer (0.35-0.7 1-1m)

Albedo and color profiles

Photometer for water-vapor band (1.38 1-1m)
UV photometer (2600 and 2800 A)

Water-vapor content in atmosphere

Spectrometer (0.3-0.8 !AID)

Ozone in the atmosphere
Search for upper atmosphere emissions

Lyman a sensor
Magnetometer
Jon traps
Narrow angle electrostatic plasma sensor
Radio-occultation
Dual frequency radio occultation experiment
"Stereo-2"

Magnetic fie ld
Solar wind and its interaction with planet
Solar wind and its interaction with p lanet
Atmospheric density profiles
Ionospheric density profiles
Solar bursts at meter wavelengths

Hydrogen in upper atmosphere

Mars-4 & 5 instr uments

A1.6 Mars-6 & 7
E~erim ent

Investigations
Imaging of Martian surface
Hydrogen in upper atmosphere

Telephotometer
Lyman a sensor
Magnetometer
Ion traps
Narrow angle electrostatic p lasma sensor
Solar cosmic-ray sensor
Solar radiometer
Radio-occultation

Magnetic field
Solar wind and its interaction with Mars
Solar wind and its interaction with Mars
Solar cosmic rays
Solar long-wavelength radio emission
Atmospheric density and ionospheric profiles

Mars-6 & 7 instruments (fly-by modules)
Experiment
Panoramic telephotometer
Temperature and pressure sensors
Density and wind sensors

lnvestieations
Imaging_ Martian surface around the module
Atmospheric temperature and pressure
Atmospheric density and wind measurement at
the surface
Atmospheric density measurement during descent
Atmospheric composition
Soil composition
Mechanical _Qroperties of soil

Accelerometer
Mass spectrometer
Automatic laboratory for activation analysis
Mechanical sensors

Mars-6 & 7 instruments (descent modules)
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A.1.7 Viking Mission

The Viking Project was
formally begun by NASA on
November 15, 1968 and was
composed of two orbiters and
two landers. The project had
been many years in planning
and had as its principal goal a
of
direct
determination
whether extant life existed in
the red soil of the planet. The
1971
preceding Mariner
mission (Mariner 9) was to
serve as its pathfinder.
Fig. 4: Viking-1 & 2

The objectives of the Phobos
missions were to perform:
• three biology experiments,
• organic and atmospheric analysis,
• acquisition of stereo black and white and color images
• seismology
• meteorology
• determination of soil properties

The initial mission design consisted of a 90 day nominal mission using two identical
spacecraft systems. Each spacecraft consisted of a orbiter-lander pair, with the orbiter
providing imaging of surface, some science measurements, and high rate communications
support for the lander during the nominal mission operations phase. Operations were
planned around a nominal 90 day mission where one spacecraft would reach Mars
roughly a month prior to the other: both spacecraft would operate simultaneously after
the landing. A plan was developed to operate the first Lander for approximately 45 sols,
(a sol is a Martian day of 24 hours and 37 minutes ) and then to reduce its activity to a
minimum while landing and operating the second lander for a similar period. In this
manner, the flight control teams were able to maintain reasonable 10 to 11 hour work
days!
NASA launched both spacecraft on Titan III Centaur rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida
-Viking 1 on August 20, 1975, and Viking 2 on September 9, 1975. The landers were
sterilized before launch to prevent contamination of Mars with organisms from Earth.
The interplanetary cruise phase of the Viking spacecraft lasted 310 days until Mars orbit
insertion. The Viking I orbiter high-gain antenna was put into operation November 12,
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1975. The high-gain antenna was repositioned daily to keep the radio beams aimed
directly at the Earth. Landing was scheduled for July 4, 1976, summer in the northern
hemisphere and due to the low temperatures on Mars, the system was not required to
operate through the winter.
Because it takes 20 minutes for a signal from Earth to reach Mars, the separation of the
Lander from the Orbiter and the entire sequence of soft landing the spacecraft were done
without ground control. After release from the Viking Orbiter, the Lander used a variety
of methods to slow down for a soft landing on the surface of Mars. Just before entry into
the atmosphere, the spacecraft was oriented so that the heat shield would absorb heat as
it decelerated due to atmospheric drag from entry. At 6 km above the surface, a parachute
was deployed, and the aeroshell was then jettisoned. Finally, at 1.5 km, three radarcontrolled retro-engines were fired to keep the Lander upright and further slow its
descent. The landings occurred at a speed of 2 m/s. Scientific information on the Martian
atmosphere was gathered even before the Landers touched the surface. Starting at an
altitude of 200 km, the instruments measured the composition and layering of the
atmosphere. Each orbiter and lander operated far beyond its design lifetime (Orbiter- I:
08.80, Orbiter-2: 07.78, Lander-1: 11.82, Lander-2: 0.8.80).
Viking Orbiters- I and -2 returned over 50000 pictures. Viking Lander-1 and -2 returned
over 3000 pictures.
Experiment
Orbiter
Video cameras (2)
Mars Atmospheric Water Detector(MAWD)
Infrared Thermal Mapper (IRTM)
Retarding potential analyzer
Mass spectrometer
Pressure, temperature and acceleration sensors
Lander:
Facsimile cameras (2)
Biology exp_eriments (3)
Gas chromatograph mass spectrometer (GCMS)
X-ray fluorescence SJlectrometer (XRFS_}
Pressure, temperature, wind velocity sensors
Three axis seismometer
Magnet on sampler observed by cameras
Various engineering sensors
Orbiter and lander radio and radar system

Investi2ations
Imaging
Water-vapor mapping
Thermal mapping
Ionospheric properties
Atmospheric composition
Atmospheric structure
Imaging
Analyses of metabolism growth, or photosynthesis
Molecular analysis
Inorganic analysis
Meteorology
Seismology
Magnetic properties
Physical properties
Radio science, celestial mechanics, atmospheric
properties and test of general relativity

Viking-1 & 2 instruments
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A.1.8 Phobos-1 & 2
The Phobos mission, an international cooperation led by USSR, was composed of
two identical probes launched in two
weeks in July 1988. Phobos 1 failed on
its route to Mars. Phobos 2 was failed in
the final phase of the mission approaching
Phobos moon, however carried out some
experiments before it was lost.
The objectives of the Phobos missions
were to:
• conduct studies of the interplanetary
environment;
• perform observations of the Sun;
Fig. 5: Phobos-1 & 2
• characterize the plasma environment
in the Martian vicinity;
• conduct surface and atmospheric studies of Mars; and,
• study the surface composition of the Martian satellite Phobos .
On July 7 and July 12, 1988, the Soviet Union launched two nearly identical 6220 kg
Phobos spacecraft aboard four-stage Proton launch vehicles from Baikonur Cosmodrome
near Tyuratam in the southern part of the USSR.
The Phobos spacecraft were scheduled to arrive at Mars on January 25 and 29, 1989,
after 480-million-kilometer flights taking them two-fifths of the way around the Sun.
During the interplanetary cruise phase they were to observe and measure the Sun and the
space environment, communicating results to Earth about every five days.
In late
September, the first spacecraft was found to be out of communication with Earth,
apparently the result of a command error. It has not been recovered. The other,
duplicating most of the sensors and carrying a lander and the hopper, was put in Mars
orbit January 29. Contact was lost shortly before the final phase of the mission, during
which the spacecraft was to approach within 50 meters of Phobos' surface and release
two landers, one a mobile 'hopper', the other a stationary platform. The mission ended
when the spacecraft signal failed to be successfully reacquired on 27 March 1989. The
cause of the failure was determined to be a malfunction of the on-board computer.
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Exjleriment

Investigations

Orbiter:
LIMA -D laser and mass spectrometer
DION ion gun and mass spectrometer
RLK radar
GS-14 gamma-ray spectrometer
IPNN neutron spectrometer
VSK videospectrometric system (FREGAT) 1V camera
and spectrometer
ISM near-IR mapping spectrometer
KRFM thermai-IR radiometer and UV/visible photometer
THERMOSCAN mappino thermal-IR rad iometer
AUGUST solar occultation spectrometer (UV and near
IR)
ASPERA cosmic plasma scanning analyzer

SOVICOMS electrostatic analyzer with large geometric
factor
HARP electrostatic analyzer
TAUS electrostatic & magnetic analyzer
APV-F plasma wave analyzer
FMGG fluxgate magnetometer
MAGMA fluxgate magnetometer
RF-15 solar X- and gamma-ray analyzer

Elemental composition of surface layers
Elemental composition of surface layers
Subsurface structure
Radioactive element content of surfaces
Search for water in surface layers (Phobos I only)
Surface mapping at 3 wavelengths
Mineralogy and pressure/ altitude
Temperature, thermal inertia, and photometry of
surfaces
Surface temperature map_ping
Altitude distribution of aerosols and small
constituents
Ion mass composition, directional ion and electron
distribution,
structure
dynamics
of
and
magnetosphere
Ion composition, energy distribution and spat ial
characteristics of plasma
Energy and angular distribution of ions and
e lectrons
Direction and velocity distribution of protons, a
particles and heavy ions
Plasma density and frequency spectrum of
electrostatic and electrom agnetic waves
Magnetic fields near Mars
Magnetic fields near Mars
Solar X- and y-ray monitoring
Solar EUV monitoring
Solar oscillation
Solar corona in X-rays and visible light (Phobos I)
High-energy solar cosmic rays
Low-energy solar cosmic rays
High-energy solar and galactic gamma-ray bursts
Low-energy solar and galactic gamma-ray bursts

SURF UV photometer
IPHIR high-jlrecis ion photometer
TEREK coronograph
LET cosmic-ray analyzer
SLED cosmic-ray analyzer
VGS (APEX) gamma-ray burst monitor
LILAS gamma-ray burst monitor
Long term small lander (DAS):
TV camera

Microstructure of surface layer
Elemental composition of surface layer

ALPHAX spectrometer of a back-scattering and X-ray
fluorescence
LIBRA TION sun-angle position sensor
Seismometer
Celestial mechanics experiment

Study of libration
Internal structure of Phobos
Orbital motion of Phobos

Movable small lander (Hopper):
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer
Magnetometer
Gravimeter
TemJ!erature sensors
Conductometer
Mechanical sensors

Elemental composition of surface layer
Magnetic fie ld and permeability
Free-fall acceleration
Temperature of surface layers
Electrical conductivity of surface
Mechanical properties of surface

Phobos-1 & 2 instruments
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A.1.9 Mars Observer
Mars Observer was launched on 25 September 1992 by a Titan III rocket. After an 11month transit, the spacecraft would have been injected into an elliptical orbit around Mars
to be adjusted into a near-circular, Sun-synchronous, low-altitude, near-polar orbit
through a series of maneuvers. Due to the non-uniformity of the gravity field, the altitude
of Mars Observer would have varied from 376 km near the South pole to 430 km near the
North pole. During the !-Martian-year operational lifetime of the spacecraft, the
instruments would have performed a systematic program of global mapping focusing on
geoscience and climatology. The mapping orbit was a 117-minute orbit with a 7-day
repeat cycle. As a result, the planet would have been repeatedly mapped in 26-day
cycles with a 58.6 km nominal path separation.
The Mars Observer spacecraft provided a three-axes stabilized, nadir-oriented platform
where all the instruments were mounted, except the y-ray spectrometer and the
magnetometer sensors which were mounted on individual booms. No movable scan
platform were provided, some instruments having their own internal scanning mechanism.
The scientific objectives of the missions were the following:
•
•
•
•

Determination of global elemental and mineralogical composition of the surface
material.
Measurement of the global surface topography, gravity field, and magnetic field, as
well as determination of its nature.
Determination of the time and space distribution, abundance, sources, and sinks of
volatile material and dust over a seasonal cycle.
Study of the structure and characteristics of the atmospheric circulation.

The Mars Observer mission would have provided a basic global understanding of Mars, in
particular in the fields of geoscience and climatology, but contact with the spacecraft was
lost on 21 August 1993, three days before scheduled orbit insertion.
Experiment
Mars Observer Camera
Thermal Emission Spectrometer
Mars Observer Laser Altimeter
Magnetometer/Electron Reflectometer
Mars Balloon Relay
Ultrastable Oscillator
Gamma Ray Spectrometer
Pressure Modulator IR Radiometer

Acronyms
Investigations
MOC
Surf./atmos. interaction, geological processes, clouds, at
varying timescale
TES
Minerals; atmosiJheric studies, clouds and weather
MOLA
With MOC global 0.2°x0.2° topographic grid of Mars
MAG/ER Global magnetic properties
MBR
Relay antenna
Radio Science; determination of the gravitational field
GRS
Chemical composition
Atmospheric thermal struct. , dust, pressure, water vapor
PMIRR

Mars Observer

instruments
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Al.lO Mars-96
The Mars-96 spacecraft was
launched into Earth orbit, but
failed to achieve insertion into
Mars cruise trajectory and reentered the Earth's atmosphere
at about 00:45 to 01 :30 UT on
17 November 1996 and crashed
within a presumed 320 km by
80 km area which includes parts
of the Pacific Ocean, Chile, and
Bolivia. The cause of the crash
is not known.

The Russian Mars-96 m1sswn
was designed to send an orbiter,
Fig. 6: Mars-96 Orbiter, Small Station and
two small autonomous stations,
Penetrators
and two surface penetrators to
Mars
to
investigate
the
evolution and contemporary physics of the planet by studying the physical and chemical
processes which took place in the past and which currently take place. The Mars-96
Orbiter was a 3-axis sun/star stabilized craft based on the Phobos design with two
platforms for pointing and stabilizing instruments. The propulsion units were mounted
on the bottom and two large solar panels extended out from opposite sides of the craft.
The two penetrators were mounted on the bottom by the propulsion system, the two
small stations were connected on top of the spacecraft, and a dish antenna extended off
one of the sides perpendicular to the solar panels. The Mars 96 spacecraft had a launch
mass (including propellant) of 6180 kg.
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Mars-96 was scheduled to arrive at Mars on 12 September 1997, about 10 months after
launch, on a direct trajectory. About 4 to 5 days before arrival the small surface stations
would have been released. The orbiter was to go into an elliptical 3-day transfer orbit
about Mars, and the two penetrators to descend to the surface during the first month of
orbit. The final orbit would have been a 14.77 hour elliptical orbit with a periapsis of 300
km.

Meteorology Sensors

Magnetometer

(FINLAND)

- (FRANCE>

MOx Cover

MOx

1dent~~ies

the Mara

Ox.idant E.xperi:::lent (OS }

Fig. 7: Mars-96 Station

The Mars-96 Orbiter carried 12 instruments to study the surface and atmosphere of
Mars, 7 instruments to study plasma, fields, and particles, and 3 instruments for
astrophysical studies. There were also radio science, a navigation TV camera, and a
radiation and dosimetry control complex. The instruments were located directly on the
sides of the craft, on one of the two platforms attached to the sides of the craft, or on the
edges of the solar panels.
Experiment
Orbiter:
High Resolution optical Stereo Camera
(on ARGUS platform)

Wide Angle Optical Stereo Scanner
(on ARGUS platform)
IR SQectrometer (on ARGUS platform)
Navigation Camera (on ARGUS platform)
Planetary Fourier Spectrometer
IR scanning radiometer
high-resolution mapping spectrophotomete
Spectrometer for atmospheric sounding (o
PAIS platform)

I

Acronyms

Investi2ations

HRSC

Multifunctional stereoscopic high-resolution
TV-camera (incl. the memory system, the thermal
control system, and the calibration system)
Wide-angle stereoscopic TV-camera

WAOSS
OMEGA
NC
PFS
TERMOSCAN
SVET
SPICAM

Visible and IR mapping spectrometer
Navigation TV-camera
IR sensing of atmosphere
Surface thermal mapping
Surface composition and its properties
Atmospheric composition and structure
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Acronyms

Experiment

Orbiter:
UV spectrophotometer

I

UVS-M

LWR
Long-wave radar
Planetary y-spectrometer (on PAIS platform) PHOTON/ PGS
NEUTRON-S
Neutron spectrometer

MAK

Mass spectrometer for upper atmosphere
lon and energetic neutral particles analyzer
Non-scannin1
Omnidirectional
Fast
Energy- Mass Ion Analyzer
Omnidirectional ionospheric energy-mass
spectrometer

ASPERA-C
FONEMA

Ionospheric plasma spectrometers

MARIPROB

Electron analyzer and magnetometer

DYMIO

MAREMF

Plasma wave detector

ELI SMA

Low-enerQ;y charged particle spectrometer
Precision gamma spectrometer

SLED-2
PGS

Cosmic and solar gamma-burst spectrometer

LILAS-2

EVRIS (on PAIS platform)
RADIUS-M

Lander:
Meteorological package
a -spectrometer
Magnetometer
Seismometer

METMAS

OPTIMISM

Investil!atio ns
Hydrogen, helium, and oxygen distribution In
the upper atmosphere of Mars
Radar studies of Mars
Elemental composition of the rocks, solar flares
Measurements of the neutron emission of the
Martian rocks; investigate the water content in
the surface layer of soils
Measurement of neutral and ion components 1n
the upper atmosphere
Plasma and neutral particles interaction
Nature and dynamics of the plasma and smallscale structures in the magnetosphere
and
of
Dynamics of the ionosphere
magnetospheric population of ionospheric
orioin
Ionosphere and the cold plasma convection In
the magnetosphere.
30 distribution of electron velocity and
magnetic-field vector in the plasma environment
of Mars and in the solar wind
Solar wind interaction with the Martian
magnetosphere; bow shock and olanetooause
energetic particle radiation
Elemental composition using nuclear y-ray
lines
Localization of the y-ray burst (GRB) sources
with high precision; analysis of the low energy
absorotion features in the eneri!V soectrum
Stellar oscillations photometer; investigation
of oscillation in stars
Radiation and dosimetry control complex
(within the housekeeping system); radiation
conditions in the interolanetarv space
Atmospheric var iations
Elemental composition
Magnetic field variations
Internal structure

Mars-96 instruments
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A.2 CURRENT MARS MISSIONS
A.2.1 Mars Pathfinder
Wind Sensor

-

--

Near-Reid Magnetic
Target

---=---m

APXS Deployment
Mechanism

Fig. 8: Mars Pathfinder

Mars Pathfinder was launched on 4 December 1996. It consists of a single lander (264
kg) and a small rover (10.5 kg). It will have a lifetime on the surface of Mars of about 30
days. This mission is intended primarily to be an engineering test for technical
approaches to be used in future exploration of Mars, however, there are several scientific
instruments included in its payload, both on-board the lander and the microrover. The
landing site ofMars Pathfinder is foreseen in the Ares Vallis (19.5 N, 32.8 W).
Five scientific experiments are included in the Mars Pathfinder mission: a stereo imaging
system (IMP), an a-proton-X-ray spectrometer (APXS), an atmospheric structure
instrument/meteorology experiment (ASIIMET), a magnetic properties experiment and a
rotational dynamic experiment. The imager will be used to study the local geology of the
landing site. It is also necessary for planning microrover traverses and for identifying
targets for the APXS. The atmospheric structure investigation will consist of pressure,
temperature and acceleration sensors. These will be used during the descent phase to
characterize the vertical structure of the atmosphere along the flight path of the lander.
The same pressure and temperature sensors can also be used on the surface for
meteorological measurements. The APXS will be mounted on the microrover, which will
allow this instrument to be placed in contact with a number of rocks in the vicinity of the
lander in order to determine their composition.
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Experiment
Imager for Mars Pathfmder

Acronyms
IMP

Alpha Proton X-Ray Spectrometer
Atmospheric Structure Instrument/
Meteorology Package

APX
ASIIMET

Investi2ations
Stereo and multispectral images of the landing site;
geology, atmospheric measurements
Composition of rocks and dust
Atmospheric measurements during descent and after

Mars Pathfinder instruments
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A.2.2 Mars Global Surveyor
Mars Global Surveyor was
launched on 7 November
1996 and is expected to
arrive at Mars in September
1997. It is designed as a
fast,
low-cost recovery
mission of the
Mars
Observer mission objectives.
Four months after arrival the
spacecraft
will
use
aerobraking and thrusters to
convert the elliptical capture
orbit into a nearly-circular
Fig. 9: Mars Global Surveyor
Sun-synchronous two-hour
polar orbit. Mapping of the planet will start in January 1998.
The scientific objectives involve high-resolution imaging of the surface, studies of the
topography and gravity, the role of water and dust on the surface and in the atmosphere
of Mars, the weather and climate of Mars, the composition of surface and atmosphere,
and the existence and evolution of the Martian magnetic field. Mars Global Surveyor will
include six experiments inherited from Mars Observer:
Experiment
Mars Orbital Camera

Acronyms
MOC2

Thermal Emission Spectrometer

TES

Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter

MOLA

Magnetometer/Electron Reflectometer
Mars Relay
Ultrastable Oscillator

MAG/ ER

I nvesti2ations
mapping, weather phenomena;
global
geological studies
minerals; atmospheric studies, clouds and
weather
height of surface features; with MOC 2
topological atlas of Mars
global magnetic orooerties
relay antenna
of the
Radio Science; determination
gravitational field

Mars Global Surveyor instruments
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A.3

PLANNED MARS MISSIONS

A3.1 Planet-B

The Institute of Space and Astronautical Sciences
(ISAS) in Japan is building a Mars orbiter called PlanetB, to be launched in early August 1998 for operation
over a two-year period starting after arrival at Mars in
October 1999. The spacecraft is spin-stabilized at 7.5
rpm and has a dry mass of 215 kg. Planet-B will be
injected into orbit with periapsis/apoapsis of 130-150
km I 10 Mars radii. The primary goal of Planet-B is to
study the Martian aeronomy, with particular emphasis
on the interaction of the Martian upper atmosphere
with the solar wind.
Specifically, the scientific
objectives of the mission are: studies of structure and
Fig. 10: Planet-B
dynamics of the Martian ionosphere and magnetosphere, the magnetic field with
particular attention to determine the intrinsic magnetic field and the dust environment near
Phobos and Deimos and in the atmosphere.
Instruments
Acronvms
Particle Spectrum Analyzer (PSA) Package:
Electron Spectrum Analyzer
ESA
Ion Spectrum Analyzer
ISA
Electron and Ion Spectrometer
EIS
Extra Ultra Violet Imager
xuv
PSA-E
Electronics
Plasma Wave Analyzer (PWA) Package:
Plasma Wave and Sounder Experiment
PWS
Low Frequency Wave Analyzer
LFA
Wire Antennas
WANT
MGFIPETIMST/ UVS (MPM) Package:
Magnetic Field Experiment
MGF
Probe for Electron Temperature
PET
Ultra-Violet Imaging Spectrometer
uvs
Extendible Mast
MST
Electronics
MPM-E
Individual Instruments:
Mars Imaging Camera
MIC
Thermal Plasma Analyzer
TPA
Ion Mass Imag_er
lMI
Mars Dust Counter
MDC
Neutral Mass Spectrometer
NMS

Investigations
3D velocity distribution in martian environment
3D moment and velocity distribution
Solar wind interaction, Comparison to Earth
Helium gas and ions in Martian ionosphere
Control for each sensor
Macro/microscopic plasma wave phenomena
Plasma dynamics in ionoSIJ_here/magnetosphere
4 antennas of 25 m
Intrinsic/residual magnetic field + ionosphere
Thermal structure of ionos~ph ere
D/H ratio observations dayglow emission
Deployment of MGF sensor
Control of each sensor
Brightness, atmosphere, Deimos + Phobos
Cold plasmas in ionosphere/magnetosphere
Heavy atoms/molecules, Dusty plasma
Interplanetary dust, Ejecta from Deimos/Phobos
Composition of neutral upper atmosphere

Planet-B instruments
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A3.2 Mars Surveyor-98 Orbiter
The Mars Surveyor-98 Orbiter is the companion
spacecraft to the Mars Surveyor-98 Lander to
study the Martian climate and volatiles, but will be
launched separately.
The orbiter will use
aerobraking to achieve a Sun-synchronous nearlycircular polar orbit around Mars at an altitude of
380 km. The nominal mission lifetime is one
Martian year.
The spacecraft is three-axis
stabilized and scheduled for launch in December
1998.
The main scientific objectives of the Mars
Surveyor-98 Orbiter are to monitor the daily
Fig. 11: Mars Surveyor-98
weather and atmospheric conditions, to record
changes on the Martian surface due to wind and other atmospheric effects, to determine
temperature profiles of the atmosphere, and to monitor the water vapor and dust content
of the atmosphere. Only two instruments will be on-board the orbiter to perform these
investigations: a pressure modulator infrared radiometer (one of the Mars Observer
instruments not accommodated on Mars Surveyor-98 Orbiter) and a color imager to
acquire daily atmospheric images. The orbiter may also be used as a data relay satellite
for surface elements of future missions to Mars.
Instruments
Pressure Modulator Infrared Radiometer
Mars Color Imager{2 cameras)

Acronyms
PMIRR
MARCI

lnvesti2ations
Atmospheric thermal struct., dust, pressure,
water vapor, polar radiation balance
Atmospheric imaging, Surface imaging

Mars Surveyor-98 Orbiter instruments
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A3.3 New Millenium DS-2
The Deep Space 2 (DS2) project 1s a New
Millenium mission consisting of two probes
which will penetrate the surface of Mars near
the south polar layered terrain and send back
data on the sub-surface properties.
Also
named the Mars Microprobe Project, the probe
mission has as scientific objectives to: 1) test
for the presence of ice below the surface, and if
ice exists, attempt to resolve the mineral
phases in which the ice is stored; 2) determine
the thermal properties and temperature
gradient of the subsurface material; 3) measure
the atmospheric pressure and temperature.
Data may also be obtained on the atmospheric
density
profile
and near-surface soil
stratification using deceleration measurements
during atmospheric entry and landing. The
mission will also serve as a technology test for
many of the components of the probes and a
Fig. 12: New Millenium DS-2
demonstration of passive atmospheric entry and survivable hard impact.
The probes weigh less than 2 kg each. They have a squat cylindrical shape in their
stowed position, on the cruise stage under the solar panels of the Mars Surveyor '98
Lander. They are self-contained and have no electrical connection to the Lander. The
probes are protected by an aeroshell designed to shatter on impact with the surface. On
landing, the probe will separate into an aft body which will remain on the surface and a
forebody which will penetrate into the soil. The two parts are connected by a flexible
cable. The aftbody is a short cylinder which contains the primary batteries, pressure
sensors, and communications equipment, including an antenna. The forebody is a thin
cylinder with a rounded front end. One set of thermal properties equipment, including a
temperature sensor, is housed near the front of the cylinder. Below this, at the center of
the cylinder is a 3-axis accelerometer surrounded by the electronics and controller. Below
these instruments is another set of.thermal properties equipment. Below this are the drill
apparatus, soil sample chamber, and the heating and ice and water vapor detection
equipment.
After launch on a Med-Lite with a Delta II 7425 configuration (the 14 day launch window
opens on 6 January 1999) and an 11 month cruise phase to Mars, the Mars Surveyor '98
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Lander will separate from its cruise stage just before atmospheric entry. The two probes
will be separated from the cruise stage by mechanical pyros approximately 18 seconds
later. The probes have no active control or propulsion systems, but are designed to
passively orient themselves during free fall with the forebody front forward. Impact is
expected to occur at 160 to 200 m/s with an angle of attack of less than 12 degrees. On
impact, the aeroshell will shatter and the forebody will separate and penetrate to 0.3 to 2
meters below the surface depending on the constitution of the underlying material. The 3axis accelerometer measures the deceleration of the fore body, which will help determine
the depth of probe penetration and may provide data on the structure of the material.
A few minutes after impact, a small drill will be deployed out the side of the forebody.
The drill will bring approximately 0.1 grams of sample into the water experiment sample
cup inside the forebody, where it will be examined for the presence of ice. The sample
will then be heated in 10 degree C increments and measurements of the amount of water
vapor released at each stage will give information on the water-bearing minerals within the
sample. A sun detector on the aftbody will be used to verify that the aftbody remained
on the surface after landing. Atmospheric pressure and subsurface temperature
measurements will be made every hour for the two day nominal mission, and continue as
long as the batteries hold out, which should be about an additional 20 days. Data will be
stored on board and then transmitted to the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft and relayed
to Earth.
The target area is located within the northern boundary of the Martian polar layered
terrain, near 73 degrees south latitude, 210 degrees west longitude. The landing area for
both probes should be about 50 to 100 km from the Mars Surveyor '98 Lander
touchdown site. This area is considered to be an important reservoir of water, carbon
dioxide and other volatiles on Mars.
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A3.4 Mars Surveyor-98 Lander
The Mars Surveyor-98 Lander is the
companion spacecraft to the Mars Surveyor98 Lander to study the Martian climate and
volatiles, but will be launched separately.
The lander will make a direct entry into the
atmosphere and use retro-rockets and a
parachute during descent. The landing site is
foreseen in a patch of South polar layered
deposits engulfed in the Southern Highlands
Fig. 13: Mars Surveyor-98 Lander
at 71 S, 210 W. These deposits represent a long-term record of the climate and an
important volatile reservoir. The lander is scheduled for launch in January 1999 and
arrival at Mars in December 1999. The primary mission lifetime is three months.
The main scientific objectives of the Mars Surveyor-98 Lander are to record local
meteorological conditions near the Martian South pole, to analyze samples of the polar
deposits for volatiles, particularly water and carbon dioxide, to dig trenches and image the
subsurface, and to image the regional and immediate landing site surroundings. These
investigations will be performed using a number of instruments, including a Mars
Volatiles and Climate Surveyor (MVACS) integrated instrument package which is
comprised of a robotic arm and imager, a mast-mounted surface stereo camera and
meteorological package, and a gas analyzer. In addition, a descent imager will provide
views of the landing site from 8 krn altitude to landing, and a Russian-provided laser
ranger will allow to measure dust and haze of the atmosphere from the lander.
Instruments
MVACS Package:
Surface Stereo Imager
Robotic Arm Camera
Meteorology Packag_e
Thermal and Evolved Gas Analyzer
Additional Instruments:
Descent imager
Laser ranger

Acronyms
SSI
RAC
MET
TEGA

Investigation
Multi-spectral imaging, Atmospheric column
Surface and subsurface close-up images
P, T, W, Hparameters, First Southern measurements
H20, C02 ices, Volatile-bearing minerals

MARDI
LTDAR

Landing site imaging, Link to orbital data
Dust and aerosols, Measures light scattered back

Mars Surveyor-98 Lander instruments
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A3.5 Mars Surveyor-01 Orbiter
As part of the Mars Surveyor Program,
NASA plans to send one or two
spacecraft to Mars during both 2001 and
2003 launch windows, to support the
return of samples using the 2005
opportunity and bring them to Earth in
2008. Also, NASA plans to use the two
200 I missions to help formulate a
decision on whether to send humans to
Mars within the framework of a recent
joint initiative between Space Science
and Human Exploration Directorates.
This decision is expected early the next
Fig. 14: Mars Surveyor-01 Orbiter
century as the next major goal for NASA
following the deployment of the Space Station.
The scientific objectives of the Mars Surveyor-0 1 Orbiter are to conduct mineralogical
mapping of the entire planet and characterize its orbital radiation environment. The
orbiter is expected to carry the last remaining instrument from Mars Observer (y-ray
spectrometer) and possible a high-resolution IR imaging system to help determine
promising landing sites. It will also support the Mars Surveyor-01 Lander through its
radio relay capability. The orbiter will be launched in March 2001 and use aerocapture to
reach its final orbit for the first time.

Instruments
y-ray spectrometer & neutron detector
High-Resolution Infra-Red Imager

Acronyms
GRS

-

Investi2ation
Elemental surf. composition;
hydrogen abundance
Identify
sites
of
potential
biological significance

Mars Global Surveyor-01 Orbiter instruments
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A.3.6 Mars Surveyor-01 Lander
The type of lander of the Mars
Surveyor-01 Lander mission has
been recently formulated following
the agreement between Space
Science and Human Exploration
Directorates at NASA. The lander
will deliver a small rover to collect
rock, soil and gas samples for later
return to Earth by future robotic
missions.
The lander will also
include a demonstration test of
rocket propellant production and
characterize soil properties and
surface radiation
environment.
Details on potential payload are not
available at present.

Fig. 15: Mars Surveyor-01 Lander

A.3.7 Mars Surveyor-03 And Beyond
The Mars Global Surveyor missions scheduled for the launch opportunities in 2003 and
2005 are not well defined at this time. Possibilities for a Mars sample return as early as
the 2003 mission are being discussed, and a sample return is almost certain for the 2005
mission. The focus of these missions depends heavily on further fmdings concernmg
evidence of life on Martian meteorites and results of preceding Mars missions.
European and Russian plans for Mars missions are in the process of consolidation. One
European Space Agency proposal called for a joint ESA-NASA mission called
InterMarsNet. Launched in 2003, it would have features a European orbiter and three
NASA landers. However, it was passed over in the Horizon 2000 mission program for
another project. More recently, ESA officials have considered a "Mars Express" mission
during the 2003 opportunity that would feature some of the experiments flown on the illfated Russian Mars 96 mission.
In 1992, the Russian Space Agency developed the document "Main directions of the
space activity of the Russian Federation up to the year 2010". Based on that document
Russian Government in 1993 approved the "Federal Space Programme up to the year
2000." The Federal Space Programme considers long-term studies of Mars as from the
near Mars orbit as well as by the measurements from the aerostatic balloon and various
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landers. Of course, the project Mars-96 had played a major role in the near term
programme of Mars exploration activities. Russian Space Agency in its strategy up to the
year 2010 considers the following steps in its Mars exploration: return of the Martian
samples after 2005 landing of Mars rover and development of the robotic Mars base at
the period 2009-2010, as well as development of the Moon base after 2020. These are
basic issues of strategic importance of the Mars and Moon exploration in Russia.
The Russian space industry today suffers significant setbacks and loss of capacity due to
difficult economic siltation in the country. Mars-96 consumed most of the budget
allocated for the interplanetary studies and unfortunately there is not any more approved
Mars mission in the Space Federal Programme. Now the Russian Space Agency had
shown a preference for smaller and less expensive missions for planetary research as well
as participation in the ESA and NASA planetary exploration programmes. At the
meetings of the IMEWG this year the Russian Space Agency announced the following
preliminary plan of planetary exploration: In 2001 a joint mission with NASA, launched
by Molniya/Souyz launcher with a Mars rover and surface station; This mission will
then be followed by:
• 2003 - sample return mission from Mars;
• 2003 Pluto Mission;
• 2003 - Solar probe.
Based on the presentation made by the Russian Space Agency at the last IMEWG
meeting in Helsinki, Finland May 1997, the Russian Space Agency stated their intention
concerning the Mars exploration concept using spacecraft assembled on board the orbital
space station. It proposed that during 2004-2008 period of Mars exploration to conduct
the following steps: flight to Mars orbit, radar studies, Phobos dust samples collection
and returning to Earth.

A3.8 Human Missions To Mars
A NASA study calls for a series of unmanned and manned missions to Mars that, if
implemented, would mean humans could be present on Mars as early as 2010. The
NASA study, reported by Space News, calls for three launches to Mars during each
Earth-Mars launch opportunity starting in 2007. Such launch windows open every 26
months. After three cargo missions have delivered hardware to the surface of and in orbit
around Mars in 2007, a manned mission and two cargo missions would depart in late
2009 for a 180-day trip to Mars. Similar launches would take place in 2012 and 2014.
Each six-person crew would stay on Mars for 18 to 20 months. During the stay they
would manufacture propellants for a "Mars ascent" vehicle which the crew would use to
leave the surface and rendezvous with an Earth-return vehicle in Martian orbit. The first
Mars-ascent and Earth-return vehicles would be launched in 2007, and again in each future
launch window. The goal of the program is to establish a permanent presence on Mars
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by the year 2016. The first three crews would work to build a "basic infrastructure" at
the base to be used for permanent habitation. The study estimated the cost of the
program through 2016 to be about $40 billion. This is less than one-tenth the cost of the
original "90-Day Study" NASA and contractors released for the Space Exploration
Initiative at the beginning of the decade. The price tag may still be too large for a space
agency fighting budget cuts every year, though. "The magnitude [of the cost] is probably
still too high in today's fiscal environment," the report states, according to Space News.
"More work to further reduce these costs is needed." The report was drafted at the
Johnson Space Center's Exploration Projects Office. NASA headquarters has been
reviewing a draft of the report but has not yet officially approved it.
Central Institute on Rocket-Space Systems (TCNIIMASH) developed a few scenarii for
the Russian Space Agency concerning of the further development of the manned space
programme. One of those strategies considers the development ofthe Moon base as well
as preparation of the human mission to Mars in period of 2015-2035. Piloted mission to
Mars and other planets are planned in the timeframe 2015-2040.
Rocket Space Corporation "Energiya" (main designer of the USSR/Russian orbital space
stations) has promoted the concept of the manned mission to Mars which already has
features of the Technical Programme. Program of the first piloted mission is following :
elements of the interplanetary crafts are launched into near Earth orbit. A habitation block
is launched the first, then an assembly crew is delivered into the near Earth orbit by
transportation space cargo ships. This assembling activity will lasts few months. After a
solar tug boat is delivered to the near Earth orbit (the aim of that tug is to take
interplanetary spacecraft from near Earth orbit to near Mars orbit and back). A lander is
the last to be launched and docked with a Martian manned spacecraft on Earth 's orbit.
After conduction of the cycle of the preliminary flight tests, the crew of the Martian
mission is delivered on board of the spaceship. Duration of a flight to the Mars is about 2
years. It includes flight from Earth to Mars orbits. After transition to a circular orbit near
Mars a part of the crew (two members) out of total four move to the lander and lands on
the Martian surface at predefined landing site. Cosmonauts remain on the Mars surface
about 7 days and then launch on the ascent module from the Martian surface for martian
orbit rendezvous and return back to the Earth. Russia is aware of broad international cooperation in preparation of the first piloted mission to Mars. For example, Russia can
develops the habitation module, the USA can be responsible for the development of the
Martian lander and Europe can be responsible for the development of the solar tug boat.
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WE, THE FOUNDERS of the International Space University, do hereby set forth this
Credo as the basis for fulfilling ISU's goals and full potential.
INTERNATIONAL SPACE UNIVERSITY is an institution founded on the vision of a
peaceful, prosperous and boundless future through the study, exploration and
development of Space for the benefit of all humanity.
ISU is an institution dedicated to international cooperation, collaboration and open,
scholarly pursuits related to outer space exploration and development. It is a place where
students and faculty from all backgrounds are welcomed; where diversity of culture,
philosophy, lifestyle, training and opinion are honored and nurtured.
ISU is an institution which recognizes the importance of interdisciplinary studies for the
successful exploration and development of space.
ISU strives to promote an
understanding and appreciation of the Cosmos through the constant evolution of new
programs and curricula in relevant areas of study. To this end, ISU will be augmented by
an expanding base of campus facilities, networks and affiliations both on and off the
Earth.
ISU is an institution dedicated to the development of the human species, the preservation
of its home planet, the increase of knowledge, the rational utilization of the vast resources
of the Cosmos, and the sanctity of Life in all terrestrial and extraterrestrial manifestations.
ISU is a place where students and scholars seek to understand the mysteries of the
Cosmos and apply their knowledge to the betterment of the human condition. It is the
objective ofiSU to be an integral part of Humanity's movement into the Cosmos, and to
carry forth all the principles and philosophies embodied in this Credo.
THIS, THEN, IS THE CREDO OF ISU. For all who join ISU, we welcome you to a new
and growing family. It is hoped that each of you, as leaders of industry, academia and
government will work together to fulfill the goals set forth herein. Together, we shall
aspire to the Stars with wisdom, vision and effort.
-Peter H. Diamandis, ISU Founder; SpaceGen Director
-Todd B. Hawley, ISU Founder, SpaceGen Exec. Director
-Robert D. Richards, ISU Founder; SpaceGen Director
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C.l CASE STUDIES

In this section, a sample of twenty international organizations were examined, then
analyzed 1• These twenty organizations have been chosen to represent the following
categories:
• those that address space issues
or projects,
• those that address other large
scientific endeavors, and
• a set of organizations in other
fields which might provide
valuable lessons.
courtesy United Nations

These twenty are not meant to be the Figure C.l-1 Voting at the United Nations
only organizations that could give us
insight, but they cover a wide spectrum of organizational structures, functions, and
objectives 2 .

C.l.l Coordination Model
International organizations designed around the coordination model do not have binding
power over the participating national organizations nor do the participating national
organizations have binding power over the international organization. They serve a
variety of functions, but can only effect action if the national organizations agree. They
provide a forum to present and discuss important issues, provide opinions and advice,
and facilitate a common understanding between national organizations (Figure C.l -1
Voting at the United Nations). A list of the six organizations that were identified and
analyzed in this category are provided in Table 1-1
IACG
CEOS
IMEWG
UNCOPUOS
UN

ITU

Inter-Agency Consultative Group
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
International Mars Exploration Working Group
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
United Nations
International Telecommunications Union

Table 1-1 Organizations which have only the authority to coordinate the activities
of the participating national organizations.
The IACG, CEOS, IMEWG, and UNCOPUOS organizational structures are very flat, as
shown in Figure C.l -2 The organizational structure of the coordinating model. The
1

Organizational charts and descriptions are easily obtainable via the World Wide Web for all these
organizations. e.g. URL given below: http://www.yahoo.com/Government/International_Organizations/
2
For a more rigorous categorization of international organizations see, for example, the Union of
International Associate definitions, at the URL: http://www.uia.org/uiadocs/orgtYpee.htm
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various participating space agencies each send delegates to sit in meetings of the
organization, and subcommittees are delegated responsibilities for detailed investigation of
important issues the agencies wish the coordination group to address.

Figure C.l-2 The organizational structure of the coordinating model

The ITU has a larger organizational structure to manage its responsibilities, but its
executive powers are limited. It merely coordinates international use of the
electromagnetic frequency, based on their self-interest in reducing frequency interference.
Interestingly, this self interest could almost give the organization an effective "leadership"
model, as described below.

C.1.2 Managerial Model
International organizations designed around the managerial model carry out actions
directed by the participating national organizations. The participating national
organizations have binding power over the international organization, either by treaty
(INTELSAT), by the influence of delegates (EC), or by finances (ESA). A list of the
seven organizations that were identified and analyzed in this category are provided
inTable C.l-2.
ISS
INTELSAT
INMARSAT
WHO
IMF
ESA
EC

International Space Station
International Telecommunication Satellite Org.
International Maritime Satellite Organization
World Heath Organization
International Monetary Fund
European Space Agency
European Commission

Table C.l-2 Organizations where the ultimate authority resides with the national
organization or representative and the international organization acts as an
executive body to manage operations.

There is an executive function, carried out under the direction of a director, general
secretary, control board (ISS), or some other person or group. The parties either have
delegates who sit on a legislative council or in the case of ESA, simply speak with their
purses. This organizational structure is extremely common amonst international
organizations under the United Nations (WHO, IMF) and in other activities such as space
programs where there is a joint effort on a single, highly integrated project.
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lntematlonal Organization

Figure C.l-3 The organizational structure of the management model

The primary difference between the coordination and managerial models is the executive
function. The coordination organizations do not manage facilities or carry out programs,
they advise and inform. However, in neither organizational model does the international
organization have authority over the participating national organizations.

C.1.3 Leadership Model
International organizations designed around the leadership model carry out actions
directed by the participating national organizations, but also direct and coordinate the
activities of the national organizations. The international organization has binding power
over the participating national organizations, either by setting enforcable requirements
(IOC) or by controlling fiscal affairs. A list of the six organizations that were identified
and analyzed in this category are provided in Table C.l-3.
EU
CERN
IOC
World Bank
Arianespace
WSA

European Union
Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire
International Olympic Corrunittee

World Space Agency (Proposed only)

Table C.l-3 Organizations where the ultimate authority resides with the
international organization and both the international organization and national
organizations together act as an executive body to manage operations.

Multinational corporations (MNC's) like Arianespace have a single administrative
leadership but divisions and operations in many nations. The European Union is a
complex and evolving organization which has gained a certain amount of authority to
direct the actions of its members. The International Olympic Corrunittee has a President
and an administration, under which there are a number of Commissions for eligibility,
finance, women's issues, etc. that are binding on the various national Olympic
corrunittees.
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Figure C.l-4 The organizational structure of the leadership model

C.2

ANALYSIS OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The purpose of the following analysis is to examine the set of organizations described in
the previous section and to distill out important organizational elements that might be
used for a Mars exploration strategy. This is done in two stages. The first selection is
done based on the scope of the function of the organization 3• The second done is by
looking at more detailed requirements for national participation.

C.2.1 Specific Function
A "specific function," ironically, is a rather vague term. Despite the difficulty of deciding
with certainty whether an organization has a specific function, it is a useful process. It is
easiest to define this term by the use of examples. An international organization charged
with undertaking a program of Mars exploration is charged with a specific function. The
opposite, an organization with a general charge, can also be defined by example. The
United Nations has a general function, handling a number of very diverse issues and it is
able to expand or contract the scope of its activites. ESA has a much more general
function than INTELSAT, though much more specific function than the UN.
In Table C.2-1 is a list of the organizations from the previous section which have a
specific function. Since Mars exploration is specific, we look for organizational examples
from similar oraganizations. Those organizations like ESA which are ambiguous have been
eliminated from the list as well as the unambiguously general function organizations.

3

Based on a system of categorizing international organizations proposed by Dr. John Logsdon, the Space
Policy Institute, George Washington University.
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Coordinating

CEOS, IMEWG, UNCOPOUS, ITU

Managerial

ISS, INTELSAT, INMARSA T

Leadership

IOC, Arianespace

Table C.2-1 International Organizations in each organizational category which
carry out a specific function.

C.2.2 The Models Needed
A distinction can be drawn between two classes of missions that would explore Mars.
Robotic explorers would require one organization for cooperation while human
exploration missions would require another. For robotic missions, the current means of
cooperation is the IMEWG, a body that provides a forum for the participating agencies to
coordinate their activities. This is sufficient coordination for the current level of
cooperation seen on missions like ISAS'sPlanet-B, NASA's Mars Pathfinder, and ESA's
proposed Mars Express. For some specific missions, a more managerial function might be
required, such as for the failed Mars 96 probe. However, with the Mars 96 probe and all
the others, there is a clear national leader in the project.
For an endeavor like sending a human exploration mission, there may be no
overwhelmingly dominant nation who's managerial structure will be wholly responsible
for the work break-down and task-assignment. More like the International Space Station,
there will be a range of participation and a need for more tightly interwoven management
structures 4. There is an implied flow from coordination to managerial structure that is
directly proportional to mission complexity. As more people from the participating
agencies become involved, the coordination agency must take on more executive functions
and fewer advisorial ones. There is a question here that maybe the further evolution of
such a program then leads to a leadership role5 .
Can a more rigorous analysis be applied to the remammg models to determine an
optimum? In detail, the answer is no, but the broad organizational character may emerge.
Based on the above discussion, a number of requirements can be established. The
organizational structure shall:
•

have a mechanism to handle a changing membership as nations enter and (possibly)
withdraw from the program of exploration,

4

Interview with Lynn F. H. Cline, Deputy Associate Administrator for External Relations, NASA.
For example, ESA growing out of the ESRO and ELDO organizations, both of which were more
coordinating and managerial. ESA most properly fits as a hybrid between the leadership and managerial
categories. Another European example of this phenomenon is the process of European political and
monetary union, i.e. the transition from the EC to the EU.
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•
•

have a mechanism to scale up and down to accomodate different classes of missions,
and
be multilateral at all tiers in the organizational hierarchy.

C.2.3 Recommendations
For a coordinating organization, the structure of the IMEWG is ideal. Not only is the
function identical to what is needed, but it has been an established presence in robotic
Mars exploration plans since 19946. The scope of the function should be expanded,
however, to include coordinated strategic planning in addition to the current advisorial
and informational role it has.
For the managerial organization, the International Space Station organizational structure is
the best model. The Inter-Governmental Agreement (IGA) and associated Memoranda of
Understanding between the partners detail a Multilateral Control Board (MCB) and other
multilateral panels. All the way throughout the organizational tree, there are participants
from all nations working together. This project is not merely cooperative at a high level,
but in almost every detail of the technology. It also has mechanisms in place to bring in
new partners as they emerge (such as Italy and possibly Brazil and Ukraine). One
provision in the IGA even specifies the procedure for the evolution of the Station as it
grows. Some of the primary difficulties in adopting this model are the problems of
periodic redesign, committrnent of nations on the critical path, tightly coordinating legal
and managerial structures, and the lack of on-orbit hardware to prove the operational
effectiveness of it 7 •

6

Interview with George Scoon, Study Manager in ESA' s Directorate of Scientific Programmes, Scientific
Projects Department.
7
Interview with Lynn F. H. Cline, George Scoon, and Sergei ??, Russian Embassy in Washington, D.C.
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D.l

SCENARIOS FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS

Of the 4 scenarios, 3 are politically and economically driven, the last one is technology
driven.
Scenario 1: Assumes the current trends in politics and economics are maintained for the
next 20 years: a US dominated space co-operation, instability of space agencies' budgets,
and a continuous improvement of the commercial fleet of launchers.
Scenario 2: Deals with a possible revival of competition between nations, and a highly
politicised and emotional Mars exploration. Flagship missions with humans are dominate
the rationale and big launchers are developed to fulfil this aim.
Scenario 3: Takes most of the assumptions of scenario 1 but assumes a much better
international co-operation level which allows an optimised strategy given the severe
budget restrictions.
Scenario 1 2 and 3 share some commonalties in particular in the commercial launcher
sections.
Scenario 4 is fundamentally different from the 3 others: it assumes a major technological
breakthrough makes space exploration as easy and affordable as current aviation
technology. Though by definition no prediction can be made about the nature of such
progress and the time it would take to appear, it is aimed at underlining how these
paradigms would completely change our perspective of Mars exploration and space
endeavour in general.

D.2

SCENARIO

1

D.2.1 Politics
In the US, there 1s a growing trend towards privatisation and reduction m state
involvement.
Since many of societies structural problems have worsened over the last 20 years (e.g.:
poor and unequal education system, rising violence and inequalities), there is an ever
increasing pressure on state budgets and on NASA in particular. Not only has the NASA
budget been reduced by half during this period, there is a growing concern that the state
budget should be focused to create jobs instead of pursuing science. Increasingly large
amounts of money are spent to maintain the ageing 1st generation International Space
Station.
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Consequently, lobbying by US aerospace corporations (R&D on SSTO, keeping the
space shuttle running at all price) have reduced to a minimum any scientific effort for
planetary exploration. The instability of budgets have put at odds any coherent strategy,
NASA and JPL have yet to adapt to the cheaper, better, faster concept. Public interest
for Mars exploration faded long ago soon after the Pathfinder mission. There is a general
contradiction that NASA has to solve between science goals and political and economic
instability. NASA is willing to collaborate with foreign partners as long as it is the project
leader, a stance that makes co-operation with Russia and China almost impossible.
In Europe, most countries including France and Germany (the EU leaders in space R&D
and industry) have been unable to solve their social and economic problems. Structural
rigiditieshave impaired any significant public sector spending cuts. The pressure on public
budget deficit management due to the common currency has led to increased taxes and
economic slowdown. Science is considered as less of a political target than in the US, and
there is no significant public debate regarding the future of space programs and Mars
exploration. Insidious marginal spending cuts have been made that impair the stability and
rationale of the space programs; the first to suffer are the planetary missions. Though
there is still a general agreement on missions with a budget of US$200 million as in the
US. In practice the political and budget instability of ESA ensure the proposals for Mars
missions are scrapped one after another as they are taken hostage by various countries
pushing their domestic goals at the expense of any coherent strategy. As in the US there
is a growing trend to spend public money allocated to ESA in industrial projects involving
job creation (e.g.: updating the fleet of Ariane commercial launchers) at the expense of
scientific programs. Europe is the main promoter of international co-operation but the
instability of its programs as well as the competition with the respective national space
agencies of member states make it less credible.
Russia, after a long hectic period following the fall of the USSR, is slowly recovering from
political and economical disorder. The country is now able to sustain a coherent space
program which is integrated in a general industrial policy aimed at renewing infrastructure
and giving leadership in strategic sectors such as space. The current space program is
more industrial than science oriented and involves the 2nd generation Space Station in
which Russia intends to take the leadership, as well as the renewal of the fl.eet of its ultracompetitive medium type launchers. Nevertheless the heavy launcher Energiya is not on
the agenda anymore. Though the space budget is now quite stable, it is a shadow of the
one that was the flagship of the Soviet Union. There is no financed program for any kind
of human exploration beyond low Earth orbit and competent planetary scientists have
retired, died or moved to the US. Russia is willing to promote international co-operation
but with a much tougher stance than 20 years ago, as it has now the means to persue it's
own policy.
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China is the now the leading economic superpower and has the biggest GDP in the world.
After a continuing effort to become a major player in space, it has eventually managed to
close the technological gap with the other space powers. It has a very active and
aggressive commercial launch sector and maintains a human presence in LEO constantly,
sometimes in the space station, but also in autonomous orbital Chinese facilities. It has
started to develop planetary science but considers it as a secondary goal. International cooperation with other space powers is difficult for China as it has the proud stance of a
new dominating superpower, and because of cultural differences with the Western nations
and antagonism with the US.

Japan has steady economic growth and has satisfied the economic needs of its ageing
population. The country is quite worried about its growing social welfare deficit and there
is a growing pressure to cut state spending. The planetary program is threatened as it
does not interest the layman and has very low impact on the economy.
Since Japan has traditionally been driven by strategic planning, there is still a coherent
space program including robotic exploration of Mars. There are growing concerns this
may not last, the budget is being slowly but surely cut, and the international partners
Japan normally deals with are increasingly unstable,unreliable and uncooperative.

D.2.2 Launchers
Launchers are mainly in 2 categories: the now ageing space shuttle and the commercial
rockets.
NASA is still funding the now old space shuttle fleet having already retrofitted several
times in the last 20 years. Because of its budget shrinkage, it has been unable to spend
enough money on R&D to develop a new generation single stage to orbit vehicle. Many
attempts have been made with the the X33 scheme, but the billions of dollars necessary
to produce a new operational fleet have never been found. Though the space shuttle is not
really adapted for a Mars exploration probe launch, there is still a university partnership
program that allows small experiments of about 50 kg to be carried in the cargo bay for a
symbolic fee. However the maintenance of the ISS has given very little opportunity for
such programs.
The US now have a coherent fleet of commercial rockets issued from the EELV program.
The progressive updates of the fleet have led from the Delta II (about 500kg to Mars) to
large EELV (20 tons in GTO, 5 tons to Mars) about 50% the size of the Energiya
launcher.
Europe has been extensively using the now very reliable Ariane 5 launcher. Further
improvements of the Evolution 1 and 2 programs have led to a capacity of 25 tons in
GTO, 5 tons to Mars. Piggyback launches of payloads ranging from 50 to 200 kgs are
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available at a negotiated price with Arianespace; the development of a commercial market
for microsatellites has led to a piggyback fee appropriate to the market price in 2018,
though the fee was symbolic at the end of the 90's. There is no program for manned
launches.
Russia has now renewed its existing fleet to market requirements (equivalent to Ariane or
EELV capacities). The biggest commercial launcher has been upgraded to carry a new
generation of capsules (6 to 8 cosmonauts in LEO). No further attempt has been made to
reactivate the Energiya launcher.
China has an extensive fleet of commercial launchers on the market, as well as a man rated
system equivalent to the Soyuz program in terms of performance (3 astronauts in LEO).
Japan has developed a fleet of commercial launchers equivalent to the Ariane family., due
to concerns of Japanese fishermen it has leased a Pacific island near the equator. Because
of high production costs and an unfavorable exchange rate, launches are limited to what
Japan considers as strategic activities; this includes involvement in planetary exploration.
Japan is therefore proposing to launch space probes at market price.
In all cases, the cost of a launch has been reduced of 50% in the last 20 years ( uniform
level throughout the world due to past intense competition). However because of national
policies, space agencies are required to buy the launches in their respective countries (this
does not apply for piggyback launches done in international co-operation or conducted by
universities) at a premium that can exceed 50% the price of the commercial market.
No man rated launcher is available for anything else than LEO and ISS operations.

D.2.3 Technology
Electronics and telecom improvements have progressively led to more and more
sophisticated and small probes. Their ability to conduct space experiments as well as
their reliability are limited but their cost is down from a few hundred thousands to a few
million dollars including ground operations.
Bigger space probes are available for heavier of mission types (e.g.: sample return) and it
is generally agreed that they should not exceed a few hundred million dollars including
launch and operations.
RTG are not an option in the US, Japan or Europe but they are widely used in Russia and
China.
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D.3

SCENARIO

2

0.3.1 Politics
Russia in 2018 has recovered from its restructuring period and is now a country enjoying
GDP and growth equivalent to the Asian dragons of the 90's. The country has kept a
highly centralised political system favouring industrial policy and long term planning with
a more authoritarian political system than Western Europe. The presidential regime
favours the vision of leaders with ambitious national goals. After many years of deep
political and economic crisis (which had brought the space program almost to its knees),
in 2010, the President of Russia decided it was then time to restore the national pride of
the country and wipe out all the humiliations and compromises the Russian people had to
endure to survive. The Russians would no longer accept an exclusive American political
and economical leadership, and this was particularly true for space. The Russian
president made a speech at the Duma stating that in 2020, Russia would send a crew to
Mars, plant the Russian flagship and go back safely. As a result a considerable effort has
been made in terms of manned space exploration using extensive knowledge gained in the
past Mir and International Space Station. A heavy launcher is designed and tested and
choices have to be made regarding the strategies to send the crew to Mars. The
nationalistic stance has brought a renewed tension between the US and Russia and cooperation has become problematic with other countries. The tension between Russia and
China has worsened, both disputing leadership in space activities. European nations are
worried but since they are politically weak, they hedge their bets with Russia.
China is the now the leading economic superpower and has the biggest GDP in the world.
After a continuing effort to become a major player in space, it has eventually managed to
close the technology gap with the other space powers. It has very active and aggressive
commercial launch activity and maintains a human presence in LEO constantly in
autonomous orbital Chinese facilities. China is considering a flagship mission to Mars and
is trying to beat the Russians. International co-operation with other space powers is
almost non-existent as China has the proud stance of a new dominating superpower, and
because of cultural differences with the Western nations and antagonism with the US.
Tensions with Russia are higher than ever. South-East Asian nations though quite worried
about China's stance (the US have long left the region as a military power) have agreed to
follow its path and cooperate in the Chinese space program.
The US have experienced 2 different periods in the last 20 years.
From 1998 to 2010, there was a growing trend towards privatisation and reduction in
state involvement. Since many of the societies structural problems had got worse (e.g.:
poor and unequal education system, rising violence and inequalities), there was an ever
increasing pressure on state budgets and on NASA in particular. Not only has the NASA
budget had been reduced by half during the period, there was a growing concern that the
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state budget had to be prioritised to create jobs instead of pursuing science. Increasingly
large amounts of money were spent to maintain the ageing 1st generation International
Space Station. Consequently, industrial projects involving lobbying by US aerospace
corporations (R&D on SSTO, keeping the space shuttle running at all price) have reduced
to a minimum any scientific effort in planetary exploration. The instability of budgets
have put at odds any coherent strategy, NASA and JPL had yet to adapt to an ever
cheaper, better, faster context. Public interest in Mars exploration has faded long ago since
the Pathfinder mission. There was a general contradiction that NASA had to solve
between its science goals and the general political and economical instability.
In 20 I 0 the Russian stance acted as an catalyst that completely changed the paradigms of
space exploration. There was a heated debate in the US to decide or not to take the
Russian Mars challenge. Congress then decided to allocate special funds to start another
Apollo type program, though in a much longer term (20 years instead of 10 for Apollo).
This, plus a renewed international tension leading to a new arms race, raised concerns
about the public deficit and inflation. The program is now under scrutiny from Congress,
this causes problems similar to those experienced by the space station program in the
1980's and 1990's. Europe and Japan have agreed to play a secondary goal in this
program. Dialogue is non existent with the Chinese, extremely difficult with the Russians
(there is no formal co-operation with these 2 countries).
In Europe, most countries including France and Germany (the EU leaders in space R&D
and industry) have been unable to solve their social and economical problems. Structural
rigidities impair any significant public sector spending cuts. The pressure on public
budget deficit management in the then achieved common currency has led to increases in
taxes and the slowing of the economies. The ESA political and budget instability make
the proposals for Mars robotic missions untenable as they are subsumed by various
countries wishing to push their domestic goals at the expense of any coherent strategy.
Furthermore there is a deep disagreement between EU countries on which stance to take
regarding the rising political tension between China Russia and the US. Germany, fearing
problems with Russia has taken a neutral stance. France is advocating a purely nonaligned European position and wishes to play one superpower against the other. The
result is a European stance that has no strong rationale or coherence.
Japan has steady economic growth and has satisfied the fiscal needs its ageing population.
The country is quite worried about its growing social welfare deficit and there is growing
pressure to cut state spendings. At the top of the list is the planetary program which
does not interest the layman much and has very low impact on the economy.
Since Japan has traditionally been driven by strategic planning, there is still a coherent
space program including robotic exploration of Mars. Japan is quite worried about the
stance of China and Russia and have closed ranks with the US and acts under its umbrella.
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D.3.2 Launchers
NASA has continued to fund the obsolete space shuttle fleet, retrofitting several times up
to 2010. Because of its budget shrinkage, it had been unable to spend enough money on
R&D to develop a new generation single stage orbit vehicle. Many attempts have been
made on the the X33 concept, but the billions of dollars necessary to produce a new
operational fleet have never been found.
Following the Russian declaration in 2010, NASA has been commissioned by Congress to
develop a family of heavy launch vehicles, the first being a derived shuttle cargo system
(80 tons in LEO, I 0 tons to Mars)
The US have now a coherent fleet of commercial rockets issued from the EELV program.
The progressive updates of the fleet have led from the Delta II (about 500kg to Mars) to
large EELV (20 tons in GTO, 5 tons to Mars) about 50% the size of the Energiya
launcher.
Europe has been extensively using the now very reliable Ariane 5 launcher. Further
improvements of the Evolution 1 and 2 programs have led to a capacity of 25 tons in
GTO, 5 tons to Mars. Piggyback launches of payloads ranging from 50 to 200 kgs are
available at a negotiated price with Arianespace; the development of a commercial market
for microsatellites has led to a piggyback fee equivalent of the market price in 2018
though the fee was symbolic at the end of the 90's. There is no program for manned
launches.
Russia has now renewed its existing fleet (equivalent to Ariane or EELV capacities). On
top of this the biggest commercial launcher has been upgraded to carry a new generation
of capsules (6 to 8 cosmonauts in LEO).
As a result of the 2010 presidential declaration, the Energiya launcher was reactivated in
2012 (100 tons in LEO, 12 tons to Mars) and a new Energyia II is in preparation (200
tons in LEO, 25 tons to Mars).
China has an extensive fleet of commercial launchers in the market, as well as a man rated
system equivalent to the Soyuz program in terms of performance (3 astronauts in LEO).
They are developing hardware for possible interplanetary flights but have not taken a
clear stance on the future developments.
Japan has developed a fleet of commercial launchers equivalent to the Ariane family.
Following difficulties with fishermen, it has leased a Pacific island near the equator.
Because ofhigh production costs and an unfavorable exchange rate, launches are limited
to what Japan considers as strategic activities; this includes an involvement in planetary
exploration. Japan is therefore proposing to launch space probes at market price. There is
a Japanese manned space program in LEO, but no interplanetary capability has been
planned so far.
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In all cases, the selling price of a launch has been reduced of 50% in the last 20 years
(uniform level throughout the world due to past intense competition). However because
of national policies, space agencies are still required to buy the launches in their respective
countries (this does not apply for piggyback launches done in international co-operation
or conducted by universities) at a premium that can exceed 50% the price of the
commercial market.
However, the cost of a heavy launcher doesn't come as a priority in the definition of the
policies, since the manned spaceflight programs have become quite ideological and
emotional.

D.3.3 Technology
Electronics and telecom improvements have progressively led to more and more
sophisticated and small probes. Their ability to conduct space experiments as well as
their reliability are limited but their cost is down from a few hundred to a few million
dollars including ground operations.
Bigger scientific space probes are available for heavier types of mission (e.g.: sample
return) and it is generally agreed that they should not exceed a few hundred million
dollars including launch and operations.
A third type of spaceprobe is now available in the US China and in Russia to prepare
manned missions to Mars. They enjoy (almost) unlimited funding and maximum heavy
launch facilities.
Nuclear energy in the form of R TG or nuclear propulsion is not an issue anymore except
in Japan and Europe, for the Green movements have been marginalized in the superpower
political landscape.

D.4

SCENARIO

3

D.4.1 Politics
In the US, there is a growing trend towards privatisation and reduction in state
involvement. Since many of the societies structural problems have got worse for the last
20 years (e.g.: poor and unequal education system, rising violence and inequalities), there
is an ever increasing pressure on state budgets and on NASA in particular. Not only has
the NASA budget been reduced by half during the period, there is a growing concern that
state budget should go in priority to create jobs instead of pursuing science. Increasingly
large amounts of money are spent to maintain the ageing 1st generation International
Space Station. Consequently, industrial projects involving large lobbying by US aerospace
corporations (R&D on SSTO, keeping the space shuttle running at all price) have reduced
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to a mm1mum any scientific effort for planetary exploration. There is a general
contradiction that NASA has to solve between science goals and general political and
economical instability. However, NASA management as well as Congress have been well
aware of the limitations of the current situation for the last 15 years (since 2002) and the
new generation of managers and engineers are more involved in international partnerships ..
In Europe, most countries including France and Germany (the EU leaders in space R&D
and industry) have now to decreased their social and economical rigidity after a severe
social and economical crisis lasting up to 2005. Structural rigidities had then impaired any
significant public sector spending cuts. The pressure on public budget deficit management
in the then achieved common currency had led to increase in taxes and slowing of the
economies. Nevertheless most countries managed the turnaround by 2000 and significant
economic results have been achieved 5 years later. Europe is enjoying a period of
prosperity and is a credible leader in international co-operation especially due to its long
experience in this domain. Stabilised space budgets and a stable environment have
allowed a better planning and a coherent vision of space exploration .
Russia, after a long hectic period following the fall of the USSR, is slowly recovering from
political and economical disorder. The country is now able to sustain a coherent space
program which is integrated in a general industrial policy aimed at renewing infrastructure
and giving a leadership in strategic sectors like space. The current space program is more
industry than science oriented and involves the 2nd generation Space Station in which
Russia intends to take the leadership, as well as the renewal of the fleet of its ultracompetitive medium type launchers; Russia having benefited from 20 years of
international programs is an active player in various space strategies. Russia is willing to
promote international co-operation but with a much tougher stance than 20 years ago,
since it now economicly sound.
China is the now the leading economic superpower and has the biggest GDP in the world.
After a continuing effort to become a major player in space, it has eventually managed to
close the technological gap with the other space powers. It has a very active and
aggressive commercial launch sector and maintains a human presence in LEO constantly,
sometimes in the space station, sometimes in autonomous orbital Chinese facilities. It has
started to develop planetary science but considers it at a secondary goal. International cooperation with other space powers is difficult for China as it has the proud stance of a
new dominating superpower, and because of cultural differences with the Western nations
and antagonism with the US. however, Chinese leaders are well aware of the benefits of
international co-operation and has extensively participated in various exchange programs
with increased know-how and credibility.
Japan has a steady economic growth and has satisfied the needs of its ageing population
though the real estate market has pushed many families to take multigeneration loans. The
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country is quite worried about its growing social welfare deficit and there is a growing
pressure to cut state spending. At the top of the list is the planetary program which does
not interest the layman much and has very low impact on the economy.
Since Japan has traditionally been driven by strategic planning, there is still a coherent
space program including robotic exploration of Mars. The long tradition of co-operation
in space program makes Japan an active player in robotic space exploration .
D.4.2 Launchers
Launchers are mainly m 2 categories: the now agemg space shuttle and commercial
rockets.
NASA is still funding the old space shuttle fleet, already retrofitted several times in the
last 20 years. Because of its budget shrinkage, it has been unable to spend enough money
on R&D to develop a new generation single stage orbit vehicle. Many attempts have been
made on the X33, but the billions of dollars necessary to produce a new operational fleet
have never been found. Though the space shuttle is not really adapted for Mars
exploration probe launch, there is still a university partnership program that allows small
experiments of about 50 kg to be carried in the cargo bay for a symbolic fee. However the
maintenance of the ISS has given very little scope for such programs.
The US have now a coherent fleet of commercial rockets issued from the EELV program.
The progressive updates of the fleet have led from the Delta II (about 500kg to Mars) to
large EELV (20 tons in GTO, 5 tons to Mars) about 50% the size of the Energiya
launcher.
Europe has been using the now very reliable Ariane 5 launcher extensively. Further
improvements of the Evolution 1 and 2 programs have led to a capacity of 25 tons in
GTO, 5 tons to Mars. Piggyback launches of payloads ranging from 50 to 200 kgs are
available at a negotiated price with Arianespace; the development of a commercial market
for microsatellites have led to a piggyback fee equivalent of the market price in 2018
though the fee was symbolic at the end of the 90's. There is no program for manned
launches.
Russia has now renewed its existing fleet to market requirements (equivalent to Ariane or
EELV capacities). At the top of it, the biggest commercial launcher has been upgraded to
carry a new generation of capsules (6 to 8 cosmonauts in LEO). No further attempt has
been made to reactivate the Energiya launcher.
China has now an extensive fleet of commercial launchers in the market, as well as a
manned rated system equivalent to the Soyuz program in terms of performance (3
astronauts in LEO).
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Japan has developed a fleet of commercial launchers equivalent to the Ariane family.
Following the difficulties with fishermen, it has leased a Pacific island near the equator.
Because ofhigh production costs and an unfavorable exchange rate, launches are limited
to what Japan considers as strategic activities; this includes an involvement in planetary
exploration. Japan is therefore proposing to launch space probes at market.
In all cases, the selling price of a launch has been reduced of 50% in the last 20 years
(uniform level throughout the world due to past intense competition). However because
of national policies, space agencies are still required to buy the launches in their respective
countries (this does not apply for piggyback launches done in international co-operation
or conducted by universities) at a premium that can exceed 50% the price of the
commercial market.
No man rated launcher is available for anything other than LEO and ISS operations.
However, most countries are conscious of this situation as well as the inability of any
single country to provide such a system, and are ready to open discussions on how to
solve the problem.

D.4.3 Technology
Electronics and telecom improvements have progressively led to more and more
sophisticated and small probes. Their ability to conduct space experiments as well as
their reliability are limited but their cost is down from a few hundred thousands to a few
million dollars including ground operations.
Bigger space probes are available for heavier types of mission (e.g.: sample return) and it
is generally agreed that they should not exceed a few hundred million dollars including
launch and operations.
RTG and nuclear propulsion are not an option in the US Japan and Europe but RTGs are
widely used in Russia and China and no particular opposition has been raised in these
countries regarding nuclear devices in space.
The ever more powerful on board processing facilities of the probes create a severe data
transmission problem with Earth.

D.5

SCENARIO

4

D.S.l Description
In this illustrative future scenario, a fundamental scientific and technological breakthrough
is made, making space exploration space, affordable, and practical. This discovery makes
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it possible to travel throughout interstellar space and provides a new source of almost
unlimited energy.
In this hypothetical breakthrough, our horizon would expand so much that our vision of
the universe, our paradigms of space exploration and settlement would be radically
changed. Such a shock would not only bring a technological revolution, but probably
other fundamental changes in our civilization.
Such an event may occur far in an undefined future. The history of technology alternates
between long periods of maturation followed by fundamental discoveries that change our
world drastically. It has been more than 6 decades since the first rockets were developed
and the technology has shown its limits.
One of the possible ways of pushing space exploration and ambitious Mars programs
may be to favor very advanced research and development that would overcome the
technological limitations. of conventional rocketry
In fact the future of Mars exploration may well indeed be linked to such a breakthrough.

D.5.2 Outcome
The results of the Space and Society department workshop session at ISU97 discussing
this issue were the following.
Since energy would be almost unlimited, space transportation safe and affordable and
interstellar travel possible, humanity would emigrate to space en-masse. Participants
stated that giant cities built in space would be the major trend because they would be
safer than planetary settlement and would offer mobility.
Much of the solar system is not very hospitable to human life, and even with this kind of
breakthrough requires that we live in a confined artifical environment while in space.
Other solar systems might offer us better opportunities for settlement if the energy
required to reach them is no longer such an obstacle.
If our current view of space travel is altered radically, what becomes of our plans for

Mars? Such a technological breakthrough would extend our horizon so radically that the
interest in Mars for large scale settlement might fade away in favor of interstellar
exploration. Therefore Mars might be used as a resource mine for Earth industries, or be
preserved for scientific research. In any case, the future use of Mars beyond the horizons
we can currently see will not be like we imagine today. Hopefully for the better, and
possibly for worse, Mars will be a much nearer neighbor than it is today.
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D.5.3 Perspective from the Future
In 1998, physicists were able to prove there is a link between the electrostatic
electromagnetic and gravitic forces. The experiment had furthermore proven the theory of
Zero Point Energy, a concept of energy production so powerful that almost unlimited non
polluting sources of energy can be produced by small energy devices. Another side effect
of this experiment was the change in time flow in the vicinity of the experimental device.
In 2003 the first experimental small scale spacecraft was produced and tested in low
Earth orbit; after numerous practical difficulties the first manned spacecraft was operated
for an Earth-Moon mission. This proved space was now as accessible and safe as air
transportation. Only 10 years of practical R&D would give the new general trends of this
new industry for interplanetary flights.
In 2010 the first industrial ZPE power generators were released on the market and future
use was considered for space stations Moon and planetary bases.
In 2012 the first unmanned flight proved the ability of travelling for one point of the
universe to the other at incredible speeds using the time warp created by gravity
controlled devices. Though the experience was limited to a trip Earth-Pluto, it proved the
feasibility of interstellar flights.
The first human mission using the time warp effect was successfully tested on a trip to
Neptune in 2015.
A program might then be underway to design a series of interstellar probes aimed at
bringing scientific results as well as preparing future interstellar manned missions.
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Solar Bus Concept
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E.l

THE SoLARBus CONCEPT

E.l.l Current Situation:
There are 4 major agenices involved m space exploration (in alphabetical order):
ESA, NASA, NASDA and RSA.
All these space agencies spend a significant amount of money to build different
spacecraft, that fulfill extremely similar missions. International cooperation does not play
a significant role, although the trend is leading towards it.
On the other hand, we have an adequate industry capacity, dealing with Micro- and
Nano-technology in all of these countries. As Wim de Peuters stated in his lecture:
"Micro/Nano-technologies are extremely expensive to develop, but once you have it it is
quite cheap to use them ". He also mentioned, that there is already a significant amount of
knowledge regarding these technologies, but the industries are reluctant to contribute with
their knowledge to the various space programs.
So why not create an international consortium for space exploration, that takes advantage
of these new technologies?

E.1.2 SolarBus
SolarBus is an international, technology driven project, that wants to allocate these hidden
resources all over the world.
The proposal would foresee an international consortium, comprised of ESA, IIG, NASA,
NASDA and others to design and build a type of spacecraft in a small series of 50 - 100
pieces, which could serve as a bus structure for various payloads.
The SolarBus spacecraft would be built in Micro/Nano technology, whereby every
partner could provide several components to the overall structure (e.g. AIRBUS-aircraft
for the European case, ISSA as international example). Once the design has been finished,
the SolarBus partners could get construction orders for their "national" industries on a
"juste retour" basis or any other method, depending on prior negotiations. The SolarBus
spacecraft could have the following specifications:
• Place for 25 kg of payload
• Maximum power: 1 kW
• Data storage capability of 1 - 10 GB
• Telecommunication via Ku or Ka band
• several others
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E.1.3 Financial and Management Issues:
The SolarBus spacecraft would be built in a small series of 50 pieces. According to Juan
de Dalmau (ISU 1997), one could save 20% of cost for a series of 50, 30% of the costs for
a series of 100 spacecraft. Going one step further, one could also foresee an international
assembly and test faci lity, managed by the international SolarBus consortium, to share the
cost of such an investment. This test facility should also be designed to serve as a test
center for industries in the Micro/Nano technology field. There are three main reasons for
this dual use approach:
a) Cost reduction, by sharing the maintenance costs with these industries
b) Attract "earth bound" industries to space for future missions
c) Keep track of the ongoing development

Why should industries use such a test center?
Simply because the construction and maintenance of such a test center is extremely
expensive and there is a trend for outsourcing (e.g. several companies are outsourcing
their computer centers) throughout the entire industries.

How does one share the cost of the spacecraft and the mission between the SolarBus
partners and possible customers?
This could be done by dividing the payload capability. The partner, who provides the
launch gets for example 10% of the payload capability for free, the partner, providing
mission control, could have the same amount of payload capability for free - the rest is
shared in exchange to the financial contribution of each partner I customer.
There is also the possibility to launch the SolarBus spacecraft into Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GTO), together with a commercial telecommunication satellite, as it is for
example being offered by ARIANESP ACE with the Dual Launch Capability of ARIANE
5. This approach bears another cost reduction potential.

Who are the customers?
The SolarBus project should reach such a level in cost reduction, that a flight of a small
experiment to another planet, as Mars for example, should be possible for various
educational institutions and companies, thus including universities, institutes, societies,
various companies and even ambitious high schools.
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When could the SolarBus project start?

In the next few years, the technology is more or less developed, the launcher systems are
existing the only real problem is to set up the international framework.

References:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Lecture ofWim de Peuter about:"Micro- and Nano Technologies", 30/7/1997
Timeline for space exploration of the mentioned space agencies
The LunarSat-Study, ASA/ESA-Summerschool in Alpbach 1996
CERN lecture series "Advanced Technology"
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Search for Life (Background)
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F.l

INTRODUCTION

If we expand our view of searching for life beyond Mars, where should we look? If we
find planets in other solar systems, can we predict there may be life on them?

F.2 PROBABILITY
If we assume that there is life in this universe, including high civilizations, how many are
there? Since the 17th century, many astronomers or scientists have imagined this
question. Activities such as SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) have continued,
though we have not met any other life in space. There is a famous equation called "The
Drake Equation", which predicts the number. It attempts to specify the factors involved
in deducing the existence of ETI (Extraterrestrial Intelligence) in order to estimate the
number of advanced radio-communicating civilizations that we might detect:
N=R *fp*ne*fl *fi *fc*L
The number (N) of detectable civilizations in space equals the rate (R) of star formation,
times the fraction (fp) of stars that form planets, times the number (ne) of planets
hospitable to life, times the fraction (fl) of those planets where life actually emerges,
times the fraction (fi) of planets where life evolves into intelligent beings, times the
fraction (fc) of planets with intelligent creatures capable of interstellar communication,
times the length of time (L) that such a civilization remains detectable.

F.2.1 Characteristics of Earth
1) It is located at a good point to receive adequate energy from a star like the Sun
(Venus is too close to the Sun, Mars is too far from the Sun.)
2) It has enough mass to sustain a dense atmosphere
3) A massive satellite stabilizes the orientation of its axis.
If there is a planet that satisfies these three conditions above, life may (or might) exist
there.
To find planets we can not use terrestrial telescopes, because the brightness of a fixed star
and a planet are different. (compared to the luminosity of a planet, a star is about one
hundred billion times brighter) ..
Even if we can't see them, we may find planets that go around other stars. There are five
possibilities.
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1. Use of the Hubble Space Telescope

2.
3.
4.
5.

Change of Mother Star's movement caused by planet's gravity
Change of Mother Star's spectrum caused by the Doppler effect
Detection of radio waves from planets
Observation of a Star-planet system in the infrared

1) Use of Hubble Space Telescope
From a telescope on Earth's surface, stars look blurred and dim because of air. To see
them more clearly, we need a telescope in space.. Collecting the weak light from planets in
other systems is still difficult even if HST is used. If high optical technologies become
available in the future, photographs of planets can be taken. Another way to do that is to
use the Moon. While the Moon goes in front of stars, their brightness is reduced. During
that short time, we may find light from planets.
2) Change of Mother Star's movement caused by planet's gravity
A planet and a star exert gravitational attraction on each other. Because the star has
greater mass, the planet orbits it in a big circle. Actually, the star is also moving, though
its change in position is very small. If a star is moving although no companion is
observed, it may have planet(s).
3)Change of Mother Star's spectrum caused by the Doppler effect
If a planet orbits a star, the star is also moving a little. A measurement of the Doppler
effect can detect that movement. As a result, we can predict the existence ofplanet(s).
4)Detection of radio waves from planets
Planets like Jupiter emit more energy than the Sun in the radiowave spectrum at certain
times. Detecting such signals in the spectrum of another solar system would suggest the
existence of another planet.
S)Detection of infrared radiation
Stars emit most of their energy in the visible spectrum, while planets, being much cooler,
emit in the infrared. If we observe a star system with an excess amount of infrared
emission, it hints at the possibility of existence ofplanet(s).
Several star systems with Jupiter-like planets have been detected so far using the Doppler
method.

F.3

SOLAR SYSTEM

The possibility of existence of life in our solar system can be discussed in view of past
scientific missions to planets or other bodies:
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Mercury
In 1974, Mariner 10 succeeded in taking pictures of the surface of Mercury first. The
surface looks the same as on the Moon. Mercury is a little larger planet than the Moon
and has no water and a pseudoatmosphere. Because of its elliptical orbit and its bound
rotation with respect to the Sun, its surface temperature varies from over 300 C in the
daytime to below -1 00 C at night. Circumstances like those must make it too hard for any
kind of life to exist.
Venus
Venus had been expected to harbor life because of its similarity to Earth in size or
density. With the data collected starting with Mariner 2 in 1962, we have to reject the
possibility of life. There are 3 reasons for this:

1)extreme surface temperature and pressure because of the greenhouse effect by carbon
dioxide
2)lack of water
3)clouds made of hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid
Outer Planets
Outer planets such as Jupiter are not expected to harbor life. Though we have garnered a
lot of information about Jupiter and Saturn, a number of questions remain unresolved.
Other bodies
Titan
Titan is Saturn's biggest satellite, and has a thick nitrogen and methane atmosphere.
Because of the spectral discovery of rich organic substances related to life in its
atmosphere, the possibility of life cannot be excluded. Cassini, launched in October 1997,
will help clarify some issues.
Europa
The diameter of Europa, one of moons of Jupiter, is about 3100 km. It's located so far
from the Sun that it receives only 3.7% of the solar energy that Earth does. Its surface is
covered with thick ice. Recent research showed the possibility of presence of water under
the ice layer. Heat caused by radioactive decay inside or by inside friction caused by
Jupiter's gravity pull may keep some water in liquid state. That heat combined with light
from the Sun coming through some cracks in the ice might provide conditions suitable for
the emergence of life.
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G.l

MATERIALS AVAILABLE ON MARs

The composition of the Martian atmosphere is predominantly C0 2 (95.3%) with
potentially useful percentages of N 2 (2.7%), Ar (1.6%), 0 2 (0.1 %), CO (0.1 %) and
variable amounts of water vapor. With proper techniques it is possible to utilize these
resources to produce breathable air, water, fuel , construction materials, and fertilizer. Not
only are the components of the atmosphere considered resources, but a certain
characteristic of the atmosphere, namely wind, can provide a resource for power. The
Viking lander measured wind speeds which averaged about 5 m/s, with peak speeds up to
10 m/s. Other resources for power include solar, Radio isotope Thermal Generator
(RTG), and geothermal.
No direct measurement of the total amount of water on Mars exists although it is
proposed that water resources can be divided up into four categories: (1) the atmosphere,
(2) the polar caps, (3) a deep subsurface permafrost or aquifer layer, and (4) the soil.
The largest amount of atmospheric moisture on Mars is found in the northern latitudes
above 60 degrees and at low elevations. It is estimated that the total amount of water in
the Martian atmosphere is 1.3 km3 (~360 billion gallons). For comparison, this amount of
water could supply the needs of McMurdo Station, the main U.S. research base in
Antarctica for 33,000 years-- assuming peak summer usage with 1,000 people on station
and no recycling. The biggest obstacle is the method of extraction.
The Martian polar caps consist of a seasonal C02 cap that forms in the winter and a
permanent cap that is composed predominately of water ice. The permanent northern
cap is circular with a diameter of about 1,000 km and an estimated thickness of 4-6 km.
The permanent southern cap is much smaller with a diameter of about 350 krn and an
estimated thickness of 1-2 km.
A considerable amount of water is believed to be frozen in a permafrost layer just below
the Martian surface. Estimates of subsurface temperatures on Mars indicate that the
permafrost layer at the poles may be as much as 8 km thick and come within 2-5 em of
the surface. Even at the equator, permafrost may be 3 km thick and within 3 m of the
surface.
Data from the Viking missions indicates that water was released from the soil upon
heating to high temperatures. However, these measurements were made by the Viking
Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer, which was not designed to detect water. The
same amount of water in the soil was detected at both Viking landing sites. The extremely
high temperature required to release the water from the soil indicates that the water is
fairly tightly bound and is probably not affected by the range of temperatures occurring
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on the Martian surface. Thus, it is probable that a soil sample anywhere on the Martian
surface may have the same water composition.
Direct observations from Viking indicate that the soil is primarily composed of silicon and
iron, with traces of aluminum, magnesium and other elements, see Table G.l-1.
Elements
Si
Fe

Mg
Ca

Percent by mass

21
13
5
4

3
3
0.7
0.5
< 0.25

AI

s
Cl
Ti
K

Table G.l-1 Elemental composition at Viking lander site

These elements do not reside in the Martian soil in their pure form, but m oxidized
compounds such as shown in Table G.l-2.
Compound
Si0 2
Fe20J

Percent by mass

MgO

8.3
7.7
5.7
5.6
0.9
0.7
< 0.3

so1
Ah01

CaO
Ti0 2

Cl
K20

44.7
18.2

Table G.l-2 Mineralogy composition at Viking lander site

The Martian surface is probably rich in a variety of salts . Some of the probable
combinations would be MgS04, NaS04, MgC03, CaS04, CaC03 and NaCl. In addition
to salts, the Martian soil also contains several nutrients that are essential for plant growth
such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium.
Viking measurements also indicate that the Martian soil is rich in superoxidized material,
which is produced by ultraviolet radiation interacting with the mineral grains. This
superoxidized material is extremely inhospitable to carbon molecules. It is not known
how far down into the surface the oxidizing zone extends. There is a possibility that
carbon molecules could exist beneath this layer.
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G.2 PHOBOS

AND DEIMOS

Very little information exists about either Phobos or Deimos. Phobos has a surface
gravitational acceleration of 0.001 g. The surface material is probably a carbonaceous
chondrite. The escape velocity is 3.5 m/s at the point facing Mars and 15 m/s at the point
facing away from Mars.
According to theories, the moons consist of the same substance as C-class meteorites,
also called carbonauceos chondrites. The densities of Phobos (2.0 g/cm 3) and Deimos (1.4
g/cm3) are less than normal C-class meteorites (2.0 - 3.5 g/cm3) found on Earth, but that
could come from the fact that many volatiles would boil off from meteorites as they are
heated by the atmospheric entry. Some data from the Soviet Phobos 2 mission show
outgassing from the surface of Phobos. This could be water vapour boiling off from ice,
also giving an explanation to the low density.
Normal C-class meteorites found on Earth consist from 5 - 12% of H20. If the theories
are correct, Phobos could consist of up to 20% H2 0, having in rough numbers
approximately 2x1012 metric tonnes H2 0. The major substances found in C-class
meteorites are FeO (-20%), Si02 (-30%) and MgO (-20%).
The possible mineralogical, chemical, and physical properties of Phobos and Deimos are
shown in Table G.2-1.
Type I
Element
Fe( metal)
Ni(metal)
Co(metal)

c
HzO

s
FeO
SiOz
MgO
AhOJ
NazO
KzO
PzOs
Minerals

Metal-rich
carbonaceous
10.70
1.40
0.11
1.40
5.07
1.30
15.40
33.80
23.80
2.40
0.55
0.04
0.28
Clay mineral matrix
Mg Olivine with
FezOJ inclusions

Matris-ricb
carbonaceous
- 0.10

--

-1.9-3.0
- 12.0
- 2.0
22.00
28.00
20.00
2.10
- 0.3
0.04
0.23
Clay mineral matrix
Olivine

Type3-4
L-H condrite
6- 19
1-2
- 0.1
- 0.3
-0. 15
- 1.5
- 10.0
38.00
24.00
2.10
0.90
0.10
0.28
Olivine
pyroxene, metal

Table G.2-1 The possible mineralogical, chemical, and physical properties of
Phobos and Deimos (Rietmeijer, F.J.M. et.al)
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G.3

MATERIALS AVAILABLE ON OTHER BODIES

Resources for use on the Martian surface can also be obtained from other nearby celestial
bodies such as the Moon and near-Earth asteroids.
Moon
Table 0.3-1 lists the elements present on lunar soil.

Element
percent of atoms
percent of oxides

0

Na

Mg

AI

Si

Ca

Ti

Fe

60.9

0.4
0.6

4.2
7.8

9.4

16.4
45.5

5.8
15.0

0.3
1.3

2.3
7.5

-

22.2

Table G.3-l Average Value of Elements on Lunar Surface

[ from Turkevich 1973 ]
To fully understand the available resources on the Moon, one needs to understand how
the Moon was formed. It is believed that during the early period of the solar system's
formation, 4.6 billion years ago, material was ejected from Earth by a giant impact. This
ejecta material formed a ring around Earth which condensed to form the Moon. This
"Collision-Condensation Theory" is supported by the data obtained through the Apollo
and Luna missions. Since the Moon formed from the surface material of the Earth, it is
not surprising that lunar material is very similar to Earth's crust. Lunar soil and rocks are
predominantly oxides of metals and silicon. Unlike the mantle of the Earth or asteroids,
there are no large free metal ores on the Moon. However, due mostly to asteroid impacts,
there are significant quantities of free iron granules in the soil. Furthermore, lunar soil
contains a large quantity of oxygen. Finally, Clementine data on polar craters indicate
permanent shadow zones that may contain additional resources such as water ice.
The Apollo samples show that minerals abundant in the common lunar soil are fairly
easily processible to produce major quantities of glass fiber, ceramics, clear glasses,
aluminum, calcium, iron, magnesium, titanium and chromium, as well as other materials.
These materials can be used for various space development applications. Volatile
elements such as hydrogen, carbon and sulfur could come from the water that is possibly
present in lunar polar craters or from solar-wind atoms implanted in lunar soil.
Near-Earth Asteroids
Some near-Earth asteroids are energetically more accessible than the Moon, so they can be
chosen instead of the Moon as source of materials. These asteroids offer some materials
that are rare or absent on the Moon's surface. Some of them contain free metals and
volatiles at a concentration 100 times greater than the lunar soil. Asteroids of the
chondrite type can be processed to provide pure iron and nickel usable in LEO structures.
Other products could be cobalt, metals of the group of platinum, gallium, germanium and
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arsenic, all elements with a high value for the industry. Some of these materials could even
be useful enough to be returned to the Earth. An asteroid the size of a domed football
stadium filled with ore (roughly equivalent to 100 meters wide, tall and long), contains 2
million (2x 106) tons of material.
Most meteorites fall into one of four compositional categories: Iron meteorites, stony
irons, achondrites and the chondrites. Iron meteorites, also called "irons", are usually just
one large iron-nickel (Fe-Ni) metal object. The percentage of nickel varies from 5% to
62%, with an average of 10%. The average percentage of Cobolt is about 0.5%. Other
metals such as the platinum group metals, gallium and germanium are dissolved in the FeNi metal. Stony irons consist of mixtures of Fe-Ni metal of between 30% and 70% along
with mixtures ofvarious silicates and other minerals. The Fe-Ni metal can be present as
chunks, pebbles and granules. Stony irons resemble outer cores or mantles of planetoids.
Achondrites are silicate rich meteorites apparently formed by crustal igneous (i.e., molten
or volcanic) activity in their parent bodies. They consist of a broad range of minerals.
Different types of achondrites average between 0 and 4% free Fe-Ni granules. Chondrites
probably came from parent bodies that were too small to undergo a large degree of
gravitational differentiation, or are collision ejecta from less than catastrophic collisions of
slightly differentiated bodies.
The nonmetal ingredients of meteorites consist predominantly of silicates, oxides and
sulfur minerals. The composition is as follows: silica (Si02) between 35% and 40%,
magnesia (MgO) between a whopping 20% to 25%, aluminium(Ah03) between only 2%
and 3% (in contrast to Earth and the Moon's crusts), and calcia (CaO) around 2%. Iron
sulfide(FeS), also called "troilite" (and "fool's gold"), usually comprises approximately
6% of these meteorites. Precious metals such as the platinum group, cobalt, gold, gallium,
germanium, and others are dissolved in the Fe-Ni metal. Many asteroids are richer in
most of these metals than the richest Earth ores which we mine. Further, in asteroids,
these metals all occur in one ore.

G.4 ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ON MARS
Three additional resources available on Mars are discussed here, although only one
involves materials in the same way as in the previous sections. The others are not so
much physical entities to be mined, but rather physical parameters of Mars, and its
Moons, which can also be exploited.

Valuable materials
It is possible, although yet to be confirmed, that certain materials may be present on
Mars which do not exist on Earth either in comparable abundance or accessibility. These
value of these rare materials need not necessarily be economic worth but may instead be
their unique suitability to a particular chemical process, for example pharmaceutics.
Whilst the latter is difficult at this time to predict, it has long been hypothesised that the
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Martian surface, given its complex geologic history, may possess a relatively high
abundance of precious metals compared to the Earth whose surface has been scavenged
over several millenia.

Real estate potential
Mars has space, in no small measure; its surface area of 18 million square kilometres
represents an area equal to the Earth's total land area, that is, the area of the Earth's
surface which is not covered by water. On Earth this itself has always been a valuable
resource and the principles hold also for Mars, albethey in the longer term. The
ownership of a particular area on Mars, be it private or on a national level, constitutes an
extension of territory and increase in assets and as such is a valuable commodity. This
will become even more important as the degree to which Mars is developed increases.
Location and physical parameters
Mars ' low gravity environment (3/8 that of the Earth 's, much less in the case of its
satellites) and its position in the Solar System are also considered resources which are not
available on Earth. Together they combine to lend Mars and in particular its moons a
tremendous advantage as launch locations both inwards to the Inner Solar System and
outwards to the Outer Solar System. The low gravity environment has clear energetic
implications for missions in both directions, whilst its position further out makes it an
ideal gateway to the Main-Belt and to the outer planets beyond.
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Extra Vehicular Activity
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H.l

INTRODUCTION

The design and construction of planetary extra vehicular activity (EVA) suits for Mars
exploration will have to be addressed in detail in any plan for a human mission to Mars.
In long duration missions this issue becomes even more critical. As there are no current
space suits that are useable for Mars exploration some of the many problems to consider
in designing a Martian EVA suit are discussed herein.
In a Mars environment a suit operating pressure of at least 57.2 kPa (8.3 psi) will be
needed for daily operations due to the relatively quick adaptation time, as opposed to a
4.8 psi space shuttle suit which requires several hours of pre-breath and adaptation to
avoid the bends (nitrogen emboly). Several parts of the actual Space Shuttle EMU space
suit could be modified and reused in a Mars suit, however, weight is a serious concern.
Practically the same PLSS (Portable Life Support System) or backpack can be used on
Mars by changing the operating pressure requirements and by decreasing the weight.
A dual pressure suit can be used to be able to decrease the pressure of the suit when
dexterous operations have to be conducted. The gloves are a critical concern in the design.
A different type of helmet can also be used in order to reduce the lens effect on the
astronauts, since daily operations inside a curved helmet can produce motion sickness
after doffing it. A plane-face helmet as per the Brand Griffin Design space suit prototype
is recommended, with the addition of glare and UV coatings to protect the astronauts'
eyes.
A new and easier way to replenish consurnables in the backpack will be needed. Also a
rear entry/exit, as used in the Russian ORLAN-DMA suit will be preferable in order to
quickly donn/doff the suit, even without the help of other astronauts.
A new computer system could be integrated in the EVA suit in order to give the astronaut
complete information about the status of the suit, consurnables, even range from or to the
base/spaceship. This can be done using HUD (Heads Up Displays) technology with
projection on the helmet faceplate.
The atmospheric environemnt is a concern for the EVA suit designers, as dust abrasion
and accumulation will limit visibility and have corrosive effects on metallic parts. Thus
special care in the design of the joints will be necessary in order to minimize the effect of
martian dust. More information about the severity and frequency of dust storms on Mars
will be needed. Also, upon completion of the daily EVA activities, the suit will require
extensive cleaning to ensure the crew and habitat will stay contaminant-free. This must be
accomplished by brushing and cleaning the suit with compressed air or a filtered Martian
atmosphere supply located inside the airlock.
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Information about the amounts of radiation encountered on the planet surface must be
addressed, as well as the protection needed en route or in the event of solars glares.

H.2 CONCLUSIONS
In order to be innovative and meet the severe weight limit and operational requirements of
the Martian Space Suits design, it will be necessary to have:

• low weight construction
• high mobility

• self canyng capability
•
•
•
•
•
•

low maintenance
zero prebreating time
rapid don/doff
easy re-sizing
radiation protection
possible repair

A study of the EVA operations on Mars have to be addressed in order to resolve the main
issues, specially those regarding re-useability and low maintenance during daily activities.
The issues of oxidation and particulate contamination of metallic parts have to be
properly addressed and resolved in the design process.
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Slavin, J.A., R. E. Holzer, Spreiter, et. al., "Solar-wind flow about the terrestrial
planets. 2. Comparison with gas dynamic Theory and Implications for solar-planetary
interactions," J Geophys. Res., 94, pp.2383-2398, 1989.
Smith, E.J., L. Davis Jr., P.L. Coleman, Jr. and D.E. Jones, "Magnetic field
measurements near Mars," Science, 149, pp.1241-1242, 1965.
Soderblom L.A., "The Composition and Mineralogy ofthe Martian Surface from
Spectroscopic Observations: 0.3 f!m to 50 f!m," pp. 557 -593, in MARS, Hugh
H.Kiefer, Bruce M. Jakosky, Conway W. Snyder. Mildred S. Matthews (editors),
University of Arizona Press, 1992.
Stuster, J., Bold Endeavors, Naval Institute Press, 1996. (ISBN 1-55750-749-X).
Tanaka, K. L., "Geologic History of Mars," Houston, Lecture at ISU SSP, July 14,
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"Technology Transfer: Spin-offs and Spin-ins," ISU SSP '97, Houston, USA,1997
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Vaisberg, O.L., "The solar wind interaction with Mars: A review of results from
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atmospheres, ionospheres and solar wind interactions", edited by Luhmann, J.G.,
Tatrallyay, M., and Pepin, R.O., pp.311-326. AGU, Washington, 1992.
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a/Space and Rockets, 1993.
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Geomorphology., ed. D. S. G. Thomas, Belhaven Press, pp.335-358, 1989.
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"High-level catalog objects for the Vikin...g mission": 1997 .
(http://wundow.wustl.edu/vlander/vl_0 0 0 1/ca.ta.Iog/catal ·
"Hot Topic: Marsokhod - Russian Mars Rover Tests" _og.cat)
(http://www.amdahl.com/intemet/ever1ts/Ma.rsok.hod.ht. ~mdal!J,
"Long Range Science Rover Task" : N .A...SA JPL,
m)
(http://robotics.jpl.nasa.gov/tasks/scire>"""Ver)
"Mars Global Surveyor- Science": .TPL, I 997: (http://m
www.jpl.nasa.gov/sci/sci.htrnl)
gs"Mars Pathfinder in VRML!": NASA Ames,
(http://mpfwww .arc.nasa.gov/vrml/ vrrnl.h tml)
"Mars Pathfinder Mission - Home Page" : NASA Ksc
(http://www .ksc.nasa.gov/Mars/ default.html)
'
"Mars rover" : Altavista, (http://www.altavista.digital.comfc .
bin/query?pg=q&what=web&fmt= · &q= %22Mars+rover% gl0 22
)
"Mars96 Device Description": Space Research Institute:
(http://www.iki.rssi.ru/mars96/instrum.htm)
"Mars96 Mission": Space Research Institute (IKI), 1996.
(http://www.iki.rssi.rulmars96/mars96hp.html)
·
"Mission Thumbnail: Mars Observer": JPL Public Infonn .
(http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/mip/mo.html)
ation Office·
(http://apollo-society.org/space_ edu.htmi)
·
(http://booster.nasa.gov:443/codeb/budget:fMULyyR.htm)
(http://esapub.esrin.esa.itlbr!br122.htm)
(http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office!HR-Educationleducation/ed..
(http://www.jsc.nasa.gov/bu2/ AM~M.~tml)
Prog.htmJ)
(http://www.lance.colostate.edu/- wtlly/mflatabJe/)
(http://www.otap.com/opeace/p:ogressive/ 16-12/miJbudget h .
(http://www.sti.nasa.gov/rto/sptnselect.htmi)
· tml)
Burke, Jim; Jet Propulsion Laboratory, CA : Personal co
1997.
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Chappell, David T., "Planetary Protection Version 1.00": (http://res-87133.donn.duke.edu/Mars/protect.html)
Chappell, David T. , "Planetary Protection Version 1.00": (http://res-8713 3.dorm.duke. edu/Mars/protect.html)
Deep Space Communication ; System Architect Course, JPL January 9, 1997
DeVincenzi, Donald L., Stabekis,Pericles D., Barengoltz, Jack, "Refinement of
Planetary Protection Policy for Mars Missions":
(http:/ /prometheus .arc.nasa. govI division/rt_reports/devincenzi .html
DeVincenzi, Donald L., Stabekis,Pericles D., Barengoltz, Jack, "Refinement of
Planetary Protection Policy for Mars Missions":
(http://prometheus.arc.nasa.gov/division/rt_reports/devincenzi.html)
German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR): "Institute of Robotics and
System Dynamics " (http://www.op.dlr.de/FF-DR/FF_DR_info.html)
http://grid2.cr. usgs.gov/geo 1/index.html
http:/ /hesperia. gsfc.nasa. gov/sftheory/tlareimage.html
http://www.esoc.esa.de/extemal/mso/soho.html
Japanese university webpage, (http://mozu.mes.titech.ac.jp/research!rover/rover.html)
[Remark: URL seems no longer valid ... ]
Jung, W., "Mini-rover for planets": Institute for Space Simulation, DLR Cologne,
(http://www.kp.dlr.de/WB-RS/mini-rover_for_planets.html)
Kendall, Burke, Cardell; Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, 1996: Feasibility
and Potential Applications of a " Micro-Airplane" on Mars
Lavery, D., "NASA Space Telerobotics Program Home Page" :NASA HQ,
(http:/ /ranier .oact.hq.nasa. gov/telerobotics.html)
Mars, (http :I/seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets/mars.html)
Meadows, R. - WWW (http://www.fonz.org/zglight.htm). Life without Light:
Discoveries from the Abyss. National Zoo, ZooGoer 25(3), 1996.
Meyer, Michael A., "Planetary Protection and Mars Sample Return":
(http:/ /cass.jsc.nasa.gov/pub/publications/MSR/Meyer/Meyer_ figs.html)
Meyer, Michael A., "Planetary Protection and Mars Sample Return" :
(http:/I cass.j sc.nasa. gov/pub/publications/MSR/Meyer/Meyer_figs .html)
Miller, D., KISS Robotics, Personal communication, 5 Aug 97.
Msh : "Planetary Exploration", Space Research Institute (IKI), 31 Jan 97:
(http://www .iki.rssi.ru/pe.html)
NASA Technology Transfer Office: "Spinoff Database Center for AeroSpace
Information"
NASA: " Minority University Research and Education"
(http://mured.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/index.html)
NASA: "Advanced Missions Cost Model"
NASA: "International Space Station - Frequently Asked Questions"
(http://station.nasa.gov/reference/faq/)
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NASA: "Major NASA Development Programs - Program Cost Estimates"
(http://booster.nasa.gov:443/codeb/budget/LIFCY982.htm)
NASA: "National Aeronautics And Space Administration - Fiscal Year 1998
Estimates", 1997
NASA: "Overview ofNASA's Education Program"
Papka, M. , "Gil Testbed I 0" : [Telepresence in robot control], Argonne National
Laboratory,
(http://www .supercomp.org/sc95/proceedings/GII_ HPC/GII_ AP 1O.HTM)
Putz, P. , "Invitation to tender, Micro-ROSA study" (?) : ESA, 1996
ref: NASA JPL (http:// eis.jpl.nasa.gov/ roadmap/ site/ nasal leadingtechnologies/
lead ingO l.html), 1996.
Release 96-207. July, 1997. NASA Press Kit. Mars Pathfinder Landing.
Susan S., "Rocky 7 Mojave Field Experiments" : JPL/Washington University in St.
Louis, (http://wundow. wustl.edu/rocky7)
The Apollo Society: " Space Education"
The Oklahoma Progressive and Oklahoma Peace Strategy News: "Military Budget
Escapes Debate", 1997
Tucker, D., "The Atacama Desert Trek": NASA Ames/CMU,
(http :1/img.arc.nasa.gov/N omad)
Wubbo Ockels: "EuroMoon 2000 - A Plan for a European Lunar South Pole
Expedition", 1997
[ISS Web] http://station.nasa.gov

INTERVIEWS AND PERSONAL CONVERSATIONS:
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Borgonovi, C. ISU SSP Houston, August 5, 1997.
Cyr, K., NASA JSC, ISU SPP Houston, August 5-6, 1997.
Eiden, Michael; ESA, ISU SSP Houston, August 1997.
French, Lloyd; JPL, CA, ISU SSP Houston, August 1997.
Griffin, B., Griffin Design, ISU SSP Houston, 1997
Huber, R., DLR Germany, ISU SSP Houston, 1997
Ivanets, S., Russian Ambassy in the USA, ISU SSP Houston July 1997.
Kozlovskaya, I. , ISU SSP Houston, July 1997.
Mendell, W . , ISU SSP Houston, August 1997.
Scoon, G., ISU SSP Houston, August 2, 1997
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